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PREFACE. 
--:o:--

}'oR several years it was our privilege to enjoy an intimate 
correspondence with Judge Edmonds, and about twelve months 
ago we mentioned to him in a letter that a testimonial of 
photographs, volumes, an address, &c., was being got up for 
him in London ; and we suggested that o. testimonial edition of 
his celebrated works on Spiritualism, which were then and are 
still out of print, would be gladly received by English Spiri
tualists. The Judge in reply wrote: "You speak of a 
testimonial which is being got up for me. This is the first time 
I have heard of it, and o.llow me to say that your publishing 
that work (alluding to his various volumes on Spiritualism) so 
that it could be offered cheaply to the world would be to. me 
the most acceptahle memorial that could be devised." He then 
went on to say that he had a new edition of his writings in 
preparation, and, indeed, 200 pages thereof stereotyped, but the 
outlay was so great that he had to suspend the work. His 
intention was to bring out three volumes similar to the present 
work, and consisting of a. choice selection from the piles of 
MS. which for upwards of twenty years he had accumulated on 
the subject of Spiritualism. It would not be a mere reprint of 
the two volumes which had been for so many years before the 
public, but an entirely new and, as the author thought, a much 
more important work. At the same time, he offered us the 
manuscript to go on with and complete the work, and we 
announced the same as a " Testimonial Edition of the Works of 
Judge Edmonds." The announcement wss received with much 
favour, such gentl~men as Mr. S. C. Hall at once subscribing 
for as mo.ny as five copies, making in o.ll twenty volumes. 

In the meantime the Judge sent on per steamer the stereo
plates of the "Tracts and Letters," from which we have printed 
the present volume. It was our intention to issue it first as 
one of the series of the " Testimonial Edition," and allow the 
others to follow. The author also thought of having an edition 
printed by us for his own use, and while we were .in corre
spondence with him over the details of cost, &c., he passed 
away; and now that which was intended for a. "Tcstimoniul 
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Edition," to use his own term, has become a " Memorial " 
publication, in whfoh the great body of British Spiritualists 
have heartily participated. 

The negotiations thus having come to a sudden termination, 
the MSS. to constitute the other three volumes has not been 
received by us ; but from intimations which have reached us 
from the sphere of spiritual existence, it is probable that the 
Judge's intention will yet be fully carried out. 

This Edition was carefully corrected by the Author's own 
hand, and the copy thus annotated by him we treasure in our 
private library as a memento of the departed particularly 
sacred. In pI'E'paring the work for the press we religiously 
incorporated the Judge's corrections, and in addition mended 
numerous defects in the plates, which had been caused by the 
many thousands of copies which had been printed from them 
over a long series of years. One tract we entirely renewed, and 
we also introduced several pages of new matter, suggested by 
the Author and sent to us on purpose. To this enhancement of 
the original work there is added the two masterly orations through 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Tappan by Theodore Parker and the Judge 
himself; and with the introductory sheet of personal informa
tion, including the testimonial, it is hoped this little volume 
will be found in all respects a complete memorial of the good 
man who, though now passed away from mortal sight, still 
works with those who love the truth he sei-ved so well. 

The portrait is a very fine copy on wood of the most recent 
photographic likeness of the departed. When Judge Edmonds 
received the collection of portraits of English Spiritualists, he 
found that the portrait of the Editor of the Medium was not 
amongst them. He at once forwarded his own likeness, and 
desired that the one which had been omitted should be sent in 
return, as we in our editorial capacity serve, not a faction, 
but the Spiritualists of England. We have great pleasure in 
presenting our co-workers with a faithful copy of the beautiful 
photograph which Judge Edmonds forwarded under the circum-

. stances just described. 
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At one of the phrenological seances held at the Spiritual 
Institution, Mr. Burns gave a delineation of Judge Edmonds 
from the photograph, Crom which we make a few extracts. "The 
braJn and working apparatus predominated Tery largely over 
the vital organs, so that the Judge would be enabled to do 
a vast amount of work "'ith a very small stock of vital power. 
Ill health rather than an exuberance of animal spirits would 
characterise his life, and hence his enjoyments would be more 
of an intellectual and practical than of an emotional or sensuous 
kind. Such an organisation would be remarkably tenacious of, 
and attached to, personal experiences and deductions, and would 
not readily receive the teachings or theories of others ; but, 
being of an experimental and intuitive nature, would readily 
institute experiments and discover truth at first hand. Once 
having taken hold of the most rudimental form of a mighty 
principle, the Judge would not be able to relax his grasp, but 
would follow up his acquisitions with further conquests, till the 
thirsting mind received all the satisfaction which could be 
attained on the earth-plane. The temperament was of a pure 
and unselfish type. Mind so largely predominated over the mere 
personal attributes, that the things of time and of sense would 
frequently vanish away like the fabric of a dream, and the 
imperishable realities of spiritual existence would stand revealed 
to the spiritual gaze of the enrapt beholder." The Judge was 
an instance of a very high type of mediumship. It was not 
of that abnormal kind in which a low form of organism 
becomes the receptacle of an inspiration vastly superior to its 
usual plane of thinking. On the contrary, the mediumship 
of Judge Edmonds was a normal exaltation and more perfect 
development of that intuitive and clear-seeing power which 
would, more or less, characterise his whole life, but more 
particularly when he became the student of spiritual science 
and the subject of spiritual influences. The happy experiences 
of the Judge are a rich promise of the grand fruits to be 
gathered from .the tree of mediumship in the immediate future, 
when superior and well-cultivated minds will turn their 
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attention to spiritual development as a part of earth'd education, 
and thus blend into one lifo-picture the shadows of eart~'i:J 
sombre sphere with the more glorious lights of the upper 
realm. 'l'hen, and not till then, will righteousness and 
spirituality beautify the lives of men. Then will selfishness 
no longer blot and mar even the moral efforts of humanity, but 
with spiritualised and ennobled constituent elements, society 
will enter upon a career such as has not been dreamed of by 
the most sanguine philanthropist. Spirituality is the basis 
of all that is truly great and progressive in man. 

We conclude these prefatory remarks by alluding to a sug
gestion with which Judge Edmonds finishes this volume, and 
which m:i.y ba found on p:i.ge 3.U. As Spiritualists we foel 
that death has not put an end to the co-operation which may 
exist between the now-ascended Judge and his old co-workers 
on the earth-plane. 1N e have hiti assurance that he is, in some 
respects, 1::ven more powerful to help than when in his infirm 
body. In this doctt-ine we most firmly believe, and mean to 
make apparent our faith by works. In short, we intend to carry 
out the suggestions to which we h;we reforred, and, as circum
stances will permit, go on with the publication of the WGrks 
named by J udg.., Edmonds. As we have been long in corre
spondence with Hudson Tuttle, and have already published one 
of his volumes, we shall commence to carry out the views of Judge 
Edmonds by the publication of "The Arcana of Spiritualism," 
a work of gt·eat importance, which has been received by English 
Spiritualists with much favour. The question hitherto has 
been, \Vhe1·e is the money to come from to publish works on 
Spiritualism? The spirit-world has solved that problem by 
communicating to us a plan by which any amount of cash may 
be had at command, and also by which works on Spiritualism 
may be universally circuhted. }'ull details may be found in 
the prospectus at the end of this volume. 

Pro3ressive Lib,-a;·y and Spiritual Institution, 
L'>ndon, Septembe,·, 18i4. 

J.B. 
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JUDGE EDMONDS. 

(17om the" Medium and Daybreak," May I, 1874.) 

Few of our readers would be prepared for the announcement of 
Judge Edmonds's death briefly made in our columns last week. Na 
rumours have been circulated recently respecting his health. A 
few years ago he was very much affiicted with paralysis, but from 
this he recovered, and no unfavourable anticipations were enter
tained as far as the public could judge. But such a mind was not 
likely to suffer long in the/rocess of extrication from the physical 
body. Our departed frien was of such a pure type of organism, 
lived so well and worked so hard, that the harmony of his tem
perament no doubt enabled him to use up every available ounce of 
strength he possessed, and allowed him to pMs away easily and 
naturally. As SpiritualistR, we cannot regret the happ' change 
which has befallen our friend, and yet the work of Spiritualism 
will miss one of its firmest pillars. That happy host with whom 
the Judge had the privilege of communing so frequently across the 
river will now form his company, and though he may exercise a 
wide yet unseen, and in most cases impalpable, influence upon 
the destinies of our movement, at the same time the familiar epistle 
and the generous act will ha"re for ever passed away from our 
periodicals and the external workings of our movement. 

The labours of Judge Edmonds on behalf of Spiritualism were 
more of a real and practical character than demonstrative and 
polemical. Very many who have not achieved one tithe of the 
good have made far more noise on the platform and in the public 
print~, and yet the Judge arrested a great amo1mt of public atten
tion of the most important kind. His early adhesion to the move
ment appE>ars, from an article in the New York Sun, which we 
quote, to have cost him considerable annoyance in his profession.• 
Hut our friend, relying much less upon public consideration than 
his own intrinsic merits, went quietly forward in his own way, 
reaching a higher meed of respect than many, and having his 
hands to the end constantly full of professional business. 

Judge Edmonds, as a Spiritualist, adhered more to princiJ>les 
than to conventional opinions, or to ephemeral movements. He 

* Bee also the "Appeal to the Public," written by Judge Edmonlh at the time, 
commencing at pege 45 of this \'olume. 
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thus occui;>ied a very peculiar position, from which he wa.s able to 
atlord advice and assistance to all parties,and~ve offence to none 
His relations to the movement were purely spiritual, the mundan~ 
element inte~fering so slightly tha.t to all s?ades of. Spiritualists, 
and even to its foes, he afforded light and information, of which 
all gladly availed themselves. His work was divided into two 
parts: first, the discovery of truth; and secondly, its diffusion. In 
the first and essential part he was an a.ssiduous attendant at the 
spirit-circle. From his reported experience we have no doubt he 
regarded this practice as of the very highest importance. He was 
never carried away by theory, nor had he any need ; for his industry 
at the spirit-circle supplied him with such an abundance of facts, 
that speculation was entirely out of place. His own daughter 
proved to be a remarkable medium, and communications from his 
pen, which have appeared in our columns, and his works generally, 
bear abundant evidence of the fact that he possessed a very high 
degree of mediumship himself. Having thus, through his own 
personal experiences, and phenomena observed in the presence of 
others, gained a deep insight into the various forms of spirit
communion, and the state of the departed, he scrupled not to 
convey his views to the public. We have never found that Judge 
Edmonds, in reporting his experiences, minced matters, nor, with 
the view of tomng down an extraordinary story, indulged in garbled 
descriptions, nor the suppression of extraordinary facts. His na1Ta
tives were told with such straightforward simplicity, that, though 
unprecedented, the reader might accept them with all confidence. 
Expressions of wonder and astonishment never marred his testi
mony, which was sober and subdued, free from extravagant adjec
tives, and couched in the chaste, poetical style, which led on the 
reader with an attraction which could not be resisted. It is no 
wonder that such a writer should find the newspaper press open to 
his communications ; and, througl1 this purity and simplicity of 
style, Spiritualism is much indebted for the extended advocacy of 
its views outside of the movement, which was effected by the pen 
of Judge Edmonds. 

We arti not in a position toJ'udge of his merits as a speaker, nor 
have we heard very frequen y of his appearance on the public 
platform. It does not seem to have been his opinion that Spiritual
ists should form themselves into a clique or sect, but rather promote 
the truths of Spiritualism by individual effort, that it might act as 
an ameliorating and enlightening influence upon every condition of 
human life. Judge Edmonds was not, therefore, a society-maker, 
or promoter of noisy conventions. He devoted his whole time and 
energies to the truth itself, rather than in forging vessels to restrain 
it within certain limits. He did not, on that account, withhold 
his aid from any useful organised effort. His celebrated lecture, 
entitled "What is Death?" which has been reprinted at the 
Spiritual Institution, '\'1"&3 first delivered at one of the Sunday 
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meetings organised by his friend, Andrew Jackson DM·is, in New 
York. 

The literary labours pf Judge Edmonds, extended though they 
wore, form but a small part of his work. He kept careful i·ecords 
of all his experiences, but a amall proportion of which have found 
their way into print. Only the other .day there appeared in Human 
:Nature an experience recorded many years ago, which the Judge 
requested to be incorporated with the next edition, about to be pub
lished at the Spiritual Institution, of his well-known "Letters and 
Tracts on Spiritualism." (Seepage 145.) 

Besides recording so much respecting spirit-communion, Judge 
Edmonds was also an indefatigable correspondent. Letters poured 
in upon him from all parts of the world, and our experience enable11 
us to bear testimony to the prompt and satisfactory nature of his 
replies, all of which came in due course written with his own 
hand. This department of his duties must have been enough to 
wear out the strongest organisation. His letters privately addressed 
to individuals have no doubt done a work in quarters where spiri
tual publications or the missionary mediunL never could have 
reached. The pivot on which the vast personal work of our late 
friend revolved was no doubt his generous unselfishness. The first 
communication which we had from his hand was the very essence · 
of his character. It consisted of a large package of his "Letters 
and Tracts," sent free of cost, and it was many months before we 
knew to whom we were indebted for the parcel. 'Ve were no 
exceptional recipient of such presents. Only a few months ~o we 
received a letter from the Judge, part of which appeared m the 
M1mnnr, statinil:. that for about sixteen years he had published an 
edition of his "Letters and Tracts" annually, the most of which 
had been bestowed in quarters where they could be rendered useful 
for the promotion of the cause. Our deceased friend knew no 
limit to his operations in this respect within his income. 

Some time ago a testimonial was set on foot in this country by o. 
few who had been favoured with the Judge's acquaintance! Sums 
of five shillings were collected wherewith to present a set of Eng
lish works on Spiritualism, accompanied by tlie photographs of the 
donors. In this work we were not asked to participate, conse 
quently the great body of English Spiritualists to this day know 
nothing of the matter. It is gratifying, however, to know that 
this slight expression of regard reached the Judge while he was in 
his usual health, and he acknowledged it with his wonted un
affected courtesy. 

In our long correspondence with him, we discussed many plans 
for the promotion of Spiritualism. On ono occasion the testimo
nial to which we have just referred was alludecl to, the same letter 
bearing suggestions for the publication of a "Testimonial Edition " 

* Particulars are given in this volume, commencing at p1ge 10. 
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of his works. The Judge's reply has already appeared in the 
MEDIUM. He regarded a cheap edition of his works on Spiritual
ism, which would place them within the reach of every Spiritualist, 
as the most agreeable testimonial which he could receive. 
Arrangements for carrying this into effect were proceeding at the 
time of his demise, and no doubt the publication will yet appear 
as a memorial edition, in which, we trust, every Spiritualist who 
speaks the English language will be anxious to participate. At 
the present time a box of stereo-plates are in our works undergoing a 
careful revision which was made with the author's own hand. We 
hope in a few days to announce the particulars under which this 
work will be given to the public, and thus in some degree carry 
out what was so near to the heart of our friend while he sojourned 
on earth amongst us. 

From the" l\'ew York Sun." 

Tua DEATH OF THE AGED Ex-JUDGE Jo1111 WoaTn EDllONDS. 

From the Supreme Bench to Spiritualistic &ances-Dealing with tll8 
Spi'rits of the Unforgotten Dead-Intimacies with the Great oj Other 
Days. 
Ex-Judge John Worth Edmonds waa a month more than seventy-five 

1ears old when, on Sunday afternoon, April 5th, be died at his residence 
m Irving Place. He was born in Hudson, N.Y., and in 1816 graduated 
at Union College. Four years later he began to praotiae law in hie 
native city, where he soon gained local distinction. In 1831 he sat in 
the .Assembly for Columbia County, and in the next year he was sent to 
the State Senate, where, during four years, he held a leading position, 
and identified himself outspokenly with several schemes of working men 
for their betterment. Upon leaving the Legislature in 1836 he was sent 
on a Federal mi88ion among the Indians, living with them two years, 
and learning several of their languages. Coming East again, he settled 
down to his profession in this city, and lived here until his death. His 
next public position, after leaving the Indians, was that of State Prison 
Inspector, in which he secured note for infusing reformation into his 
work. He changed the system of discipline in the prisons, mitigated 
the severe corporal punishments that had long been in vogue, and secured 
the passage of advanced laws on the subject. His agitation of the 
abuses of prison management was one of the main reformatory topics 
of that time. In 1845 he was made a Circuit Judge, subsequently 
a Judge of the Supreme Court, and in 1852 he took his seat on the bench 
of the Court of .Appeals, retiring to private practice and rather opulent 
leisure in 1853. Old lawyers speak of him on the bench as sound, 
ready, and courageous, and in private life he was reputed honourable, 
intellectually cultivated, and amiable . 

.A. LEADER IN SPIRITUALISM. 

During his last twenty-three years Judge Edmonds was a believer and 
advocate of Spiritualism, attaining note equal!ed only by .Andrew 
Jackson Davis aa a champion and expositor of that faith in tllls country. 
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He was converted in 1851, and being a Supreme Court Judge and a man 
of considerable fame, his aC<'eptance of the new and unpopular faith 
brought upon him much criticism and derision. In the early months 
of that yea.r he was out of health and greatly depressed in spirit. He 
spent his leisure with an almost monomaniac persistency in reading on 
the subjects of death and future existence. In that frame of mind he 
saw those first forms of Spiritualism known il/J" the Rochester knock
ings," and resolved to give them a thorou15h investigation. For four 
months he regularly devoted two evenings of every week in experiment
ing with the phenomena, keeping elaborate records of all he witnessed, 
and reading everything that professed either to ptove or disprove the 
honesty of the manifestations. He travelled from plaoe to place to meet 
mediums, and studied the current topio in all the oruda phases in whioh 
it had then been developed. He held out against beliAf until, in hie 
opinion, he had deduced conclusive proofs that the spirits of the dead 
really did communicate with the living in the way of rappings and 
table-tippings. In his investigations he associated with himealf several 
ecientific gentlemen, some of whom were and some were not converted. 
Once convinced in his own millfl of the truth of Spiritualism, he was 
not the man to flinch from a public avowal of his belief. He was at 
once assailed with general ridicule, and was even called upon to resign 
his office as Judge. For a year he was roundly abusPCl, and in 1853 he 
published a book in which he recounted what he had seen, defended tho 
new belief, and to meet the assertion that his views were not in accord 
with his oath of office, aimed to harmonise Spiritualism with the Biblo 
doctrines of God and revelation. 

As A MEmu11. 

Judge Edmonds, soon after his acceptance of Spiritualism, became a 
medium. He said that while reading in bed he was touched all over his 
body with spirit-hands, and was surrounded with rappings. A little 
later he was impressed with the notion that be must go to a certain man, 
personally unknown to him, and receive a spiritual communication of a 
higher order than he had so far experienced. He went, and rccei ved 
what he firmly believed to be a message from a dead friend. It was 
eaid, and the aSBertion was left uncontradicted by Judge Edmonds, that 
in the last year of his judicial sitting, his decisions were largely 
influenced by the interoourae which he believed he had with the spirits 
of the dead jurists. He often averred that while delivering an opinion 
from the bench he plainly saw the forms of these ghostly advisers 
around him. His powers of mediumship were first brought out at a 
eeanoe to which five mediums were drawn, as they said, without precon
cert or intention, but simply by obeying impressions brought to bear 
upon them by spirits. He went to Central America in 1852, and the 
circle of which he had been a member professed that they were miracu
lously kept advised of the events of his voyage simultaneously with 
their occurrence, and afterwards he verified the accuracy of the reports 
by comparison with his diary. .Among the things of which he was 
accustomed to tell as proofs of the soundneBB of his belief, alleging them 
to be occurrences of his first year of mediumship, was the epiritually
eonveyed information of a grandson's illness in Canada; an announcc-
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ment of the death of his friend, Isaac C. Hopper, before he received 
the news in an ordinary way ; the foretelling of the destruction of the 
steamer Henry Cia!I; and frequent warnings against perfidious associates 
and coming evils. His daughter also became a speaking-medium, 
delivering meS1111ges .in languages of which she profeesed to have no 
knowledge. 

NOTABLBS OF THE 8PIRIT·WORLD. 

Early in his spiritualistic experience Judge Edmonds believed that he 
had intercourse with many of the distinguished dead. He counted 
Henry Clay and Fennimore Cooper among his new friends, and W88 
encouraged by them in frequent messages to boor up against public 
censure. Elias Hicks told him to "be not afraid," and William Penn 
111oid, "Thy mission is an arduous one, and it is thy duty to fulfil it 
truthfully and faithfully." Believing himself thus encouraged, he 
devoted much time to self-development as a medium, and became firmly 
established in an umhnken faith. He wrote letters to the newspapers 
in exposition and defence of Spiritualism, and the standing of the writer 
secured them a wider and more serious rending than the subject could 
have oomntanded in ordinary hands. In these early years of hie 
assiduous investigation he formed a close alliance with Dr. George 
T. Dexter, at whose residence most of the circles were held. At first the 
meetings were held twice a week, but later the Judge received what 
purported to be communications from spirits at all hours and in all 
places. Swedenborg and Bacon occupied muC'h of the time of the 
circles with a series of articles written through the mediumship of 
Dr. Dexter, yhich were subsequently published in a large volume. 
Further along in his unswerving adherence to the faith, Judge Edmond& 
became a forcible public speaker and profuse writer on Spiritualism, and 
his experience as a medium wss enlivened by communications from 
other distinguished men iri the other world. General Scott described 
his reception by the spirits; and Martin Van Buren, in whose law-office 
the Judge had once been a clerk, appeared at his bedside the very night 
after death. 

A MniNIOHT VISION. 

"My father had died thirty-six years before," the Judge said, in telling 
of his vision, "and he and Mr. Van Buren had been friends in life. When 
I saw their spirite, my father was standing in the middle of the room, 
on my left. He had an alert, cheerful look, and was easy and uncon
strained in his attitude. Mr. Van Buren stood against the wall on my 
right, near me, and six or eight paces from my father. He had a puzzled 
look, as if he did not comprehend his condition. He recognised meand 
my father. He knew that my father wa.e dead, and that I was not, and 
that he, too, was dead. I did not observe what first took place between 
them. My attention was first particularly attracted by Mr. Van Buren's 
saying: 'I don't understand this. I know I am dead, but I am the same 
I ever was. I am on the earth yet. There are my family, my home, 
my country ; nnd the matters that interested me in life just as near me 
as ever, yet removed from mo ! Cun this be the death I have thought 
of so long, and this to be my life nfter dettth for ever?' This thought 
seemed to goad him into action. He had felt a strong but undefined 
attraction towal'Cis his right hand, and he turned in that direction, and 
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bending over again with great activity, as it were, to pull up weeds that 
grew in his path, and thus worked his way slowly away from me." 

.At the time Judge Edmonds published a long description of Van 
:Buren's spiritual progress in eternity. .Another notable experience 
which he professed was an interview with Lincoln and Wilkes Booth, 
in which their experiences in " the Summer-land" were described with 
minuteness, and they expressed themselves as thoroughly reconciled. A 
series of dissertations on political economy by George Washington were 
a feature of his mediumship in 1854, and very lately Judge Peckham, 
through him, described the Ville du Havre disaster. 

lJELIEVIllG TO THE LAST. 

Judge Edmonds's wife and brother died many years ago, and with 
them he conceived that he had companionship up to his death. He said 
that the;r often sat and talked with him, and he described their looks 
and recited their words to his friends with minuteness. His wife 
especially he believed to be constantly with him, and during his fatal 
sickness-& culmination of a very painful chronic disease-he talked 
much of her faithful ministrations and consolation. He said that his 
bed was surrounded with spirit-forms, and that, upon joining them, by 
reason of entering their sphere in an already-advanced state of spiritual 
development, he would at once be able to send back such proofs of the 
truth of Spiritualism as could not be doubted. His faith did not waver 
to the end . 

.Although giving so much of his time to Spiritualism, Judge Edmonds 
did not neglect his large law practice until the infirmities of age com
pelled it. His partnership with William H. Fields was maintained 
until his death, and !Us advice was often sought in the gravest cases. 
Although his belief cost him his place on the judicial bench-his 
renomination in 1853 being defeated by a threat to legislate him out of 
office if elected-he never lost eocial and business respect. He was the 
first President of the Union League Club, and was among the first and 
most active advocates of the emancipation of the slaves in the early 
stages of the rebellion. He retained the friendship of many influential 
men who differed with his religious views. 

The Banner of Light, in recordin()' the termination of the 
earthly career of " the veteran New York Spiritualist,'' has the 
following :-

Up to within a few months since, we have been constantly in 
correspondence with the Judge, and, in view of the great interest which 
at present attaches to the spirit-form manifestations in England, we 
present the following extract from the last private letter received by us 
f"rom him, bearing date of Jan. 31st, 1874 :-

"I regard Mr. Crookes's recent action in England (which you notice 
in your number of the 24th) as very important. They seem to have 
done in England what we were unable to bring about in this country. 
They have there made science give attention lo the subject, and such 
publications as that of Mr. Crookes and the Dialectic Society will bring 
\nto our ranks numbers who otherwise would keep aloof. 

"In the spread of our ca.use we have every reason to rejoice, un<l, us 
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time rolls on, ...-e shall see our principles at ...-ork more and more, in 
every department of life-political, eocial, religious-and find more and 
more cause to be thankful for the part ...-e have taken in the movement." 

The above reads like a prophecy. We are al!llured that its fulfillment 
in the future is certain, and that to...-ard its fruition no one in the 
ascended state ...-ill be more active than be ...-ho has so recently trodden 
the ladder of light that leads "from the ...-eary earth to the sapphire 
wall." 

That Judge Edmonds was regarded as one of the leading men 
of the age may be gathered from the fact that his death was widely 
noticed by the Pres~. The following is from the foreign news 
of the Standard of April 23rd :-

On' Sunday morning 11\St, 5th April, Judge J. W. Edmonds died at his 
residence in this city. He was a man of ~reat ability and eminence in his 
profe88ion. He had been on both the Circuit and Supreme Bench of 
the State; and for ability, logical clearne88, and thoroughness in details, 
bad few equals and prohahly no superiors. His age ...-as 75. While on 
the Supreme Bench hie attention was attracted to Spiritualism ; and 
after a gr('&t deal of investigation-detailed accounts of which he gave in 
a book published soon after-be announced his belief in the doctrines; 
became, in fact, a professed believer in the BFiritual teachings, and a 
defender of them with tongue and pen ; and finally became an operating 
medium, but never a professional one. He ...-as the most respectable of 
all the spiritualistic authorities in America; and the weight of bis 
authority bad great effect in favour of the cause. Others wrote more 
voluminou9Jy, but none were read with so much respect. Spiritualists 
reverenced his utterances; and those who differed from him charitably 
accounted him a monomaniac, for bis reasoning on all other subjects ...-ns 
clear and natural. 

COMMUNICATIONS FilO::ll JL"DGE ED:l!ONDS. 

l\Irs. W oodforde left a note for me on Monday, asking if I 
had received any communications from the spirit "Judge Ed
monds," and asking me to visit her at my earliest opportunity. 
I called at Mrs. W oodforde's seance rooms on Monday evening, 
when she handed me the following messap;e which bad been 
written through her hand at the time stated thereon:-

Judge Edmonds's greeting to Mr. Burns.-Patience, perseverance, 
hope. faith, love; reward those who practise them. I from this world 
behold the struggles of your past, and would say men cannot reward
the Master, in whose vineyard all faithful souls toil, giveth the reward, 
and waiteth not till the eleventh hour, but giveth the reward at once. 
The contented, cheerful heart, the earnest will, the satisfaction in ...-ell
doing that nought earthly cnn dist)lrb. Such are the rewards for labour 
in a good cause, bestowed at onoe. Patience, perseverance, hope, faith, 
love, form the crown of spirit-life. My greetings from this side, faith
ful servant,-J. ErnlONDS. 

Sunday, April 26th, l p.m. 
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The first sentence was written in a very trembling hand, which 
Mrs. Woodforde attributes to her doubts as to the identity of the 
spirit. Mrs. W oodforde then handed me a second paper, on which 
the following matter was written:-

Sitting afterwards with pen suspended, and eyee oloee4, tbe1e word1 
paesed through my head, whilst I seemed surrounded by an intenaely 
brilliant, purple atmosphere, or aura: "The grandeur, the sublimity, o( 
this life I oannot describe; the bliss, the joy, the happinesa that fills my 
eoul crowning with completeness all my highe1t, warmest upirations. 
Truly God is good, who never denies e'en the smallest of our cra•ings 
after celestial beauty. To my lips be bolds the goblet of life, filled to 
the brim with all heavenly delighte, joys, soul-satisfactions. I feel that 
I am to drink for an eternity, for an eternity feed upon Him, whose 
divine spirit can alone satisfy my grateful soul, like a harp, attuned 
to Hie, would discourse sublimest hannonies of thankful praise. Hie 
name be E'xalted for ever, who in bis sons would see HimSE'!f complete! 
Praise, praise; let all Heaven ring with the glory and beauty of God
the First-the last-the Eternal One on high! Amen." 

She was then influenced to write, and, taking a pencil, wrote 
rapidly, "Judge Edmonds is here," and, after a few remarks, the 
inlluenced desired to s~eak through ihe medium. Control was 
effected, and after a feW'ientences were spoken a caller interrupted 
the communication. The writing was again resorted to, when a 
party of ladies again broke up our seance, and I took my leave. I 
had no test that Judge Edmonds was present, yet the control mi&'ht 
lave been by that spirit. Certain statements were made which 
may result in a satisfactory test.• J. BunNs. 

As we go to press we have received a kind. letter from Miss 
Laura Edmonds, the daughter of our depart.ell friend, so widely 
known for her remarkable mediumship. We present an extract, 
which thousands will read with the same sympathetic interest as 
did the person to whom the lines were addressed:-" After much 
suffering, my father passed peacefully away, and thus ended a 
noble, useful life-to us an irreparable loss, to him a happy release. 
He had a high regard for all his friends in England, and for his 
sake I thank you sincerely for past regards." 

* The chief statement here referred to was that Judge Edmonds wonld control 
Mrs. Tappan on the following Bunduy evening, and delh·~r a discourse to his 
English friends. The Judge also urp:ed me to announce the fact in the Medium 
that a large assemblage might come together to hear the discour!!e. My cautfons
ne88 prevented me from making the desired announcement, but notwith•tanding 
the matter did "result in a eatisfnctorv test." On Sunday, May 17, Judge 
Edmonds did control llfrs. Tappa11, nt Clewlnnd Ball, and dell••er, before a 
crowded house, the discourse which commences on page 31 of this •·olume. 
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TESTDIONIAL TO JUDGE EDMONDS. 

( Jirom the "Spii'itual Magazine,'' April, 187 4,) 

WE have much pleasure in laying before our readers the following 
correspondenee, with the accompanying Address to the venerable 
Judge Edmonds, whose name is a household word among the 
Spiritualists of England no less than of his own country. The 
Testimonial, handsomely framed and illuminated, is a very beautiful 
specimen of penmanship, and the 18 volumes which accompanied 
it were bound in calf, and each bears the following inscription 
printed on a dark ground in gold letters :-

PusENTED To THE 

HoN, JOHN WORTH EDMONDS, 

OF NEw YoaK, 

BY THE 

SPIRITUALISTS OF ENOLA.ND, 

1873. 

" 11 Bernard Villas, Central Hill, 
" Upper Norwood, 15 Dec., 1873, 

"Dear Judge Edmonds,-For some time pa.st I had set my heart 
on accomplishing two objects-to obtain the assent of the Spiri
tnalists of England to mark their appreciation of the distinguished 
services which Mr. William Howitt in Europe, and yourself in 
America, ha.ve rendered to the cause of Spiritualism by the 
influence you have each exercised over the thoughtful minds of 
both countries. 

" The first object I have recently accomplished, and I have now 
the pleasure of completin~ my task, by presenting to you an 
Address, signed by a committee who were among the first converts 
on this side of the Atlantic, on behalf of the body at large, 
expressive of our respect and admiration for your character, and of 
your fearless advocacy of a great though unpopular truth. 

" The Address is accompanied by a number of Books written on 
Spiritualism by English men and women, and by two Albums, one 
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of which contains the portraits of 100 Spiritualists, tho other 
contains an equal number of spirit-photographs. . . • . . • 
:Full particulars of which I will gi>e you in another letter. 

"As I feel that I can add nothing of value to the terms of the 
Address, in which Mr. Thomas Shorter has so eloquently expressed 
our sense of the signal services you have rendered to the cause for 
more than 20 years past, I content myself by requesting you to be 
good enou~h to receive from my hands that Address, with the 
accomJ?&Dymg Testimonials, which English Spiritualists have 
authonsed me to present in their name to 

Judge Edmoods of Ne10 York. 

With pleasant recollections of our meeting, and of the readiness 
with wltlch you facilitated my enquiries at that time, and with the 
assurance now that my part in this matter has been 1 a labour of 
love,' 

" I am, my dear Judge, 
" Very sincerely yours, 

"BENJAMIN COLEMAN." 

" Upper Norwood, near Lond0n, 
"Dec. 17th, 1878. 

"Dear Judge Edmonds,-The works alluded to in my letter of 
the 15th inst. consist of 18 vols. written by 15 different authors. 
• . . . . . The album, No. 1, contains the .Portraits of many 
of the best known English and Scotch Spiritualists, whose names 
will be found in the index which accompanies the album. 

"An index also you will find of No. 2 Album, containing spirit
photographs with their accompanying sitters. . . . . . 

"Those which have been sent me from Bristol are part of a 
series which ha>e a distinct character, and beinf;l" conducted under 
the eye of my friend l\Ir. J. Beattie, of Clifton, are entirely 
~liable. They are .described in the Index book, and Mr. Beattie 
says they have come providentially to support the realih· of the 
spiritual hypothesis, as, if a thousand men had tried to make shams, 
not one would ever have thought of such forms as these present. I 
do not know if these shadows are expected to come out in perfect 
forms, but as the Bristol party are continuing their experiments, 
we shall see b1-and-bye. 

'' Those spirit-drawings-done in darkness-either direct or 
through the hand of David Duguid of Glasgow, will no doubt 
interest you, and they, too, may be thoroughly relied upon as 
genuine spirit-productions. A full explanation of them will ho 
found in the Index book. 

" The Ui.st remaining photograph to which I desire to draw your 
attention is the one on the first page, or frontispiece, of the album. 
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. . . . . It is of Dr. Gully, holding the hand of the spirit 
'Katie,' taken in full view of the assembled party by the 
magnesium lie-ht. 

" I have written in the current number of the Spiritual Magazine, 
to which I refer you, an account of a seance I have recently had 
with MiBB Cook, the medium who obtains these materialised forms, 
which will perhaps give you an idea of the way in which the 
figure is/resented-nothing of a shadowy nature, but to all appear
ance, an in substance too, as real as any human being. I don't 
know if you have ever seen anything of this nature which you 
have not ventured to make public, and I shall be g-lad to know 
your views of my hypothesis, which however is denied by the 
spirit who insists that she is a separate individuality, and I am not 
dis~sed to dogmatise on such a subject. 

' The case containing the address, books and albums, was sent 
yesterday to Liverpool, and I hope will be forwarded to you by 
:first steamer. You will be good enough to apprise me of its safe 
arrival. Trusting the Testimonial will be as acceptable to 
you as it is pleasing to me to have had the honour of presenting it, 

"I am, my dear Judge Edmonds, 
" Very truly yours, 

"B. COLEMAN." 

" To J UDGB EDMONDS. 

"We, on behalf of your many admirers in England, desire to testify 
to you our high appreciation of the distinguished services you have 
rendered to the cause of Spiritualism. 

"At a time when that cause was far lees popular than now ; when 
ignorance and misrepresentation concerning it were all but universal; 
when the prE?judicee not only of the multitude, but of the schools of 
science and philosophy were arrayed against it ; when it wns assailed 
from the pulpit and by the preBB; when sectarian animosity wns most 
bitter, and popular clamour at its loudest; and when its ndvocates were 
loaded with vituperation und ridicule; yon gave to the claims of Spiri
tualism a searching, protracted, and most thorough investigation : und, 
having at length satisfied yourself of its truth, you at once courageously 
and unhesitatingly proclaimed jt., and gave to its advocacy the weight of 
your well-known name and high social position; and from that time to 
this you have, in books and tracts, in lectures,/ublic journals, and in a 
most extensive private correspondence, uphel with all the powers of 
mind with which God has so eminently blessed you, the banner of 
' Truth against the \V orld.' 

"Many of us are indebted to your writings for our first introduction 
to a knowledge of Spiritualism, and all have perused them with interest 
and instn1ction. The cause you have servPd so well knows no limits of 
party, country, or creed : it is wide as the universe, as universal 88 

humanity. It teaches that there is no death, and that the future life is 
one with boundless possibilities of progress for all God's children. You 
have interpreted it in no narrow or sectarian spirit, and we feel that 
the eminent services yon have so generously rendered to our common 
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cause should not paas without some public recognition on this Bide of 
the Atlantic. 

" The literature of Spiritualism in England is far le1111 Toluminous than 
that of your own country, and it probably contains little, if anything, of 
value which he.a not there found expression, and which your own pene
tration has not anticipated; but it may intereet you to compare the way 
in which the same great truths present themselne to the thoughtful 
mind of b ith countries. We, therefore, and as a mark of our high 
regard, request your acceptance of those works on Spiritualism, by Eng
lish authors, which are most esteemed among us. We further requeet 
your acceptance of two albums, one containing the portraits of eome who 
have been among the most active in promoting Spiritualism in England, 
and the other some of the spirit-photographs obtained in England dur
ing the past two years. 

·• Hoping that your life on earth may be spared many years for the 
continuance of your most useful labours ; and with profound respect, 
we the Commit.tee subscribe our names on behalf of the general body 
of the Spiritualists of the United Kingdom . 

.. TllOHAS J. A.LLllAN 
HEllRY B1ELFELD 
CnARLEs BucK.aua:c 
Su1uEL CHINNERY 
BE:<JAllIN CoLEYAN 
RoaERT CoorEa 
JACOB DIXON, M.D. 
THOllAB EVERITT 
HENRY A. FAWCETT, R.N. 
J.B. <lLBDSTANES 
T11011As <laA~T 
JAYES M. <li:LLY, M.D. 
SAllUEL CARTER HALL, F.S.A. 

"London, November, 1873." 

"WILLIAll HOWITT 
JOHN ENllOR& JONES 
AllDREW WGUTOll 
BEllJAlllN MORRELL 
TnollAS SuoaT&a 
TllO:llAS SLATllR 
W1LLJA:ll TEBB 
CRO:llWELL F. VARLEY, F .R.E'. 
'" ILLIAll W ALLU"E 
JAUES WASON 
'VILLUll WHITE 
WILLIA:ll M. W!LKINSO)'I. 

"New York, February 8th, 18i4. 
11 Gentlemen,-Your address to me of last November, with it& 

accompanying books and albums, has just been received, and for 
them I beg to offer to you my sincere thanks. 

" To find my efforts in the cause of truth so appreciated by an 
intelligent but far--distant people, is a source of unfeigned gratifi
cation to me, but it is a cause of far greater joy to receive such 
evidence of the wide spread of that truth. 

11 Most fully do I acc.ird with you in the expression that 'cause 
knows no limit of party, country, or creed,' and is 'as universal as 
humanity.' It has made its appearance in all parts of the earth, 
and among all peoples, wearmg everywhere the same ~and 
features, however much it may vary in dlrt.ails. The rapidity of 
its spread is unparalleled in history. Its grand principle-love to 
God and man-commends it to every heart; and that principle is 
enforced by a revelation easily comprehended by every mind-a 
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revelation of what is the future life, made so certainly and so 
distinctly that everyone may know for himself how to use the 
present life as a due preparation for the next. 

"Much as we may r~iae the wisdom with which the Un
seen Intelligences have gwded this movement from the beginning, 
still we must be aware that there is much for us to do, to remove 
obstacles that stand in the way of its progress. 

" Chief among those obstacles is the unusual character of the 
instrumentalities employed. The world at large testing thoee 
means by their preconceived opinions have been prone to regard 
them as miraculous, an:4 thus either to receive them with blind 
faith, to regard them as diabolical, or to reject them as impractic
able. We who have investigated the matter know that in all 
this, there is no suspension of universal law, but that on the other 
hand all is in conformity with such law, and that that law can be 
investigated and comprehended by us. The duty to the cause 
growing out of this knowledge has been best performed in your 
country. 

"Fifteen or twenty years ego these things were publicly pro
claimed in this country and the men of science were urged to make 
the investigation. But in vain. With few exceptions the educated 
scientists of America turned a. deaf ear to our entreaties. It has 
been otherwise with you. Your men of science have had the good 
sense to investigate, and the manliness to proclaim the result, and 
believers in our sublime philosophy throughout the earth must be 
full of gratitude for the act. I, for one, say God bless you for it. 
For you have me.de solid the foundation of that which we have 
attempted to establish, namely, that this whole thing of spirit
communion and its consequences, is addressed to the reason as well 
as to the heart, and ought not to be received unless the judgment 
and the conscience alike welcome it. 

" We may, therefore, now look forward with confidence for an 
increasing rapidity in the spread of the doctrines of our Divine 
Faith. To your country shall we be me.inly indebted for that 
result ; and you and we, on both sides of the great ocean, can 
unite in a common. prayer of thankfulness to the Giver of every 
!l"ood and perfect gift that He 11as sent into our midst that which 
1s equal to the emergency in which the progress of the race h,as 
found us. 

" Congratulating you alike on the fact of the past and the pros
perity of the future. 

" I remain, yours, 
" In the bonds of brotherly love, 

"To Messrs. "J. W. EDMONDS, 

(Here follow the name& of the Comniittu.) 
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The following paragraphs are iaken from J ud,,,"'6 Edmonds' 
private letter to Mr. Co1eman :- • 

"The Address is now hanging conspicuously in my library facing 
the ~ortrait of my wile. • • . . • . 

" The articles ru·e beautiful specimens of work and are •erv 
much admired. I never 81\W a finer 11pecimen of illumination. • 

"The spirit-photographs are decidedly superior to anything we 
ha>e ever produced in this country, and the whole thing is most 
valuable as specimens of art, aside from the personal gratification 
to myself. 

"The books are very valuable, some of them I have never seen 
till now, but ha•e wished for them not a little. 

" The account of your visit to this country is new to m~ and on 
reading it I was attracted by what you say of 'Mr. L.' (Mr. 
Livermore.) At that time he was unwilling to have his name 
given to the public. He was then as now moving in fashionable 
society, and feared the obloq_uy that seemed inevitably to follow 
every open avowal of belief m spirit-co=union. He continued 
so until the trial of Mumler, the photographer, on the accusation 
of fraud in his spirit-pictures. He then came forward of his own 
accord and gave testimony which was of great value. . . • . 
I send you herewith one of the best of the spirit-pictures obtained 
by him of his wife 'Estelle,' as she was named in your account. 

"I also send you a likeness, as you request, of myself. It has a 
sombre melancholy look, which I would fain hope is not common 
with me. . • . • I am desirous of making to your committee 
somethin~ more than the formal acknowledgment which accom
panies this ; and I intend, therefore, to send to each one a bolmd 
volume of my Tracts, with a new likeness in each. I am going to 
send them to your address, and will advise you in due time. 

" I want also to send to you a pamphlet, of some 90 pages, 
which I published shortly after the close of our Civil 'Var. 

"It is not so much on account of its subject-viz., ' Recon
struction of the Union '-as on account of the manner in which it 
was written; and this is the way it came about-I was in the act 
of having a communication through a medium, when ow· late 
President Lincoln came and said he wanted to address the people 
of the United States upon the subject of Reconstruction, and that 
he desired my aid. I replied that I was at his service, and proposed 
to arrange at once with the medium for our seances. He said, 
however, that would not be necessary. 

"A short time after-as I was sitting alone one afternoon in my 
library-his spirit came to me and told me what he wanted to say. 
He occupied me about two hours then, some three or four hours 
later in the evening, and an hour or two next morning. 

" I took notes as he went on-as I used to do of law arguments 
when I was holding court-and covered some 12 01· 14 pages of 
foolscap paper ; and then he said he would come again1 and we 
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would write it out. Thia took place in the month of November, 
and the notes lay by me until February, when Lincoln came again, 
and said Congress would soon adjourn, and he wanted the matter 
written out and published before that happened ; so I sat down at 
once to the work. 

" We occupied three or four hours each evening for ten succes
sive days and the intermediate Sunday, and finished the work, but 
I declined to publish, because a good many things were said and 
places and names mentioned, of which I was entirely ignorant, and 
which I had never heard of before, and I must first find out how 
far truthful all that was. I accordingly searched the matter out
in my own library, in the Astor Library in the city, and the State 
Library at Albany-and thus I found that many of the matters 
(previously, as I have said1 unknown to me) were true, and I then 
sent to Washington and obtained some Congreasional documents 
which showed me the truth of the rest, and then I published the 
pamphlet. But I did not deem it advisable to publish the statement 
of how the yo.mphlet originated in the pampblet itself, though I 
did not hesitate to publish it in one of our Spuitual papers. It will 
show you to what extent the spirit-communion has been carried 
with us, in its mental ltll distinguished from its physical for.:n. 

" This is showing itself in various phases among us-in the 
Churches, in our social relations, and in our Government. ltii 
ultimate effect can readily be divined, though I can hardly expect 
to live to witness it. 

"But, be A88ured it will come-thanks be to God-and we may 
be thankful that it has fallen to our lot to aid its advent and its 
certain progress. 

" As ever, truly yours, 
"J. W. EDMONDS," 

There is not space in this part of the volume to print a message 
received from Judge Edmonds, and which appeared in the Banner 
of Li9ht. It may be found at the end of the volume on page 357. 
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MEMORI.AL DISCOURSE 
ON 

THE LIFE AND WORKS OF JUDGE EDMONDS 

BY THEODORE PARKER. 

An Inspirational Discourse, delivered by Mrs. CoaA L. V. TAt>P.uc, at 
Clevela.nd Hall, London, on Sunday evening, May 10th, 1874 

INVOCATION. 
Our Father and our Mother God I Thou Light, and Life, and 

Love! Thou Father of all beneficence I Thou Mother of all 
kindness! Thou Parent of all souls I we come to Thee in thanks
giving ; we uplift our hearts in praise ; we appear before Thee 
with all our thoughts and meditations, that Thou, 0 loving Soul, 
mayest know and understand us. We praise Thee for the blessings 
of all time,-for the earth fraught with its manifold beauties, 
adorned with grace and loveliness, yielding the fruition of ages in 
the lap of the present. We praise Thee for all things that Thou 
hast made-the universe fraught with beauty and harmony; the 
starry firmament adorned with splendour; the earth, the night, 
and the day; the seasons with their varie<l changes and beauties; 
the spring with its bursting loveliness, the summer with its bloom 
and warmth, the autumn with its rich treasures, the winter with 
its peaceful repose. We praise Thee for the sunlight of day, and 
the starry glory of the night. We praise Thee for the daytime 
of man's knowledge, when Thou hast given with inspired voice, 
and through seer and prophet, the utterance of Thy wisdom. We 
praise Thee for the history of man that has revealed in every time 
and place the utterances of Thy spirit, and upon Sinai and Calvary 
has given a token or Thy spiritual power. In other places, and 
among other nations, Thou hast spoken, and in all time Thy voice 
has been heard among men, kindling everywhere the :flame of 
immortal life. We praise Thee for science, for the particular 
philosophies of human knowledge and judgment, whereon men 
have builded up' the tablets of law, and have made grand 
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4 MEMORIAL DISCOURSE ON JUDGE EDHONDS 

structures of government and power; but more do we praise Thee 
for the latest and sublimest thought-the first and last in the 
kingdom of knowledge-the thought of immortal life: for this 
all nations have expended their thought and power; for this all 
brains have delved deep into the mines of knowledge, and have 
sought to find out the secret of time and eternity; fol' this men 
have confined themselves to dungeon-cells, and have lived the life 
of hel'mits to know more of Thee; for this the sacrificial flame has 
been kindled; for this men have become martyrs; for this the 
nations of the earth have uplifted their voices in songs and hymns 
of praise and adoration. 0 Thou Spirit that dost live in all 
things! that hast abode with seer and prophet, with man of God, 
and with hermit in cave I Thou that he.st spoken through the 
lips of babes, and mad" them utter oracles and songs of praise t 
Thou, 0 God, for ever dost kindle the fire of genius upon th& 
brow of mortals, and place the wreath of Thine infinite glory about. 
their heads; be Thou our Crown and Strength ! Let us turn t<> 
'l'hee ! Let us behold Thee ! Let all Thy children know that 
Thou art manifest in every living soul! Let them turn away 
from death I Let them know that life is for ever kindled in the 
human soul, and that the image that is like to Thee cannot perish I 
Let them no longer fear death I Let them see with the eye of 
the soul, and understand with the comprehension of the Spirit 
that they are beyond death I Death, fear, te1Tor-these all give 
place to life, and love, and immortal peace. Let Thy children 
turn to Thee, 0 infinite Father, with loving thought.a and kindly 
rejoicings! Spirit of life I Spirit of immortality! Spirit of peace 
and goodness ! abide with us; and let us remember, 0 God, that 
Thou art everywhere. Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed 
by Thy name, Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as 
it is done in heaven; give us each day our daily bread, and for
give us our trespasses as we forgive them that trespass against 
us; and leave us not in temptation, but deliver us from evil; for 
Thine is the kingdom, the power, and the glory, for ever nnd ever. 
Amen, 
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Lesson or the eveniag: part or the 15th chapter or Corinthiruis. 

DISCOURSE. 
The great man does not die. He passes away from earth; his 

memory may not even be cherished; but the thoughts that he has 
gathered, the deeds that he has performed, live for eternity. I 
hold it to be a truth, friends, that one soul is not ~reater than 
another ; that God rears up, for each time and generation, a special 
instrument of His work; and that, whether it be for revolution or 
for reformation, whether it be for the revelation of the "Pirit or 
for the redemption of nations and the disenthralment of slaves, 
there are always instruments ready to His hand. Had not the 
time been ripe for revolution, Napoleon would never have excelled 
in the greatness of his conquests. Had the earth been fond of war, 
Cresar would have been as nought. Had the Reformation not 
bP.en already sown, Luther, and Calvin, and :\lelancthon, and 
Knox would not have yielded to the powers of the new dispen
S.'l.tion. And is it not true in human history that wherever 
a great deed is to be done, or a great refo1·mation wrought, there is 
always some instrument ready at hand ?-otherwise we might deny 
the existence of the divine purpose, and say that human greatness 
is but chance work. · • 

All souls possess the germs of greatness. Prophets, seers, sages, 
leaders, and saviours are slumbering in your midst in embryo; but. 
there comes a time when, by some wave of circumstance, or some 
great effort of revolution, a single soul stands up in front of his 
kind, and they must follow wliere he moves, and he must lead where 
the voice of the spirit calls him. Such men are heroes ; such men 
are the leaders and teachers of their kind. But the world to-day is 
changing its form of hero-worship. Now it is no longer phys~cnl 
strength or skill in the use of weaprms, but it is spirit itselt: It is 
not the man who slays millions of his fellow-men, but he who 
leads millions to freedom and the disenthralment of their souls. 
They are your greatest men to-day who, on the battle-field of life, 
wap:e war against error, against the aggressiveness of past ages, 
against the encroachments of the all-pervac!iug spirit of conquest. 
These are the heroes of to-day. 

The subject of my present remarks was not born in past ages 
when martyrs suffered for the cross-not born when battle-fields 
formed the subject of human interest-not born when state warred 
against state for the supremacy of a vetty kingdom-not born in a 
state or kingdom where the most valiant at arms is the highest ia. 
wisdom : he is not a hero of the past. But of such substance was 
hie soul made, and so his body shaped and orgnnised to fit that soul, 
that, as I shall presently show you, he, in the hands of the 
infinite Mind, and through His all-pervading purpose, has perhaps 
been one of the instruments to worlc 1\8 great a revolution as any 
in history. Had it been my province to stand in my usual place 
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and accustomed land to teach those who were wont to hear me, 
I should have s~oken some months ago concerning the departure of 
one of Americas statesmen and heroes upon the battle-field of life, 
one of those who led the slave from bondage to liberty. I mean 
Charles Sumner. Had it been mine to stand in my usual place, I 
should have looked across the ocean and joined England mourning 
her son-not one who had spent his life amid the hurry and bustle 
of statesmen-not one who had gained laurels at home in letters; 
but one who, in the depths of distant forest and among the savage 
nations of the earth, worked out the way to greater knowledge 
and enlightenment. I mean Livingstone. 

It is now my province to point to another hero, g1:eat as these, 
having achieved as great wonders, having striven for &a lofty 
purposes and endeavours. The spiritual hero is feater than the 
physical. He who encounters the Gorgon-hea.de eagle of popu
lar superstition at its sacrificial shrine is a. loftier hero than the 
ono who has not such high and noble purpose. John Worth 
Edmonds, one of these men, is he of whom I speak. Born in the 
very beginning of the present century, or, indeed, before the last 
century had fairly closed; reared in a. nation where ordinary culture 
is given to all children; born not of high position, but winning that 
position by his own ability. I understand that his early life was 
·e. succession of those arduous studies and gradual conquests that 
win, in the new world, early promotion. As a student of law, he 
bocame immediately a successful practitioner; from a successful 
practitioner he advanced to positions of trust; he sat in the 
assembly of his native county~ and finally as representative in 
the state senate. He early evinced those sterling powers ot 
mind-integrity, steadiness of purpose, fidelity, and that unflinch
ing adherence to his convictions-that made for him a place among 
the judicial minds of his native state. He did not take so 
active a part in the reforms of that time; he took no pa.rt in the 
oxciting political topics of the day; nor, later in life, did he enter 
into that conflict in connection with the subject of human slavery; 
but during the period that he represented his native county in the 
state assembly, and afterwards when u:eon its judicial bench he 
presided over the destinies of individuals m connection with law, he 
evinced 'Singular and profound judgment, singular and impartial 
fidelity to truth, singular and unswerving integrity of purpose, but 
tempered with that degree of humanity that made justice tile hand
maiden of mercy. I may further state, that during his earlier 
years he was a strict religious zealot. He had something of that 
haughtiness of spirit which, as I shall proceed to show you, was 
mellowed in the performance of a loftier mission and work. 

In 1851 he attained the position of Chief-Justiceshi;p of the 
State of New York. It might have proved the steppmg-stone 
to a still loftier ambition. There was no direct obstacle m the way 
between him ai;d the Chief-Justiceship of the United States.:....the 
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Supreme Court. But previous to that time he had evinced many 
evidences of humanity, such as, in his mission among the Indians, 
the recommendation of more merciful measures, greater acts of 
justice between them and the United States Government, for the 
wards of the Government to receive more protection and less 
unkindness, and other merciful measures that were not considered 
worthy of adoption by a Government that has never failed to 
wage war upon the natives of the American continent. He 
introduced the reformatory measure of not chastising with the 
physical blow the prisoners and felons in convict cell. This prac
tice, he contended, robbed the prisoners not only of their last ray 
of hope, but also of their last spark of manliness. He considered 
that it was enough that the felon should receive the entire 
punishment of the law, that which justice required, instead of 
having added to that the ignominy of physical chastisement. A 
mau could stand the dungeon-cell, he thought; but when it comes 
to blows it is the most humiliating of all possible punishment. 

These reforms were gradually introduced, and not only this, bu!. 
the sufferings and penalties of felons were mitigated during the 
time he was inspector of prisons. But when he accepted the office 
of Chief Justiceship of the State of New York, in the year 1851, 
he was just entering upon the full prime of life and the full 
honours of his career. He had marked out a course in early life, 
and followed that to its ultimatum. He believed he had reached 
the goal. Depressed with a singular feeling of despondency from 
the loss of the companion of his life, he thought nothing morn 
was in store for him in this world, I will not say that had he 
then died he would not have been numbered amongst the greatest 
men of America. I will not say that had he then gone up from 
that position of judicial eminence to the still higher one that he 
might have attamed, he would not have carved out for himself a. 
splendid history in connection not onl.v with the political questions of 
the hour, but with all those subjects that were afterwards called into 
existence in connection with slavery, with the march of the rebel
lion, with the enfranchisement of the Negro, with the citizenship 
of the enfranchised race, with all, in fine, that pertains to the new 
form of freedom that has dawned in the western world. That he 
took an active interest in these things is evident, although that 
they were not tho absorbing topic of his life I shall show. In 
consequence of his depression his mind received another turn; and 
though irreat as he was in the province of study and thought that 
he had devoted his life to, impartial too as he was in his decisions, 
there was a lingering and lurking spirit of haughtiness, sometimes 
of arrogance, that his friends and those nearest to him had thoui,ht 
would be oyercome. There was also too g1:eat a degree of clingmg 
with tenacity to the law, that is, in all his decisions. But he came 
to that point in life that all persons ~ooner or later arrive at when, 
instead of human law and human a.flairs, they wish to know more 
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of the future state. The loss of dearlv-loved friends drew him to 
this topic, nnd it is of this third of his life that I most especially 
wish to spenk. 

If he had been suddenly transplanted to another planet, or if he 
had in the pursuit and investigation of his ideas discovered an 
entirely new method of human existence, or if another law to 
supersede human law had been placed in his hands by absolute 
re•elation, it could not have wrought a more distinct and palpable 
change. Nor was this wrought in a moment 01· hour. I ha,·e, 
myself, when standing in my usual place, envied this man of 
judicial mind and careful investigation the glorious truth he 
claimed to have disco>ered. I myself, speaking from my own 
accustomed pulpit, would have given worlds liad that revelation 
come to me that I knew had come to hiltl. I looked upon him as 
a man removed from common mortals, who could calmly, and in 
the midst of tho scepticism of the nineteenth century, say that he 
had fouml out the pathway to the other world. I did not find it 
out when I was upon the earth, not in that way. I did not know 
that which he knew. I say I would have given worlds had it 
come to me as it did to him. I now see that had I pursued the 
investii,YBtions he did I too could have gained that knowledge. 

"'With a longing to know where his loved ones had gone, he 
came th~n upon the newly-disco>ered manifestations of modem 
Spiritualism. This was in 1851, before the subject had reached its 
present gigantic proportions, and when the few who dared to in
nstigate for themselves were scorned, ridiculed, and treated with 
the greatest contumely. He formed one of a bright galaxy of minds, 
among whom were Professor Hare of Philadelphia, Governor 
Talmadge of Wisconsin, a few of the leading physicians of New 
York, among the number the veteran Dr. Gray, who still lives, 
Professsor Mapes, Dr. Wilson, and many others not known except 
locally, who joined in the investigation of this subject at that 
ea.-ly date. fie was a most tenacious sceptic; he was a most in
veterate disbeliever; he was a little bitter m denunciation of pre
tl!nded spirit intercourse. He sifted testimony with all the avidity 
of a mind intent upon discovering a fraud. He was accustomed to 
weigh human evidence, to study every possible human avenue, to 
discover the sou1-ce of this new imposition. He even dared to 
question the truthfulness of those who were nearest to him ere he 
folly believed. He studied testimony as only a legal and logical 
mind could do. 

You a.re aware that in presiding O>er courts of justice or in the 
pmctice of law the discipline of the mind is such that it cannot by 
any possibility accept as testimony that which other minds are 
accustomed to receive with unquestioned readiness. You are aware 
that a mind trained to judicial practice is accustomed to judge not 
by appearances, but by probabilities of human thought and human 
action; and you are also aware that a mind, unless strongly 
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tempered by mercy, is liable to be very se'fere in its judgment 
concerning human testimony. Such was the mind of Judge 
Edmonds when he commenced bis investigation of Spiritualism ; 
8UCh was his mind when, with the full honours of his career upon 
him, at the age of fifty, he entered upon this investigation; such 
was his mind when, in the fulness of his prime, he set himself to 
.answer the question-Where have my loved ones gone P There 
came to him, as those who are interested will find upon reading 
his published testimony, unqualified evidence.in many forms and 
in manr ways. This evidence convinced first his judgment, then 
all his mtellectual faculties, and finally his very senses were called 
in as adjuncts to his belie£ In pursuance of this investigation, 
and in consequence of it, and I may add in consequence of its 
having tempered his mind more to mercy than to justice, he pro
nounced a decision from the bench of the State of New York 
contrary to popular prejudice. It had already been whispered 
abroad that he was a Spiritualist ; it had already reached the ear of 
the cavilling multitude that he held communication with spirits. 
When this decision was rendered, there was a great outcry ai!'ainst 
it. Taking advantage of his tempo1·ary absence, the whole Press 
-0f the country denounced the decision, and declared that the 
judgment ought to be annulled, as he had taken the counsel of 
disembodied spirits in that decision. He said no counsel but that 
of his own judgment and his heart had been brought to bear on the 
cl\Se; but the cry went, and he accordingly resigned his office and 
retired from the Chief-Justiceship of the State of New York, and 
been.me the leader in the movement of Sphitualism. Instead of 
being vanquished be gave to the world in 1853 the work from 
which the extract has been read this evening, in which he gives 
bis reasons, together with the why and wherefore of his accepting 
the new belief, and takes as his motto-" Truth against the 
world.'' 

Instead of an advocate he became a champion, instead of a cbam
}lion he became an apostle of the new dispensation of faith that had 
been given to the world. Instead of the calm judicial mind weigh
ing the testimony of doubt and disputing every footstep, he was 
driven bv pe1·secution to the very front, and he said, "I will show 
why I belie'fe in these wondere.'' He was accused of violating bis 
-0ath of office, because he dared to proclaim himself a Spiritualist. 
He devoted his attention to proving that Spiritualism was not con
trary to the peculiar teaching of the book on which be had taken 
bis oath of office. A long discu58ion ensued, in which he brought 
evidence from theSc1·iptures to support bis position. He did more 
than this; be devoted himself night and day, weeks and months 
and years, to the study and investigation of spiritual phenomena; 
and be carefully noted down everything that transpired at every 
seance and f'Very private circle, wherever he came in contact with 
mediums. Many of those records have eince been given to the world 
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More than this, he became himself-and this is a point in this 
history that is of importance-he became himself a recipient of 
spiritual ministrations and messages. His inner eight was opened, 
and he was made to converse with angels. He was made the 
mouthpiece of those beings whose jresence be .Gad before, for so 
many years, questioned and doubte ; and be found that the friends 
be loved still lived and were restored to him by these messages 
and communings of the spirit. 

During more than twenty years of his life he lived not so much 
in your world as in ours, not so much upon earth as in spirit-land, not 
80 much in conts.ct with mortals as with immortals; and yet-bear 
this in mir.d-it in no degree impaired his legal judgment or his 
ability to continue his practice at law. It in no degree interfered with 
the avocations of bis daily life; it in no degree militated against 
the soundness of his intellectual efforts in any respect. Those who 
claim that Spiritualism unfits mortals for contact with daily life 
and for fulfillmg t.heir duties, would do well to remember that in 
all this record of twenty-five venrs, the legal opinion of Judge 
Edmonds was sought for as eagerly, as constantly, and with as 
great tenacity of faith in ite judgment and purity as ever before in 
his life. 

Yet by far the greater portion of his later years were spent in 
converse with spiritual bemgs. By far more time was spent by him 
in administering and receiving spiritual knowledge than was spent 
in material affairs. When the first flush of calumny was over, 
when the first opprobrium bad 11pent ite fury, and when those who 
bad been the foremost to censure and calumniate had gone back to 
their accustomed places, and the sensation writers of the press and 
those who pronounced judgment when not called upon to do 80 had 
retired to their usual obscurity, he continued to shine on just the 
same in his ascustomed sphere of life. This I regard ~ one of the 
strong and singular points connected with his early education and 
lifo. When you consider foe greatness of the powers with which 
be must have been endowed; when you consider the time in 
which be lived, and the strong temptations that most men yield to 
to bury their belief for the sake of policy, I consider it h118 a 
greater act of heroism than that which prompted the Spartan 
Lycurgus to forsake his native land for the good of tbe_people, 
greater than Solon who g-ave them laws, greater than Regulus 
who was tried by fire, or Cato who suffered death. I regard him 
living as a greater martyr than most martyrs who died for the 
truth. I regard him in the bold and fearless and unflinching way 
of meeting contumely and scorn N! greater than those who have 
been made heroes because of their belief; and I regard his labours 
in that direction as among the immortal works in the records of 
inspiration. 

When the bibles of the ages shall ht, written; when the worth 
of revelation of the divine mind shall be compiled; when all nations 
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and all records shall be searched to find out the intrinsic and abso
ute merit of inspiration, among those records will stand, sublime 

and pure and high, the testimony of this one man, who, in the 
midst of a world of scepticism and doubt and bigotry and pre
j udice, dared to speak the truth and live up to it, whatever conse
quences might come. I do not say he stands alone in this respect i 
I do not say that he alone is deserving of all praise in the worl<l 
that to-day is full of heroes. You are accustomed to respect dead 
men. Yon rear monuments and build wonderful memorials to 
those who have passed away in ancient times; you search now all 
history to do honour to the great of past ages. Yet, believe me, 
you have living martyrs greater than those. I believe the present 
century has brought forth those who have encountered greate 
terrors than those of the Inquisition. I believe the Inquisition of 
modern popular opinion to be just as severe a terror to the shrink
ing spirit as anything past bigotry has invented to coerce mortals. 
I believe the.re are those in this room who have suffered, endured 
more for the sake of the new truth than those who have died, and 
having died became immortal. I believe the wave of modem 
thought, the increase of modem freedom, the liberation of the slave, 
the outgrowth from religious bigotry and darkness, has developed 
rare and living martyrs. They are here in your midst; they 
receive the petty shafts of calumny and hate, and bear them bravely 
and boldly. I have myself sometimes seen this. 

In our conflict with slavery, in the conflict with the church 
and state to overcome the demon of human bondage, I have 
myself seen it. I refer to Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Philips, 
and others. You have had great men in your nation and age 
who have alike suffered from calumny and scorn. John Stuart 
Mill, great in his majesty of thought, would have been named a 
martyr had he lived in past ages. You have others that, emulat
ing tjJe fire and fervour of past generations of inspiration, strike 
out the pathway in which the people shall go. 

Spiritualism 18 not centred in this one man; it does not revolve 
around this one great mind; there are twenty, thirty, a hundred 
that shine forth alike in the same way, each in their appointed 
place, and each one has aided to build up the vast structure of spiri
tual knowledge that is one day to take the place of all other 
knowledge that is in the world. Judge Edmonds did not believe 
in a new Church; he believed that all Churches would be re
vivified and reinvigorated by this new dispensation. He did not 
believe in displacing old forms of government; he believed all 
forms would be made new and good by this abiding spirit. He 
did not believe in pulling down Churches and Church organisation; 
but he believed that into their lifelees forms this new spirit would 
come as a baptism of fire, purifying and uplifting, maldng all of 
one spirit, one form, and one body. He did not believe that 
old customs and usages should be cast away, but rather that 
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a new life should spring on their decaying forms. He did not 
believe that popular organisation would be of any use or ellect in 
controlling mankind; but he was of opinion that nll belief and 
faith might be made perfect by this renewal and inspiration. 

The last quarter of a century was the quarter in which his life 
and purpose and being culminated; in which, as now and as here
tofore, God spoke, and has spoken, with a new voice of revelation, 
and with a pe1·fection, purpose, and epil'it that has never been 
known. He believed this to be one of the cycles of inspiration 
in which, like the voice that came to Moses, like the revelations 
in the time of the Saviour, like all past inspiration, God poured 
out his spirit anew on the earth, making man to converse with 
angels of truth. Be believed-and it absorbed his thought, e.nd 
govel'Ded his actions, e.nd controlled his wishes e.nd desires-that 
the living soul of all men were immortal, and that all are destined 
to pass through death into the gateway of life. He believed, and 
it changed his life and modified and made more gentle that austere 
Judgment-he believed all living souls were endowed with the 
image of the Creator, and that howsoever deeply immured in 
crime and misery, their spirits would sometimes be made glad, 
and free, e.nd pure by the living consciousness of life itself. He 
believed death would enfranchise every one in degree, and o.11 
would enter upon their new-found existence as they left it upon 
earth. 

He lived in the spirit-world largely through its various forms, 
upon its great and beautiful slopes, in its gardens; A.nd in its 
valleys, in the abodes of the happy and enfranchised, in the spheres 
and councils of wisdom that commune in the world of souls, he 
was familiar. His face was known, his spiritual form was recog
nised while his body was slumbering or recumbent; then it was that 
his soul would leap out into our world; and he became as one of us. 
For twenty years lie has been with us. We have known him in 
our councils. He has been with those be loved, and whom he sup
posed long years ago were lost. He has sat with us in solemn 
debate over the affairs and governments of earth. He has sung 
with us the songs of the SpMt. He has recognised the wonderful 
perfection of the laws of life that control and govern the soul when 
freed from mortal raiment. We did not welcome him to our 
land as a newly-risen spirit, lmt as one having been previously 
prepared by long years of education and knowledge, and has 
entered our life in the full fruition of his existence, with every 
faculty ripened, with every quality of mind rounded and perfect, 
with a full-grown harvest, with a fully-ripened sheaf, prepared and 
perfected for spiritual existence ; not as a babe in swaddling 
clothes, not as a soul dazzled by its new-found existence, but as 
one having long waited and expected, at last receives the intended 
severing of his life. So has he come amongst us. The places on 
earth that were familiar to him, the friends he has loved, the faces 
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whom he has known, are not strange to him. And instead of the 
earth having lost a great and wonderful mind, he will have gained 
in this de~·ee, that ~e is. no~ freed from physical suftering, freed 
from a pamful and lmgenng illness, freed from an accumulation of 
years that whitened his locks and bent his form, that in one way 
destroyed the fire and fervour of his mind; and we gain in spiri
tual life the value of that mind that long hllB waited to become 
one of us. 

Could you behold the welcoming angels; could you see the 
friends that gather near; could you now, with uplifted eyes and 
minds that are not clouded with earthly sense, see where, above 
your heads and beyond your thoughts, the m~-iads of angels dwell 
that have received him to their counsels; could you see also 
where he, free and disenthralled, strong and glad, pronounces anew 
the praises of life and the song of immortality,-you would not 
stay here with blind, closed eyes, bnt rise 118 with one voice and 
praise the infinite God who bas given in this day and to all mortals 
a full, entire, and complete evidence of spiritual existence; who 
has opened the eyes of the world to behold, not that death is a 
liTing monster, but that all forms of death are but life renewed, 
perfected, revivified, and that he has risen from the dull marsh of 
time to the bright, beautiful atm011phere of spiritual existence, 
wherein there is no stain of earthliness and no shadow of decav. 
Shelley says in "Adonais" :- • 

Peace, peace! he is not dead, he doth not sleep
He hath awaken'd from 'the dream of life-
"fia we, who, lost in stormy visions, keep 
With phantoms an unprofitable strife, 
And in mad trance strike with our spirit's knife 
Invulnerable nothings-We decay 

.. Like corpses in a charnel ; fear and grief 
Convulse us and consume us day by day, 

And cold hopes swarm like worms within our living clay. 

He has outsoar'd the shadow of our night; 
Envy and calumny, and haUI and pain, 
And that unrest which men miscall delight, 
Can touch him not and torture not again; 
From the contagion of the world's slow stain 
He is secure, and now can never mourn 
A heart grown cold, a head ~rown grey in vain; 
Nor, when the spirit's self has ceasei to burn, 

"'ith sparkless ashes load an unla.mented urn. 

He lives, he wakes-'tis Death is dead, not he; 
Mourn not for Adonais.-Thou young Dawn, 
Turn all thy dew to splendour, for from thee 
The spir.it thou lamentett is not gone; 
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Ye caverns and ye forests, cease to moan! 
Cease ye faint flowers and fountains, and tltou Air, 
Which like a mourning veil thy scarf hadst thrown 
O'er the abandon'd Earth, now leave it hare 

Even to the joyous stars which smile on its despair. 

The splendours of the firmament of time 
May he eclipsed, but are extinguished not; 
Like stare to their appointed height they climb, 
And death is a low mist which cannot blot 
The brightness it may veil. When lofty thought 
Lifts a young heart above its 111ortal lair, 
And love and life contend in it, for what 
Shall be its earthly doom, the dead live there 

And move like winds of light on dark and stormy air. 

The sel'vice concluded by Mrs. Tappan reciting the following 
impromptu 
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POEM:. 
When the full rich glories of the l!Urumer day 

Arc gathered in the golden west, 
And the hours all radiant nnd free 

Sink softly upon evening's breast, 
Ye do not mourn that the day is done, 
And that the night comes silent on. 

When the golden sheafs of ripened grain 
Are gathered all in rich accord, 

And the earth with her indulgent hand 
Hath into the lap of autumn poured 

The ripened splendours of the y~at, 
Ye do not weep that winter is near. 

When the years of life are fully spent, 
And on the forehead lines appear, 

And all the days are gathered in the sheaf, 
As golden ns the harvest of the year, 

Why should ye weep that death cloth come 
To waft the spirit to its brighter home? 

Behold the grey sire carries to hie grave 
The full and ripened harvest of his years, 

Each deed of worth, each kindly thought to save, 
Is melted nnd suffused in rainbow tears; 

Why should ye weep the harvest of the soul, 
When God the reaper hath utter control? 

There is nought can the spirit change, nor death, 
Nor dnrk decay, nor lingering night, 

But only the impulse of new breath, 
That bears it ever on and up to light; 

Why should you weep and bid the loved one stay, 
When the new sphere swings open bright as day 
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Revealing the splendours of that clime, 
Where death and sickness nevermore can oome ? 

For they bear their lives like golden sheaves, 
To plant the vineyards of their higher home. 

Why should you weep when they to God a&eend, 
Since all their brightne&& doth new beauty le7ld ? 

Weep not, 0 England, for that favoured &On, 
Who hath gone out after long years of pain, 

Behold anew the risen Livingstone 
Reaps tho bright harvest of his life again, 

And all his blessings scatters on each head 
Of those who have lamented him a& dead. 

Weep not, Columbia, for your cherished BODS, 
They too have risen from the gloom of time, 

And freedom's chaplets bind their brows, and lo! 
The glory of their lives, pure and sublime, 

Shines even now upon the earth, 
With rarer beauty and higher worth. 

Weep not for him who has gone out with years 
And honours twined around his head, 

Whom no one mourns and no one weeps for now, 
Whom ye lament not as one dead ; 

For he doth live and speak and act and move 
In all wondrous work, he whom ye love. 

Ye feel his presence in the mighty word& 
That like arrows cleave pale error's night, 

Ye feel them in the purposes like swords 
That bring God's presence ever to your sight; 

Now act ye all His will, nor mourn 
Nor murmur that earth's ways are overwom. 

Thou art arisen, 0 thou Son of time, 
To t.he rare splendours of thy new-found sphere, 

Be thou, attendant spirit, ever near, 
And let thy voice even now, like chime· 

Of silver bells, rung out anew, 
Proclaim the joy that comes to you. 
Thou art arisen, let thy radiance fall 
Even upon each loving heart, 
Until cold death and fear shall depart, 
Leaving only life that is most dear to all; 
Be thou, attendant spirit, near. 

0 Thou Supernal Soul, whose heart doth keep 
The destinies of all within tby hand, 

We praise Thee for death, since its control 
Doth ever guide us to that better land 

Where suft'ering and &0rrow never come, 
And where all eoula &hall find their endless home. 
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MRS. TAPPAR'S ORATIONS REPORTED IR THE "MEDIUM." 

No; OJ' MEDIUM. 
182-Spiritualism as a Science and Spiritualism as a Religion. 
183-What Great Teacher bas produced the most Potent Effect upon 

Society; and Why ? 
184-Tbe Realm of Spirit. 185-Tbere is no Death. 186-Tbe Spirit. 
187-(Two Orations.) The Individual Human Spirit; and, The Connect

ing Link between Spiritualism and Science. 
188-Mediumship. 189-Is Spiritualism Witchcraft and Sorcery? 
190-(Two Orations.) The Experiences of a Scientific Mind on Earth 

and in Spirit-life, as told by Himself; and, Mystery and Mean-
ing of the Number Three. 

191-(Two Orations.) On the Connection between the various Mental 
Sciences and I? Pi ritualism; and, The Nature and Occupations 
of Spiritual Existence. , 

192-(Two Orations.) The Temple of the Soul; and, Some of the 
Methods of Producing Spiritual Manifestations. 

193-(Two Orations.) The Dual Apparition o( the Embodied Human 
Spirit;· and, The Heavenly Home and Spiritual Kindred. 

194-(Two Orations.) The Eternal Progression of the Human Spirit; 
and some further Suggestions concerning the Methods of 
Spiritual Manifestation. 

l!l5-(Two Orations.) Cui Bono? and, A Resume of tho series on 
Spiritualism and Science. 

196-Mrs. Tappan's Experiences as a Medium; also her Portrait. 
197-The Spiritual Outlook for the New Year. 199-Purity. 
200-The Need and Efficacy of Prayer. 201-Spiritual Gifts. 
202-Charity. 203-Some of the Historical Evidences of Spiritualism. 
204-" And these signs shall follow them that believe." 
205-(Two Orations.) The Origin of Evil : its Introduction into the 

World, and the Remedy suggested by Spiritualism; and, The 
Signs of the Times. 

206-The Many Mansions: or, Different Conditions of Spiritual Life. 
207-The Influences of the Present Life upon the Future. 
208-The Celestial Arcana: or, the Realm wherein the Attributes of the 

Spirit are Known and Understood. 
209-An Address suggested by the Twenty-sixth Anniversary of Modem 

Spiritualism. 210-A Sermon for the Season. 
211-An Answer to those who pronounce Spiritualism Satanic in its 

Origin. 
212-Answers to several Important Questions concerning the Spirit

world. 213-The Hope of the World. 
214-Further Consideration of the Methods of Spiritual Life. 
215-Memorial Discourse on the Life and Works of Judge Edmonds, by 

Theodore Parker. 
216-An Account of bis passing away and Experience in the Spirit-

world, by Judge Edmonds. 
217-Spiritualism: its Advantages to the Present and Future Life. 
THESE numbers of the MEDIUM are still in print, and may be obtained 
through all booksellers, price I ~d. each; the whole set 4s. poet free. 

These Orations are being reprinted in B<parate numbers, Id. each. 

MRS. TAPPAN'S Cm.IPLETE WORKS 
Are also being published by Subacription, in Three Volumes :

I.-ORATION S. II.-SONGS FROM THE SUMMER-LAND, 
III.-HESPERIA. 
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EXPERIENCES IN PASSING THROUGH THE 
CHANGE CALLED DEATH AND IN ENTER
ING SPIRIT-LIFE. 

BY JUDGE EDMONDS. 

An Inspirational Oration delivered by Mrs. CoRA L. V. TAPPAN, at 
Clevel11.nd Hall, London, on Sunday evening, May 17, 1874. 

rnVOCATION. 

Our Father I Thou Infinite Spirit ! Thou boundless source of 
life and light I Thou perfect and all-abiding Soul I we praise 
Thee. The hearts of Thy children would uplift themselves in 
thanksgiving and prayer. We would seek communion with Thy 
spirit. We would know more of Thy boundless love, of Thine aU
pervading goodness, of Thy perfect and divine charity. We would 
know more of life; since life is eternal, and Thou art its source. 
We would know more of truth; since Thou art all truth, and hast 
given us the ways of knowing it. We would know more of wis
dom ; since wisdom abides with Thee, and Thou dost bestow her 
flowers upon the holy and exalted soul. We would know more of 
Ic.ve; since love binds ihe angele together, and links and unites in 
heavenly peace the souls that dwell above. We would know more 
of knowledge ; since she is enthroned in the sanctity of Thy heart, 
and Thou, 0 God, knoweth all things I Let us search earnestly; 
let us strive to find out those influences, those divine and subtle 
mysteries that have heretofore been made known only to seer and 
prophet and saint. Let all hearts open as with Thy revelation to 
behold Thy spirit. 0 God, the mind of man would seek to com
prehend all that vast realm of spirit that lies beyond the pale of 
matter and time and eense-that other and lofty sphere wherein 
Thy spirit sits enthroned with divine and perfect majesty I and the 
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souls of all that have pl\SSed through death behold its light and its 
glory and its wonder. 0 let there be no more death ! Let the 
hearts of Thy children know that life has triumphed over death 
and pain, and that the angels and ministering spirits of Thy care
those whom Thou hast sent-again come to us to reveal where 
through the gateway of life, miscalled death, we may for ever 
behold the glory and the beauty of Thy boundlees love. Let there 
'be no death ! If from the fireside some dearly-loved one, some 
form bas faded and vanished, may they know that it is arisen-not 
that of the earth, but of the spirit-that the soul still lives and 
abides in the land of souls, and that it speaks and thinks and acts 
and loves them still. 0 let there be no more fear I for fear bows 
Thy children to the earth, and bare the door to the beautiful gate
way of life that the hand of death swings open. 0 may they see 
there, with glowing forms and radiant brows, their loved ones for 
ever coming, bringing messages of peace and knowledge and truth. 
May they know that they can grasp bands acroes the river of death 
and hold sweet converse with those whom they love. Uplift the 
hearts of Thy children, that their aspirations, on the wings of 
evening, and on the breath of the twilight hour, and on the soft 
sounds of music, their prayers may arise to Thee, and their songs 
be blended with the voices of angels, and their thoughts be united 
with those that praise Thee for evermore. God, Father, Spirit, Life, 
Eternal Source of Truth ! be Thy inspiration upon u~. May Thy 
power kindle the flame that is within our hearts; open our lips 
until we speak only Thy truth, until we utter only Thy wisdom and 
Thy love. We will sing Thy praises for ever in thoughts and in 

·deeds of lovingkindness, until we praise Thee in thought, in word, 
and in deed for evermore. 
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Le8.9on of the evening : Revelations xxvi. 
ADDRESS. 

Friends from the boundary of two worlds, I greet you to-night. 
At any period during the last twenty years I would have considered 
it the proudest day of my life to stand before the audience here 
and discout'86 concerning the spiritual world. To-day, through I\ 
borrowed form and in an unwonted manner, I come with the greet
ings of both worlds. I owe it to you to explain in a few words the 
manner of my utterance to-night. When the organist sits down to an 
instrument to play, he is accustomed to study it somewhat; the 
stops, the pauses, the various methods of construction in the instru
ment may not be familiar to him and he has to limit his power to 
the capacity of the instrument. fu somewhat of that position do I 
stand before you. The instrument that I employ, fortunately, hae 
been tuned to the utterances of spirits. What I lose in 'l"ii:our I 
may gain in gracefulnees of style and spirituality. Bear with me 
if you cannot recognise me in this form, but be sure the thoughts 
are mine; and through the kindly aid of those guides that have 
instructed and reared her up for these utterances, I am enabled to 
give you a history of the greatest triumph of my life-the triumph 
over death. 

Some of you are familiar with the history of my experi1mce 
in Spiritualism, and somewhat with the history of my life. I 
recognise but few faces here that I have ever seen before. 
There are some, and one venerable in the cause of Spiri
tualism whom I recognise: I greet you. My earthly body 
is laid aside ; but my spirit, with renewed activity, and with 
every faculty as full and complete as when I dwelt among you, 
is here to-mght. I am filled only with the fire and fervour oi 
my new-found existence. I may say that I yassed through the 
change called death without one pan~ of suffe11ng. My body, it is 
true, was enfeebled. It is true that I had been suffering for some 
years from debility, and lack of strength; but it is also true 
that, by a series of instructions, and by constant intercourse with 
familiar friends in spirit-life, I had learned that death was not to 
be feared. In the final moments of my life, and during the few 
weeks that preceded the departure from ea1·thly existence, I was 
ever conscious of the ministering attendance of one kindly epirit
the one who had been the companion of m7 early life-the one 
whose death had caused me to long to know mto what region the 
spirit of the departed might go, and the one who, during all the 
years of my pursuit of knowledge, hl\8 been my constant and 
attendant guide. She welcomed me; she soothed my last moments; 
she showed me the way to spiritual existence, Through her kindly 
aid I banished every thou~ht of fear or death, and hailed exultantly 
the hour that would reumte us in spirit. 

I 8ay I passed away without pain; I was not even conscious of 
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sut1erin"'; hut my body slink into a sweet repose, over which my 
spirit, already freed, stood and looked upon it as you would stand 
and look upon a worn-out garment. I was not conscious of the 
loss of one instant of time; my mind did not slumber. I was not 
aware even for one brief interval of the loss of control of any 
faculty. I knew I was about to die. I knew also every instant 
of time that my spirit was gradually losing control of the physical 
body. I re-entered the tenement at intervals to look around, 
as you might a house you were about to leave, to eee how the · 
loved ones were getting on that were watching beside me,-to 
see if they were afraid of the new life upon which I WllB entering, 
-to see if they would bear it as well as they should from the lon:r 
years of instruction we had had together. There was prayer, and 
fortitude, and loving-kindness; there was also, it is true, a linger
ing, lurking reluctance to give up the physical form of the spirit 
about to depart-that one earnest longing to cling to the vital 
form of the dearly-loved friend. I admonished my children not to 
mourn ; I admonished them of the change we know must come; 
and I admonished them, in the name of the bright truth that had 
been revealed to us, that we must know that death hnd lost its 
terror. 

I say that I knew not only no interval of sleep or of lack of con
sciousness, but I sprang into my new-found existence, ns one would 
leap forth from the bonds that had enchained them for years. I 
had felt fettered and shackled in the latter years of my life by 
physical suifo1ing. I had felt bound and tethered somewhat by 
the chains of flesh that grew too wffiry to be borne. I sprang 
delighted as one would leap into a golden sea, as one might plupge 
into the atmosphere after having been immured in prison. I felt 
my youth, strength, vigour-everything retul'll that had been mine. 
I felt individually more than this: that notwithstanding all my 
experiences in spiritual life, 11otwithstanding the visions, commu
nions, and visitations between myself and departed souls, that I 
had never truly known the nature of spiritual existence until the 
'final tie was broken that linked me to earth. To my utter amaze
ment I beheld my form renewed utterly as the form of youth 
and strength. I beheld the friends-all friends whom I had known 
and been accustomed to converse with as friends-each one youthful, 
each one wise with their added experience of spiritual life. For 
the first time I felt the conscious power of spiritual utterance-not 
as a voice, not as a sound, not as a word, but as soul-communion. 
Every thought was made palpable and every expression made clear 
to those that were around me. We discoursed upon the body I 
had laid aside, as you would discourse upon any extel'Ual thing. I 
was pointed to and referred to as being a spirit now in full and 
entire possession of spiritual facultie~, whereas before I had been 
somewhat blinded bv the lingering consciousne$ of the senses that 
were left behind me"in my phyeical body. The first thought was: 
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Can I speak with my daug-bters? I could not; that is, there could 
be no audible sound, but I could palpably and perceptibly impress 
their minds, and my youngest daughter was aware of my presence 
even though she knew the body had perished, and understood that 
the life-spark bad faded. 

The next spiritual sense that came to me, or spiritual conscious
ne~s, was that of motion. In my visions, some of you will recollect, 
I had seen myself conveyed from one place in spidtunl life to 
another, b.v what seemed to be horses, or the usual means of loco
motion. I now felt the new-found power, or spiritual sense, of 
volition. My companion said to me, "We will now visit our 
spiritual home." I looked around for some means of con"reyauce, 
when, to my astonishment, as soon as the desire seized my mind, 
I found myself rising, first slowly, but, as my will increased, more 
rapidly, and finally with such rapidity, that had there been inter
vening objects I rnuat not have seen them. The flight seemed 
instantaneous. 'V c seemed to cross a vnst iuternil of space. 
Sometimes I thought worlds must be moving past us; sometimes 
I thought I could hear the distinct sound of tho plai;ets in their 
spheres; sometimes I thought I could bear the sounds of distant 
music. But presently we stood within a luminous vestibule, where 
an atmosphere of light and shade interblended seemed to prevail. 
This vestibule, I was told, marked the entrance between the spiri
tual and material atmosphere, and that I was now about to enter 
the real land of the spirit. I had been there before in my vi~io11s; 
but I perceived whereas I had seen before spiritually with the aid 
-0f others, I now saw with my own spiritual faculties; and the lens 
was quite different from the lens that I had borrowed for mv pre
vious visitation. Now I discovered new beauties each step or eacb 
point we reached. I discovered that my spiritual vision was not 
only quickened to the objects around, but actually saw the soul of 
those objects; that each form, although seemingly as tangible as 
these walls, was really transparent; and that a vital current per
vaded every o~ject I beheld. 

I then made inquiry into the nature of these structures. This 
form of vestibule into which I entered was more like a massive 
gateway or temple than anything I can picture. It combined 
graceful forms with various shades and degrees of colours, so dis
tinctly blended and harmoniously in accord, that I could but 
believe it to be a living and vital form. My companion, perceiving 
my desire, said, "It is quite true that this substance differs from 
anything on earth; for while it seems to be made of pieces of 
marble and precious stones, it is none other than the vitalised 
thought, the living atmosphere of the realm into which you are 
entered; and each soul that passes here leaves something or con
tributes something to the beauty of this entrance." I could t~n 
perceive around myself an atmosphere snowy and blue, like the 
halo of the saint. This blue atmosphere took shape and form. 
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about me, and instantly there arose an archway, through which I 
passed. I looked behind, and that archway was left to betoken 
that another soul had entered this land. Meanwhile, all these 
arches, and the forms that adorned them, and all the pictured 
images seemed to grow vocal, and a distinct harmony of welcome 
greeted my spirit. It was unlike any mu~ic I had ever heard ; it 
was like sound of accord; it was more like the blended har
mony of perfect thought, that one can listen to in spirit, but can 
never hear with earthly sense. 

We passed on, I and my one companion only; for all other 
spirits that I had seen were now invisible. We passed on. ~Iean
while there opened to my view a vast and wonderful land. On 
either side majestic mountains; streams wound their way among 
the valleys, and beautiful cascades were dancing down the mountain 
sides. I remembered this as the entrance to our abode in spirit. 
We passed swiftly, silently, and without any external means of 
locomotion directly between two ranges of mountains until we 
entered an open plain. Here wa.q the selected spot of our spiritual 
home. As we entered the narrow pa~sage, not wider than the 
entl'1\nce to a single room, I noticed many peculiar devices and 
:figures peering dimly from what seemed to be solid rocks. I saw that 
these devices had familiar forms and faces, and that they looked 
like words and thoughts and things that are palpable to the mind. 
I could see every one of the thoughts and every one of the deeds 
of my life. Some of them were shady; some, however, were 
fraught with more pleasing forms ; some were what I fain would 
have forgotten-features of harshness and discord ; and some were 
attuned to scorn and anger; but I perceived as I advanced that the 
more kindly faces and :figures preponderated, and that as I really 
entered the open space, after I had become a living spirit, there 
were no forms but those of love and sympathy, and no sounds but 
those of delight. 

Here I seemed to be plunged into a sti-eam whose every drop or 
every globule was as palpable, as distinct as the·~eparate pearls upon 
a maiden's necklace. Each of these globules seemed to hold some 
loving thought or some palpable essence; and as I was plunged into 
this stream my form was stung with every individual drop as 
thou"'h each would take away some possible stain of earthliness. 
The fonger I remained in this stream the easier it became to sustain 
it. First it seemed to burn and sting like fire, then grew more and 
more delightful until I perceived that every globule was talking to 
me and representing some truth to my ruind. At last, when 
I ca.rue out on the other side, I was received with a smile from my 
companion, who said : " This removes from you the last stains of 
your earthly body, but not the last effects of all your earthly faults." 
:a.could perceive that I was conscious of some difference between 
her and me; that I had not fully and entirely entered her 
estate; but since bathing in that beautiful stream I could perceive 
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that I had more knowledge and more wisdom, aud that my 
imperfections gradually left me. She then led the wav to a 
bower that on either side was . adorned with flowers having 
no name on earth. They are not such shapes and forms 
as you are accustomed to see, but their very odours make music 
on the ear, and their very form and colour represent some thought, 
or prayer, or aspiration. She led the way still more near into the 
entrance of our abode. I could see its shape and form, and I could 
picture to you its walls and its entrance; but I Will not detain you 
with it other than to say, that in every image I saw in its form
ation, I could recognise the attributes of her with whom I was. 
I could see it had been adorned with the wonted thoughts that 
had been hers here and in spirit-life. Every prayer and deed and 
118piration of goodness, every kindly charity, had taken shape and 
form in this abode. I could see also my own thoughts interwoven 
there; the thoughts of goodness, of prayer, and aspiration I had 
formed, and the deeds I had forgotten long ago, loomed-up before 
me there, not in shape of pillar and statue and seeming, but alive 
and beautiful. I could even see the thoughts and prayers and 
aspirations of my life all ranged in a line before me, but not my 
imperfections, and said at once: "How is this? that in our abode 
I behold my thoughts of good, but not my imperfections." Instantly 
the thought of her replied: "There can be no imperfection in the 
abode of onr spirits. You see them at the entrance; you see them 
along your way; but only that which is perfect can take ultimate 
she,pe and form in the living abode of the perfected spirit." 

Then I saw how imperfect I was; and the sense of my unworthi
ness so overcame me that I would have shrunk away from those 
delightful regions; but she bade me not to tremble nor to fear, 
since every thought and stain of earthliness by my own efforts 
would have to be overcome-" Not yet," she said, "are you fully 
prepared to abide here constantly; but this is your home, and by 
effort, by P.rayer, by daily and hourly knowledge, you will find 
that you will at last be able to sit here in this home of the spirit 
free and glad and conscious." 

Then for the first time I felt weary. The splendour of the new 
abode, the delight of the spirit, the consciousness of being free 
from pain, all overpowered me, and I could not at once compre
hend that I was really a spirit and should no more return to my 
body. She led me to an alcove separated from the rest of the 
abode by what seemed to l:e a trellil!-work of vines and flowers. 
Into this I followed, and there I rested I know not how long; 
but it seemed when I awoke as though all my spiritual faculties 
had been renewed, and that the first pleasing glory of the spirit 
that had overcome me now made me stronger, and I said to her who 
wae ever by me: "Now I am ready; show me more of this beauti
ful life." 

Instantly, not as at first slowly, and with seeming reluctance, 
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but instantly our pathway opened and I saw before me, at a. dis
tance it is true, but still plainly and distinctly before me, a con
course of spirits. Approaching were those with whom I was most 
intimate and familiar upon earth, One of the very first sph·its 
who greeted me from that assemblage, and who came forth as 
though with haste and speed to make known his coming-, was my 
friend Horace Greeley, late editor of the New York Tribune, and 
sometime an in>estigator of Spiritualism, but never e.n a.vowed 
Spiritualist. He said, "I hn.sten to greet you and undo the in
justice of yea.rs." I said, "Why?" "Because," he said, "I under
valued the testimony you gave upon the subject of this new life, 
which I find to be more than realised. I am e.t peace now in hav
ing made this confession.'' I had always told him that he little 
knew of the reality of . spiritual life, and when we all sat in the 
circles of investigation together, he turned his attention to tho 
pursuit of political and other reforms, while I sat for spiritual 
knowledge. I was glad of this confession ; it seemed to soothe and 
strengthen me. I then met Professor Mapes, my old and valued 
friend and coadjutor in spiritual in>estigation. "Ah!" he said to me, 
" I had no idea of the powers of the spirit sel?arate from matter when 
upon earth; but I now see that all your visions were more than 
true." Then I need not enumerate to you all that came one after 
another in this shining world to greet me and make me welcome. 
It was as though these were assembled in concourse to greet the 
welcomed spirit; but it was not for that purpose they had met. 
They were assembled there as is their wont, to discourse and. 
inquire into matters pertaining to spiritual existence. They seemed 
arranged in groups; and each group had a central mind. In the 
centre of one I saw Franklin, who seemed to be pointing out to hi& 
hearers, or to those who were attendant upon him, some 
elemental experiment that he desired them to follow, in reference to 
the present manifestations upon earth, He is a lee.ding mind, and 
great in all questions of science. The science of electrical mani
festations has, ever since his introduction into spiritual life, been 
the particular su~ject of his investigations-that and other nilled 
forces. And I may tell you that his discoveries are known as. 
physical manifestations; that from his study and the pursuit of his 
favourite themes, he alone, with the a.id of those who are in the 
l!ame sphere, is working out the problem of physical vibrations, 
physical movements, physical sounds, physical apparitions through 
mediums upon earth; that he is the centre of that especial groui> 
of spirits, who receive from him instructions, and they in turn im
part their instructions to other spirits; and these are dispersed at 
the present time over the face of the earth, making these demon
strations and revealing to mortals the truth of the power of spirit 
over matter. 

It is not neceSSl\l'y1 nor have I time, toclwell upon the particular 
points and phases in these manifestations, which connect and link 
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them with bis peculiar mind. But you will all recognise this one 
fact that the physical IDl\llifestations occur in waves; that they 
begin at a certain point, and the~ pass ove~ the earth like waves. of 
the sea until at last the most distant nations of the earth receive 
something of these powers. The present wave just passing 
over Eno-land-that of the visible form and ap~tion-bas 
occurred ln America, where the. first apparitions took place. ~t has 
reached you; it will reach distnnt countries; and finally will be 
followed by another wave which has not yet commenced. So this 
becomes not only a system of ethics, but a gran.d. scheme of 
scientific discovery ; which means that the sP.mt1.1aI w?rld 
are far more intent, I am sorry to 81\y, than sc1ent1fic mmda 
mostly are upon earth, in the pursuit and di.scove1-y of these n~w 
powers. 1l!J 

I fll\W another centt'e and another teacher, whose etnngth llild" 
power eeemed to be devoted to the form of mental and inspirational: 
manifestations. He, too, Wl\8 learned ; he, too, bad science- aod 
power; I refer to Mesmer, whose discovery of the principles of 
mesmerism constitutes an epoch in the history of science. 11e, too, 
is now adding to the science of spiritual control. He am has his 
pupils and coadjutors; and these move upon the earth in harmony 
with one another, inspiring mediums, aiding in their development, and 
as.gisting groups of spirits who throng around them, that they may 
send a message to their friends. I saw gathered around these, far 
and wide, ea.ch attracted to their centre, those numberless thousands 
of spirits who, like children, were studyinir the alphabet of this 
new-found discovery, that they might visit your firesides and, either 
by the raps, or by inspiration, or by some method unknown to vou, 
reveal to you their presence: your friends, the friends of thousinds 
and hundreds of thousands upon earth, who volunteer to join these 
societies of instruction in the spiritual life, 118 you would join classes 
for instruction in telegraphy, or any svstem of communication 
whereby you might reach your friends: gathered around and 
waiting for the very power that is now moving the earth, and 
revealing the presence of spirits among mortals. . 

Another and a higher group were intently discoursing upon th& 
history of nations, and among these minds I could distinctly discover 
the faces and forms of departed statesmen. One especial group had 
its centre in Washington; others in Napoleon and Cresar, who, 
having outgrown their thirst for blood, are now anxious only for 
the welfare and prosperity of nations. I can see them, with their 
shining faces and radiant brows, instructing vast concourses of 
spirits, who, in their turn, are waiting to move upon the legislative 
·bodies of nations, even as the great impulse of liberty moved upon 
the Congress of the United States. There I can see the lamented 
Lincoln, whose spirit had risen because of his love of liberty; and 
among the shining and radiant throng were still greater measures 
of human improvement. I see there the fate and lamented 
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12 EXPERIENCES OF THE CHANGE CALLED DEATH 

CharlPs Sumner, risen to his new estate, and there, 88 here, 
debatinµ- the liberty and freedom of the slave. 

I saw m11ny other names I could not now reveal to you, but 
whose faces.were familiar, and whose consciousness and thought I 
could but perceive were far beyond my newly-found faculties. 
But I am told that as I grow more and more familiar with these 
sceuee, aR I indeed become known among those that Rit at the leet 
of the embodied wisdum of ages, that I too shall carry on a work 
that I was too feeble to more than commence while here-feeble, 
because of the feeble organisation and the limited faculties of human 
sense, but earnest 88 you all know. I now feel that my work is 
just about to commence; I now feel that this is indeed my work, 
and that all my efforts and thoughts in gaining knowledge shall be 
to impart that knowledge to those in the bondage of darkness. 

I say that with all this shining concourse of spirits before me, 
I could but feel how wonderful and perfect and divine is that 
j?l'ellt l('ift of intelligence given to every soul, that outlasts and out
lives the corroding influences of time, and takes its place in their 
own spirit-sphere when time and flesh decays. I could but feel, "0 
if the eyes of mortals whom I ha>e just left-if they could but see as 
I see, if they could know what I now know I What greater blessin~s 
could befall mankind than that this.everlasting fear of death-this 
terror that broods like a nightmare over the ages-shall be removed, 
and they stand face to face with life and immortality!" 

But all is not 11 pathway of roses here. Again I felt my imper
fections, and in the presence of that thought I felt troubled and 
enfeebled in spirit; with all their welcomings I could but feel, 
"·what a babe am I!" In the midst of this knowledge E:nd this 
sccumulated wisdom of ages, I stood a.bashed as a child, and felt 
my own spirit's nakedness. Then there came out to me from some 
_place I had not before disco>cred forms that knelt down before me, 
and each one cast a flower at my feet, saying: " You first told me 
of spiritual life; you were the first from whom I received know
ledge on earth of spiritual existence." With their flowers, there 
came, too, incense, like songs of praise and prayer; and I felt 
stronger, and my spirit seemed to absorb into itself these offerings, 
until my form grew strong, and I was g-la.d because I had helped 
thee!'. And I felt myself clothed with their offerings of love; 
and they said to me: " You have done this to us; you revealed 
before we passed from earth our future estate, and we brin~ you 
our offering's now." Then I seemed to grow brighter; my rmment 
-was more like th11 raiment of those upon whom I had been gazing; 
.and with each new offering there came 11 new fooling of strength 
and grntitude; and at Inst I floated away and took my place in the 
midst of familiar faces, who e1id: "Now you have become as one 
of us." 

Ever ~ince I have been here-nnd it seems ages, although a 
short time in the calendar of earth, little more than one month-
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AND IN ENTERING THE BPmIT•LIFE. 18 

l have at certain appointed times taken my accustomed bath in 
the river that flows beside our home ; and with each new bath I 
feel some new spiritual impuli!e and power revealed to me-I feel 
some weakness and some trace of earthliness depart ; so that now 
l stand by myself, free, I trust, from those stains that will cling 
to the spirit even though it strive for years: the stains of accus
tomed thought and unguarded feelings. Yet even still do I feel 
that long years must elapse before I shall gain the heights of many 
souls that I see. I feel that long efforts of self-conquest must be 
mine before I reach the bright inhe1itance of some whose spirits 
are almost too dazzling to touch. 

And sometimes, with my loved companion by my side, we two 
alone sit in the sequestered silence of our spiritual abode and com
mune with loftfor souls, with one whose living truth and whose 
perfect love mankind are familiar. Too little do they follow in his 
footsteps, too little does his guiding hand uplift and sustain. Far 
above all this throng of assembled spirits, of councillors great and 
wise and good, I can see a. shining light, a glory more radiant than 
aught that eartli could picture or words pourtra.y, and a love, a 
surpassing kindness, and radiant form, whose words I now give to 
you: "A new commandment I give unto you, that ye love one 
another;" and this word vibra.tes down through the hosts of angels 
and spirits and mortals until it reaches even your hearts, and casts 
out fear and hatred and malice and a.II strivings, and makes you one 
from this instant with the spirit of God. 

[Since the above discourse was delivered Judge Edmonds hl\8 
desired that it be announced that he will continue his exporiences 
in spirit-life, through the same medium, at some future time.] 

In conclusion Mrs. Tappan gave the following inspirational 
poem:-

Down through the vibrant spaces 
There cometh a. voice to-night, 

Full of such wonderful graces, 
Full of 11Uch rare delight, 

That it trembles and thrills and fills every heart with its might. 

'Tis the voice of the living !pirit, 
Of the quickened soul tbat lives 

The life that ye may all inherit, 
The life that ever gives 

To the eye all its light and the power that all else sumtea. 

It oometh down like a. star-beam 
That fa.Us and glimmers through space, 

It cometh down like the lightning 
That bursts and shatters apace 

The trunk or the forest tree, and glances again in its pace. 
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14 EXPERIENCES OF THE CHANGE CALLED DEATH. 

It comet.h e'en like the sunlight 
That greeteth the earth at morn, 

"When the fragrance of the flower 
.And the hope of the day is bJrn ; 

It cometh like n thought of truth, when truth to the heart is first born. 

0 that voice, that palpn ble presence, 
How it fills the uttcrmnst soul ! 

How it strengthens the faltering courage ! 
How its efforts ea<'h purpose control! 

:Behold 'tis the voice of the Spirit that afor through the spheres doth roll. 

And now from the outermost circle, 
Where the spirit of life abide~, 

To the innermost heart in this chamber, 
That voice and that presence still guides, 

.And it circles all souls and all spirits with a circle that never divides. 

In the midst of God's loving spirit, 
0 ye that are searching may find, 

If ye question that bright, living presence, 
And follow it ever, will bind 

Your souls to the souls of the angels-to the Infinite Mincl.. 

It guides nnd bless~s you over 
With its perfect strength and will, 

Its presence forsaketh you never, 
Obey it unfaltering still; 

It moveth nnd wor.keth each atom and soul his purpose to fill. 

From care, from all pain He bringeth 
To every heart release, 

And tlie fetterless spirit wingeth 
Its way where all strivings cease, 

To bring the sweet, loving, perfect, pure presence of pooce. 
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JUDGE EDMONDS ON SPIRITUALISM. 

To THE PuBuc : 
On my recent return from an excursion into tlie country, I 

found that during my absenc~ a decision lately pronounoed by 
me, had been seized upon as an occasion for an attack, in several 
quarters, on my religious belief. I was fully aware that that 
judgment, running counter as it would to popular sentiment, 
would subject my action to severe criticism, but I confess I did 
not anticipate that thence would flow an assault on my religious 
opinions. Were I a private citizen, I should content myself 
with merely claiming the right which belongs to every one in . 
this country, of entertaining such faith on this-the most import
ant of all topics-as my conscience might dictate. .And as it 
is, I might perhaps rest satisfied with challenging those who a& 

sail me to point out a single article in my creed that aims at 
aught else than exalted private worth and public virtue. But 
as the position which I occupy renders the soundness as well as 
the integrity of my judgment a matter of public interest, I am 
bound to acknowledge the right of others to question my faith, 
and my own obligation to defend it. 

I acknowledge a still further obligation. .And inasmuch as 
I accepted my present position under the implied understanding, 
at lea.st, that I believed in the Christian religion, and would P.d· 
minister our civil law according to the principles of the Divine 
law as it had been revealed to us, on which all our institutions 
were based, so I am bound to certify to those who have intrusted 
me with the Divine attribute of administering justice among 
men, that my reverence for that revelation has not been shaken, 
nor my obedience to that moral law impaired. 
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I have not, however, waited for these assault,ci, to be impressed 
with these obligations, but have already so far felt them, that I -
have prepared to publish a volume on the subject, which, but for 
my other avocations, would ere this have been in the printer's 
hands. To that I must refer for much in elucidation and proof 
of my belief, which the limits of tliis article will not now allow 
me to dwell upon, and content myself on this occasion with such 
Iseneral statements as may tend to give a correct idea of what 
it is that I believe or have done. Even this would not have been 
necessary, if those who assailed me had but done me the justice 
themselvc,ci to have published anything I have said or written on 
the subject. But hitherto I have been able to reach the public 
only through publications of very limited circulation ; &nd the 
wildest and most erroneous notions have therefore been imbibed 
as to my belief, and the mischief has been increased by the reck
lessness with which erroneous statements have been fabricated 
by those who could not know them to be true, but who could 
easily have ascertained them to be false. 

Thus one writer,* with a want of feeling not perhaps surprfa
ing, speaks of my consulting my dead wife in making up my de
cisions. .Another says, that it is " rumored" that I have con
sulted Spirit Manifestations in regard to my decisions. .Another, 
that my belief is 11 at irreconcilable variance with all divine re
velation, and is fit for no other system than devil-worship ;" and 
still another, that 11 it constitutes an abandonment of all self-eon
trol, and a surrender of the supremacy of reason, as informed 
and enlightened by the senses, to the most nonsensical jugglery.n 

.All these statements are as wide as they can be of truth, and 
I might with some justice complain at being subjected to such 
grievous imputations, merely because I had made a decision 
which was unacceptable to a portion of the community. But it 
is not for the purpose of complaining that I sit down to write .. 
I am aware that it is not so much me as it is the faith which I 
profess, which is the object of attack. It is 11 the mighty theme, 
and not the inconsiderable advocate," which offends. I am also 
aware why it is that so much error exists in the ~blic mind OD 

• Dail11 C'hronicl,, of New London. 
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that subject, and my whole purpose is, so far M I am concerned, 
to correct that error-to state truly, as far as I can in this con· 
nection, what it is that I do believe, and generally tho ground3 
on which my belief is founded-that all who take interest enough 
in tho matter to read what I may say, may have the means of 
judging for themselves as to what I really do believe, rather than 
what others erroneously impute to me ns a belief. 

I am sincerely grateful to my MSailant.s for not imputing to 
me any unworthy or selfish motives, for conceding that as a 
private citizen I "stand exempt from public criticism," and that 
I am "not a fool," and for confining themselves to the mere im· 
putation that I am laboring under a delusion. It is, therefore, 
to that point I shall confine myself in what I have now to say. 

It was in January, 1851, that my attention was first called 
to the subject of " Spiritual Intercourse." I was at the time 
withdrawn from general society ; I was laboring under great 
depression of spirits. I was occupying all my leisure iu 
reading on the subject of death, and man's existence after. 
ward. I had in the course of my life read and heard from the 
pulpit so many contradictory and conflicting doctrines on the 

- subject, that I hardly knew what to believe. I could not, if J 
would, believe what I did not understand, and was anxiously 
seeking to know, if after death we should again meet with 
those whom we had loved here, and under what circumstances. 
I was invited by a friend to witness the " Rochester Knock
ings." I complied, more to oblige her and to while away a 
tedious hour. I thought a good deal on what I witnessed, and 
I determined to investigate the matter and find out what it wa.s. 
If it was a deception, or a delusion, I thought I could detect it. 
For about four months, I devoted at least two evenings in a week, 
and sometimes more, to witnessing the phenomenon in all ita 
phases. I kept careful records of all I witnessed, and from time 
to time compared them with each other, to detect inconsistencies 
and contradictions. I read all I .could lay my hands on, on tho 
~bject, and especially all the professed " exposures of the hum
bug." I went from place to place, seeing different mediums, 
meeting with different parties of persons, often with persons 
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whom I had never seen before, and sometimes where I was myee]i 
entirely unknown-sometimes in the dark and sometimes in the 
light-often with inveterate unbelievers, and more frequently with 
zealous believers. In fine, I availed myself of every opportunity 
that was afforded, thoroughly to sift the matter to the bottom. 
I was all this time au unbeliever, and tried the patience of be
lievers sorely by my skepticism, my captiousness, and my obdurate 
refusal to yield my belief. I saw around me some who yielded 
a ready faith on one or two sittings only; others again, under the 
same circumstances, avowing a determined unbelief ; and some 
who refused to witness it at all, and yet were confirmed unbe
lievers. I could not imitate either of these parties, and refused 
to yield unle&<1 upon most irrefragable testimony. At length 
the evidence came, and in such force that no sane man could 
withhold his faith. 

Thus far the question I was investigating was, whether 
what I saw was produced by mere mortal means, or by some 
invisible, unknown agency; in other words, whether it was a 
deception, an imposition, or what it professed to be, the product 
of some unknown, unseen cause. To detail what I witnessed 
would far exceed the limits of this communication, for my records 
of it for those four months aione, fill at least one hundred and 
thirty closely-written pages. I will, however, mention a few 
things, which will give a general idea of that which characttr
ized interviews, now numbering several hundred. Most of them 
have occurred in the presence of others besides myself. I have 
preserved their names in my records, but do not give them to 
the world, because I do not desire to subject them to the obloquy 
which seems, most strangely, to be visited upon all who look into 
the matter with any other feeling than a resolute and obstinate 
Incredulity, whatever the evidence. But these considerations 
grow out of this fact : 1st, That I have thus very many witnesses 
whom I can invoke to establish the truth of my statements ; 
and, 2d, That if I have been deluded, and have not seen and 
heard what I think I have, my delusion has been shared by many 
as shrewd, as intelligent, as honest, and as enlightened people 
aa are to be found anywhere among us. 
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My attention was first drawn to the intercourse by the rap-
pings, then the most common, but now the most inconsiderable. 
mode of communing. Of course I was on the look out fo1 
deception, and at first relied upon my senses and the conclusions 
which my reason might draw from their evidence. But I was 
at a loss to tell how the mediums. could cause what I witnessed 
under these circumstances : the mediums walking the length of 
a suite of parlors, forty or fifty feet, and the rappings being dia
tinctly heard five or six feet behind them, the whole distance, 
backward and forward several times ; being heard near the top 
of a mahogany door, above where the medium could reach, and 
as if struck hard with a fist ; being heard on the bottom of a 
car when traveling, on a railroad, and on the door and the 
table, when seated at lunch, at an eating-house by the side of 
the road ; being heard at different parts of the room, sometimes 
several feet distant from the medium, and where she could not 
reach-sometimes on the table and immediately after on the 
floor, and then at different parts of the table, in rapid succes
sion, enabling ns to feel the vibration as well as hear the sounds; 
sometimes when the hands and feet of the medium were both 
firmly and carefully held by some one of the party, and some
times on a table when no one touched it. 

After depending upon my senses, as to these various phases of 
the phenomenon, I invoked the aid of science, and with the as
sistance of an accomplished electrician and his machinery, and of 
eight or ten intelligent, educated, shrewd persons, examined the 
matter. We pursued our inquiries many days, and established 
to our satisfaction two things : first, that the sounds were not 
produced by the agency of any person present or near us; and, 
second, that they were not forthcoming at our will and pleasure. 

In the mean time, another feature attracted my attention, and 
that was " physical . manifestations," as they are termed. Thus, 

JI have known a pine table with four legs, lifted bodily up from 
the door, in the center of a circle of six or eight persons, turned 
upside down and laid upon its top at our feet, then lifted up 
over our heads, and put leaning against the back of the sofa OD 

which we sat. I have knO'Wll that same table to be tilted np OD 
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two legs, its top at an angle with the floor of forty-five degrees, 
whtin it neither fell over of itself, nor conld any person present 
put it back on it.<! fonr legs. I have seen a mahogany table. 
l1avingonly a center leg, and with a lamp burning npon it, 
lifted from the floor at least a foot, in spite of the efforts of those 
present, and shaken backward and forward as one would shake 
a goblet in his hand, and the lamp retain its place, though it& 
gl8B8 pendents rang again. I · have seen the same table tipped 
up with the lamp upon it, so far that the lamp mnst have fallen 
off unless retained there by something else than its own gravity, 
yet it fell not, moved not. I have known a dinner-bell takeff 
from a high shelf in o. closet, rung over the heads of fonr or five 
persons in that closet, then rung aronnd the room over the heads 
of twelve or fifteen persons in the back parlor, and then borne 
throngh the folding doors to the farther end of the front parlor, 
and there dropped on the floor . . I have frequently known per• 
sons pulled about with a force which it was impossible for them 
io resist, and once, when all my own strength was added in 
vain to that of the one thus affected. I have known a mahog
any chair thrown on its side o.nd moved swiftly back and forth 
on the floor, no one touching it, through a room where ther& 
were at least a dozen people sitting, yet no one was touched, 
and it WM repeatedly stopped within a few inches of me, when 
it was coming with a violence which, if not arrested, must have 
broken my legs. 

This is not a tithe-nay I not a hundredth part of what 1 
have witnessed of the same character, but it is enough to show 
the general nature of what was before me. 

At the same time, I have heard from others, whose testimony 
would be credited in any human transaction, and which I could 
not permit myself to disregard, accounts of still more extraordi
nary transactions, for I have been by no means as much favored 
in this respect as some. 

While these things were going on, there appeared in the newit 
papers various explanations and "exposnres of the humbug," as 
they were termed. I read them with care, in the expectation 
of being assisted in my researches, and I could not bot smile at 
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once at the rashness and the futility of the explanations. For 1 

instance, while certain learned professors in Buffalo were con- : 
gratulating themselves on having detected it in the toe and knee 
joints, the manifestations in this city, changed to ringing a bell 
placed under the table. They were like the solution lately ginn 
by a learned professor in England, who attributes the tipping of 
tables to a force in the hands which a.re laid upon it, overlooking 
the material fact that tables quite BB frequently move when there 
is no band upon them. 

What I have thllS mentioned hBB happened in the presence 
of others as well as myself. I have not allnded to any of the 
things 'that have ocClllTed to me when I have been alone, for as 
that would depend upon my testimony only, I have preferred 
not to subject my veracity to the rash and reckless contradi<>
tions of those who venture to denounce as an " atrocious im
posture" that of which they a.re profonndly ignorant, and which 
bas been examined and is believed in by th9usands and tens of 
thousands of their fellow-citizens, who are, to say the least, every 
whit as honest and as intelligent as they are. Nor am I very 
anxious to mbmit my faith to the judgment of those who would 
have periMlCUt.ed Galileo nigh unto death for discovering our 
planetary system, and have united in the cry of " folly" at Ful
ton's steamboat, "humbug".at Morse's telegraph, and "insanity" 
at Gray's iron road. 

Having thus, by a long series of patient inquiries, satisfied 
myself on this point, my next inquiry was, Whence comes the 
intelligence there is behind it all? For that intelligence was a 
remarkable feature of the phenomenon. 

Thus I have frequently known mental questions answered 
that is, questions merely framed in the mind of the interrogator, 
and not revealed by him or known to others. Preparatory to 
meeting a circle, I have sat down alone in my room and car& 
fully prepared a series of questions to be propounded, and I have 
been surprised to find my questions answered, and in the precise 
order in which I wrote them, without my even taking my memo
randum out of my pocket, and when I knew that not o. person 
present ev~n knew that I had prepared questions, much less 
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what they were. My most secret thoughts, those which I ban 
never uttered to mortal man or woman, have been freely spoken 
to, as if I had uttered them. Purposes which I have privily 
entertained have been publicly revealed ; and I have once and 
again been admonished that my every thought was known to, 
and could be disclosed by, the intelligence which was thus man
ifesting itself. 

I have heard the mediums use Greek, Latin, Spanish, and 
French words, when I knew they had no knowledge of any lan
guage but their own ; and it is a fact that can be attested by 
many, that often there has been speaking and writing in foreign 
languages and unknown tongues by those who were unooquainted 
with either. 

Still the question occurred, May not all this have been, by 
some mysterious operation, the mere reflex of the mind of some 
one present ? The answer was, that facts were communicated 
which were unknown then, but afterward found to be true ; like 
this, for instance : When I was absent last winter in Central 
America, my friends in town heard of my whereabouts and of 
the state of my health, seven times ; and on my return, by com
paring their information with the entries in my journal, it was 
found to be invariably correct. So in my recent visit to the 
West, my whereabouts and my condition were told to a medium 
in this city while I was traveling on the railroad between Cleve
land and Toledo. So thoughts have been uttered on subjects 
not then in my mind, and utterly at variance with my own n~ 
tions. This has often happened to me and to others, so as fully to 
establish the fact that it was not our minds that gave forth or 
affected the communication. 

Kindred to this are two well authenticated cases of persons 
who can read the thoughts of others in their minds. One is an 
artist of this city of high reputation, and the other the editor of 
a newspaper in a neighboring city. The latter wrote me, that 
in company with three friends he had tried the experiment, and 
for over forty successive attempts found he could read the secret 
thoughts of his companions as soon as they were formed, and 
without their being uttered. So, too, there is the instance of 
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two persons, one of them also resident in this city, who can give 
a faithful delineation of the character, and even the prevailing 
mood of mind, of any person, however unknown to them, upon 
whom they fix their attention. 

These are not apocryphal cases. The parties are at band, and 
in our very midst, and any person that pleases may make the in
vestigation, as I have, and satisfy himself. 

But all this, and much, very much more of a cognate nature, 
went to show me that there was a high order of intelligence in
volved in this new phenomenon-an intelligence outside of, and 
beyond, mere mortal agency ; for there was no other hypothesis 
which I could devise or hear of that could at all explain that, 
whose reality is established by the testimony bf tens of thou· 
sands, and can easily be ascertained by py one who will take 
the trouble to inquire. 

If these two points were established-and there are now in 
these United States hundreds of thousands of sentient beings 
who have investigated and believe they are-then came this im
portant question, Cui bO?UJ ? To what end is it all ? For what 
purpose ? With what object ? 

To that inquiry I have directed my earnest attention, devoting 
to the task for over. tw? yearil all the leisure I could command, 
and increasing that leisure as far as I could by withdrawing my· 
self from all my former recreations. I have gone from circle to 
circle, from medium to medium, seeking knowledge on the sub
ject wherever I could attain it, either from books or from obser
vation, and bringing to bear upon it whatever of intelligence I 
have been gifted with by nature, sharpened and improved by over 
thirty yeanl practice at the bar, in the legislature, and on the 
bench. 

I found there were very many ways in which this unseen intel
ligence communed with us, besides the rappings and table tip
pings, and that through those other modes there came very many 
::ommunications distinguished for their eloquence, their high order 
of intellect, and their pure and lofty moral tone ; at the same 
t.ime I discovered many inconsistencies and contradictions that 
were calculated to mislead. I saw many puerile and some very 
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absurd statements, and many that were admirably calculated to 
make man }?etter and happier; and I set to work to see if I could 
not, out of this chaos, gather something that might be n.lu
able. 

I was satisfied that something more was i~tended than the 
gratification of an idle curiosity ; something more than pander· 
ing to a diseased appetite for the marvelous ; something more 
than the promulgation of oracular platitudes ; something more 
than upsetting material objects to the admiration of the wonder
lover ; something more than telling the age of the living or the 
dead, etc. 

For that something I have industriously searched. I thought 
that was wiser than to condemn without investigation, and de
nounce without know~edge. What I have discovered in that 
regard I have intended to give to the world, that all may judge 
for themselves whether there is anything in it worthy the atten
tion of intelligent beings. It would have been done ere this if 
my leisure would have allowed me time to prepare my manu
script for the press. Now I expect that my book will be pub
lished by the first of September, and to that I refer, as I have 
already said, for particulars. 

In the mean time, it is due to myself and to others to say, 
that our faith, as growing out of these researches, is not " at 
irreconcilable variance with revelation." How little do they, 
who make such charges, know of this matter I Misled by the 
crudities which a.lone are seen in the newspapers of the day, be
cause the graver matters can not find admission there, the idea 
fs, I am aware, entertained by some, that this new philosophy 
is at variance with the revelation through Christ, the Redeemer. 
This is indeed a sad mistake, and one that believers would be 
too happy to correct, if only the opportunity could be afforded 
them. 

So, too, is it a. grievous error to suppose that it " constitutes 
an abandonment of all self-control, and a surrender C1f the su· 
premacy of reason, as informed and enlighteneci by the senses." 
Ther~. was never yet, I venture to say, a religious creed promul· 
gated among men, which so entirely eschewed blind faith. and 
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so folly and &!ways demanded the exercise of judgment aud the 
10premacy of the reason. 

Hence it is that we are taught that none of these extraordi
nary things which are witnessed by so many, are miraculous, or 
flow from any suspension of nature's laws, but are, on the other 
hand, in conformity with, and in execution of, those laws ; that 
like the steam-engine and the magnetic telegraph, they are mar
velous only to those who do not understand them, or are not 
familiar with them ; that those laws, and the means by which 
they produce such results, are as capable of being found out by 
human research ; that the knowledge is not confined to a few, 
but is open to all, rich or poor, high or low, wise or ignorant, 
who will wisely and patiently search for it, and that when it is 
att&ined, it can not but work in the heart " a closer walk with 
God," and an intercourse with our fellow-men of a more elevated 
character, void of selfishness, and devoted to their absolute ad· 
vanoement in all knowledge and goodness, both in this world 
and in the world to come. 

This is a part of the something which I have found in my re
searches. But there is more yet. There is that which 1:omforts 
the mourner and binds up the broken-hearted ; that which 
emoothes the passage to the grave, and robs death of its terrors; 
that which enlightens the Atheist, and can not but reform the 
vicious ; that which cheers and encourages the virtuous amid 
all the trials and vicissitudes of life, and that which demon
strates to man his duty and his destiny, leaving it no longer 
vague and uncertain. What this is, I can not in the limits of 
this letter explain, but in dne time it will be forthcoming, and 
each one can judge for himself. 

But now may I not ask if I overrate the importance of the 
BUbject of my inquiries ? Scarcely more than four years have 
elapsed sirrce the 11 Rochester Knockings" were first known 
among us. Then mediums could be counted by units, but now 
by thousands-then believers could be numbered by hundreds, 
now by tens of thousands. It is believed by the best informed, 
that the whole number in the United States must be several 
huudreu thousands, and that in this city and its vicinity tbero 
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must be from twenty-five to thirty thousand. There arc ten or 
twelve newspapers and periodicals devoted to the ca~e, and the 
Spiritual Library embraces more than one hundred different 
publications, some of which have already attained a circulation 
of more than ten thousand copies. Besides the undistinguished 
multitude, there are many men of high standing and talent 
ranked among them-doctors, lawyers and clergymen in great 
numbers, a Protestant bishop, the learned and reverend president 
of a college, judges of our higher courts, members of Congress, 
foreign embassadors, and ex-members of the National Senate. 

That which has thus spread with such marvelous celerity 
in spite of the ridicule which has deterred so many from an open 
avowal, that which has attracted the attention of so many of 
the best minds among us, can not be unworthy of my investiga
tion, or that of persons far wiser and more reliable than I am. 

It is now more than a year that my peculiar faith has been 
the subject of public comment.· During it all I have been silent 
as to those attacks, content steadily to pursue my investigations 
until I could arrive at satisfactory results. Perhaps I have been 
silent too long, for, in the mean time, very erroneous notions, as 
to that faith, have been allowed to spring up. But I was un· 
willing to speak until I was as sure as I could be that I was 
right, lest I might utter some crudity which, by-and-by, I might 
regret-or commit some error which I might find it difficult to 
correct, or, in fine, unhappily mislead in my ignorance, rather 
than wisely guide by my knowledge. 

I went into the investigation, originally thinking it a decep
tion, and intending to make public my exposure of it. Having 
from my researches, come. to a different conclusion, I feel tha5 
the obligation to make known the result is just as strong. There
fore it is, mainly, that I give the result to the world. I say 
mainly, because there is another consideration which influences 
me, and that is the desire to extend to others a knowledge 
which I am conscious can not but make them happier and better. 

If those who doubt this could but spend a few days with me 
in my library, and witness the calls I have from strangers from 
all parts of the country; if they would but look over my portfo-
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llo, and read the letters which pour in upon me from 'all sections 
and from persons whom I have never seen and never may see, 
they would be able, from the evidence thus furnished of the good 
that has been done, to form some idea of what may yet be ac
·complished, and they would not wonder that I find a compenBllr 
tion for the obloquy that is so freely heaped upon me by the ig
norant, in the grateful outpourings of hearts which have, by my 
means, been relieved. One of them says (and it is a fair speci
men of the whole) 11 You have acted the part of the good Sir 
maritan, and poured oil into the wound of one like to die, and 
you will have rendered a death-bed, sooner or later, calm and 
hopeful, which might have been disturbed by doubts." 

This, then, is the offense for which I have been arraigued at 
the bar of the public with so unsparing a condemnation, declared 
unworthy of my high office, falsely accused of consulting aught 
else than the law of the land, and my own reason, in the judg
ments which I officially pronounce, and have had invoked against 
me 11 the fires of Smithfield and the hangings of Salem." From 
such a condemnation it is that I appeal to the calm, unbiased 
judgment of my countrymen, with a firm reliance upon its jus
tice. 

NEW YoRK, August 1, 1853. J. W. EDMONDS. 
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BISHOP HOPKINS ON SPIRITUALISM. 
A REPLY BY JUDGE EDMONDS. 

The Right Reverend Mr. HOPKINS, the Episcopal Bishop 
of Vermont, has lately been delivering a course of lectures 
before the "Young Men's Christian Association," of St. 
Louis, two of which he devoted to the subject of Modern 
Spiritualism, and to myself as connected with it. 

He admitted the facts of the manifestations, conceding that 
they were not a delusion or a deception, but he avowed his 
own belief that the whole thing resulted from the direct 
agency of the Devil himself. He confessed he had never 
witnessed any of the manifestations, yet he claimed that he 
could fairly discuss the subject, &c. 

This is the purport of his lectures, as I gather it from 
the report of them in the St. Louis Republican of the 12th 
and 15th of November, 1856. 

As he has thus held me up to the world, denounced by 
a high dignitary of the Church as acting under the instigation 
of the Devil, I trust I may be pardoned for saying a few 
words in defence of myself, especially as I will do so by 
confining myself to a brief attempt to show what Spiritualism 
is, and what it teaches. 

I. It enables us to know the thoughts and purposes, 
the secret intentions and character of those who are 
living around us. Over and over again has this been 
demonstrated, yet I will venture to say the Bishop never 
heard of it; for if he had, he surely would be as ready as 
anyone to see that, in this feature of Spiritualism, there 
is a better protection against, and prevention of, hypo
crisy and false pretences than all the preaching in the 
world has afforded. 
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2. It enables us to feel and to know that our most secret 
thoughts are known to the intelligence of the Spirit-world, 
whatever the character of that intelligence, whether for 
good or evil. It has been for years and centuries preached 
to us, that the Supreme Intelligence knows our every thought. 
Yet how few have actually realized it-how few have acted 
as if they believed it, let the sins and perversions. of man
kind say. But now it ·comes so demonstrated that no man 
can doubt it. It is a fact as certain as that the sun shines 
at noon-day. And I would ask, what greater prevention 
to vice can there be, than the thorough conviction that 
the deepest secrets of our hearts are all known to the 
Intelligence which is ever around and near us, and can be 
disclosed to the world ? 

3. It demonstrates the immortality of the soul by direct 
appeals to the senses. Hitherto the appeal has been to 
abstract reasoning to prove that ; and what ill success has 
attended that effort, no man knows better than the Right 
Reverend gentleman himself. He has been a lawyer in his day, 
and he is aware, from his knowledge of the world, thus and 
otherwise acquired, that the greater portion of the educated 
classes among us have not yielded to the reasoning, and 
have been, to say the least, sceptical as to an existence after 
this life. But now the proof comes with a force like that 
which establishes the facts that the grass grows and the 
water runs, and leaves no room for cavil in the sane 
mind. In the book from which the Bishop quoted so 
freely*-though I am not advised that he quoted from that 
part-some twenty instances were given of conversions 
from an unbelief as to the future. Those were a few only 
of the cases which are within my own knowledge. They are 
numbered by hundreds and thousands within the knowledge 
of Spiritualists all over the land, and they show how power
ful, how all-controlling, is the argument in favour of man's 

* From my published volumes on " Spirituali1m." 
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immortality, which spiritual intercourse furnishes-how 
much more convincing than all the preaching to which the 
subjects of such conversions have listened for years and years. 

4. It demonstrates that the spirits of our departed 
friends can and do commune with us who are left behind. 
The substance of the Bishop's position on this topic is a 
denial of the fa.ct, for he speaks of the "folly and unreason
ableness of supposing that the . spirits of, our departed 
friends are suffered to remain on earth, and to mingle in 
the affairs of men," and of the " unhappiness it would be 
to them to remain among strifes and sorrows which they 
could not alleviate." 

The same course was once taken by this same Prelate 
in regard to the manifestations themselves, and it was 
"folly and unreasonableness " to suppose they were any
thing but delusion or deception. But he, and many 
others of his calling, have been compelled to yield to the 
force of overwhelming testimony, and admit their reality. 
So it would be with him on this point, if instead of per
sisting in the ignorance of the subject (of which he boasts, 
for conscience-sake,) he would investigate for himself, or 
take the testimony of those who have investigated. He 
would then learn that the identity of our departed friends 
is too clearly made out to be doubted by a rational mind. 
He would see, too, how enduring is the love they bear to us 
still-that the cold grave does not quench its ardour, and 
that their care and sympathy for us is not removed at such 
an illl1Ileasurable cj.istance from us, as he would teach, but 
that it is ever around and near us, leading us on towards 
that goal which in hi~ creed is too far off for us to compre
hend, but is now brought so near that we can understand 
what it is, and learn how to attain it. He would learn 
that it would be no more a source of unhappiness .to our 
departed friends thus to labour for our redemption from 
sin than it is now for him in his ministerial functions to 
lead a sinner to repentance ; and descending from his lofty 
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position on the Episcopal bench; to enter the brothel or the 
prison~house, and lift an erring brother to the light of the 
Gospel. He would learn to bear to · the mourner's heart 
such comfort as he has never yet borne, and to speak to it, 
in .most effective. tones, of righteousness and the judgment to 
come. He would learD then, if he has not yet learned, 
that it could be uo, such great unhappiness for the Christian 
mind to remain amid strifes and sorrows, where it could 
sy.mpa.thize even if it could not alleviate, and he would see, 
practically, that there is no sorrow for suffering humanity, 
which Heaven, through its messengers, cannot heal.• 

5. It demonstates also, that through this spiri~influence 
-be it what it may-the sick are healed, the blind are made 
to see, the lame walk, and " devils are cast out" of those who 
are possessed. 

These are some of the marvels which are now being 
worked in this land by the influence which is stigma.tir,ed 
by this reverend Prelate as of the Devil. There are hun
dreds and thousands of witnesses of their existence around 
as everywhere, and every man who pleases can hehold them 
for himself. I could enumerate many, very many instances, 
but the limits of this paper forbid, and I have yet a few 
words· to say on other topics. 

The Bishop says that "none of the so-called discoveries 
were even new to mankind as proclaimed or received truths." 
In this ,he is in a great measure correct. The great law which 
underlies the whole spiritual philosophy is that proclaimed 
by Jesus of Nazareth-" Love God with all your mignt, and 
your neighbour as yourself." Such is the law, which for 
eighteen hundred years the Christian . world has profeesed to 
believe-such the law which over thirty thousand priests a.re 
weekly preaching from as many pulpits in this nation. Yet 
with what effect ? Let facts answer. Out of a population 

* Might be not aleo obtain the idea that aa God himself descends into 
the spheres of vice and mieery, to reclaim the erring and comfort the 
suffering, it could be no degradation for the spirit thus to imitate God? 
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of ne.vly twenty-five millions, not five millions are professing 
Christians, and the sect to which this reverend Prelate 
belongs cannot number one hundred thousand. 

Is it not proper to ask why is this ? It is because there 
is not indueement enough held out b:> man to overcome the 
selfishness of·his material nature, and to obey the law of his 
spiritual existence. Eighteen ieenturies. have demonstrated 
this, and it is high time that something shonld come to hold 
6Ut such inducement. To perform that task is now. the 
great missioJ'.!. of spirit-intercourse; and it is, day by day, 
as fust as we are capable of receiving it, performing it, by so 
revealing to us the condition into which we are to be 
ushered after death, that we cannot help realizing how 
necessary it is for us to obey the law in life. As .the burnt 
child ·dreads the fire because it realizes the danger, so will 
man, when he shall fuJly realize what is the nature of the 
existence which is to follow this life, be ever on his guard 
against the tempt.ations with which his animal nature 
constantly surrounds him. 

This neglected function of the priesthood, Spiritualism is 
now performing in our midst. 

And why not? The Bible is.full of it. An angel appeared 
to Hagar, Gen. 16; three, in.the shape of men, appeared to 
Abraham, Gen. 18; and two to Lot, Gen. 19.. One called to 
Hagar, Gen. 21; and to Abraham, Gm. 22; one spake to 
Jacob in a dream, Gen. 31; one appeared to Moses, Exod1ta, 
3; one went before the camp of Israel, EX-Odus 14; one met 
Balaam by the way, Numbers 22; one spake to all the chil
dren of Israel, J~es 2; one spake to Gideon, Judges 6; 
and to the wife of Manoah, Juclges 13 ; one appeared to 
Elijah, 1 Kings 19; qne stood by t.I!_e threshing-floor of 
Ornan, 1 Ohron. 21 ; one talked with Zachariah, Zach. 1; 
one appeared to the two Mary's at the sepulchre, Matt. 28 ; 
one foretold the birth of John the Baptist, I./Uke 1 ; one 
appeared to the Virgin Mary, ibid; to the shepherds, Luke 2; 
one opened the door of Peter's prison, .Acts 5 ; two were 
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seen by Jesus, Pet.er, and James and John, Luke 9; and 
one spake to John the Evangelist, Rev. 22. 

It will not do to say these were angels-a distinct order 
of beings from man-for those seen by the apostles were 
Moses and Elias, and that seen by John, though called by 
him an angel, avowed himself to be his fellow-servant, and 
" one of his brethern the prophets."* 

And now may we not ask, if men in the olden time could 
see and talk with angels-if, in former ages, the spirits of 
departed mortals could appear to and commune with those 
yet living-may we not, I say, ask wherein has man's 
nature so changed that the same thing may not happen to 
him now? 

Why, how often in the ceremonies of the Bishop's own 
church does he call upon his people to say, "I believe in 
the communion of saints !" which the articles of his religion 
say "may be proved by most certain warrants of Holy 
Scripture ;" and yet that communion which is holy when 
only spoken of, he would fain have us believe is evil when 
actually practised! 

Briefly, then, to the sum of the argument: Spiritualism 
prevents hypocrisy; it det.ers from crime; it reclaims the 
infidel ; it proves the immortality of the soul ; it recognizes 
one God, and man's responsibility to Him ; it enforces the 
great law of the Creator by inducements hitherto unknown 
to man ; it heals the sick; it gives sight to the blind ; 
it cures the lame; it comforts the mourner; it enjoins upon 
all the utmost purity of life ; it t.eaches that charity which 
rather mourns over than rejoices at the failings of our fellow
mortals ; and it reveals to us our own nature, and what is 
the existence into which we are to pass when this life shall 
have ended. 

* Nor will i~ do to epeak of the undignified character of the manifes
tation& of to-day, for eurely the reclaiming of erring man from the 
"deep damnation of infidelity" is of as much importance as relieving 
Peter from temporary imprieonment, or telling Hagar where to find 
water. 
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And this we are taught by a reverend Divine, holding 
a high rank in what he calls " The Church of God," is of the 
Devil ! Alas ! if it be, by what sign shall we know the work 
of God? 

But the chief basis of the Bishop's position, that spiritual 
intercourse is Satanic, seems to be found in the revelations 
as to the Spirit's surroundings, after it has passed from this 
life. These he denounces as gross, material, and of the 
earth earthy, and as conflicting with the sublime teachings 
of the Gospel, and therefore " devilish !" 

I do not learn that he pa.used to detail to his hearers 
what is the condition of the future, according to the Gospel, 
as he understands it. I have known this attempted many 
times by Divines, but I never knew any two of them to 
agree in their description. Whereas, in these revelations, 
there is no discrepancy on this point. 

I do not learn that in reading extracts from my book he 
departed from the practice of his calling-namely, that of 
drawing particular passages from their context, and thus 
giving them a very different meaning from the true one-a 
practice which I do not hold very high either in law or 
gospel, and which I have often seen excite the smiles of 
contempt among the intelligent minds in church. 

Nor do I learn that he called the attention of his hearers 
to the reasons given in my book (Sec. 62 of Vol. 2) for our 
faith on this subject, whereby they might have been enabled 
to judge for themselves, instead of being governed by his 
authority or mine. 

Ilut he seems to have contented himself with just so 
many and such extracts as would tend to prove his position, 
and let the rest go. 

But let that pass. And let us inquire what is the great 
difference between us on this point, which makes my teach
ings "devilish," " unchristian," and "positively hurtful," and 
makes his to be holy, and sublime, and Gospel-like ? 

He teaches that man, on dying, becomes suddenly and 
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marvellously changed-that he passes far away from the 
earth, out of the reach of its cares, anxieties and affections
that he passes into a state of existence who~e condition is 
entirely unknown, except that it is either unutterably miser
able or inexpressibly happy-that the state either of bliss or 
woe, into which he is first ushered, never changes and is 
never ending-and that bis condition of happiness or sorrow 
is not of his own creation, and cannot be affected by aught 
he can do in this life, but is dependent-particularly in its 
happiness-upon a vicarious atonement.• 

On the other hand, I believe that man is the creature of 
progression-that it is bis destiny from his birth to progress 
on to eternity, toward the Godhead-that no man is exempt 
from bis destiny-that while man cannot prevent, he can 
retard or accelerate its consummation, and he can make 
the interval of progress for long ages happy or woeful, as he 
obeys or disregards the law of his spiritual nature, which is 
love for God and man-that death is. but a continuation of 
this life, and this life but a preparation for the next-that 
we pass into the next state of existence with all our faculties, 
memories, and affections, as we have cultivated or perverted 
them here-and that we are for awhile, until our minds 
grow to become elevated above them, surrounded by all those 
objects which would be calculated to give us the weal or woe 
we have earned for ourselves.t 

Such is, in brief, the difference between us. I will not 
pause here to ask which is most acceptable to the rational 
mind ! which is best supported by Scripture ! 

That would take too much room. But I will ask, what 
is there in my belief, that is "devilish,'' " unchristian,'' 
"hurtful ?" And I will answer the question, not in my 

* Or, in other words, that its unhappiness can be caueed by us, but 
its happiness cannot 

t .As in manhood Wt! outgrow our attaohtnent to the objects which 
pleased our childhood, so in epirit-life we will in titne outgrow our 
love for the objects which pleaeed our earth-life. 
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own Jangunge, but in that of one of the bi8hop~ of tho 
Episcopal Church of this country-one who sits in the samo 
House of Bishops with him of Vermont. 

I extract from a sermon preached in Connecticut in 1852, 
and published. 

"I have now closed my argument, and would be ghd if 
time allowed to pass to the survey of another most interest
ing question. 'Vhat are the oonditions of our future 
existence? But as it is I can only allude to one 01· two 
general points, and then leave the subject to your individual 
reflection. 

"1. Io the first place provision will ~mdoubtedly be made 
hereafter for the culture and the e:J,ercise of all the in
tellectual and moral faculties of Ol\f _nature. Heaven will 
not be a monotony. All which belong& to our nature that 
is not sensual and sinful will there find free scope for its 
development. Nothing, then, which we learn here is lost. 
No elevated taste is cultimted in vain, No healthy affection 
withers under the touch of death. There are strains of 
melody, and sights of beauty and holy friendships in the 
spiritual world. Everything which God has made on earth, 
and which man has left untouched by sin, is only a symbol 
of something greater and more resplendent in reserve for 
the holy hereafter. What music will , be heard in heaven! 
What prospects will charm the eye ! What thoughts will be 
uttered there ! What emotions will be kindled there ! What 
variety of enjoyments, and yet nothing servile, nothing 
selfish I How is it, then, that we shrink from the future? 
Why does eternity come before us a cold, blank void-a sea 
without a shore, moaning and groaning under a starless 
sky, where the soul floats, like a hehnless wreck, solitary 
and despairing? Because there i& a stain of corruption on 
the soul which needs to be washed out-because the sense 
of sin makes us afraid. 

"2. In the second place we observe, that to the righteous 
the future will be a state of constant and unending progress. 
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The law of this progress may be essentially the same as it is 
now, only it will operate under greatly improved conditions. 
"\Ve shall never reach a point where we shall stop, and 
make no further advance, for then there would lie before us 
an eternity without occupation. 

"All mortal creatures are capable only of a limited im
provement, because theirs is a limited existence. Man 
must advance for ever, because he lives for ever. The time 
will undoubtedly come when we shall look back on all that 
we have acquired and done in this world, as we now regard 
the experiences of our earliest infancy, and we shall wonder 
that we then thought ourselves so wise. 

"3. And, finally, our future destiny will be in precise 
accordance to our deserts and character. We shall reap 
what we have sown. We shall begin eur life hereafter 
as we close it here. There is no such thing as separating 
the man from his character, and there is no such thing as 
separating the character from the destiny." 

Such are my sentiments, too ! Such are the principles 
which Spiritualism teaches ! And now, if they are 
"devilish," "unchristian," and "hurtful" in me, pray what 
must they be in the Right Rev. Bishop of Rhode Islan~ 
whose language it is that I have quoted? 

A few words on one topic more and I have done. 
I can hardly believe the Bishop is correctly reported 

when he is made to say that the law of the Scripture forbids 
our communing with the spirits of our departed friends, as 
well as dealing with witches and those having a familiar 
spirit. For I have never been able to find any such injunc
tions in Holy Writ,* nor can I conceive how that can be, 
and Peter, and James and John escape condemnation for 
beholding Moses and Elias, or J obn, in the Revelations, for 

* I once asked for the pa.eeage, of one who insisted that the Bible did 
contain euch prohibition, and I received for answer the quotation of 
"the bourne whence no traveller returns!" I confeee I was malicious 
enough to reply that I had found that in Sbabpea.re, but was not 
aw(lre of its being in the Bible. 
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communing with the spirit of "one of his brethren, the 
Prophets," or Sau] obeying the Spirit when struck with 
blindness on the wayside, or Peter, when listening to the 
injunctions to call not the Gentile unclean. 

But it is true that in the law of Moses there are in
jtinctions against dealing with witches, or those having 
familiar spirits. But does the reverend prelate mean that 
his Christian hearers shall understand that that law is still 
binding upon us? He certainly must mean so, or M wou1d 
not quote it as evidence of our " unchristian " deportment. 
See, then, where it would bring him. One part of that law 
must be as binding as another, and yet right by the side of 
that to which he appeals are commands like these : 

"Ye shall eat no manner of fat." Lev. vii., 23. 
"Ye shall not eat of the camel, the hare, or the swine.'' 

Lev. xi., 8. 
"When ye reap the harvest of your land, thou shalt not 

wholly reap the corners of thy field, neither shalt thou 
gather the gleanings of thy harvest." Lev. xix., 8. 

" Thou shalt not sow the field with mingled seed, neither 
shall a garment, mingled of linen and woollen, come upon 
thee." Lev. xix., 9. 

"Ye shall not round the corners of your heads, neither 
shalt thou mar the corners of thy beard." Lev. xix., 27. 

"Regard not them that have familiar spirits, neither seek 
after wizards." Lev. xix., 31. 

"The man who committeth adu1tery with another man's 
wife, the adulterer and adulteress shall surely be put to 
death." Lev. xx., 10. 

" A man, also a woman, that hath a familiar spirit, or 
that is a wizard, shall surely be put to death. They shall 
stone them with stones.'' Lev. xx:., 27. 

"In the seventh year there shall b0 a Sabbath of rest 
unto the land. Thou shalt neither sow thy field nor prune 
thy vineyard." Lev. xxiv., 4. 

"Ye shall hallow the fiftieth year, and proclaim liberty 
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thro!1ghout all the land, unto all the inhabitants thereof." 
Lev. xxv., 10. 

"·when thou buildest a new house, then thou shalt make 
a bat.tlement for t11y roof, that thou bring not bJood upon 
thine house, if any man fall from thence." Deut. xxii., 8. 

"Thou shalt make thee fringes on the four quarters · of 
thy vesture." Deut. xxii., 12. 

"A bastard shall not enter into the congregation of the 
Lord.'' Deut. xxiii., 2. 

"Thou shalt not deliver unto his mast.er the servant which 
has escaped from his master unto thee." Deut. xxiii., 15. 

"And if any mi;ichief follow, then thou shalt give life for 
life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for 
foot, burning for burning, wound for wound, stripe for _ 
stripe." E.vocltts xxi., 23-25. 

"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live." E.Tod-us xxii., 18. 
"Neither shalt thou countenance a poor man in his 

cause." Exodus xxiii., 3. 
"In six days shall thy work be done, but on the seventh 

day there shall be to you a holy day, a sabbath ofrest to th() 
Lord. Wlwsoei•er doeth worlc therein.shall be put to death •.• 
-Ye shall kindle no fire tl1rottgl1out yoU1· habitations upon tlie 
Sabbath day." Exodus xxxv., 2, 3. 

But enough-enough in nil conscience ! to show to tha 
candid mind the basis on which this "Right Reverend Father 
in God" rests his denunciations. No word of comment is 
necessary, unless it may be to inquire if we are entirely to 
lose sight of the later teaching of Jesus: "Ye have heard 
that it hath been said, an eye for an eye and a tooth for a. 
tooth, but I say unto you that ye resist not evil," and of the 
consoling announcement, that on the command to love God 
and on.-. another hang all the law and the prophets, under 
.the Christian dispe~sation? 

J, W. EJ>MONDS. 

New Yorlc, November 28, 1855. 
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WEST ROXBURY, July 29, 1854. 

ONE day, while sitting in my room reading some letters to mt 
family, my daughter becaine influenced quite unexpectedly, and 
began by saying : " Hurray I hurray I I am out of them dirty 
Etreets of New York." 

I did not keep notes of this interview, and can therefore only 
state some things generally about it. He said he was a newsboy 
in New York, and his name was Tim Peters; that he had died 
since the last 4th of July, of cholera, and was about twelve years 
old ; that his father had been run over by a railroad car ; that 
he was a man of intemperate habits ; that his mother had sur
vived him awhile in feeble health, and he had one brother, named 
Bill, about ten years old. 

He said many things which showed me that he was familiar 
with the localities near the upper end of Nassau Street, and his 
shrewdness, his slang terms , and his manner of speaking, were 
particularly characteristic of the class of boys to which he said 
he belonged. .And he spoke of men and boys, with whom he 
had been thrown in contact, in a manner so natural as to carry 
.:onviction that he 'vas what he said he was. 

There was a keen shrewdness of thought, a reckless, devil· 
may-care manner, and a love of fun about him that can be seen 
in full combination only in them. He sometimes swore, but 
immediately checked himself, and said that his mother (who was 
with him) told him he must not talk so. He said he had seen 
me when I was a judge, and had read my letter of lll.St .August· 
He had sold more Heralds with that in it than usual. I asked 
him if he had noticed what effect it had had on those who read 
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it. He said, "I have seen a feller sitting on a hydrant, who 
said 'he liked that feller who opened his jaws, and dared to say 
what he thought, and not like Prince John, who wa~ afraid of 
having pins stuck in him.'" 

This is a part only of this interview, but is enough to show the 
character of it. ~ut in the course of it, he said that he wanted 
to give me his history, and have me write it down, and publish 
it in the SACRED CmcLE, so that the newsboys might see it, for 
that it would " do 'em good." I told him I would soon give him 
an opportunity. 

We were then called to dinner, but in the afternoon he came 
again, and gave me his history, which I wrote down as he went 
along, nearly in the following words : 

He began as before, in a joyful, cheerful tone, 

Hurray I hurray I 
Say! that light hurts this ere girl's eyes. [The medium was 

sitting facing the window.] 
You know, as I told you before, my name is Tim Peters. 

Well, my mother was a good, respectable kind of a woman, and 
worked at sewing when a gal, she says. Dad was a day-laborer 
-that wasn't his trade-he was a harness-maker. I didn't 
know that, but mother says so. Golly! why didn't he stick to 
it? 

Dad worked at that ever so long after he hitched horses with 
mother, and I was his oldest boy. Well, I grow'd up 'longside 
my brother, and we had a jolly good time when little, mother 
gays. Mother was .American, father was English. 

Well, father took to drink, like a darned sight of other folks 
and went head over heels down hill fast as hP, knew how. 
Mother got sick and worn out, and got to feeling bad. 

When dad used to come home, she dreaded to speak to him· 
He would come tumbling into the house, cuffing us here and 
there, and swearing at mother, and she used to cry. 

One day I come in and see her crying, and I says, "Well, 
marm, what do you feel bad about?" she cried, and said, "Tim, 
my boy, your father's worse and worse; he has taken every thing 
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from us, and if he don't take care, he will take me from yoa. 
And, Tim, I hain't got a cent in the house to get breakfast with 
for to-morrow." 

" Well," says I, " mother, wipe yonr peepers ; I'll be support· 
ing on you, mother; you ain't got two boys for nothin'; just BaJ 
how I can go ahead, and I'll be doin' somethin'." 

So she ups with her apron and wiped her eyes. That was an 
awful cold night. Ob, mercy! I'd heard mother say, when she 
was a gal, if farmers wanted rain, they prayed in meetin' for it; so 
when I went to bed, I down on my benders and asked for snow, and 
some bow or other snow come. So the next morning I borrowed 
next-door neighbor's shovel, and went along the streets hunting 
"snow jobs," as the boys call it. I got one. " Hnrray I" says 
I, "now you are set up in business, you're in for it, Tim." So I 
pockets my money, and trudges home. Says I, "Mother, here's 
yonr money." Well, I declare, if she didn't make me feel soft 
as a girl-I warn't no more a boy-'kase she went to crying 
agin'. 

"Well," says I, "mother, I didn't pray for rain last night. 
You melt me all down, mother ; I feel all gone." 

Well, she smiled, and says, "Tim, my boy, what'll we do wheu 
this is gone ?" 

" Well," says I, "mother, give me half o' that, and I'll buy 
some papers, and start in business myself." 

[I asked him how much the half was-he said fivepence. 
'Twas better than nothing ; 'twould buy a loaf of bread any· 
hO\v.] 

Welll golly! I piMilied down Fulton Street, and invested my 
stock in papers. 'Twas the Sun. You can get lots of 'em for 
that. I got six for fivepence, and they trusted me three more for 
tuppence. I don't know how they come to trust me-the boye 
'round said they never did it to them. Well, I sold all but one, 

· and what do you think I did with that ? I kept it as a show 
for next day; for if I could only buy three, four would look more 
respectable. That's the way folks trade, you know. Well, I 
took my money home, and that's the way I helped my mother 
along. 
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" Tim," I Sil.id, " Let me ask yon-" 
Well, I'm in the witness box-go it. 
" How did yon get money to buy papers next day ?" 
Did another job of snow. 
[While I was writing this down, the medium whistled, and he 

immediately said, " Golly I I didn't think I could do that
thought I must do something while waiting for yer."] 

Where did I lEmve off? Oh, got a shillin', and gave it ta 
mother. Stock was up, but I had none on, so I said nothin'. 

When I went home each night there was a grin on my face 
broad as a moon. Mother said, " Tim, I've hopes of you, if 
you'll only keep out of liquor." So down she went on her mar
row-bones-why-on-earth she did it I couldn't see-but she ups 
with her eyes and says, " God bless Tim I'' Somehow I felt 
weak in the joints, and down I went ; 'twas catchin', so says 1, 
" God bless Tim, too." Then I played leairfrog all round the 
room, I was so happy. Mother laughed, and said, "Tim, my 
crazy boy;" that made ruo feel better, but I couldn't understand 
it. 

Byrne-by dad come in, and he rnielt like a distillery; and oh, 
if he didn't rip it I but I gave mother the wink not to let him 
know I was set up in business. When he come in he couldn't 
stand up, so he down on his marrow-bones, and swore a blue 
streak. I thought I smelt brimstone. What was eternal 
strange to me was, mother didn't cry a bit ; says I, " Tim, 
that's mighty strange, she'd cry for you, and not a bit for that 
lubber." But she did worse-she took to coughing, and I knew 
the jig was up for that time. .And so it went day after day. 
Dad said she was drunk, but he knew he lied. 

Well, I kept selling papers and increasing my stock. I took 
the 1Ie1·ald, and sold lots of 'em ; 'twas a good investment. I 
ops Broadway one day, Bill at my side, and I seen some M. P.'il 
on a corner. I warn't afraid of 'em, so I stepped on one of their 
toes. He gin me a devil of a look-mother says I mustn't say 
that-says I to Bill, " Let's to our trotters, or we'll be sent tu 
the House of Refuge." I'd heard tell of that, dad used to 
threaten mo with it. Down by the Park I saw some nwful fine 
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dandies prinking along; says I, "Bill, just seen the M. P.'s; 
now look at the M. T.'s/' (M.P.-Metropolitan Police). 

So I went it every day; I couldn't feel bad, to save my life
rmspect I warn't born in a bad time. Mother said it used to 
make her heart good to see me come in. 

I asked him, " Were you so cheerful, then ?" 
I warn't nothing else. When I used to swear, it made her 

feel bad. I told her I took it the natural way. 
I asked him, " How so ?" 
I had heard my forefathers-I'll tell you what I had heard 

one day in the Park. • 
A great lubberly feller was making a speech. He said, " The 

time is coming when the day shall be celebrated --~hem, -
that speaks of the noble deeds of our forefathers." I'm not so 
grand as he ; I can't make such a cock·a·doodle-doo. So I run 
home and said, "Mother, the day is coming when it shall be 
celebrated that speaks of the noble deeds of our forefathers." 

She said, "Tim what on earth will come of you?" So it 
went along. . 

One day dad was brought in dead. I needn't enter into p~
ticulars, 'twas all in the papers. I cried it, and made it an extra 
Ht:rald for me. 

I asked him, " How so ?" 
It was the celebration of the death of my forefathers. 
I went home, after getting a few coppers, and found mother 

c.ryin' and blubbering like e~ery thing, for she had loved him 
once. She said, " Tim, step softly, your father's dead." Says 
I, " I will, for I'm 'fraid I'll wake him up." 

"Oh," says she, "Tim, you'll break my heart, talking so, 
forget the past ; go look at him who once loved you, and called 
yon his child." I went and looked ; his face warn't red no 
more, and there was a sorrowful expression . about his mouth
and I caught something running down my cheek afore I knowed 
it. Well, they held a coroner's inquest, and he was buried. 

I asked what made his tears run. 
He had a kind o' sorrowful .look. I felt, oh, dear I suppose 

he'd been a good man, like I see in the Park, wouldn't he love 
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his Tim ? and I thought, " Tim, don't you love hiru ?" How 
could I, when he made mother suffer so. I 'sposed he was in 
hell and damnation they talked of, and I couldn't but feel sorry. 
That was the end of that. 

I watched mother mighty close after father's exit. In spite 
of herself she breathed freer. I never see the woman so happy. 
Bill come in with a forlorn old black bonnet he'd begged some
wheres ; she ·kissed him, and said, " God has bleBBed me in my 
trials." I felt so proud I could have knocked over any body. 
We had some potatoes that day-Bill got 'em. 

I used often to feel soft-I was took that way every once in a 
while-tears and fun altogether. I used to be ashamed of my· 
self, and then I'd swear a blue streak to hide it. Bill sold 
radishes for a living. He went into the vegetable line. I was 
more intellectual. 

Mother got sewing. She scratched, we scratched, and we got 
along nicely; there was nobody to drink it all up. 

I was death on the M P.'1, just for deviltry; I anddn't keep 
still. 

I used to feel bad, coming home nights, to see mother look so 
bleached. I saw a "pain-killer'' advertised down Nassau Street, 
so I went and got some for mother. W arn't I a fool-liked to 
have killed hr, not the pain. 

One day she said to me, " Tim, take this ring, my boy, and 
go buy yourself a pair of shoes." Well, says I, " No, mother, 
I can't do it." She says, " Timmy, I'll never live to see you wear 
'em out, so let me see you have them." If I'd got a licking, I 
couldn't have felt worse. So I runs after Bill, and, says I, " Bill 
eome in here, mother's kinder lonely." Bill never stopped for 
nothing, but after the doctor he goes-a 'spensa.ry doctor
mother looked so sick. Says I, " Mother, open your peepers ; 
don't look so." She says, " Tim, God bless you, Tim and Bill. 
I hate to leave you, but God will take care of the orphans." I 
says, " Mother, I'm sorry you are going, but seeing you can'i 
etay, hurry up your cakes, and I'll take care of myself." 

I asked him, " Why did you say that ?" 
Oh, she did feel awful bad; so says I, "Mother, Jordan ii 
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a hard road to travel If yon get there before I do, tell 'em I'm 
coming, too." She laughed, and, by golly I if she didn't die a 
laughing, and that was just what I wanted. 

Bill didn't gilt back before she died. Ob I didn't be take on? 
Poor cretnr I He took on awful bad, seeing mother 'd gone 
before he got there. " Well," says I, " Bill, if I only knew bow 
to wear petticoats, I'd be a mother to yon ; but," says I, "never 
mind, we'll set np bachelor's ball." 

I thought I was going to stay at that place, but no ; rent day 
come, and we bad to go ; and when I gets outside I said to Bill, 
"Nothing like taking the air." So we slept 'round in the carts 
that night. 

A poor old Irish woman washed for mother when she died. 
She did it for nothing. Catch rich folks doing that. She said 
that she knowed how she'd feel if she should leave her boys kick
ing a.bout, and if I wouldn't be up to so many tricks, she'd keep 
ns. So we staid with her after that. She was a darned good 
old thing, bnt not so clean as mother. I told her I wonld do 
some odd jobs for her. Her rooms were dark, and I white
washed them, and whitewashing it was I She was awful tickled; 
bnt I didn't like my boarding-place, 'cause she wouldn't take any 
pay. 

Says I to Bill, "I'll get yon a. situation." So, as luck would 
have it, I used to listen to the people's talking, and one day I 
heard a man say he wished he had a. smart boy to take into the 
country. I goes up to him and says, "I knows a fellow." He 
looks at me, and says, "What do yon mean?" I says, "I 
knows a fellow will suit your capacity." Says he, "Are you the 
chap ?" Says I, "No, I a.int, but I knows one what is." 
"Well," says be, "I like the looks of yon." Says I, " I'm 
obliged to yon." So I whistled to Bill, and be come. He was 
really a. pretty-eyed fellow, just like mother. So the man axed 
me about my relations, and I told him all about it. " Well," 
says he, "I like the looks of your boy there; and I'll take him.'> 
"But," says I, "Look here, mister, don't yon lick him; if yoo 
do, I'll lick yon ha.ck." I thought he'd die a. laughing. 

So I fitted Bill out. How do you think I did it ? I give 
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him some gingerbread. 'TwilS as hard to part us as two peas in 
a pod. But the old feller fixed him all up before he went out 
of towu. Bill felt so grand and happy, that be forgot to be 
eorry at leaving me. 

[I asked him here if he could tell me the name of that old 
Irishwoman, and where she lived. He said it was Bridgd 
Mahan ; she lived near the Five Points ; he couldn't mention 
the name of the street ; said it was a short one, and added, 
" Hold on I see if I can fetch it I" He paused a moment, and 
not recalling the name, went on : ] 

I trudged home to the old woman's where I boarded. I felt 
awful streaked ; I eouldn't cry nor do nothing, so 1 went to the 
National Theater. I saw nothing for my tea.rs-had to laugh 
once in a while. 'Twasn't the National Theater-it was the 
next one to it, where the boys could get in for sixpence. I sold 
papers ever so long after that. I got in all sorts of mischief ; 
took to smoking and chewing-the boys set me· up for it. Then 
I got happy again, but I felt lonesome ; I went to all the fires
used to go to Hoboken ; pitched pennies, till I got enough to 
fJflY the ferriage. The boys used to say I cheated. I wonder if 
I did I They said I was a gambler, but I only used common 
ants. I had a black eye every once in a while, fighting the boys 
who twitted me about Bill aild mother. I wouldn't stand that, 
so I give 'em something to remember me by. They are hard 
boys-had to be so. I used to pitch into the bullies when 
pushing the little ones away, and hooking their papers. 

I made about a shilling a day, depending on the news and the 
brain of the editor. I tell you one thing, if any one of the 
boys didn't sell his papers, we'd go shucks with him, and each 
take on!7-that was among the good fellere. Tell yon wh~ I 
used to do-go 'long up Broadway, and see one of yonr fine
looking fellows, run agin' him, most knock his breath out, then 
ask, " Have a paper, sir ?" 

I always thought of mother while bawling my paper at the 
top of my lungs. Sunday was a forlorn day. 

One day I thought I'd treat myself, so I bought one of them 
penny ice creams that they sell at the corners. I was wok up 
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with the cramp, and went home. I had changed my boarding
place, and the way I paid my board was-if I made a shilling 
I pai<l two cents for my board ; if I made eighteen pence, then 
I paiu four cents. I was awful sick. " Tim," says I, " you're 
goin' home-ain't you glad ?" 

I grew worse and worse, and a.11 grew -dark about me. I 
wished for Bill. I lay on some straw on the floor. I began to 
feel so pleasant and happy. I heard mother speaking to me, 
"Tim, my boy!" I jumped right up in bed, but I saw nothing 
-then the pa.in come on. One of the boys come in, and says 
he, "Tim, what you doiu' there?" "Ike," says I, "I'm goin' 
where the good niggers go, I 'spect." 

"Tim," says he, "I gues:i you'll be well to-morrow." 
" Ike," says I, " if I'm well, I won't be here. Mother's calling 

me, and I can't stay." What did he do but cry. I never see 
folks cry so easy. Says I, "Ike, don't let the bullies beat thal 
new-comer-the green 'un-will yer ?" 

Says he," No, I'll take care o' him till you come back." 
Then it grew darker ; I didn't hear his voice. All at once I 

saw mother. I had no pain, and there was no tears in her eyes. 
Says I, " Hurray I I'm in for it. Ain't I, mother? How the 
dickens did I come here ?" 

Says she, " Look I" 
I looked and saw them carrying my coffin out of the room. 

Then she took me with her, and if I ain't as happy as a bee, I 
tell y01.i. I go 'bout singing, but not the papers. There are lots 
of other boys, bot somehow I feel a kind of babyish ; I don't 
want to be out of her sight. I thought I was independent. 

I've been back to the Herald office ; there I heard some one 
1ay, "Timothy." " Oh, grand," says I. 

" Hush I" says mother, " don't talk so.'' 
Then the ·other one said, " You must go back my child, and 

teach the. little newsboys, and if they keep a kind feeling in their 
hearts and try to be good, there is a happy place for them all." 

" Well," says I, " mister, whoever you a.re, it's easier said thai: 
done ; bccauoo, if a boy tries to be good, there is always som& 
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body to kick it out of him." "But," says I, "mister, l'll do 
that same ;" so here I am a.t it. 

Would you like to know bow I learned to read ? Mother taught 
me some, then I taught myself some. All the newsboys can't 
read, but when they have got through selling their papers, 'some 
one of 'em who can read sit.a right down with a lot 'round him 
and reads to 'em ; so they know a. darned sight more of what'e 
goin' on than you think they do. Then they talk it over among 
'emselves. 

Look here, mister, I tell you what bad a wonderful effect
when a newsboy come up to a gentleman, and be looked pleasant 
on him and smiled ; 'twas worth three cents to sell a paper w 
that feller. But when they are cross and push 'em aside, it makes 
a. feller swear. Wh6ever it is, tell 'em to be good to their 
mothers, and they'll be as happy 88 I am. Hurray I 

Here ended this interview. The next day he came again, and 
talked considerably. Among other things, be said that 011ce he 
got drunk just to see how it was. "Golly," says be, "I got 
enough of it-never catch me at it agin." I asked him if be 
could give me the names of any of his companions. He gave 
me the names of four of them: Jim, Ike, John Smith, and Lazy 
Bob. 

He brought with him at this interview the Spirit of a boy 
younger than himself, who said his name was Dick Hardin. 

J. w. E. 
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SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE. 

OORP.ESPOXDENCE BETWEEN JUDGE EDYO!<'DS ..U.'D . .l DJSTINGUISBli:D 

LEGAT, OENTLEYAN-THR CIJAlJCELLOR OP SOUTH CAROLINA. 

--, September 22, 1856. 
To J uoGE EDMONDS : 

Sir-You will, I doubt not, pardon the liberty of this Jett.er 
from a stranger. I have your book on Spiritualism, whirh baa 
impressed me very strongly. I am, however, no Spiritualist, \mt 
a candid investigator of these marvelons developments. With· 
out being convinced that they are the manifestations of Spirits, 
I am persua(hl that there is something wonderful and trne in 
all these exhibitions, and that whatever it be, it is well worthy 
of-nay, it demands-the calm and profound attention and exam
ination of the philosopher, and of all those who are, or profess to 
be, the votaries of science and knowledge. I can not resist the 
conviction that some grand result and discoveries will grow out of 
these mysterious, wonderful and much contemned manifestations. 

I have said that I am not a Spiritualist ; I repeat it, but at the 
same time if I had your personal experience on the subject, I 
could not resist your conclusions, unless I, at the same time, 
doubted the sanity of my mental faculties. 

But these things are so strange and so contrary to all my pre
conceptions, that nothing short of the evidence of my own sense.a 
could possibly carry conviction home to my understanding. 
Whilst, therefore, the experience of others may be sufficient to 
pot me upon the inquiry, I must see and observe for myself be
fore I surrender my convictions to such extraordinary, and to ap
:pearance, preternatural occurrences. 
; I have been, all my life, in the habit of sifting eridence and 
weighing it in search of the truth, and I have always found the 
truth hard to get at. In this world the naked troth is scarcely 
e~cr known; and Uie most unsatisfactory revealing of spiritual 
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intercourse is that tk tr1ttk, the real troth, is uncertain and n.oa 
known in the spheres. But I did not mean to pursue this idea, 
but to say that in my forensic researches after troth, nothiug 
has been found more embarrassing or more calculated to produce 
unbelief than discrepancies among the witnesses. In all the 
tateroents that I have seen as coming from the Spirits, this 

objection stands out in bold relief. Though there be a general 
concurrence in some things, in many others, and those of great 
moment, there is irreconcilable discord. .And scme of the lat
ter are not abstruse and metaphysical, like those questions that 
embarrass the doctrine of fallen angels, providence, fore-know
ledge, fixed fate, free will, etc.; but of which any intelligent 
mind in the flesh or disembodied, would be competent to testify 
even if not understood ; for instance, whether the Scriptures are 
a revelation from God ? On this subject there seems to be as 
many shades of opinion in the spheres (to nse one of the phrases) 
as on earth. ·Then, again, upon mere questions of pl1ysical 
science, as for example, the location of Heaven or tlie spheres. 
While your informants give the locality at inconceivable dis
tances, Dr. Hare's place the spheres on sublunar concentric 
globes. How are these discrepancies to be reconciled? Both 
can not be true, and seemingly we have the same authority for 
each side of the question. I can not expect a reply, as your 
time is so much occupied. If you find leisure, a brief notice of 
this will be acceptable. If you should do so, yon will direct to 
* * *. Or if you could find leisure to write an article for 
the SPmITUALTELEGRAPH (of which I am a reader), it will reach 
my eye and that of many others, probably, who have the RaI11e 
difficulties. 

Yours, very respectfully, ---. 
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REPLY OF JUDGE EDMONDS. 

NEW You, September 2'7, 1856. 
Dtar Sir-I have but one thing to complain of in your let;. 

ter-that of your speaking of our being strangers to each other. 
I have not forgotten our former correspondence, and am quite 
familiar with your handwriting, as I am with your character and 
the condition of your mind on the subject of spiritual intercourse. 

It is quite a coincidence that in my lectures in Philadelphia 
last Sunday, and in this city on the previous Sunday, I should 
have dwelt on the very topic to which your refer. I did so dwell, 
because it was after long investigation that I had arrived at the 
solution of a difficulty which often embarrassed me also. 

Led by the education and religious teaching which we have, 
both in youth and manhood-from the .pulpit as well as in school 
-we are apt to attach to the idea of Spirit existence, that of 
great if not omniscient knowledge ; and if we imbibe the belief 
that Spirits speak to us, we naturally expect from them the dis
play of knowledge far superior to ours. This is a great error ; 
for we pass into the Spirit world just as we are here, in respect. 
to knowledge, and have no more there than we had here until we 
learn it. When, therefore, a Spirit speaks to us, it is not with • 
omniscience, but with such knowledge only as he has been able 
to acquire. There is, therefore, i.Yfinite variety in this respect 
among Spirits, depending upon education while on earth, oppor
tunitit& for learning in the Spirit-world, intellectual capacity, and 
many other things, which there, as well as here, affect the train
ing of the mind. 

So far as Spirits speak of their existence or mode of life there, 
each must naturally speak only of what he has observed, unless 
perchance he has been taught more by others who have beheld 
what he has not. .At all events most of the incongruous teach· 
mgs referred to, are in reference to what the Spirits have beheld. 
Now, there as here, no two behold precisely the same thing. 
Each views the scene around each, and there must, therefore, of 
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necessity be the same discrepancies which we behold here, when 
we are taking human testimony respecting human events, or even 
inanimate scenery. Each beholds from a different stand-point 
from the other, and there must therefore be different accounts. 

So, too, the1.1e is a great difference in the power of observation 
and of the faculty of expression. We behold around us here 
men who can see nothing clearly--otbers, again, who see clearly, 
but have a bungling and obscure mode of expressing themselves. 
These peculiarities accompany the Spirit into his Spirit-life, and 
must. mark bis intercourse with us until be shall have so far ad· 
vanced a,s to have eradicated those defects. But until he i;hall 
so advance, it will be in vain to expect from him communica
tions marked by a clearness of perception and expression which 
we are so fain to suppose ought to characterize all spiritual inter
course. 

The very fact of its absence tends to show us the great truth, 
what is the change which death works in us, namely, that though 
we leave our physical nature behind, intellectually and morally 
we are the same, and the Spirit-life is but a continuation of mor
tal life ; that the real or inner man is the same, with all bis im
provements and perversions, just !18 they were when he laid aside 
his outer garment, but with the advantage of greater means of 
obtaining knowledge, and less obstacles to its acquisition. 

Then there is another difficulty for which the Spirit-world is 
not responsible, and that is, that the mind of the medium does, 
and must more or less, affect the communications. 

Suppose you here on earth desire to avail yourself of the me
<liumship of any person to convey your thoughts to a third per
son, e. g., sending a clerk or a servant with a message : un1ess 
your agent writes down the message from your lips, or commits 
your words to memory, it is inevitable that the message which 
be delivers shall bear marks of his mental characteristics. He 
will convey the idea as he understands it, and not otherwise ; 
And he will stamp on it also his peculiarities of language. If 
he is an Irishman, he will give birth in the brogue to a 
message conceived in pure English, or if a foreigner he will 
rive it in brokea Eng-Esh, or perchance translate it intc his own 
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lanb'llage, and subject it to all the hazards of an art which ro
quires much practice to perform well-I mean the art of trans
lating from one language to another. 

Occasionally there are instances where it would seem as if the 
medium were giving the precise words of the Spirit. But this is 
rare, because it involves a state of things in the medium, both 
physically and mentally, that is very difficult to attain, namely, 
an exclusion of the medium's selfhood-a suspension of his own 
will, and Spirit control, that is very unnatural, very difficult and 
very dangerous, and therefore necessarily very rare. 

The most favored instances of this character which I have 
witnessed, are those where the medium speaks a language un· 
known to him, and he all the time, though conscious he is speak· 
ing, is unconscious what idea he is conveying. It is to the me
dium, as if he were uttering an unmeaning gibberish. Yet even 
there, it is his organs of language which are used ; and as those 
organs cannot be used without a mental effort, it is difficult for 
me to conceive how even in such case the communication can be 
exempt from the taint of the medium, though I confess it is diffi. 
cult, if not impossible, to discover ita presence. 

But the generality of communications--far the greatest amount 
of them, and those which are most valuable-are given in such 
a mode that they are liable to be affected by the mind of the 
medium, because they are given through the use, in some mea& 
ure, of the medium's mental powers. Even the physical mani· 
festations of rapping and table tipping, are not exempt from this 
remark. 

To you who have been engaged for years on the Chancery 
bench, in seeking the truth through the mazes of human testi· 
mony, I need not dilate on the difficulties and dangers arising 
from this cause. A positive intention to fabricate testimony has 
caused you less embarrlUlSID.ent often, than the perversion of the 

. truth which arises from the misconceptions of a strictly honest 
witness, or his incapacity to embrace the truth when presented 
to his view. I have often felt that em!:>arr&.$Illent in my judicial 
labors, and sometimes the additional one arising from a coJ:\iune> 
tion of moral and ment.al incapacity, in the same witness. 
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And what are mediums bnt witnesses bearing their testimon7 
to the Gospel of Truth, or interpreters to such witnesses, and to 
be· tried and tested by all the rules which wisdom and long ex
perience have declared necessary to the proper. reception of hu
man testimony ? Their mediumship is the result chiefly of phy
sical organization, and does not, ex mero motu, work any mental 
and moral change to exempt them from those rules. 

There are other considerations affecting the Spirit that is com· 
muning with ns, which must not be overlooked. By what light 
does the Spirit see 7 In what manner and by what organs does 
he hear ? And how does he convey his thoughts to or through 
the medium? 

He does not see by the physical light which we use, neither 
by the light of our B1lll, nor our lamps or our fires. (This is 
true wi a general thing, though I am not prepared to say that 
there may not be exceptions in the cwie of those who yet retain 
much material grossness.) Each, as I understand it, engenders 
his own light, which is greater or less according to his condition 
morally and intellectually, and they are frequently aided by each 
Qther's light. But how much this enables them to behold of the 
mortal or spirit-life which surrounds them, it is difficult to say. 
This, however, I have discovered, that there are things immedi
ately aro•md and before them, in both states of existence, which. 
they do not behold, and of whose presence they are entirely un
conscioos. For instance : Ba.con, who has been nearly three 
hundred years in the Spirit-world, with all his intellectual powers 
and culture, has been, while communing with me, ignorant that 
another Spirit was at the same mstant doing so, and ignorant 
even that that other Spirit was present. One of my brother 
Judges, shortly after his death, ca.me to me, and in his com· 
munion with me was ignorant of the presence of another Spirit 
who stood by his side, and who was as visible to me a.s he was. 
And without entering too much into detail, I remark that I have 
bad very many evidences of this. 

Then, as to hearing ; they evidently do not hear as we do. I 
have known them frequently to be ignorant of sounds audible to 
111, nnd occurrll)g in their presence. .Thus, I have known a Spirit 
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who was communing to be anconsciou~ of a severe clap of tbun· 
der until he discovered the effect in our minds, and I have often 
observed that they "hear" my thought as well when I do not 
utter it aloud as when I do. 

Then, again, how do they convey their thought to us-I mean 
how convey it to the medium through whom we get it. It is 
not by the sound of a voice audible to the medium ; it is not hy 
a picture visible to his sight ; but it is in a manner which it is 
difficult to understand, and still more difficult to describe. The 
Quakers have an expression which is pretty accurate as to some 
instances. "It is borne in on the mind." Yet i.t is not always 
so ; for I have often myself beheld a Spirit and held conversa
tion with him without the utterance of a sound, yet have "per
ceived" with facility and accuracy the idea he meant to convey. 

I have command of no language which will enable me to de
scribe this any more accurately. I have said enough, perhaps, 
to show you bow liable the intercourse must be to error, and how 
much the accuracy of it must depend on the intellectual training 
and habit of the mortal vehicle through whose instrumentality 
the Spirit-thought is frequently conveyed; 

Now, putting all these things together, do you wonder that 
there are inaccuracies in spiritual intercourse? So long as the 
instruments used both in the Spirit existence and in the mortal 
life are imperfect, the intercourse must be imperfect. What 
would we do with · a perfect revelation ? We would either 
crucify it like the Jew, or reject it like the Greek, as foolish
ness. 

Revelation from on high must come to us through man. It 
comes to us from those who have not yet attained perfection, 
through mediums who are not yet perfect even as such, ood 
comes to men who are far short of perfection. It must then be 
commensurate with the minds through which it comes, and 
adapted to the capacity of those to whom it is addressed. Can 
you force the Falls of Niagara through a goose-quill ? .And of 
what avail would it be to reason with the savage on the Rocky 
Mountains, of a problem in conic sections, or the fortyeeventh 
proposition of Euclid ? 
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To me there is evidence of marvelous wisdom in the r.<lapta
tion of the revelations of to-day to the present mental capacity 
of mankind. 

Man h88 advanced much in capacity and knowledge in two 
thousand years, and the revelations now coruing to us arc far 
beyond those of that day, in magnitude and interest. Yet many 
of those already given the world do not receive, and many have 
been given of which as yet the world is ignorant, and which 
they would at once reject like him who persisted in denying the 
revolution of the earth, because, as he said, " We would all fall 
off." 

In the mean time, it comes in such a manner as not to destroy 
or impair our own individuality, and not to interfere with the 
cardinal rule, that each must work out his own salvatign. 

We must therefore take the evidence as it is given to us, and 
out of its incongruities we must for ourselves sift the truth as you 
and I have been doing, when exercising the divine attribute of 
administering justice among men. We must for ourselves follow 
the truth through all its devious windings to its most concealed 
recesses, remembering that it is onr condition which throws ot>
rtacles in the way of its straight and onward path. 

So, too, we must judge for ourselves. It is our reason 
which is the image of the Divinity within us, and we must exer· 
cise it. A perfect revelation would come to us "with authority," 
and we should be required to render obedience and not judg
ment. 

That is the evil which has so long haunted humanity ; that is 
the error against which the revela.tions of to-day are anxiously 
seeking to guard .us. How could this task be so well performed 
as by the very incongruities to which yon allude ? We are com· 
pelled from sheer necessity to reason for ourselves, and arc driven 
to resist the temptation of letting others think for us. 

Yo• are as well aware as I am, that our trouble begins when 
we begin to think for ourselves, and that the temptation is almost 
irresistible to fly for refuge from our anxiety, to something which 
shall speak " by authority." 

It is only to a people as blinded and as enslaved as were the 
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Israelites in Egypt, that a revelation c0mes as o. command
" Thus saith the Lord." To the educated mind, whose reasonl 
has been cultivated to an approach to the great Mind of all, i~ 
comes tendering its freest exercise, and involving man in the re
sponsibility, not of obedience only, but of so exerting his powers 
as to be consonant to his immortal and progressive destiny. It 
comes offering to man that freedom which is his birthright-the 
freedom of examining and understanding all the lst.ws of the 
great Creator-the freedom of conforming to them, and the free
dom of taking upon himself the consequences of his disregard of 
them. 

Here is a task worthy ma.n's greatest and noblest powers, 
which fits him for his high destiny of eternal progression, and 
prepares him for that never-ending enlargement of his intellect, 
which shall yet bring him nigh unto the Mind which spoke a 
universe into existence. 

I have thus endeavored to answer your inquiries as far as lies 
in my power. I have done it imperfectly, because necessarily 
confined to generalities, and compelled to be brief and to content 
myself with merely touching ca.ch topic. I am, however, in 
hopes that I have, at least, opened to you a train of thought 
which you can yourself follow out to a conclusion. 

One thing I have found it necessary to guard myself against. 
and that was jumping too hastily to a conclusion. 

As for instance, your remark that the revelations as to the 
locality of the spheres, as made to Profea;;or Hare and to my
self, can not be both trne. What authority have you for saying 
that? .. My own idea is that both are trne, and that while some 
Spiri~a are, from their comparatively undeveloped condition, con
fined near the earth and within the distances named to the Pro
fessor, others are more refined and sublimated, and can pass to 
immeasurable distances, and behold, of the great creation, many 
things unknown to us. And thlil, as I understand it, is part of 
the Spirit progression. Must it not be so? .And if the doctrine 
of progression be trnc, must there not be in Spirit-condit,ion even 
greater variety than that involved in the revelations to him and 
to me? 
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Man's condition in the Spirit-world, as I am taught, dependl 
on his progress in Purity, in Love, and in Knowledge. It is hia 
progress in Purity which fixes the plane on which he exists there, 
while it is his progress in Knowledge and Love which controls 
his associations on that plane. 

Behold, thel.'., how infinite must be his variety of condition. 
and as a consequence, how varions must be his teachings in re
spect to it I 

And now, drawing my long epistle to a close, I beg to a.ssure 
you that I shall, at a:ll times, be most happy to render you any 
assistance in my power in your researches, for I hail with great 
joy every accession of intelligent, educated minds to the great 
band of inquirers into truths, which you have justly characterized 
as worthy the investigation of every votary of science and know). 
edge. I am very respeetfully yours, etc., 

To - - J . W. EDMONDS~ 
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CONTINUANCE OF THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN JUDGE Eril.t:OND8 

AND A DISTINGUISHED LEGAL GENTLEMAN-THE CIUlf
CELLOR OF SOUTH CAROLINA. 

--, OCTOBER 10, 1856. 
DEAR Sm: 

I write to thank you for the kindness and courtesy with which 
you responded to my commullication of the 22d ultimo ; also 
for the purpose of replying to your request for my consent to the 
publication of my letter with my name, as a kind of preface or 
introduction to your exposition of the questions or difficnlties 
suggested in my said letter. I consent most cheerfully to the 
publication of the letter, if deemed advisable by you, but with
out the name. I think that this would be premature on my part. 
It is not from cowardice or fear of ridicule. I believe I am now 

· regarded as more than half a Spiritualist by most of my friends 
and acquaintances. · I am, however, but a humble investigator, 
with no settled convictions on this subject, but with a mind cer
tainly unsettled on all subjects of a kindred nature. I wish only 
truth. Of this I am not afraid, let it lead where it may. I feel 
that no truth can be hurtful, however it may clash with dogmas 
and preconceived opinions ; and of another thing I am convinced, 
no truth (physical, moral, or religious) can be discordant with 
any other truth ; and this is a consolation and an encouragement 
to those who investigate with honesty and intelligence. If I sin
cerely and honestly direct the faculties which my heavenly Fa
ther has bestowed upon me in search of truth, but should un
happily arrive at an erroneous conclusion, it can scarcely ba 
imputed to me as a crime. 

I do not, however, think that creeds should be lightly changed 
as one would change a garment ; and one should be cautious 
how he seems to do so before he has formed a definite judgment, 
lest sliding back to his former opinions, or taking others still 
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more novel, he should incur the character of volatility or iusta
bility 

If I were to be convinced of the truth of Spiriti;alism, I should 
not hesitate to avow it, or ·at least, I hope I should-and I 
scarcely know whether I should be pleased or otherwise, to find 
ics claims based on reality ; but I feel that I would be more than 
willing to embrace the truth. 

0 truth I truth ! "What is truth ?" So difficult to find on 
earth, is it equally difficult to know what is truth in heaven 1 
While men arc darkling after it in this sublunary sphere, is the 
search for it also vain for the pure and disembodied Spirits in the 
higher spheres ? This, to my mind, is one sad and discouraging 
feature in your philosophy. For I had hoped and thought (and 
if it is an illusion, I had hugged it to my soul), that tmth vainly 
sought on earth, was to be found among the bright immortals. 
But the revelations to you and others would lead to different 
conclusions. 

I think, my dear Sir, that your explanation of the difficulties 
! suggested (the discrepancies of the Spirit revelations on sub
jects where there should be no discrepancies) though very inge
nious, to a person who stands in my point of view, is not satis
factory, and if you will pardon the phrase (not intended to be 
in the slightest degree disrespectful) not logical. I mean that, 
after conceding to you all your facts on which your explanation 
and argument are grounded, you explain the admitted dis
crepancies by the supposed different states of advancement of 
the Spirits who communicate (and here I would say by way of 
parenthesis, that independently of this new revelation I am pre
pared to admit and believe, that the disembodied Spirits of the 
righteous are at any given period differently advanced, according 
to circumstances, in knowledge and other attributes.) But on 
this earth, amid our imperfect and undeveloped race, all, how
€ver limited in faculties of mind or opportunities of observation., 
equally know and understand certain simple facts. Upon these 
nll agree ; there is no discord. If the discrepancies iu the Spirit 
teachings had appeared on subjects that were abstruse and meta
~. , the incongruity would not have been so startling. 
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"Pwridencc, foreknowledge, fate and will; fixed fate, free-will, 
fore-knowledge absolute," these and kindred themes we may sup
pose that seraphic intellects might discuss and end1Javor to ex
plore, "and find no end in wandering mazes lost." But upon a 
question of geography, e. mere matter of locality, we find the 
discordances in the Spirit teachings most glaring. Where is the 
difference in this sphere, among savans, as to the geographical 
position of Pekin, or any other known plnce ? Yet this is pre
cisely the contradiction pointed out in my lllBt letter. The ques
tion is as to the locality of heaven, or the place where good and 
happy Spirits dwell. The conclave of high and holy and ad
vanced Spirits, questioned by Prof. Hare, locate it between this 
earth and the .orbit of the m:oon, that is, the seven spheres are 
there located ; and let it be borne in mind, that the advanced 
Spirits (Bacon and Swedenborg, I believe,) who being inteITo
ge.ted by you or some one of your circle in the same manner, 
replied that twice the distance of the remotest fixed sbllr, multi
plied a thousand times, would not approximate the measure of 
the distance of the locality of Heaven. I am writing now from 
memory, and may not have this teaching accurately in the very 
words ; but I think that I have expressed the idea substantially. 
I said that both of these statements could not be true. You ask 
me what authority I have for saying that ; that you believe both 
statements to be true, meaning, I suppose, that there are two lo
calities. You ascribe the apparent contradiction to the different 
advancement of the two classes of Spirits who teach. If I un
derstand the force of this argument, it a.mount'! to this : thEl 
Spirits teach according to their own experience and knowledge, 
and only in that way. The intimation directly is, that the more 
distant locality is spoken of by the more advanced Spirits. 
That is a higher and a happier place. But I have not learned 
from anything I have seen, that Bacon and Swedenborg claim 
to be more advanced than some of the conclave who commnni· 
cate to Dr. Hare. And if ":hey were, and had a knowledge of 
ulterior spheres beyond the set·en of Hare, it is reasonable to sup
pose that the advanced Spirits of Dr. Hare's conclave had some 
report of these higher and more exalted states of being. There 
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is o. teaching (somewhere to be found in your book, perhaps,) 
that the seventh sphere, wherever it is, is the ultimate ; and that 
beyond that nothing is known by the highest intelligences. But 
leaving that out of view, Bacon and Swedenborg, who taught 
the more distant locality, mnst in their upward ascent have 
passed through the lower spheres, and have had a knowledge of 
them from personal observation, to say nothing of a different 

, way of obtaining that knowledge, being such high and advanced 
Spirits 88 they were. I can not see but that they should know 
all below them, when interrogated 88 to the locality of heaven ; 
for them (ignoring the seven sublunary spheres of Dr. Hare's 
conclave,) to locate it beyond the fixed stars, is to my mind, (I 
can make it nothing else but) o. contradiction of the sublunary 
location. It does this by the most obvious implication. If a 
learner of geography were to ask where were situated the terri
torial possessions of the Czar of Russia ? and had an answer 
which included all his European dominions, but omitted his Asi
atic dominions, would that be a correct answer ? Would it not, 
by the most manifest implication, exclude the Asiatic territory ? 
Would it not be contradictory to one which included the latter? 
Would not there be different teachings to that scholar ? Ex
pressio unius, exdusio alterius, is not simply a law maxim. It 
enters into the very philosophy of langnage, and is equally appli
cable to all subjects. I doubt not it holds good in the langnage 
of the angels in heaven. Suppose it were asked to name the 
states in the American Union, and the person questioned should 
enumerate the sixteen Northern, and omit the fifteen Southern 
States, would not this answer be false ? Upon every principle 
of correct constrnction, applicable at all ti.mes and upon all occa
sions, would not this convey the erroneous information that the 
sixteen Northern States, and they alone, composed the American 
Confederacy of States ? It would be vain to vindicate the cor
rectness of the statement, by saying that it waa true as far as it 
went, and that the States enumerated were actually in the Union. 
The implication is that there were no other; and to make it trne in 
every sense, it must be put upon the ground that the person who 
answered had a mental reservation which the other interlocutor 
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was not aware of. It is not even answering in a double eense. 
Pardon me for saying that the defect of your reasoning in the 
explanation appears to me to be of a. similar character. Dr. 
Hare's conclave tells him that the spheres are between the earth 
and the orbit of the moon. Bacon and Swedenborg (one or 
both) say that the spheres are far beyond the sidereal heavens, 
and all are professing to teach the where of the dwelling-place of 
beautiful Spirits. Conceding all your postulata, this, to my min~ 
is a contradiction. 

But admitting the contradictions, how are the facts to be dis-
osed of? There is the rub. The teachings may be contradic

tory; they may be all false; but the question forces itself upon 
us, Who makes them ? whence come the revelations, true or 
false ? They are intelligible, if not true, and seem to emanate 
from intelligent sources. They can not come (it seems so) from 
mere matter, however subtle its forces. I am lost in wonder 
and amazement I I am free to say that these phenomena, 
viewed in any light, or however we may dispose of them, are tho 
most extraordinary in the history of the human mind. Great 
resolts must follow, whether they emanate from disembodied 
Spirits or not. No candid or well-regulated mind can question 
the integrity of all the witnesses. If you only, or a few others, 
were alone the witnesses, we might without impugning your 
honesty, veracity, or general intellectual capacity, get over the 
difficulty, by ascribing the phenomena to monomania, as Sweden
borg's teachings were for a long time, and with some still are 
disposed of. But the concurrent testimony from many and 
widely separated sources has assumed a magnitude and force 
which is not to be evaded by a philosophic sneer. Such a mode 
of treating the subject may and does satisfy the unrefl.ecting and 
vulgar herd. But the subject merits attention, and 'vill force 
itself upon the notice of the world. 

Thus far I had written last night, under very unfavorable cir
cumstances. I was here forced to stop by the lateness of the 
hour and the access of a morbid affection to which I am subject. 
On looking over the foregoing, this evening, I am forciby struck 
with the imperfect manner in which I have expressed my ideas, 
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and the almost illegible character of the writing. .And I hal·e 
been strongly disposed not to trouble you with the labor of d~ 
cyphering my hieroglyphics, difficult to read at all times, bu& 
more so when the writing has been executed under the circum
stances that existed when the foregoing was written. I have, 
however, concluded to forward it to you, as you appear to tak\ 
an interest in my feelings and opinions on this subject. 

There is one observation I must make before I close. The 
teachings in your publications, as emanating from the Spirit.a, 
inculcate a morality the most pure and elevated, and a state of 
the r.ffections toward God in the highest degree holy and spirit
ual. In these respects there are, in my opinion, no writings 
extant more unexceptionable. There is (as it appears to me) 
in the Spirit teachings much declamation and rhapsody, and 
they abound in generalities, which, though very good as such, 
convey no information. 

There is very little said in this State on the subject ~f Spirit 
manifestations, and what is said is entirely in the spirit of scoffing 
u.nd ridicule. I know of no confirmed Spiritualist, and but very 
fow who have given the subject the slightest attention. There 
is a gentleman of some eminence in the western part of tho 
State who is said to be a convert. The person who in my 
knowledge comes the nearest to that character, is an intelligent, 
educated and high-toned gentleman in---, who had some 
remarkable experiences on this subject. He is a physician. Some 
of the demonstrations at his house I have witnessed. He had 
communication with what purported to be Spirit.a. Their names 
were always given. They communicated freely, but revealed· 
aothing of importance. They made some most admirable tests 
as to matters unknown ; but often made mistakes or false stat&
ments. The last time I saw this gentleman, he had given up 
the investigation, and was entirely afloat as to whether the 
demonstrations made in his presence were the work of Spirits. 
The Spirits, though they continued to manifest whenever invited, 
and breathed nothing but kindness, good will and affection, yet 
spoke so many falsehoods that he was disgusted with the exhibi· 
tious. He had no confidence in any thing they commw1icated ; 
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and on being asked for explanations as to their false statements, 
they could give no explanation. -

But I must celU!e to trouble you with my crude thoughts and 
imaginings on a subject which has engaged so much of your at;. 
tention, and upon which you are so well informed that what I 
have to say must appear trivial. If leisure serves you, I should 
be pleased to bear from you at any time upon this interesting 
theme. .I am, Sir, with great respect, yours, etc., ---. 

HoN. J. W. EDMONDS, NEw YoRK. 

REPLY OF JUDGE EDMONDS. 

NEw YoRK, December 14, 1856. 
DEAR SIR: 

I know you will excuse the long delay in answering yout 
favor of the 10th of October, and I will therefore waste no words 
in apologizing, but content myself with assuring you that it has 
not arisen from any want of inclination on my part. 

Plunging then in medias res, may I not ask if yon are not 
too impatient in your search for ·the great desideratum-the 
Truth ? There is no short-cut to knowledge. It bas to be toiled 
for, from our .A. B C's to the great question, What is God? It 
is by slow steps that we attain the truth. Think bow many cen
turies elapsed before the truth of our planetary system came to 
us I and finally it came through much persecution, and as the re
sult of the observations and speculations of thousands of years. 
And so it has been with all the great truths of Science which 
we now receive. But have we yet received all the truths, even 
in relation to the material world, which Science can yet attain· 
to? We are not authorized to say so. Why, even Newton's 
attraction of gravitation, which was proclaimed by him as a cause; 
it is now insisted, is but an effect, and therefore there is a. 
truth yet to be discovered behind and beyond it. How many 
new planets belonging to our system have been discovered within 
the past fifty years, which were before unknown to us I And 
how many ages passed before we learned the fallacy of the long 
received maxim, "that nature abhorred a vacuum I" 
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These things were truths as much a thousand years ago as 
they are to-day, and it was our incapacity which retarded our 
knowledge of them. It was our fault, and not theirs, that they 
were not troths to us at an earlier period. 

It is the same with moral as with physical truths. It is only 
as our capacity to.receive them advances, that they come to us. 

Cast your eyes back upon the world when Fetischism was the 
religion of man. He then worshiped stocks and stones, because 
be was incapable of appreciating a divinity, divested of ma.t.erial 
attributes. He could not comprehend an invisible, omniscient 
Deity. The idea was simply an absurdity to him, and he re
jected it of course. 

The fire-worshiper who succeeded him, began to worship the 
cause rather than the effect. 

The ancient mythology began to comprehend the idea of an 
invisible existence, but it received not the thought of a Great 
First Cause . 

.At length man was prepared to receive the revelation of one 
God over all. Yet mark how difficult it was for him to compre
hend it I It came with many marvels ; yet we do not learn 
that even darkness over the whole land, or the destruction of all 
the first-born of Egypt, worked conviction in a single mind. 
Even the Israelites had to pause in the wilderness until an entire 

.generation had dieCl out, before they would receive a truth which 
now our youngest children acknowledge . 

.And so, when man had so advanced that he might receive the 
truth of his own immortality, behold I how difficult it was f01 
him to receive it. Socrates in Greece, and Jesus in Jerusalem,. 

:fell sacrifices to the promulgation of this mighty truth . 
.And now that two thousand years have rolled on, behold how 

few among the nine hundred millions of men on earth are pro
pared to receive the great truth& which you and I acknowledge, 
namely, the existence of one great Jehovah, and man's immortal 
destiny. 

Why is it that you and I, even in childhood, received as 
truth that which the wise and the learned of antiquity rejected 
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as fables? Because time had made its impress upon the race as 
well as upon the individual. 

But everywhere with man, in all ages and in all conditions, 
time and progress are essential elements in the dissemination of 
truth, and its reception by him. 

Do you ask why I thus gravely dwell on these truisms, with 
you ? It is because being truioms, we may learn the application 
-0f them ; and by applying them to the revelation of spiritual 
truths, we may see why it is that the dissemination of such 
truths, even now, and when descending from so high and holy 
a source, should be so slow in progre$-SO difficult, so full of 
anxiety to us, and yet so certainly attainable in the end. 

Let us not, then, marvel that Truth is so hard to get at ; and 
let us so learn to discriminate that we may be able to determine 
whether the obscurity which disturbs us is owing to a spot on 
the sun or a cloud around the beholder. 

If, then, these things are _true, they may be as much so in the 
present as in the past-in regard to individual man as to the race. 
Let us see if they will not explain the difficulty to which yon 
refer, as to the locality of Spirit residence. 

I do not understand that the Spirits who teach Dr. Hare, as 
to the sublunar locality, do say that there is no other home; and 
most certainly those who have taught me as to the far distant 
locality, have not said so. 

It is not, therefore, what they do teach, but what they do not 
teach, that is the cause of the difficulty ; and because they who 
are teaching Dr. H. in regard to the earthly spheres do not stop 
in the midst of their teaching, to exclude a conclusion by telling 
him that there are other localities beside, where Spirits dwell. 

Pardon me for saying I do not think this is sound reasoning; 
and marvel not that I say to you, that even on the bench I 
could not see the philosophy of the maxim expressw unius, etc. 

It may sometimes be true that the expression of one idea 
excludes another ; it may indeed often be a just inference to 
draw, but its universal application can not be sow1d. A child 
is asking you what are the countries on the face of the earth? 
You begin by describing to him the Western Continent ; and 
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then, deeming that he has got as mnch as he can then grasp, 
you panse for a while and wait for his mind to be prepared for 
further teaching. W onld it not be lamentable for that c11ild to 
infer then that there was no other continent ? 

Thus Dr. Hare has all his life long been an honest, sincere, 
but inveterate disbeliever in the Christian religion. Late in life 
Spiritualism comes to him, and in a short time works in his mind 
the conviction of the existence of a God and his own immor
tality. So far his Spirit teachers have already gone with him. 
But he still denies Revelation. He is as sturdy and sincere now 
in that denial as he ever was. Will it be just to conclude, 
because his Spirit teachers have not yet brought him up to that 
point, that therefore there is not and never has been a Revela.. 
tion? 

If there was no other teaching of spiritual truths but Dr. 
Hare's, or even if his professed to teach the whole truth of 
Spirit existence, there would be more room for the argument. 
But even then the position would be precisely that which the 
theologians of to-day so pertinaciously assume, namely, that the 
revelations through Christ are plenary-a position which has 
been immensely mischievous in retarding man's spiritual progress. 
But there are othel' teachings beside the Doctor's, and his do 
not profess to cover the whole ground. 

The other teachings disclose to us who they are, who-for a 
while at least-are confined within sublunary distances, and why 
they are so. They also disclose to us other states of Spirit ex
istence, far more elevated and refined than can be consistent with 
any earthly or sublunar habitation, whose radiance and beatitude 
are far beyond even the comprehension of those who are yet so 
earthly as to be bound down within its influence. 

The locality of such a state of existence, in the boundless 
realms of space, I for one, do not pretend to understand. How 
can they to whom space is nothing, and whose rapidity of motion 
lags not "behind the celerity of thought.," convey to me an ade
quate idea of distance in their sphere of life? .And how could 
I understand them, when I can not grasp with a proper com
prehension even the distance of Saturn or Herschell ? I can 
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approximate to a comprehension, by imagining how long it would 
take a cannon-ball or a railroad car to traverse the distance; 
but even then I am lost in the immensity of the idea. 

'\Yhy then attempt to teach me what I can not comprehend? 
They are not so superfluous. Already have I learned so much 
that is far, far beyond what I formerly dreamed was possible, 
that I pause and say, How boundless is thy realm, 0, truth I 
and how eternal must be the search for it, with the immortal 
intellect I 

Already have I been taught so many things beyond the power 
of language to describe, or even of my mind to comprehend, 
th~t I pause on the threshold of knowledge, in breathless awe, 
and await the time when the spark of divinity that is within me 
shall be so developed and enlarged that I may begin to grasp 
the mighty truths which are ever rolling round me in His illimi· 
table kingdom. 

Let me suggest to you one idea which will tend to show you 
that the teachings of Dr. Hare did not intend to exclude other 
localities. 

We are taught by science that the countless worlds which roll 
in space, must be inhabited by sentient beings. We are now 
taught by Revelation that it is so, and that those beings, differing 
as they may from us and each other in their development, are, 
like us, destined for immortality. Now what is their condition 
after death ? Arc they, too, confined within the sublunary dis
tances of this, one of the least considerable of those worlds ? 
Yet expressio, unius, exdusio alterius, carried out, would have it 
BO. Surely the ;i.rgument drawn from that maxim can not be 
sound, which conducts us to such consequences. 

I have thus in a measure amplified the idea which I but sug· 
gested in my former letter. Whether I have done so satisfac
torily, I leave to your better judgment, co11fident of tho result in 
a mind so candid and intelligent. 

Thus far I have dwelt upon the difficulties and uncertaintiet 
of Spirit communion, and have endeavored to convey the idea 
that it is only by the use of our own reason that we can arrive 
at results; in other words, tlrnt we mu;;t deal with this revelation 
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in the same manner that we have dealt with those through 
Moses and the Prophets who succeeded him, and through Jesus 
and his Apostles, and that we can take nothing "by authority" 
without a sinful surrender of our own independence of thought 
and the responsibility that belongs to it. 

Now let me pause a moment, to mention to you some of the 
important truths which we can and do obtain through this com
munion, in spite of all its contradictions, and amid all the incon
gruities which, although they disturb us, must, it seems to me, be 
inevitable. 

I· have now been six years engaged in these investigations. I 
have been blessed with most favorable opportunities for investi· 
gation ; I have been witness to very many things, not one ten 
thousandth part of which has yet been published. I am almost 
daily enjoying the communion, and daily learning some new 
truth, or receiving confirmation or explanation of some already 
given. I am thus taught that there is no end to the knowledge 
which can thus be communicated to us, and that with all my 
advantages I am but on the threshold of this new knowledge. 

My conclusions must therefore be drawn from many facts not 
os yet within your reach, or which have not yet come to youi 
knowledge; but they are facts, to the knowledge of which all 
can attain; for it can not be supposed that I have any peculiar 
privilege that can not be enjoyed by all mankind. All may 
know what I know ; all may witness what I have witnessed. 
And now, what I mean to say is, that to all such, when they do 
thus know and do thus witness, these truths are demonstrated. 

Most fully do I accord with you in the ·opinion that they are 
most important to man, and do "inculcate a morality the most 
pure and elevated, and a state of the affections toward God in 
the highest degree holy and spiritual." 

These are the truths I mean : 
1. That man during his earthly existence can have communion 

and direct intercourse with the Spirits of those who have, like 
us, lived the earthly life, and that not only with those who, when 
on earth, were near and dear to us, al'.ld who can return to as. 
sriage our grief by their presence, but with those who have 
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passed away ages ago, and who can return to us and impart to 
us the" new knowledge" they have acquired during those agea 
of their Spirit existence. 

2. That that knowledge is not confined to matters connected 
with this ea.rth, as a material world, or to its hidden or forgotten 
things, but may extend to the constitution and organization of 
the countless worlds that people space, and to the laws which 
govern them, from their first formation to their highest state ol 
perfection. 

3. That in this manner, man's ultimate destiny can be re
vealed to him, and the condition of his existence after this earth
life. Hitherto it has been revealed to him simply that he is 
destined to live forever ; but what that existence was, has been 
concealed. Now it can be revealed to him, with all its con· 
ditions, and what nre to be his occupations and employments 
there. 

4. That the character of man's future, whether for good or ill, 
whether happy or otherwise, is in a great measure dependent 
upon himself-at least dependent upon himself and his sun-ound-· 
ings ; that he must work out his own salvation, and he can not 
devolve that task upon others, nor can he cast upon others the 
responsibility that belongs to him of performing his duty of obe
dience to the laws of his great Creator. I 

5. That the great law of man's existence is progression. .As 
his body is the result of progression from inert matter to the 
living moving animal, so his soul, which is the emanation of the 
divinity within him, must progress from the cradle to eternity, 
aAnd that progression mnst be in the elements which will liken 1 

him to the divillity whence he has sprung. 
6. That all mankind are members Of one great body, as the 

leaves and the limbs are parts of the tree. They are bound to, 
and connected with, each other by indissoluble ties, and progres
sion mnst be of the race as well as of individual man. 

7. That man is endowed with all the at.tributes which are 
necessary to enable him thus to progress. Some of them are 
yet dormant, yet are capable of being drawn out by proper 
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cultivation, as we are able to read by cultivating the powen 
•within us. 

8. That among thMe attributes which are capable of cultiva
tion and action even in this life, are : the power of Spirit com• 
munion ; of seeing and hearing spiritual things without using 
the material organs ; of knowing the thoughts of our fellow-man 
even in his earthly tabernacle ; and of prophesying as to the 
future. 

9. That progression must begin in this our primary existence, 
and if omitted or neglected here, it is far more difficult to begin 
it hereafter. 

10. That man passes into the Spirit-world morally and in
tellectually, as he is here ; that if he is perverted here, he ia 
so there until his great destiny of progression shall ·begin. 
While thus perverted, he can commune with us on earth, 
and we are ever surrounded by such, and susceptible to their in
fluences. 

From this source come the inner and often mysterious prompt
ings to evil, which all of us at times experience, urging us to do, 
even against our own will, what we know to be wrong. .An<\ 
now that the source of this evil is revealed to us, so it is being 
revealed to us how we can resist and overcome it, and how we 
can effectually guard against its effect upon us. 

These are the mighty truths which spiritual intercourse teaches 
us. They are demonstrated to us, in a manner and with a force 
and clearness that no sane mind can resist ; and they come to 
the enlightened intellect with irresistible conviction. 

But they come to us, by means of evidence flowing through 
human channels ; and like all human testimony, they are at
tended with difficulties and dangers which are sufficiently annoy
ing, but are not insurmountable. 

Patient, calm and intelligent inquiry cannot fail to produce 
such results. Anything short of that can not be satisfactory, and 
may often be dangerous. 

Fanaticism is always mischievous. Undue excitement is al
ways !mrtful, and they are none the less so in Spiritualism than 
they are in any other religion ; but with us they are easily over· 
come, for we are ever taught that it is our reason that is ad• 
dressed, and that its calm exercise alone can enable us to pel.'o 
form our whole duty wisely and well. 

I u:n, very respectfully, yours, 
·'-\-· J . W. EDMONDS. 
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--- INSTITUTE, --- October 22, 1857. 
HoN. J. W. EmmNDs, NEW YoRK: 

Dear Sir-It is the custom of this Institution to have most 
of the leading religious periodicals and journals in its reading· 
room, for the use of its students. 

A committee was appointed a short time since for the purpose 
of writing for such as were deemed proper. My request that 
some flpiritual works should be written for, was unfavorably re
ceived. The curator, however, gave his consent to have such 
journals in the reading-room as I might select. I wrote for the 
Spiritual Tdegraph, and Mr. Partridge has kindly consented 
to send it to me. The custom is to send it to the Institution 
free of charge. I do not know how well this may suit your. 
financial views, but permit me to request you to send me the 
Sacred Cirde for this purpose. I feel a delicacy in asking this, 
but the assurance that you feel an interest in promoting the 
important truths you so ably and fearlessly advocate, leads me 
to hope you will send me a regular copy for the above-mentioned 
purpose. 

This is an --- Institution, and quite liberal in sentiment. 
The profeRSors, however, object to the 11ame of Spiritualism, 
although they teach the communion of the Great Spirit ; and I 
think if they fully understood the truths of the new philosophy, 
they would unhesitatingly indorse it. 

It has been but a few mornings since that a question arose in 
discussing the pasage of Scripture, 1 Cor. 12 ch., where PauJ 
speaks of the diversity of spiritu1tl gifts. I expluine<l it accOfcl 
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Ing to spiritual phenomena, and mentioned some cases of 
persons speaking in foreign tongues in our day. The Pro
fessor objected, explaining my examples by the mediums having 
( 88 he supposed) previously heard those languages read or 
spoken ; but promised me that be would indorse the doctrine 
when I would bring him a case well authenticated (by three or 
more reliable witnesses) of any person or medium speaking in 
a language of which they were entirely ignorant, never having 
read, heard read, or beard spoken such language, during their 
previous life. 

I feel assured there are such cases, although I have none at 
command ; and I hope you will not feel that I am taking too 
great liberty by requesting you to send me such a case. If yoa 
have such a one (or a similar one equally strong) in any con· 
venient form for sending, as I fe.el an interest not only as a 
matter of pride, but as a matter of principle, in convincing him ; 
and if you will be instrumental in assisting me, you may rest as
sured that you will receive the warmest thanks of 

Respectfully, .A. D. BYLES. 

NEW YoRK, Odober 21, 1857. 

Dtar Sir-It is one of the strange things of the day, that 
persons of education and· standing, whose lives are devoted to 
the pursuit of science, and who are engaged in the education of 
our youth, should be so profoundly ignorant of what is taking 
place all around them. 

There are, perhaps, good reasons why it is so, as regards 
Spiritualism. Both the secular and religious newspapers of tho 
day have refused to publish anything on the subject, except it 
be an attack upon it, and, therefore, the opportunities of the 
world at large to learn anything about it, are necessarily con
tracted ; and then, again, when this general practice is so far 
departed from 88 to publish anything, there ii; a class of people 
who, for conscience' sake, refuse to read. 

In which of these positiollB your Professor is, of course I can 
not say ; but he must be in one or the other, because the fnd 
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which he doubts has been published to the world, in such man• 
ner that if it were false, that could easily have been shown. 

My second volume on "Spiritualism" was published in 1855. 
and several thousand copies have been sold. In the introdu~ 
tion to that volume, written by myself, and having to it my own 
signature, and of course my voucher for its truth, and on page 
45, is a statement of my daughter's having spoken several dif. 
ferent languages, and particularly of her conversation with a 
Greek gentleman. 

As you may not have the volume, I annex a copy of the pas
sage. 

But it contains my evidence alone, for I have not appended 
the certificates of its verity from those who were present, nor d<> 
I mean to do so ; for it is to me a matter of entire indifference 
whether any one believes it or not. I discharge my duty by 
publishing the truth, as I know it to be, and leave the matter to 
its fate. 

I pubhshed it, however, here, where I am known-where my 
character for veracity is well known-where I am surrounded 
by the very persons in whose presence the thing occurred, and 
where, if my statement is untrue, its falsity can easily be estab
lished. 

Your Professor is wrong, however, in one respect. He says 
be would indorse the doctrine, if the fact should be authentica
ted by three or more reliable witnesses. He would not do sor 
you may rely upon it. He can have it authenticated by fifty 
reliable witnesses, if he will. But he would not indorse the doc· 
trine, if such authentication even was before him. 

He surely does not mean to say he would "indorsc" unless he
believed, and he surely knows that belief is not matter of voli· 
tion. Ile can not believe at pleasure. He may profess to, but. 
actual belief <loes not flow from his volition. Let him try to 
persuade himself that the sun docs not shine at mid-day, and see
what a piece of work he will make of it. 

I do not mean to impute to him any intentional misstatement 
in the matter, but I understand his remark aa a mere expression 
of his opinion, aa to what he now honestly think& would be the 
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effect of the evidence on his mind. But in that respect he Is 
deceived, or, at leaat, I hope he is ; for I would not give a cop
per for that belief in our beautiful faith, that is founded only on 
a knowledge of its marvels. It would be a house built on the 
sand, and could not stand the storms that would 88.58.il it. .And 
then, such is not the office of those marvels. They do not come 
for such purpose. Their legitimate province is simply to awaken 
attention to the subject, and to induce the intelligent mind to 
investigate it. Blot from memory or from existence all these 
external manifestations, and then come the philosophy and the 
religion of spiritual intercourse, which will work conviction for 
themselves, in any candid mind that will give itself a fair chance. 
That is the important aspect in which we are to view the mat
ter, and the manifestations are to be regarded of moment only 
as they call attention to the subject. 

I should pity any mind that should believe on the manifesta
tions alone, for it would be eternally in a sea of doubt ; but 
resting on the rock of reason and philosophy, it would attain 
firm faith, and with it, calm repose. 

Beside, I have heard this assertion made so often, and seen 
its results, that I feel authorized to anticipate what would be the 
result in your Prof~or's case. I said the same thing myself 
several times in the early stages of my inquiries, and when the 
fact came on which I had promised or hoped to found a belief, I 
was surprised to find myself still a doubter. 

I had an illustration of it in the case of Governor -- (now 
of --). He was told at my house of the manifestation there 
of the loss of the steamer Artie. That was strange, he acknow· 
ledged ; but there might be some explanation of it in that 
single instance. If, however, it had come through three or four 
different persons unconnected with each other, then he would be
lieve. I told him he would not, but he insisted he would. It 
was not long before he had the evidence that it had come just 
as he had suggested, ancl through four different channels, uncon
nected with, and ·unknown to each other. Did he believe then 7 
Not a whit I and for the reason, as I suppose, that belief is not 
a matter of volition, nor is it the province of a marvel to pro
duco a conviction. 
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Pray, how many converts to Christianity were made by the 
marvels of the days of Jesus? Of the thousands whom he fed, 
do we read that any were made believers thereby ? Aud what, 
on the feast of the Pentecost, added three thousand souls to the 
believers ? Was it the apostles speaking in many tongues, or the 
beautiful doctrine which Peter unfolded ? 

No, my friend; we deceive ourselves when we say or think 
that we should indorse the doctrine of Spiritualism as soon aa 
we become convinced of the reality of the manifestationa. 
Something more is demanded to work conviction in the rational 
mind ; and we who believe will be likely to mislead our hearers 
when we make of those manifestations an end, and not a meana. 
Confine them to their legitimate purpose of awakening investi· 
gation, and they become useful ministeri! to the truth. Let 
them be all in all, and they become its masters without the 
power of due government, but with the power of working much 
mischief. · 

Let me not, however, lose, sight of your request, in my fear 
that too much consequence may be attached to its subject. I 
will annex hereto, not merely an extract from the book I re
ferred to, but also some extracts from my records of other in
stances, with explanations, etc. 

I give you these extracts as my own personal experience 
alone. But there are other inatances which have been published, 
as known to othera, of which I will not venture to speak. 

Of what happened under my observation, I can freely speak 
for I know whether I speak the truth or not. Yours truly, 

MR. A. D. BYLES. J. W. EDMONDS. 

EXTRACT FROM VOL. 2, SPIRrruALISM, P. 45. 
"She was next developed to speak different languages. She knows 

no language but her O'\Yn, and a little smattering of boarding-school 
French; yet she has spoken in nine or ten different tongues, some
times for an hour at a time, with the ease and fluency of a native. It 
is not unfrequent that foreigners converse with their Spirit-friends 
through her, in their own language. A recent instance occurred, where 
a Greek gentleman had several interviews, and for several hours at a 
time carried on the conversation on his part in Greek, and received hia 
answers sometimes in that language, and sometimes in English. Yet 
until then she ha.d never heard a word of modern Greek spoken.'' 

The foregoing is my account, in very general terms, of m1 
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daughter's mediumship. Let me here specify some of the in
etlftlces more particularly : 

One evening there came to my honsc a young girl from one 
of the Eastern States. She had come to New York to seek her 
fortune. Her education was that which can be obtained at a 
common ~ountry school. She was a medium, and was accom
panied by the Spirit of a Frenchman, who was very troublesome 
to her. He could speak through her, but only in French. For 
more than an hour a conversation went on between my daughter 
and the Spirit, speaking through Miss Dowd. They both con
ducted the conversation entirely in French, and both spoke with 
the rapidity and fluency of native Frenchmen. Miss Dowd's 
French was a wretched patois of some of the Southern provinces 
of France, while Laura's was pure Parisian. 

This occurred in my library, where some five or six persons 
were present ; and Miss Dowd is still living in this city. 

On another occasion, some Polish gentlemen, entire strangers 
to her, sought an interview with Laura, and during it, she sev~ 
ral times spoke in their language words and sentences which 
she did not understand, but they did, and a good deal of the 
conversation on their part was in Polish, and they received an· 
swers, sometimes in English, and sometimes in Polish. The 
English she understood, but the other she did not, though they 
seemed to understand it perfectly. 

This can be verified only by Laura's statement, for no one 
was present but her and the two gentlemen, and tliey.did not 
give their names. 

The incident with the Greek gentleman was this : OnQ even
ing, when some twelve or fifteen persons were in my parlor, Mr 
E. D. Green, an artist of this city, was shown in, accompanied 
by a gentleman whom be introduced as Mr. Evangelides, of 
Greece. He spoke broken English, but Greek fluently. Ere 
long, a Spirit spoke to him through Laura, in English, and said 
so many things to him, that he identified him as a friend who 
had died at his honse a few years before, but ·of whom none of 
us had ever heard. 

OccMionally, through Laura, the Spirit would speak a word 
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or a sentence in Greek, until Mr. E. inqui1ed if he could be un
derstood if he spoke in Greek ? The residue of the conversation 
for more than an hour, was, on his part, .entirely in Greek, and 
on hers, sometimes in Greek, and sometimes in English. .At 
times, Laura would not understand what was the idea conveyed 
either by her or him. .At other times she would understand him, 
though he spoke in Greek, and herself when uttering Greek 
words. 

He was sometimes very much affected, so much so as to at
tract the attentio~ of the company, sonu: of whom begged to ' 
know what it was that caused so much emotion. He declined 
to tell, but after the conversation ended, he told us that he had . 
never before witnessed any Spirit-manifestations, and that he had, -'. 
during the conversation, tried experiments to test that which was 
so novel to him. Those experiments were in speaking of sub
jects which he knew Laura must be ignorant of, and in fre
quently and suddenly changing the topic from domestic to politi· 
cal affairs, from philosophy to theology, and so on. In answer 
to oar inquiri~for none of us knew Greek-he assured us 
that his Greek must have been understood, and her Greek was 
correct. 

He afterward had many other interviews, in which Greek con· 
versations occurred . 

.At this interview, which I have described, there were present 
Mr. Green, Mr. Evaugelides, Mr . .Allen, President of a Boston 
bank, and two gentlemen whose names I forget, but can easily 
ascertain, who were large railroad contractors in one of the 
Western States, my daughter Laura, my neice Jennie Keyes, 
myself, and several others whom I do not remember. 

My neice, of whom I have spoken, has often sung Italian, im
provising both words and tune, yet she is entirely unacquainted 
with the language. Of this, I suppose, there are a hundred in· 
Jtances. 

One day, my daughter and neice came into my library and 
began a conversation with rne in Spanish, one speaking a part 
of a sentence and the other the residue. They were infiuenced, 
as I found, by the Spirit of a person whom I had known whe11 
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in Central America, and reference was made to many things 
which had occurred to me there, of which I knew they were aa 
ignorant as they were of Spanish. 

To this only we three can testify. 
Laura has spoken to me in Indian, in the Chippewa and Mo

nomonie tongues. I knew the language, because I had been two 
years in the Indian country. 

I have thus enumerated Indian, Spanish, French, Greek and 
English, that she has spoken. I haYe also heard her in Italian, 
Portuguese, Latin and Hungarian, and in some that I did not 
know. 

The instances are too numerous for me to recall the names of 
the persons present. 

I will now mention instances through others than her. 
A man by the name of Finney, a carpenter, of very limited 

education, living near Cleveland, Ohio, was once giving me a 
commnnication, for he was a speaking medium. The subject was 
self-knowledge, and while I was writing it down, I spoke (sotto 
"°c.e) Gnothi seauton. He paused, repeated the Greek, and 
added, "Yes, know thyself." 

Mrs. Helen Leeds, of 45 Carver-street, Boston, a medium of 
some note in those parts, has very often spoken Chinese. She 
is of very limited education, and never heard a word of that lan
guage spoken. 

This occurred so often with her in a former stage of her me
diumship, that I suppose I may say that there are thousands who 
have witnessed it. I have myself witnessed it at least a hundred 
times. 

In the early stages of my investigations I kept very full mi
nutes of all that occurred. From my records I make this ex
tract: 

"ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGHTH INTERVIEW. 

"Nov. 3, 1852. 
" There was a special meeting of the Circle of Hope last even· 

ing, to meet some of onr friends from Albany. Beside the mem
bers of the circle [the circle consisted of Mr. Sweet and wife, 
Mr. Wood and wife, Mr. Ira Hutchinson, Mr. Comes and my
self] there were present Mrs. Shepherd and Mrs. Haight of 
Albany ; Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Mettler, of Hartford, Conn. ; 
Mrs. J.B. Mettler, of New York, and Mrs. Heath, sister of 
Mrs. Ambler. 

" Mr. Ambler was soon thrown into the magnetic state etc. * 
" After he came out of the trance-state, Mrs. Sheph~rd was 

aft'ect:ed1 and spoke in several languages. She occasionally spoke 
English. * * * * * * 
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And she continued for an hour or two thus to speak in some 
foreign languages. It seemed to us to be Italian, Spanish, and 
Portuguese. 

" Mrs. Mettler was then thrown into a trance-state, and she 
was developed for the first time in her life to speak in diverse 
tongues. She spoke in German, and what seemed to be Indian. 

" And they, two, i. e. Mrs. Shepherd and Mrs. Mettler, then 
for some time conversed together in these foreign languages. 

" Occasionally they spoke in English, and sometimes in broken 
English." 

I have looked in my records, but do not find it, though I very 
well remember the fact, that Mrs. Sweet, of this city, another ot 
our mediums, of very little education, has often spoken French. 

(Since writing the above, I learn that she has also spoken 
Italian and Hebrew.] 

I have, a number of times, witnessed a cognate manifestation, 
when the communication was through the rappings, and was 
given in a foreign language, though the medium knew only the 
English. 

And I have heard Gov. Tallmadge's daughter, at my house, 
speak in German, several persons being present. 

I have thus gathered together my own experience on this 
topic. I have never done so before, and confess myself some
what surprised to behold how large the sum total is. And yet 
my experience embraces a very small part of that which has 
been given, and less, if I remember right, than what has been 
actually published to the world. 

I had hoped that in our countl'y, where general information 
is so wide-spread, where this subject of spiritual intercourse has 
been a matter of investigation for at least ten years, and where 
the witnesses to its existence are numbered by hundreds of thou
mnds, the time had gone by when it was necessary to pause in 
our progress- to prove that existence. I had hoped that the 
time had arrived when the intelligent minds of our country were 
prepared to use the instrumentalities, whose existence can not be 
ignored by any well-informed mind, for the purpose of inqniring 
whether there is not something in its philosophy and its revela
tions worthy of the attention of the loftiest intellect. 

It seems, bowever, that I am mistaken, and that we must yet 
]awhile trudge along in our infant school. So be it. The time 
will come, however, when better things will be, and the Truth 

'make its own way, even to the educated mind. 

P. S. I now add to the foregoing: N()'l)ember 1. ' 
To-day, at our Conference, I mentioned this subject, and asked 

if any of those present conld give me any further information f 
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12 SPEAKING IN MAXY TOXGUES, 

'The attendnn!e was unusually small, there not being over a bun. 
\Ired present, but I received the following reply to my inquiry : 

Dr. John F. Gray mentioned having had communications 
through the rappings and table tippings in the Malay, Hebrew, 
and Spanish languages. The communications were spelled out, 
letter by letter, and written down. He obtained translations of 
all these from persons versed in the different languages. He baa 
records of it all, specifying where it occurred, and who were pre
sent. He will probably give me an extract from them. If he 
does, I will iend it to you. 

He mentioned one instance, where Professor Bush, who is a 
Hebrew scholar, was present, and he called the Hebrew alpha
bet, and wrote the communication down at the time, and after· 
ward translated it, no one present but hhnself being acquainted 
with that alphabet. 

Dr. Abraham D. Wilson, another physician of high standing, 
stated that the late Mr. Henry Inman, the artist, told hint that 
when his daughter was developed as a medium, she repeatedly 
spoke Spanish, of which she had no knowledge. 

Mr. David Bryson stated that at a recent circle, where Mrs. 
Tucker was the medium, and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel G. Taylor 
and others were present, the medium spoke fluently an unknown 
tongue, and conversed wit.h a Dane, who was present, in the 
Danish language. 

Mr. Taylor was at the Conference, and confirmed Mr. Bryson's 
account. 

Mrs. Richardson relates a recent incident of a woman named 
Greenleaf, who spoke French. And Mrs. French, the medium, 
well known here, and at Pittsburgh, stated that through her the 
Spirits had spoken nine different languages. 

She relates a recent instance,. where Mr. Henry C. Vail being 
present, she was addressed by an Italian female and led by her 
to a part of the town where some fourteen Italians were huddled 
together in one room, in a great state of destitution and sick· 
ness, and where Italian was spoken through her to them with 
entire ease. And she mentioned an occasion at Washington, 
where in the presence of Governor Tallmadge and Mr. Giddings, 
M. C., from Ohio, she spoke French fluently. 

All these are cases where the parties spooking knew only one 
language-the English. · 

This is the gathering of one afternoon only. I can form no 
idea of the extent of the evidence that might be gathered bJ a 
more extended inquiry. 

But is it not enough for all, e:tcept those who would not be
Jiern, though one arose from the dead l 
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INTERCOURSE 

WlTII 

SPIRITS OF THE LIVING. 

NEW YoRK, October 24, 185'1'. 
DB. c. RoBBINS, CHARLESTOWN, MAss. : 

Dear Sir-If, from my investigations into the subject of 
Spirit intercourse, it shall be in my power to answer any of yom 
inqniries, it will afford me pleasure to do so. But there is a 
difficulty about it which neither you nor I can obviate ; and it 
is this, that we are as yet but in the infancy of the matter, but 
on the threshold of a knowledge of its phenomena, and I can 
not therefore yet hope to arrive in all instances at certain and 
satisfactory conclusions. Think how long it was after man had 
learned that water would boil, before he learned the power of 
steam I How long after the affinity of iron for electricity was 
known, before the telegraph was discovered I So it is with 
Spiritualism ; time and very many more manifestations, and 
much more rational investigation, must yet be bad, before we 
can say that we understand the subject. In the mean time it 
is very well, as tending to elucidate the truth, that we discuss 
the nature of what we have received. But I find it necessary to 
be carefal to be not too hasty in arriving at my conclusion
not to be too ready to build up theories, lest I may ro.ther mis
lead by the ingenuity and confidence of my own ignorance 
than enlighten by the calmness and modesty of wisdom. 

In the early stages of my investigations, I found myself mee.o 
suring the phenomena before me by the standard of my pr& 
conceived opinions, and it took me some time to find ont that 
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that was, at least as respects this subject, the standard of igno. 
ranee, and not of knowledge, and that the first thing I had to 
learn was how ignorant I was of the whole matter-of its laws 
as well as of the manifestations of them. This taught me to 
move more cautiously, and not attempt a sum in the Rule of 
Three, until I had learned my Multiplication Table. 

Hence I must entreat you to receive my expositions with 
great care, and rather as an index to your own thoughts than 
as certain and reliable solutions of your difficulties. 

Your first inquiry, as I understand it, relates to the commu
nion with the Spirits of the living as well as of the dead, and 
yon ask, Is it a delusion 7 

I was a good deal disturbed when this feature first came to 
my knowledge. I had had related to me several instances 
where it afterward turned out the party was yet living. I did 
not understand it at all, unless it was a false personation by a 
Spirit, or a delusion on the part of the medium or inquirer. 

One day while I was at West Roxbury, there came to me, 
through Laura as the medium, the Spirit of one with whom I 
had once been well acquainted, but from whom I had been sep
arated some fifteen years. His was a very peculiar character
one unlike that of any other man whom I ever knew, and so 
strongly marked .that it was not easy to mistake his identity. 

I had not seen him in several years ; he was not at all in my 
mind at the time, and he was unknown to the medium. Yet he 
identified himself unmistakably, not only by his peculiar chara-0-
teristics, but by referring to matters known only to him and me 

I took it for granted he was dead, and was surprised after· 
ward to learn that he was not. He is yet living. 

I can not, on this occasion, go into all the particulars of an 
interview which losted more than an hour. I was certain there 
was n<;> delusion about it, and as certain that it was just as much 
a Spirit-manifestation as any I ever witnessed or beard of. Yet 
bow could it be ? was the question that was long agitating my 
mind. I have known since then many similar manifestations, 
so that I can no longer doubt the fact, that at times our commu
nications are from the Spirits of the living as well as the dc:ad. 
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About two years ago I had quite a marked exemplification of 
this. A circle was formed at Boston and another here, and 
they met at the same moment of time in the two cities, and 
through their respective mediums conversed with each other. 
The Boston circle would, through their medium, get a commu· 
nication from the Spirit of the New York medium, and the 
N cw York r.ircle would receive one through their medium from 
the Spirit of the Boston medium. 

This continued for several months, and records of the circles 
were carefudly kept. One of these days, I intend to give to the 
world a full account of the affair, for it was interesting as an 
attempt to get up a sort of telegraph, whose possibility was 
thus and there demonstrated. To me the matter was also par· 
ticularly interesting in another aspect. For out of its incidents 
and teachings there came to me much that was calculated to 
explain to me the ratiMULle of it. 

That rationale embraces much thought and investigation, 
more than I have yet been able to give to it. I have as yet 
only the faint outline, but I hope in time to be able to go far· 
ther than that. At all events, I give it to you now as I have 
received it, that you and others may direct your researches to 
it, and like the recent discoveries of new planets in our solar 
system, oat of many intelligent and well-directed observations, 
be able to work out new truths in the moral firmament. 

Have we ever yet been taught how it is that the soul-by 
soul I mean the immortal part of man-is connected with the 
material form? 

There is something in man beyond what is possessed by any 
other animal. This is not merely the power of reasoning, for 
man and animals alike possess and exert that faculty. Place a 
man and a horse in the middle of a field, and both will reason 
in the same way about going to a neighboring brook to quench 
their thirst. A child and a kitten will reason precisely alike in 
respect to the danger of touching fire. But there is something 
in the man and child that the horse and the kitten have not got, 
and cn.n not get. I may, with much propriety, call this "Dero
titm," for it is the power of comprehending the existence of a 
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G INn:BCOUBSE WITH SPIRITS OF THE LIVING. 

Great First Cause, and our connection with it, and embraces 
something more than the power of reasoning, and the mere 
capacity of the intellect to form a conclusion from that reasoning. 

This " Devotion " belongs to the soul, and not to the body, 
and can be displayed only by that living being which has the 
attribute of immortality. 

Now how is the soul w:hich possesses this attribute connected 
with the body ? 

Some have said that it was seated in the brain, because it 
had the power of reasoning and judging as to immortality. 
But here comes the difficulty of distinguishing between the 
mind, possessed alike by man and horse, and the soui which 
belongs to man alone. And here comes too the great argument 
of the infidel, that if such is the soul, man ean not be immortal 
any more than the horse. 

Some have said it was seated in the heart, because there can 
be no " Devotion " without emotion. But here is again the same 
difficulty-animals have emotions in common with man . 

.And it is manifest that this immortal part of man is con
nected with both his intellectual and emotional attributes. 

Indeed, without dwelling too much on details, it will be 
enough to say that how the soul is connected with the body has 
been hitherto a great mystery-inexplicable upon any hypothe
sis ever yet suggested to man. For every such hypothesis has 
eneounterCd somewhere some one insuperable difficulty ; and 
that one .alone can be accept-able which has the capacity of sur· 
mounting them all, and which can be consistent with every 
known fact. 

The chemist, in searching for arsenic, finds other substances 
which will produce the same effects with the different tests, but 
he arrives at a certain conclusion, because there is no other 
¥ingle substance which will produce the same results with all 
the tests. 

Now with all this long preface-long, though stating many 
things too briefly-let me come to my propositions : 

I. The soul is an independent entity or existence of itself-· 
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possessing ite own individuality and identity independent of all 
other existence, whether connected. or disconnected with it. 

2. It has ite own peculiar attributes of thought and feeling, 
which it can exercise independently of, as well as in connection 
with, the body. 

3. Science has long spoken of the dunlity of man, conveying 
the idea of two separate and distinct entities belongir.g to him ; 
but how thus connected, is involved in profound mystery. 

Strnnge as thisidea has seemed, it has been accepted by many, 
becnuse it was only thus thnt many things, indisputably estab
lished as facts, conld be explained, and because without it the 
reasoiiing mind had no refuge, but in denying the reality of that 
whose existence could not be questioned. 

4. This quality consists of two existences, (beings or entities) 
each possessed of its mind and heart-or in other words-(for 
it is difficnlt out of old words to convey new ideas for which they 
have not been . fitted) each having its own power of reasoning 
and feeling ; which, in the earth-life, most commonly act in 
unison, but possessing the ability to act independently of each 
other, and at death one of them ceasing to exist, and the other 
acting on forever. 

5. These two parts of the entire man are connected together 
by a third being or entity, which ·has no separate attribute of 
thought or feeling, but whose office it is to connect the other 
two parts together in the earth-life, and to give form and shape 
to the man in the Spirit-life. · 

'Thus there is in man the emanation from God in the soul
the animal nature in the body, and the connection of the two is • 
what I will designate as the electrical body. Hence man is a 
trinity. 

6. This electrical body has, among others, two attributes ap
plicaLle to the matter in hand. First, in death it leaves the 
body, and passes with the soul into the Spirit-life, and lives with 
it there. In the earth-life its presence is manifested by that odie 
light of which Reichenbach speaks, and in the Spirit-world it 
causes, or rather is, that pale and shadowy form which the seer 
beholds when he sees Spirits. SeC<md, It has a power of elasti-
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cit5'" which enables the soul to pass to a distance from the body, 
and yet retain its connection with it. When that connection 
ceases, death ensues, bat while it exists, life continues. 

Hence it is, that in dreams and in clairvoyance, we behold 
actual realities, existing and occurring at the moment far distant 
from us. This is not a mere picture, like a painting presented 
to the mind, bat is the passing, changing reality, for we behold 
the various and incessant changes of the scene, and we hear the 
conversation accompanying it. 

'i. The soul and the electrical body are never separated, but. 
the animal body may be separated from one or both. In death 
the animal body is separated from both. In life it may be sepa
rated from the soul for a while. 

These are not all the propositions connected with the union of 
the soul and the body, which have been revealed to us, but they 
are all which bear upon the immediate topic which we have in 
hand. 

And in regard to them I ask you and all thinking minds these 
two questions : 

First, Are they not consistent with all the phenomena of soul 
and body which have ever come to our knowledge? Second, 
Do they not explain many things connected with our earth-life, 
which have hitherto been profound mysteries to us, and especially, 
do they not answer your question ? 

There is but one mode in which these questions can be wisely 
answered, and that is, each must search, and see for himself. It 
will not do to receive the idea as a truth upon the ipse dixit of 
any one, for no man has yet advanced far enough in this new 
matter to be warranted in saying, "I know." Nor will it do 
simply to deny its truth, for it is not impossible, and a denial 
will necessarily involve the negation of many things which are 
as firmly established as fact, as anything that man is capable of 
receiving as such. 

Your next inquiry relates to what may be called mental man
ifestations (as distinguished from physical) without the mediUDll! 
being entranced. 

If my previous positions are true, we may well ask why should 
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not the soul be able to think through the animal mind without 
l!ll8pending the consciousness, as in the trance-state? Sure! 

· enough, why not? Simply because, as I understand it, our edu
cation, physical condition and surroundings have given our ma,. 
terial nature the preponderating power in us, and our Spirit.us,. 
ture can not make itself felt until the accustomed domination 
of the senses shall be suspended, and the supremacy which we 
have accorded to the animal mind, be made to give way. 

Hence, with some of our mediums, the Spirits have to resort 
to deep trance, to avoid the interference of the animal part with 
the Spirit.power. 

There are some who are so organized that this is never neces
sary, and others who can attain that condition by proper training, 
and hence with them the manifestations are when they are in 
their normal condition. 

This is the condition of the just supremacy of our spiritual 
over our material nature-a condition for all mankind, which 
Christianity aimed at, and Spiritualism is destined to achieve .. 

It involves a great advance in our nature, yet one that we are 
capable of, and which each may attain by proper self-discipline. 

I repeat, this is the great end and aim of Spiritualism, and 
it will be arrived at when man shall make all of his material nar 
ture subordinate to his spiritual, and shall cause all hie earthly 
surroundings to assume their proper position of being, as but a 
means, and not an end. 

Then the soul will be able always to speak to the animal 
mind, and make its presence eyer manifest to the consciousness 
of the man. 

:Meanwhile, they who, either from self-discipline or physical 
conformation, have already attained that condition, have a fear
ful responsibility cast npon them-no less than that of showing 
before God and man what we may be, when the mortal shall 
thus, even in this life, have put on immortality. 

Your next inquiry is, whether a pure thought can be conveyed 
to us through an impure medium, or an enlarged tbought through 
ll contracted mind ? 
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How simple is the answer I The same law which governs our 
earth-life governs us in the Spirit-world. 

You wish here to send me a m~e by your servant. By 
making him learn by rote the precise words in which you clothe 
your idea, you can convey it to me as accurately as you could 
yourself convey it personally. Bnt if you content yourself with 
simply giving him the idea he is to convey to me, as is most 
commonly the case, you necessarily incur the hazard of his not 
having comprehended it, and therefore of his not getting it 
right. So if yon give him for transmission an idea too elevated 
or too pnre for his comprehension, it is almost certain there will 
be some error committed. 

'l'hus, by your Irish servant-who bas hardly learned that 
twice two are four-attempt to send me a demonstration in alge
bra, what sort of a message shall I get from you, be he ever so 
honest? Send me the same thing by an accomplished mathema
tician, and lo I how accurately I get the communication. 

The purity of th'e communication is affected, however, by 
other considerations, but natural and simple still. How hard it 
is in life for purity to approach a.nd get near the impure I Try 
it. Go yourself into the sinks of vice in your great cities, and 
see how difficult it will be to get near their inmates, how long it 
will be before you can get a hearing, and how forcibly they re
pel you. 

Let them, however, but once entertain an aspiration for some
thing pure and good, and lo I how easy of access they are to 
ron . 

.A.nd this is true, whether spoken of your messenger, or of him 
to whom your message is sent . 

.A.nd now, having answeredyonr inquiries, but so generally as 
to merely suggest a.nd not elaborate ideas, I subscribe myself, 

Truly yours, 

J. W. EDMONDS. 
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FALSE PROPHESYING. 

NEW YoRK, February, 13, 1858. 
C. P .ARTRIDGE, EsQ. ; 

Dear Sir-Spiritualism has thus far encountered with succesa 
the opposition of the Press, the Pulpit and the Professor, aud it 
seems now as if its worst foes are to be found among its believers. 
Against them, IUl against its avowed opponents, it is our duty to 
struggle. Therefore it is, that I request you to publish the fol
lowing correspondence. The mediumship of Mrs. P***** is be
coming too questionable to warrant us in passing it over in sr-
ltmce. Yours, etc. J. w. EDY01''1>s. 

---, lJecember 31, 1857. 
JUDGE EDMONDS; 

IJear Sir-Pardon me for addressing you at this time, stran
ger as I am ; but knowing the zeal with which you investigate 
science for the benefit of your fellow-man, I am induced to lay 
the case of a lady-friend of mine before you, and ask your ad
vice. 

Some few months since, a lady in your city (Mrs.P*****) told 
this friend of mine that she would live only sixteen months; and as 
ehe had been previously told by Mrs. P. many truths touching her 
past history and life, she was induced to, and absolutely does, be
lieve that her time is fixed to the day specified, notwithstanding 
a tolerable good constitution and good health, and only about 
twenty-one yea.rs old. 

The elf0'.!t is as might be expected in a person who has little 
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to do bnt to dwell on prospective ills and pains-a gloomy state 
or melancholy: 

Now, sir, as yon have spent much timein patient investigation 
of this matter-the truth or falsity of which I am unable to de
cide. even to my own satisfaction-and as there have, no donbt, 
similar cases come to your notice, I would in her behalf ask, to 
what or to whom are we to look for a remedy 7 · 

Is it true that the day of one's death can be foretold ? And if 
so, is it right that the gift; should be so illy bestowed as to be used 
to malte monomaniacs ? I think that if the phenomenon called 
"Spiritualism" emanates from an All-wise and Omnipotent Crea
tor, its proper work is to make mankind happier and better, as 
indeed all His laws, when properly understood and obeyed, uni
versally tend. 

I have seen considerable of Spiritualism, and I have been for
cibly struck with the faithfulness and truth with which the past 
has been portrayed and described ; bnt I have never yet seen any 
more ability to lift the va.il which hides the future displayed by 
" mediums," than by other and far diJferent systems of reasoning. 

Will you, therefore, not for the gratification of idle curiosity, 
but for the benefit of one who already s:iffers much, and will pro
bably increase in mental anxiety and unhappiness, give us the 
benefit of your study, experience, and observation, touching the 
case. Your opinion alone on the matter would be valuable, 118 

coming from one who has devoted so much labor to its investi
gation. 

* * * * * Very respectfully your obedient servant, ---. 

MR. ---: 
NEW YoRK, January 3, 1858. 

])ear Sir-I wrote you a hasty note in reply to yours of the 
S lst of December. I now avail myself of my first leisure to write 
more at large. 

It seems from your note that your friend places reliance npou 
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the unwise predictions of Mrs. P*****, that tht: period of her 
life is limited to sixteen months. Such a prophecy, to any 
at all acquainted with that medium, or at all familiar with spir· 
itual intercourse as manifested through the medimns of the day, 
would give no uneasiness, simply becanse they would have learn . 
ed how much or how little reliance to place on such an attempt 
at prediction. 

But the difficulty is, that we have been taught falsely what is 
the condition of man immediately after death, namely, that he is 
instantly and greatly changed, almost, if not quite, into a state 
of perfection ; and therefore we expect great perfection in any· 
thing coming from the Spirits of the departed. So that when 
we become satisfied that it is such a Spirit that speaks, we are 
at once induced to rely on what it says. 

In other words, we combine our erroneous ideas of Spirit-nature 
as derived from our education, and our ideas of the Spirit-teach· 
ing as derived from the reality before us, and from the two 
sources fprm our j~dgment. Of course such judgment must be 
wron.;, because it is grounded on an erroneous basis. 

It is liable to be wrong, for this reason : One of the first les
sons which Spirit-intercourse teaches is, what is the real nature 
and ccndition of the Spirit after death-that it does not become 
changed by death, but is, for a while at least, precisely what it 
was on earth, and is destined to progrCSB there as it had to 
here, and can not be instantly clothed with infinite, or even any 
greater, knowledge in any respect, than it had here. 

This, I say, is the very first lesson which the intercourse 
teaches. Yet there are very many who will not stop to learn 
that lesson, but led away by the fascination of the intercourse, 
overlook the important question," From what kind.or condition 
of intelligence does this intercourse come ?" 

Now, if such a prophecy bad been made to me, as was made 
to your friend, I should have made these inquiries before placing 
any reliance upon it: Who are you who predict this ?-bow do 
you know it ?-what evidence can you give me that you are the 
individual you pretend \o be ?-what is your condition of intel
ligence to enable you to know it ?-what is your condition as to 
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purity or pm-pose, to ju.c;tify me in supposing you to be influenced 
by good motives ?-and bow am I to know that you are not in
fluenced by some evil motive ? 

Did your friend ask any of these questions ? For if she did 
not, she made herself very liable to be deceived. On the other 
hand, if she relied upon her previous notions of Spirit-nature, she 
skipped over the very ground-work of the knowledge that was 
proffered to her, and took for granted as true what was indeed 
an en-or. And if, without taking the necessary pains to learn 
bow far Spirit-intercourse is to be relied upon, she yielded her be
lief to what was said, she betrayed a credulity which, in all the 
relations of life-in all intercourse with mortals or with Spirits-
can not fail to mislead. 

It seems to me that this was her first error. She did not stop 
to inquire what reliance was to be placed on Spirit-intercourse, 
but yielding to her preconceived opinion of the perfection of Spir
its, she took it for granted that what they said must be right. 

Now there is no truth more earnestly inculcated by Spirits, and 
by all intelligent and well·informed believers, than this ; that the 
intercourse is not, and can not, be perfect ; that it comes from 
those who are far short of perfection; that it comes through me
dintns who are not even perfect as such ; that it does not, and 
can not speak "by authority ;" and that in everything it says or 
does we must use our own judgment, and it is a sin in us to omit 
to do so. 

I send you two pamphlets* which I have published Gil this 
topic, which enter more at large into the subject. Let your friend 
read them, and also pp. 39 to 48 inclusive, of my " Introduction" 
to my second volume on " Spiritualism," and she will see the ne
cessity of not surrendering her own judgment, but of exercising 
it on all occasions. 

And when she comes to exercise her own judgment, she may 
ask : How she is to know that the Spirits have not the power of 
prophecy as to the duration of her life ? I will answer as far I 

• The pamphlets sent were two Tracts I have published; one entitle4 
"The Uncertainty of Spiritual Intercourse," and the other" The Cer 
tainty of Spiritual Intercourse." 
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can. Yet I beg you and her to understand that I do not claim 
to be authority on this topic, for I as yet know but too little 
myself, to venture to assert that I am certs.inly right. I can only 
state my opinion, and leave you to judge of its correctness. 

Let us ever bear in mind, that spiritual intercourse is not su· 
pernatural, but in compliance with fixed laws affecting the w1:.ol1t 
human family. We may understand those laws as well as any 
other that operate around us, and it is our ignorance of them 
alone that causes us to be astonished at their operation. What 
astonished the aborigines of .America at the white man's power, 
but their ignorance of the gunpowder he used ? What now 
conld amaze a savage of the Rocky Mountains more than a 
steam-engine, to us a familiar thing, but to him a marvel, because 
of his ignorance of steam and its laws ? 

It is true that Spirits can foretell future events. But to what 
extent ? Not, certainly, to an unlimited extent, for that belongs 
alone to Omniscience. What, then, is the boundary? .A very sim· 
pie one, it seems to me, and the same which bounds our power 
to foretell even when in the form. 

For instance : I prophesy that you will go to Detroit next 
week I I do so because I know it is your intention to do so, 
and I merely say you will execute your intention. Still it is in 
me a prophecy. So I prophesy that at a certs.in hour you will 
go from your office to your home. I know that you are in the 
habit of doing so to get your meals, and reasoning from cause to 
effect, I prophesy truly an event which actually happens. 

Now, as I understand it, that is exactly what Spirits do when 
they prophesy, and no more. They tell us events which will be 
&be result of their own action, or reasoning from cause to effect, 
they tell us the probable result . .And as they have great power over 
events on earth-affecting them far more than we have been 
taught to believe-and as they frequently have a greater knowl· 
edge of causes than we have, so to that extent their power of 
prophecy is greater than ours. 

Rnt I do not believe that, in any c11Be, they can foretell the 
hour of our death, save only one, and that is where we have 
some fatal disease about us which they discover, and from which 
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they reason, 88 any doctor would from the same premises, that 
ere long it must terminate life. How often do our doctors th11S 
prophesy by the sick bed I-and I have never yet found any rear 
son for supposing that Spirits can do any more. So much they 
donbtless can do ; when seeing the actual reality of an existing 
disease, they reason 88 to its termination, and they do more in 
this respect than mortals can, only when-aa is often the case
thQt obtain a better knowledge of the diseaae existing within 
us. 

Still, you and your friend may ask whether that may not ho 
her case? Of course, I can not say with certainty, nor can she 
unless she has made of the Spirit who prophecied, the inquiries 
which I before mentioned as those she ought to have made. 

But I will express my opinion that she is not thus affiicted 
with any diseas~ to justify any each prophecy, and simply because 
of the source through which the prophecy comes. Mrs. P***** 
has prophesied so many things that have never come to pass, 
that prophecy through her is a great farce, and no one acquainted 
with her mediumship would give it one moment's heed. 

Still yon ask : Why should she indulge in false prophecy to 
her own mortification? I will tell you. She has medial powers 
and Spirits can speak through her. But she has very little men· 
tal culture or mental discipline. She understands none of 
the laws governing the intercourse, and exercises no control over 
it. On the other hand, she gives herself pasSively up to the in· 
fluence, and lets it do what it pleases with her, and of course it 
runs away with her. Sh& is a public medium for pay ; all kinds 
of people go to her, and she thus surrounds herself by all sorts 
of inflnences. She might control the consequences, if she bad 
been taught how, but she thinks she must be passive to the in
fluence when it comes, whatever it is, and the consequence is that 
her mediumsbip is shorn of ita usefulness and is quite as frequently 
doing wrong as right. She thus makes herself accessible t-0 fool. 
ish or mischievous, or malevolent Spirits, who do commune through 
her, and cause her to say and do many unwise and injurious 
things. 

Now it is very likely that some such Spirit was present wheu 
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your friend was at Mrs. P*****'s, and seeing her wonder at it 1L~ 
was disposed to amuse himself at her expense. Yon will find 
here in life, people who will do just so, ancl get up a little fun for 
themselves without thinking of, or caring for, the hurt they do 
others. So it was with this Spirit. He meant to have some sport in 
frightening the woman, but he did not dream it would go so far. 
He is now sorry enough for ii. But he can not correct the evil 
be has done, and to him it has been a severe lesson by which he 
will profit, and by which also your friend may profit ; for while 
the incident teaches the Spirit how wrong it is thus to sport with 
the happiness of others, it may teach your friend to beware of 
that credulity which misleads so many, and which causes them to 
jump to conclusions before they have obtained knowledge enough 
to form correct ones. 

Spiritualism is like everything else connected with man : pro
perly guided and governed by his intelligence, it is a means of 
happiness and advancement to him; ungoverned or mi!iguided, 
it injures or destroys. Fire, left alone in its fury, is a destl"oying 
element; cared for and governed, it is a valuable servant to man. 
The water that bears us along on its bosom, may drown us un
lesss we take care. So it is with spiritual intercouse. Governed 
and directed wisely, it is indeed a blessing. Misguided it may do 
rr.uch mischief. Man's freedom is to choose which form of it he 
will have. 

In the mean time, it is a pity that any medium should permit 
herself to be used for hurtful purposes. .As mediumship is the re-
suit of physical rather than moral organization, the remedy is in 
a great measure in the hands of the medium alone. Others can 
not prevent mediumship. We can, however, do something to 
restrain its power of doing mischief. The accompanying words 
in the SPmrruAL TELEGRAPH of the 19th of December, will show 
you what the friends here have deemed it necessary to do in Mrs. 
P*****'s case : 

"The manifestations by or through Mrs. Harriet P*****, lately 
have been so changed and questionable that we feel called on to 
diaclaim any supposed indorsement of her present Spirit-medium
llrlp." 
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Now if you will be so good as to present these views to your 
friend, and bid her be of good cheer, for she haa much happiness 
and a large sphere of usefulness in store for her, and let me know 
what is her condition after thie, I will be much obliged to you. 

Yours ever, J. "\V. EDMONDS~ 

JUDGE EDMONDS: 
---, January 221 1858. 

Dear Sir,-Yours of the 3rd and 7th were received, also the 
pamphlets; and in behalf of my friend, for the relief it bas given 
her, as well as explaining some of the phenomena which have 
hitherto been a mystery to me, we are all under great obligations. 
In fact, like your legal friend and correspondent of the pamphlets, 
I little expected you would devote at least so much time and pains 
in answer to my letter, presuming your standing among the advo
catt s of Spiritualism in the United States must necessal'ily favour 
and 8ometimes affiict you with a very extensive correspondence. 

I have delayed replying to yours thus long, that I might report 
the effect on Mrs. --- (as I shall call my friend, as she would 
rather not have her name given in full). 

Previous to, and at the time of, my writing to you, she earnestly 
persisted that the prophecy had no effect upon her, and was not the 
cause of her melancholy, and I am very much of the opinion that 
she believed what she said. But since reading your very kind 
letters there has been so decided a change in her countenance and 
general appearance, aa to be observable to all acquainted with her. 
And not only have her spirits been improved, but her general 
health also, which had materially suffered, haa materially improYed. 

It was, in fact, as much the bodily disease as the mental which 
I sought to relieve, and the one depended so much on the other, 
I thought it the most desirable course to treat both together; and 
although not a practising physician, but an oculist, I usually 
prescribe treatment for most of the physical debilities of my own 
family. But I really deem your prescription deserving far the 
moat credit in her case. 

Another effect your letter haa had, viz., to direct her and me, and 
J>erhaps through us, others, to a more satisfactory and reasonable 
.explanation of the phenomena of Spiritualism. Mrs. --- told 
my wife that on that subject her mind was greatly relieved and 
many difficulties explained away; Md that on her return to New 
York she should pay you a visit, by which you see that she herself 
is now convinced of the unhappiness caused by the prophecy. 

• • • • • 
Yours truly, ----
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SPIRITU .A.LISM, 
AS DEMONSTRATED 

BY .ANCIENT AND MODERN HISTORY. 

Where is truth to be found ? Such is the demand which 
~omes up from thousands to whose attention the marvels or 
~piritual intercourse are presented. It was once said to me 
by one of profound knowledge and distinguished character 
" Oh 'l'ruth I Truth I what is truth ? So difficult to find 011 

earth, is it equally difficult to know what is truth in heaven ?" 
If it be true that man is the creature of progression-if it 

is indeed his destiny to advance Mward forever in knowledge 
as well as in love and purity-then it must of necessity be a 
gradual process to obtain knowledge. Man's power of obtain
ing and receiving it must be ever variant and ever changiitg, 
and there must be conditions in his existence in which his ca
pacity to receive it must be imperfect. Behold hew slow has 
been the progress among mankind of many truths now impli· 
citly received I Centuries passed after the annunciation of 
the true principle of the planetary system before it was em
braced. Hundreds of years elapsed before Aristotle's philoso
phy of the syllogism gave way to Bacon's wiser philosophy of 
induction. The same .law obtains m moral as in natural sci
ence. How slow was man's advance to the idea of one God, 
instead of a host of deities, and how long even after that, and 
through what difficulties. the tenet of his own immortalitr 
straggled into existence in hls own consciousness I 

Truth is like water-though the clement remains ever tho 
same, it assumes the form of the vessel into which it is poured; 
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SPIRITUALISM, AS DEMONSTRATEL' 

nnd man's capacity to receive it, so long as it is less than in· 
finite, must affect its advent to him. 

Our search after truth must then be painful and toilsome. 
We must dig for our diamonds, amid the rubbish of darkness, 
ignorance, and imbecility, well assured by all experience that 
the reward of all our persistent and patient search is ever cer
tain in the end. 

It is amid such considerations that we ask, what is the truth 
in respect to communion between the Spirits of mortals who 
have passed beyond the grave, and men yet living upon earth r 

The question is most important to us, for thus can be re
vealed to us what is the future condition of existence into 
which we are to be ushered, and how we can make our earth 
life most available as a preparation for the next. .And thus 
alone can this work be done ; for it is only through man that 
it ever has been, or ever can be, revealed to man. In vain do 
we reach forth a beseeching hand to nature for the revelation. 
It has spoken for ages-animate and inanimate-without dis
closing to us what is the vast future that is awaiting us. ' It is 
through the attributes or humanity, and to them alone, that 
the knowledge can be addressed, and man must depend upon 
his fellow-man for his enlightenment on this most momentous 
of topics. 

Behold, then, how imperfectly the truth must approach us 
-how imperfect is our capacity to receive it, and how our 
pathway must be beset with anxiety, doubt, and error ! What 
then? Shall we abandon the pursuit because it is difficult ? 
Shall we cast away the whole product of the mine because the 
dust and rubbish predominate over the glittering metal ? The 
truth comes to us surrounded with obscurity and enveloped in 
mystery and ignorance. What shall we do with it ? Toil for 
it like wisc.JUen, or reject it like fools ? 

For my part, I choose to continue the search, and in the ex· 
ecution of that purpose I will lead your minds on this occa
sion to a rapid survey of the past, in the confident belief that 
amid the dust of ages, in which we must grope, \ve can 'find 
the jewel of great price. Our glance must necessarily be ra-
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pid and general, for the limits of such a discourse will allow 
it to be nothing more than an index only to more minute re
searches by yourselves. 

I say, then, that the truth of spiritual intercourse is proved 
by sacred history-by profane history-by the universal belief 
of mankind in all ages-by personal observation-by an un
limited amount of human testimony-and by the opinions of 
the wise und the good who have lived before us. 

Sacred history embraces not merely Christianity, but all the 
religions ever known among men, and, I believe none has ever 
yet been believed which has not recognized a sensible, pal· 
pable communion between mortal man and the unseen intelli· 
g:ence which peoples the future. 

This is particularly true of the Christian religion, and the 
Bible, whence it is derived, is full of it. 

"An angel appeared to Hagar, (Gen. 16;) three, in the shape of men, ap· 
peared to Abraham, (Gen. 18 ;) and two to Lot, (Gen. 19.) One called 
to Hagar, (Gen. 21 ;) and to Abraham, (Gen. 22 ;) one spake to Jacob in 
a dream, (Gen. 31 ;) one appeared to Moses, (Exodus 3 ;) one went before 
the camp of Israel, (Exodus 14 ;) one met Balaam by the way, (Numbers 
22 ;) one spake to all the children of Israel, (Judges 2 ;l one spake to Gid· 
eon, (Judges 6 ;) and to the wife of Manoah, (Judges 13 ;) one appeared 
to Elijah, (1 Kings 19 ;) one stood by the threshing-floor of Ornan, (1 
Chron. 21 ;) one talked with Zachariah, (Zach. 1 ;) one appeared to the 
two Marys at the sepulcher, (Matt. 28 ;) one foretold the birth of John the 
Baptist, (Luke 1 :) one appeared to the Virgin Mary, (Ibid;) to the shep
herds, (Luke 2 ;) 'one opened the door of Peter's prisou, (Acts 5 ;) two 
were seen by Jesus, Peter, and James, and John, (Lukc9 ;) and one spake 
to John the Evangelist, (Rev. 22.) 

"It will not do to say these were angels-a distinct order of beings from 
nan, for those seen by the apostles were Moses and Elias, and that seen 
by John, though called by him an angel, avowed himself to be bis fellow. 
servant, and ' one of bis br11thren the prophets.' " 

In Fetichism, the lowest order of religion received by men, 
where "stocks and stones" are the primary objects of worship, 
the connection between the visible and the invisible worlds is 
ever recognized-dimly, faintly, to be sure, but ever recognized 
as a reality. 

In Brahmanism, the avatars of their Vishnu, or God the 
preserver, embrace the idea of his repeated visits to man, and 
there is taught the constant interference in human affairs of 
minor intelligences, numbering, I think, some 330,000,000. 
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Jn Lamaism the continual personal presence of the Unseen, 
in their Grand Lama, is recognized. 

And in MoltammedaniS11t, it is a tenet that from the birth to 
the grave two Spirits are ever in attendance on each mortal in 
his earth-life. 

Thus, in all the religions ever known among men, and in all 
now recognized upon earth, the idea embraced in the belief of 
spiritual intercourse is taught and received. 

But we are not confined to religious history for the idea-it 
is found in some form in the profane history of the world, and 
in the universal belief of mankind in all ages. 

In the early days of Paganism, those whom we recognize as 
the Spirits of departed inhabitants of the earth, were worshiped 
as deities. They were clothed with human attributes ; they 
were often but deified men ; they were not superior to, but 
were controlled by, nature's laws ; they worked miracles ; they 
interfered in human affairs, and communed directly with the 
living. That religion did indeed acknowledge the existence of 
Fate as superior to their divinities, but it recognized no great 
God of all. In their blindness, and, perhaps, to the extent of 
their capacity to understand, the Pagan world worshipped the 
unseen intelligence that was nearest and most palpable to them, 
and whose presence, ever in their midst, they most fully re
alized. 

This spiritual presence, which they thus recognized, though 
tainted, as we now receive it, with human infirmities, was yet 
in their conception ever benign in its character, and not male
volent or evil. 

Some two thousand years ago, while the whole world, except 
Judea, was Pagan, came Zoroaster as the reformer of the reli
gion of the East, and by him was taught " the doctrine of an 
eternal Spirit of good, and an eternal Spirit of evil, with a vast 
number of inferior good and bad genii." 

Through his teachings, and by means of their association 
with the Assyrians, and not from their book of the law-for, 
except in the poem of Job, the existence of a Devil is scarcely 
mentioned in the Old Testament-the Jews added to their beo 
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BY ANCIENT AND MODERN HISTORY. 1 

lief in one God and in the communion with angels, the belief 
in a Spirit of evil, as represented in one great master Spirit, 
and in many lesser ones. 

Jesus of Nazareth, the founder of the Christian religion, 
found this belief in devils fast rooted in the Jewish faith at 
his advent to earth. It had not its origin with him. He 
found it there, and recognized it as a truth. He superadded 
to the advance which mankind had already made in their 
knowledge on this subject, the knowledge how man could over
come that Spirit of evil, and how cast it out from his midst. 
Christianity took up the idea, and bore it along the stream of 
time. It taught that devils could work miracles, and were· 
ever present influencing man. It taught, during the three first . 
centuries of the Christian era, that upon every child born on 
earth, a demon was ever attendant, and fear of the invisible 
power was the great instrument by which the priesthood ruled 
the people. Born among Judaism and Paganism-taking its 
hue in some degree from both-teaching that the Pagan di
vinities were devils, and that devils were an eternal Spirit of 
evil-Christianity worked more on the sentiment of terror than. 
of affection. Hence, in every convulsion of nature, in the 
pestilence that walked at noon-day, and in individual suffering 
and degradation, the early Christians acknowledged the ever
abiding presence of fallen angels, at the same time that they 
recognized the daily communion of the saints-the Spirits of 
just men made perfect. So wide-spread was this belief in this 
evil presence, and so baneful its influence, that one of the fa. 
there of the church, St. Augustin, as early as the sixth cen- ' 
tury, found it necessary to attempt to mitigate the evil, if noe 
to eradicate the idea. 

Behold, then, how man had progressed in this respect, up to 
the third century, when Christianity became an acknowledged 
religion. It was universally acknowledged that Spirits from 
beyond the grave did commune with the earth's inhabitants, 
and interfere in human affairs ; that they were both good and 
evil, and that man had power over tbem. But what was the 
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extent of that power, and what the limit of the capacity of the 
surrounding Spirits for good or evil, was as yet unknown. 

In this condition of human belief ages rolled on, fear being 
the sentiment most predominant in respect to Spirit-influence, 
and the teachers of the people affording no relief, but adding 
superstition and bigotry to the burden, impelled by their own 
ignorance and the strong temptation of using fear as the in
strument of cementing their power. 

Then came the invasion of the barbarians of the north of 
Europe, bringing with it all the wild superstitions of Druid-

1 ism, and a firm belief in man's immortality and communion 
with the unseen world. That invasion repelled Paganism, 
with all its knowledge, and all its Grecian and Roman refine· 
ment, and. embraced Christianity as most consonant with its 
own belief. And from this source flowed what we call the 
"dark ages," when ignorance and superstition settled like a dark 
pall upon Christendom, and the belief in the abiding presence 
of the Spirit-world was universal, affecting all parties, and in
fluencing all of human action. Religion made the belief 
blindly superstitious, because religion was ignorant. All-per
vading and perverted to selfish purposes, it assumed the form 
of alchemy, astrology, magic, and witchcraft. The absurdities 
of the Romish Paganism and the euperetitions of the barbari· 
ans were interwoven with it, and man's terror in vain re· 
sorted to persecution to eradicate it ; and during a period of 
three centuries, hundreds of thousands of victims fell a sac
rifice. 

But out of this persecution sprang the most important idea 
-that man was himself individually responsible for the influ
ence which it exerted over and through him. Hence it wa11 
that so many were slain for being possessed, and it was only 
through this immense suffering that the mighty truth was born, 
that man is indeed himself responsible for the influence which 
the Spirit-world may exercise over him. 

Let us pause a moment and behold the progress made up to 
the fourteenth century, and we will see that while ignorance, 
blindness, bigotry and superstition have walked hand-in·hand 
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to and fro on the earth, human knowledge also advanced with 
equal strides. We have been in the habit of looking upon the 
crusades, which for three centuries poured the population of 
Europe upon Asia, and whitened the plains of Syria with the 
bones of expiring millions, and all for the inconsiderable pur
pose of wresting the birth-place of Jesus from the possession 
of the infidel, as the maddest display of useless fanaticism that 
the history of the world can produce. Yet, standing at this 
distance from that era, we can see how that insane enthu
siasm, as we call it, was the means, under Providence, 
of arresting the onward progress of Mohammedanism, which, 
in its more intense fanaticism, having swept over Asia and 
Africa, was treading on the verge of Christendom, and threaten
ing its subjugation. So, amid the darkness and persecution 
which for centuries attended the belief in Spirit-intercourse, we 
can see how the weighty truth was promulgated to man, that he 
could control it and was responsible for its action, and how he 
was being prepared for its advent on earth. 

Thus came, as the product of ages of experience, the beliet 
in Spirit-intercourse-that it was for good and for evil, that we 
can govern it, and that wc are responsible for its action. 

But when that idea of man's responsibility was fully re
ceivecJ, it was for a while fearful in its effects, and culminated 
in the fifteenth century. It was then that Pope Innocent 
VIII promulgated his Bull against Witchcraft, and a council 
of cardinals, appointed by him, sent forth to the world "The 
Hammer of Witchcraft," in which was minutely detailed all 
the signs by which the possession could be detected, and how 
~he victims should be tried and punished. Thousands upon 
thousands perished in consequence. No class or condition of 
society was exempt from the persecution. Received as a 
dogma of the religion, even Popes complained that their coun· 
ails were bewitched, and the highest in rank found it difficult 
to escape the charge when pointed by malevolence and directed 
by superstition. 

This state of things, terrible as it was, was yet a wise dis
pensation, for out of its very extremity grew man's emancipa-
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10 PPIRITUALISM, AS DEMONSTRATED 

tion from the superstition which had so long tyrannized over 
his faith in spiritual intercourse. All classes being in danger, 
had a common interest of opposition, and all classes-clergy 
and laity-soon manifested their hostility. Writers of every 
condition warred upon the prevailing belief, and in spite of 
papal mandates, the clergy began to speak out. The pcndu· 
lum, disturbed from its perpendicular, vibrated far on the other 
side, and it soon became the fashion to seize upon the absur· 
dities which had once been credited, and arguing from their 
impossibility, deny in toto, not only witchcraft, magic, astrol· 
ogy, and alchemy, with all their extravagances, but even the 
possibility of any intercourse with the unseen Spirit-world. 

Thus Christendom progressed, until at the end of the 
eighteenth century was inaugurated the age of unbelief, when 
the goddess of Reason was worshipped, instead of the benefi. 
cent Father, and it was regarded as indicative of ignorance 
and weakness to believe even in the possibility of communion 
with the dead._ 

Such has been the progress of mankind in their dealing with 
this great idea which we embrace, and prominent in all that 
progress has been the priesthood, lagging behind the advance
ment of the age, and hanging like an incubus on its progress 
Out of that progres!i our age has emerged, with this mighty 
movement springing up simultaneously in all parts of the 
earth, and leading its millions in captivity. What shall we do 
with it? And where shall we fiy for refuge ? Shall it be 
amid the devotion of Paganism, worshiping the creature rather 
than the Creator? Shall it be in the age of superstition, 
trembling with horror at its manifestation? Shall it be in 
the era of alchemy and astrology, with all their absurdities? 
Shall it be in the time of persecution, acknowledging respon
sibility, but ignorant of our control? Shall it be in the period 
of infidelity, when with our lips we deny that which the im· 
mortal instinct within us compels us to recogni~ ? Or shall i~ 
be in the reign of reason, when we may know that now, as of 
old, the Spirits of the dead may commune with us; that we 
are responsible for its influence~ that we can control it, and cal'J 
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learn how to do so P Is there no medium for us between blind 
fai.th and knowledge P between fanaticism and infidelity~ be· 
tween superstition and reason? Can we, amid this deluge of 
time, find no Ararat on which our ark may rest, nnd whence we 
may send forth our dove to return with its olive branch, rather 
than the raven to perish amid the desert waste of wat.ers, and 
return no more ? 

Let us, however, ever bear in mind that amid nll the dis· 
couragements, difficulties and errors that attend our researches, 
the truth can be found by the persevering investigator. Truth 
and error are, in mortal life, ever mingled together, and it 
is the part of wisdom to separate them, and not reject the 
truth, because error often sits down beside it and assumes its 
guise. 

The causes which give error so much predominance, are fre· 
quently to be found in ourselves. The philosopher, inflated by 
the idea of his own superior knowledge, nnd to increase the 
reverence for himself, is often apt to disgui•e and conceal the 
truths he has discovered. Partially succeeding only in his re· 
searches, he hastily jumps to a conclusion and pauses not for 
the maturity of his discoveries; and dreading the persecu· 
tion which so often attends the announcement of a new truth, 
he is frequently tempted to suppress or deny it, ThePe pro· 
positions are as true in moral as in natural science, and we can 
be cheered in our investigations, into the truths of E'piritual 
knowledge, by the experience cf the past 

Roger Bacon, six hundred years ago . amid the absurdities 
and credulity of magic, claimed the power to raise thunder, 
control the lightning, and create rain. With him it was un· 
tried theory, but realized in part by our Franklin, who dis. 
armed the lightning of its destructiveness, and by our Morse, 
who, making it an instrument of transmitting thought, has 
bound it to the car of our knowledge, and mnde it an obedient 
vassal to the supremacy of human intellect. Lord Bacon, over 
two hundred years ago, shadowed forth the steam engine. 
Astrology, which long preyed upon human credulity, yet 
taused so many observations of the heavenly bodies, that the 
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12 SPIRITUALISM, AS DEMONSTRATED 

thought enunciated by Pythagoras six hundred years before 
Christ, was fully born under the auspices of Galileo two thou· 
sand years afterward. Van Helmont, in his blind search for 
the elixir of life, found the spirits of hartsborn, and Paracel· 
cus discovered laudanum. The pursuit of the philosopher's 
stone, or the art of making gold, added to chemistry many of 
its most valued truths. Gunpowder came in an anagram, and 
the Kaleidoscope slumbered for two centuries in Baptista 
Porta's natural magic. 

These great truths, buried amid the rubbish of the.past, have 
in our day, and guided by our spirit of intelligent and manly 
inquiry, sprung into active and effective existence. Admon
ished by these things, may we not, out of the credulity and 
superstition of former times, find the truth as to spiritual in
tercourse? Nay, have we not already found it? Let the 
history of the last two centuries answer. 

In two ancient works lately falling under my notice, (Dr. 
John Dee's Dealings with Spirits, published in 1659; and 
Glanvil's Sadducismus Triumphatus, published in 1681,) I 
have found an account of manifestations two hundred and three 
hundred years since, identical with those of to-day. The faith 
of the Methodists under Wesley, and of the Quakers under 
George Fox, waii inaugurated one hundred years ago, under 
the same influence. The manifestations through Swedenborg in 
the last century, were of the same character. The thirty years' 
war which attended the reformation under Luther and Me
lancthon, was accompanied by a lively display of the same 
power. The preaching mania, which so much disturbed bo_th 
the church and the government in Sweden in 1842, was the 
same as our trance-mediumship. And now modern Spiritual
ism, much contemned as it is, bas within the last ten years 
sprung up in all parts of the earth, everywhere bearing the 
sanie characteristics, under circumstances which absolutely 
preclude all idea of collusion-often betrayed but never ex
posed; defying the utmost severity of investigation to which 
human ingenuity can subject it; calling to its aid, thousands 
;,f intelligent witnes1ns; invoking human testimony, which no 
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11ne mind can disregard; and establishing a marvel unsur~ 
passed in the history of mankind; namely, the marvel of inani
mate matter moving witliout mortal contact, and displaying in
t.elligence, and that intelligence embracing a knowledge of the 
alphabet, of reading, writing and arithmetic; speaking in many 
~ngues, and reading human thought, and revealing to us what 
purports to be the Spirit life, with details which no imagina
tion can fabricate. 

Now, may we not ask, whence comes this, and what pro· 
duccs it?. 

The man of science denounces it as superstition, the man of 
the world calls it delusion, and the religionist characterizes it 
as satanic. We, on the other hand, insist that wa must be
lieve the evidence of our senses, and the deductions of our rea
son-that we can not reject the overwhelming evidence that is 
all around us. We insist that there is no other hypothesis but 
that of spiritual intercourse which can give any solution to the 
phenomena we behold. And we insist that there is a power 
now at work in our very midst, capable of producing marvel
ous results, which is well worthy the investigation of the 
learned, rather than their scoffs and sneers. 

If in these claims we are beside ourselves, we have at leasl 
the consolation of knowing that we err in the company of the 
good and the wise of past ages. A few illustrations will show 
this. 

Socratea says : " The cause of this is that which you have 
often and in many places heard me mention ; because I am 
moved by a certain divine and spiritual influence, which also 
Melitus through mockery has set out in the indictment. This 
began with me from childhood, being a kind of voice which, 
when present, always diverts me from what I am about to do, 
but never urges me on. But this duty, as I said, has been en
joined me by the Deity, by oracles, by dreams, and by every 
mode by which any other divine decree has ever enioined any· 
thing for man to do. "-O<rry's Works of Plato, Apology of 
SocraJ,es. 

Cicero says: "Now, as far as I know, there is no nation 
whatever, however polished and learned, or however barbarou 
and uncivilized, which does not believe it possible that future 
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events may be indicated, understood, and predicted by certain 
persons."-De Divinatione, lib. 1 

Pope, besides his Essay on Man, writes: " I shall dE>pend 
on your constant friendship, like the trust we have in benevo. 
lent Spirits, who, though wo never hear or see them, we think 
are constantly praying for us.'1 

Dryden writes : 
" The mighty ghosts of our grent lfat"l'Ys rose, 

And armed Edwn.rds looked with nnxious eyes." 

Milton says : 
"Millions of Spirits walk tho world unseen 

Both when we wake and when we sleep : 
There execute their airy purposes 
And works of love and enmity fulfill.'~ 

Addison writes: " At the same time, I think, a person who 
is thus terrified with the imagination of ghosts and specters 
much more reasonable than one who, contrary to the reports 
of all historians, sacred and profane, ancient and modern, and 
to the traditions of all nations, thinks the appearance of Spirits 
fabulous and groundless. Could .I not give myself up to this 
general testimony of mankind, I should to tho revelations of 
varticular persons, who are now livin~, and whom I can not 
Jistrust in other matters of fact. I m1~ht here add, that not 
only the historians, to whom wo may jom the poets, but like
wise the philosophers of antiquity, have favored this opinion." 
-Spectator, No. 110, July 6, 1711. 

Johnson writes: "That the dead are seen no more," said 
Imlac, " I will not undertake to maintain against the concur
l'ent and unvaried testimony of all ages and &11 nations .. There 
is no people, rude or learned, among whom apparitions of the 
dead are not related and believed. This op~nion, which per
haps prevails as far as human nature is diffused, could become 
universal only by its truth; those that never heard of one 
another would not have agreed in a tale which nothing but ex
perience can make credible. That it is doubted by single 
cavilers can very little weaken the general evidence, and some 
who deny it with their tongues, confess it by their fears. 11-

Rasdas, chap. 3 L 
Josephus writes: "Glaphyra, the daughter of King Arcbe

laus, after the death of her two first husbands, (being married 
to a third, who was brother to her first husband,) had a verJ 
odd kind of dream. She fancied that she saw her first bus· 
band coming toward her, and that she embraced him with 
great tendernesw. When in the midst of the pleasure whioll 
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the e1:pret1sed at the sight of him, he reproached her after the 
following" manner : Glaphyra, says he, thou hast made good 
the old saying, that women are not to be trusted. Was not I 
the husband of thy virginity? Have I not children by thee? 
How couldst thou forget our loves so far as to enter into a 
c;econd marriage, and after that into a third-nay, to take for 
thy husband a man who has so shamelessly crept iuto the bed 
of his brother? However, for the sake of our past loves, I 
shall free thee from thy present reproach, and make thee mino 
for ever. Glaphyra told this dream to several women of hei' 
acquaintance, and died soon after. 

"I thought this story might :i~ be impertinent in this place, 
wherein I speak of tho&e kings. Beside, that the example 
deserves to be taken notice of, as it contains a most certain 
proof of the immortality of the soul and of Divine Providence. ·, 
If any man thinks these facts incredible, let him enjoy his 
own opinion to himself, but let him not endeavor to disturb 
the belief of others, who by instances of this nature are excited 
to the study of virtue."-Antiquities of the Jews, li1'. 11, ch.15, 
see. 4, 5. 

Cornelius Agrippa, (says D'Israeli, vol. 6, p. 55,) before Le 
wrote his Vanity of the Arts and Sciences, in the sixteenth 
century, intended to reduce into a system and method the SC· 

crct of communicating with Spirits and demons. On good 
authority, that of Porphyrus, Psellus, Plotinus, Iamblicus
and on better, were it necessary to allege it-he was well as· 
sured that the upper regions of the air swarmed with what the 
Greeks called daimones, just as our lower atmosphere is full 
of birds, our waters with fish, and our earth of insect&. 

Yet of these worthies Socrates was condemned to death, 
because he corrupted the youth of Athens with hie \mmortal . 
truths; Pope was persecuted as an infidel, for a work which 
far outstripped his age, and is hardly yet acknowledr,ed; and 
Agrippa, though learned enough to speak eight langunges, and 
uniformly benevolent and kind, was universally avoided, and 
barely escaped the fagot. Where, indeed, is truth to be found 
except amid difficulty and error ? 

And now let us pause yet once again, and ask what is i' 
that .the opponents of our faith demand ? 

They ask us to yield to their opinion, against the universal 
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belier of m1nkind in all ages; against the teachings of sacred 
history of all religions ; against the testimony of profane his
tory as to all nations; against human testimony which the 
human intellect can not disregard: against the evidence of our 
own senses, without which we coll'id not Jive ; and against the 
opinions of the wise and the good in many ages. ' 

Nay, they ask even yet more. They demand that we ae· 
knowledge that man has attained the end of his knowledge of 
the works and the word of God, and that, though in former 
times and placea He has once and RgaiB spoken to man through 
His ministering Spirits, He can not, and will not, thus speak to 
him again ; that the glory which once descended and Mt be· 
tween the wings of the Cherubim, bas faded alike from the 
sight and the memory of man ; that the light which once 
ohone on Mount Sinai is extinguished, and forever I Can this 
be so? 

No, my Mends, it is not; it can not be. If thel'e is faith 
to be placed in human testimony-if the past can speak its les· 
sons of wisdom to the present ; if it is the destiny of man to 
move onward ever in the pathway of knowledge-we must be· 
lieve that the Spirits of the departed do commune with us ; 
that a power has entered into our midst and abides with ul!, 

which we yet may know; and which can work marvelous thing• 
in the sight of God and angels ; and we may be well assured 
that the time is not distant, though it may not be in my day 
nor in yours, when the work whioh has been begun so feebly in 
the present, will be finished in the future hy elevating us, both 
physically and morally, yet nigher and nigher to Him who haa 
weated us in His l)Wn image . 

New York, October 13, 1873. 
Ma. JAMES BuaNs.-Dear Sii;,-In searching yesterday for a. par

ticular paper among the accumulation of spiritual matter of over 
twenty years, I came across a paper I had forgotten a.11 about. 
. It waa given in connection with my Tract No. 9-" Spiritualism as 
Demonstrated from Ancient and Modem History." I would have 
published it with that tract in my last edition, if I had been aware of 
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its existence, and I now send it to you to do so in any edition of the 
"Tracts" which you may publish, if you deem it worth while to do 
eo.-Yours, J. w. EDUONDS. 

I send you the paper precisely as it was written fourteen years ago. 

ADDITION TO TRACT No. 9. 

February 6, 1859. 
I was to lecture this morning at Dodworth Academy, and was 

spending last evening in meditating on the topic of my discourse. 
The subject was to be "Spiritualism as Demonstrated by Ancient 
and Modern History," and my purpose was to show that the belief 
in spiritual intercourse was as old as the history of man. 

I sat alone in my room in my meditations until about half-past 
eleven o'clock at night, when my spiritual attendants admonished 
me that it was time to retire to bed. I at once turned my atten
tion from the subject of my discourse, and received an invitation 
that I might behold how I was attended spiritually if I desired. 
I assented, of course, and instantly my spirit-sight was opened; so 
suddenly was this done, that I saw my surroundings even before 
they were ready for me. 

It was evidently intended to present my spirit-companions to 
me, arranged before me in a semi-circle, where I could see them 
all at a gJ,.ance, and when I beheld them there were two or three 
spirits standing prominently before me, a.lid others were hastening 
to arrange themselves in a semi-circle on both sides of me. I 
gave but a glance at the hul'l')'ing crowd, for my attention was 
most attracted to the two or three immediately before me. 

Most prominent among them was Swedenborg. He seemed 
standing on a bank of clouds, and enveloped in a mellow.golden 
light. From him and that light there beamed strong emotions of 
affection, which seemed to spread all around him. Leaning on his 
left shoulder, partly retiring behind, as if to conceal her emotion, 
was my wife, and directly behind them our two children. On 
their right I saw my father, my mother, my sister, my brother, 
and many others. My brother died forty years ago at the age of 
seventeen, and memory has always aseociated him in my mind 
with the idea of a young man, with all the hilarity of youth. He 
now appeared as a man of mature age, grave, and deep thinking. 
My sister, who died twenty years ago, over forty years of age, 
appeared with the shrinking timidity of girlhood. My father had 
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thrown off the indifference which had attended his earlier years 
in the spirit-life, nnd appeared now, the prompt, energetic, and 
active man that he was on earth in the days of his manhood. 

I saw all this at a glance, ·and turning to the other side of the 
semi-circle, I saw in the ranks, Washington, Franklin, Isaac T. 
Hopper, the philanthropist, and others, around whom the light 
was of a more silvery hue, indicating a predominance of wisdom 
or intellect. 

On their left I saw Clay, Webster, Calhoun, N. B. Blunt (& 
brother lawyer), and others ; and around them the light assumed 
a crimson tinge. 

As I cast my eyes around the circle, I perceived Voltaire stand
ing on the right of Swedenborg, and my father-in-law on his left, 
near his daughter. 

I nowhere saw Bacon, but I felt him standing by my side, & 

little behind me on my left, but so close to me in person and in 
sympathy, that it seemed as if I felt every throb of emotion in 
him. 

Behind the front rank, and hovering in the air overhead, I be
held many other spirits, and the number was constantly increasing; 
for it seemed that the wo1•d had gone forth, and called to the spot 
all who are interested in the great work in which we are engaged. 
The crowd soon became immense-tier was piled on tier of human 
heads, and I seemed to. be in a vast assembl8<,"'0 of persons or 
different sexes and conditions, but mainly of the same stage of 
development. 

While the crowd was thus assembling, I perceived the advent 
on the scene of the bright and beautiful spirit whom I have 
heretofore described as presiding over that community. He ap
peared a little above and behind Swedenborg, and with a dazzling 
brightness that once I could not have endured the sight of. He 
was attended by many others of equal splendour, and he surveyed 
the scene with a mild and gentle look of intelligence. 

He bade my wife come up to him, for to her, he said, were 
they chiefly indebted for the occasion, and her place was by his 
side, where she could overlook the whole scene. She hesitated, 
and was reluctant to refoe from near me at such a moment. He 
repeated his request, and she went to him. As she approached 
him she sank at his feet, overpowered with her emotions, and 
bmied her face in her hands. I saw plainly what she felt. It 
was this-"He loves me still and first of all-for I saw that amid 
this dazzling scene, amid all that was calculated to awaken and 
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gratify the old ambition that was ever predominant in him, his 
look was first and moat frequent on me." 

Her emotion affected me, and regardless of all around me, my 
eye and thoughts were most on her. And I saw in the deep 
silenee of that vast multitude, the deep respect they paid to the 
love which thus lives beyond the grave. 

But it would not do for me to indulge in such emotions too 
long-, for I was interrupting the purposes of the meeting, and 
turned my attention to the scene around me. 

It was said to me-by whom I did not notice-" Behold how deep 
the interest felt in the spirit-world in the work in which you are 
engaged. Behold here around you the · wise and the good of 
former agea, who have been aiding you on this, as on other occa
sions. Behold, too, the reward prepared for those who fight the 
good fight of. faith, and finish their work. Be then of good cheer, 
and despond not that you are falling short of what might be 
done. We are here surrounded by the evidences of what has been 
accomplished, and you too may behold them here, though hidden 
from your mortal view on earth." 

I saw then, approaching from a far distance, a long procession 
of spirits of persons who had died within the last ten years, and 
to whom, in life, the light of this new dispensation had been 
imparted in a greater or less degree. 

They were of all ages, sexes, and conditions, and in different 
stages of development, and they advanced in long procession, and 
swept across the scene directly in front of me. They · had the 
general idea. that they were called together for some purpose 
connected with the dawn of this new, era on earth; but they had 
no very definite idea of what that purpose was. 

They saw not the crowd of spirits around me, but they felt and 
recognised the happifying and elevating effect of their influence. 
They were all conscious of my presence. Some were enough 
advanced to comprehend how I was there, and as they rapidly 
passed they greeted me with cheerful smiles. Others wondered 
whether I were dead, and why, if I were, they had not known it; 
or if I were not, how it was that I was there? But in them all I 
saw new hope and energy springing up, and renewed confidence 
that all would yet be well with their efforts to redeem those 
whom they had left behind. 

I saw, as they passed, a. new light dawn on the scene. It was a. 
pale, but very clear green light, indicative of hope, and seemed to 
emanate from the spot where I stood. It continued to poqr 
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during the residue of the vision, and often illumined parts of the 
scene which were otherwise obscure. 

When these had passed, I perceived off at my right a com
motion, where I observed were Madame Donnelly, the nun of the 
Sacred Heart, my niece, Sarah Keyes, my daughter, my grand
daughter, Libby, now grown to quite a young woman, my sister
in-law, Charlotte, and other females. On looking intently in that 
direction, I beheld in the distance "Childhood's Home;" and the 
females I have mentioned had conveyed to those little ones the 
idea that something was happening that would the sooner bring 
their fathera and mothers and sisters and brothers to them. 

The children came in great numbers towards where I was
flying through the air like the canary bird, and crying as they 
hurried along, in great glee, "Father's coming," "mother's coming," 
"sister's coming," &c. 

I had all along observed that off at my left, darkness was 
brooding over the scene, and hid it from my view, and I had 
several times tried in vain to penetrate it with my vision. But 
now on turning to it, I saw that the green light I have spoken of 
was penetrating the obscurity. It was the home of the unhappy 
unprogressed that I beheld, and I saw that even there the move
ment was doing its work. Its inmates also were looking up, and 
felt a hope dawning even upon their darkness. 

My heart was filled with joy and hope, and as I silently breathed 
a prayer of thankfulness to the Beneficent Father, the scene faded 
from my view. 

As it did, the females whom I have mentioned, accompanied by 
my wife, mother, and sister, approached me, told me they would 
bear me to my home on earth, and watch over my slumbers of 
the night. 

Peaceful and happy were those slumbers, and full of hope was 
the morning that dawned. 
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INTRODUCTION. 1 

THE following articles were written for the New York 
Tribune, and were published in that paper at irregular inter

vals, from March to October, 1859. They have been in such 

demand, that they are republished in this form. They were 

necessarily very general in their character; for, in availing 
myself of the privilege of using the columns of that print, I 
was, of course, obliged to conform to the conditions imposed, 

which limited the number of the articles, restricted each in 

dimensions, and selected the phenomena, rather than the doc

trines, of Spiritualism, as the subject t~ be discussed. I must 

not be understood as complaining of these restrictions. They 
were manifestly demanded by the other duties of that paper, 
and I have ev~r been grateful for even this opportunity of 
reaching the world at large. 

J.W.E. 
December, 1859. 
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INTRODUCTORY 

To the Editor of the New York Tribune: 

Srn : I am permitted to address a series of articles ta 
the readers of the Tribune on the subject of Spiritual~ 
ism, and I embrace the opportunity. 

In doing so, I do not mean to address myself to be
lievers, though they are a pretty formidable band, being 
numbered now by millions in this country alone; nor 
to the five or six millions of professing Chri~tians in 
-our nation, for I am bound to acc0rd to them the privi
lege I claim for myself, of enjoying their own opinion 
without molestation ; but I shall address myself to the 
fifteen or twenty millions of our people who belong to 
no church, who scarcely possess any religion, but who 
:aeem willing or compelled to trust to luck, and let the 
future take care of itself. 

To them I will proffer a faith which can relieve their 
painful doubts as to the future ; which can dispel tho 
anxiety that, in spite of every effort, will at times in
trude upon every mind ; will open to their comprehen
sion a view of the future, beyond measure attractive to 
an immortal nature ; and, while it may conflict with 
many of the doctrines taught as the religion of the day, 
will enjoin upon all who receive it an unvarying life or 
public worth and private virtue. .' 

In doing that, I shall aim at two things. One will 
be to demonstrate the fact that they who once lived on 
earth, and have died, can and do commune with those 
yet living; and the other, what it is that they can and 
do reveal to us through such communion. 
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To fill this task would require vastly more room than 
will be accorded to me in these papers, and I shall 
therefore be compelled to be very-very brief in my 
statements; contenting myself, of necessity, with af
fording my readers mainly a guide to assist them in 
their researches, rather than a full disclosure of all that 
is known on the topic. 

Of course, I shall have to repeat many things I have 
said at other times, and which may not be new to some 
of my readers. Tedious as that may be to them and to 
me, I cannot well help it, for my object is not to pan
der to a craving for the novel or the marvellous, but to 
bring together in one view the vast mass of evidence 
on the subject, now lying in scattered fragments all 
around us. 

I am to bear my own testimony, as well as that of 
others, and therefore I ought, first of all, to show that 
I am competent to do so. 

Am I trustworthy? This paper will be dated on the 
iJ.ay I attain the age of sixty years, nearly forty of 
which have been spent, not obscurely, but profession
ally, politically, and judicially before the public, where 
Rll could judge of my character for veracity. 

Am I easily deluded? Let my private and public 
career answer. 

Am I credulous, particularly on this subject? Let 
this statement answer for me : 

It was in January, 1851, that I first began my inves
tigations, and it was not until April, 1853, that I be· 
came a firm and unquestioning believer in the reality 
of spiritual intercourse. During twenty-three months 
of those twenty-seven, I witnessed several hundred 
manifestations in various forms. I kept very minute 
and careful records of many of them. My practice was, 
whenever I attended a circle, to keep in pencil a mem 
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orandum of all that took place, so far as I could, and, 
as soon as I returned home, to write out a full account! 
of what I had witnessed. I did all this with as much' 
minuteness and particularity as I had ever kept any 
record of a trial before me in Court. In this way, 
during that period, I preserved the record of nearly 
two hundred interviews, running through some 1,600 
pages of manuscript. 

I had these interviews with many different mediums, 
and under an infinite variety of circumstances. · No 
two interviews were alike. There was always some
thing new, or something different from what had pre
viously occurred ; and it very seldom happened that 
only the same persons were present. 

The manifestations were of almost every known 
form, physical or mental ; sometimes only one, and 
sometimes both combined. 

I resorted to every expedient I could devise, to detect 
imposture, and to guard against delusion. 

I felt in myself, and saw in others, how exciting was 
the idea that we were actually communing with the 
dead ; and I labored, as I thought, successfully, to pre
vent any undue bias of my judgment. I was at times 
critical and captious to an unreasonable extreme, and 
when my belief was challenged, as it was, over and 
over again, I refused to yield, except to evidence that 
would leave no possible room for cavil. 

I was severely exacting in my demands, and this 
would frequently occur : I would go to a circle with 
some doubt on my mind as to the manifestations at the 
previous circle, and something would happen, aimed 
directly at that doubt, and completely overthrowing it, 
as it then seemed, so that I had no longer any reason 
to doubt. But I would go home, and write out carefully 
my minutes of the evening, cogitate over them for 
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several days, compare them with previous records, and 
finally find some loophole-some possibility that it 
might have been something else than spiritual influ
ence, and I would go to the next circle with a new 
doubt, and a new set of queries. 

I was in the habit, on such occasions, when alone by 
myself, and in preparation for the next circle, of put
ting on paper every possible question that I coitld 
imagine to test the matter. 

I saw that the circumstances of the interview often 
prevented my framing, on the spur of the moment, 
questions sufficiently searching, and, therefore, I took 
my leisure, when alone in my library, with nothing to 
interrupt the current of thought, t-0 perform that task, 
and I used often to attend the circle with a series of 
questions thus deliberately framed, which I carefully 
concealed from every human being, so that I knew, 
beyond peradventure, that no mortal could know what 
questions I :meant to ask, and no mortal could be pre
pared beforehand to answer them. 

I look back sometimes now, with a smile, at the inge
nuity I wasted in devising ways and means to avoid 
the possibility of deception. 

Still, there was the danger of self-deception or mental 
delusion on my part, and I tried to be equally astute 
on that point, not merely when at the circle, but alone, 
in the calm of my hours of study. 

It was a remarkable feature of my investigations, 
that every conceivable objection I could raise was, first 
or last, met and answered. 

Let me take the rappings as a specimen : 
When I first heard them, it was in the presence of 

three females, whose characters were enough of them
selves to assure me against any attempt at imposition_ 
As I entered the room, where they were seated together 
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at one side af a table, the rappings came with a hur
ried, cheerful sound, on the floor near where they sat. 
I took my seat at the opposite side of the table, and 
listened, with the idea in my mind, " One of them is 
doing it-perhaps with her feet or hands, her toe or 
knee-joints." Directly, the sounds came on the table, 
and not on the floor, and where their hands and feet 
could not reach. "It was ventriloquism," I said to 
myself. I put my hands on the table, directly over 
the sounds, and distinctly felt the vibration, as if a 
hammer had strnck it. " It was machinery," I imag
ined, and then the sounds moved about the table in 
different parts, they and the vibration following my 
hands wherever I put them. At other times, though 
not on this first occasion, I have turned the table upside 
down, and examined it so carefully as to know there 
was no machinery. 
• Thus I went on, at this time and at other times, test
ing the rappings in various ways, by these questions. 
And in answer, they would sometimes come on the back 
of my chair, when there was no one behind me ; some
times on my person, when there was no one near 
enough to touch me; sometimes in·a railroad car, when 
in rapid motion ; sometimes high up on a wall, beyond 
the reach of any one ; sometimes on a door standing 
open, when I could see on both sides of it, and no one 
was near enough to touch it ; sometimes four or five 
feet distant from any person ; sometimes following the 
person, when walking to and fro ; sometimes when the 
medium was immeried in water ; sometimes when the 
feet were held fast ; sometimes when they were placed 
on a feather pillow ; sometimes when isolated from the 
floor, on glass; sometimes when held up from the floor; 
and E>ometimes I found, beyond doubt, that the sounds 
were the sheer fabrication of the medium. 
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Still, it might be ventriloquism ; and so we tested it 
by jars of quicksilver, so placed, that the least vibra
tion of the material on which the sound was made, 
would be apparent. And, finally, after weeks of Ruch 
trials, as if to dispel all idea in my mind as to its being 
done by others, or by machinery, the rappings came to 
me alone, when I was in bed, when no mortal but 
myself was in the room. I first heard them then, on 
the floor, as I lay reading. I said, " It's a mouse." 
They instantly changed their location from one part of 
the room to another, with a rapidity that no mouse 
could equal. " Still, it might be more than one mouse?" 
And then they came upon my person, distinct, clear, 
unequivocal. I explained it to myself, by calling it a 
twitching of the nerves, which at times I had expe
rienced, and so I tried to see if it was so. It was on 
my thigh that they came. I sat up in bed, threw off 
all clothing from the limb, leaving it entirely bare. I 
held my lighted lamp in one hand, near my leg, and sat 
and looked at it. I tried various experiments. I laid 
my left hand flat on the spot-the raps would be then 
on my hand, and cease on the leg. I laid my hand 
edgewise on the limb, and the force, whatever it was, 
would pass across my hand, and reach the leg, making 
itself as perceptible on each finger as on the leg. I 
held my hand two or three inches from my thigh, and 
found they instantly stopped, and resumed their work 
as soon as I withdrew my hand. 

But, I said to myself, this is some local affection, 
which the magnetism of my hand .can reach. Imme
diately, they ran riot all over my limbs, touching me 
with a distinctness and rapidity that was marvellous ; 
running up and down both limbs, from the thighs to 
the end of the toes, and, two or three times, with force 
enough to hurt some, as if a child had struck me 
with a blunted nail 
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Thus they proceeded, for some half hour or more, as 
I thus watched, until I gave it up that there was any 
but one hypothesis on which they could be explained, 
for they were intelligent, and, by their changing, met 
my mental objections, for I uttered no word aloud. I 
put down my lamp, and lay down to sleep. They 
immediately left my limbs, and went to other parts of 
my body, and I fell asleep with them gently tapping 
my left side. 

Still, there was another question : may not this be 
some unknown power, belonging to a peculiar mortal 
organization, and subject to its control? The answer 
to that was-though not the only answer-that it would 
often come when the medium did not want it, and as 
often refuse to come when it was most earnestly wanted. 
And it was the same with the desires of the circle. It 
would come when it pleased, and as it pleased, what. 
ever it wa~', and not as we wished. 

I have r:one into this detail here, of events which 
were sprca<l over several months, merely for the pur
pose of showing the precautions which I took, and how 
I investigated. And I will add that, with all the other 
manifestations, of which I shall hereafter speak-and 
there are very many others beside the rappings-1 
dealt in the same way, for a period of about two years, 
bP.fore I yielded my belief as to their spiritual origin. 

At the end of these two years, I left the country on 
account of my health, and spent about three months in 
Central America. I took with me four volumes of my 
manuscripts, and having little else to do during that 
time, I carefully reviewed the subject. I compared the 
proceedings of one meeting with those of another ; I 
hunted for discrepancies and contradictions ; I was 
away from the excitement of the circles, and I was able 
to examine the subject, and I did examine it as care 
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12 LETI'FRS ON SPIRITUALISM. 

fully and as critically, as I ever tried or decided a case 
in court in my life. 

I discovered a grand scheme displayed in the work
an intelligent design, persisted in amid all discourage
ments and difficulties-returning ever to its purpose, 
however diverted by obstructions at the moment, and I 
became a believer in the spiritual theory. I ought not 
to say I y'ielded my belief. Belief came in spite of me, 
as it d0es that the sun shines at noonday, and nothing 
short of the blindness of insanity could make me doubt
ful as to the light that was shining around me. 

Since then I have been a firm and unwavering be
liever in the idea that the spirits of the dead ca.n, and 
do, hold communion with us. I have been sorely tried, 
temporally and mentally. I have been excluded from 
the associations which once made life pleasant to me. 
I have felt, in the society which I once hoped to adorn, 
that I was an object marked for avoidance, if not for 
abhorrence. Courted once, and honored among men, I 
have been doomed to see the nearest and dearest to me, 
turn from me with pity, if not disgust. Tolerated 
rather than welcomed among my fellows, at an ad
vanced age, and with infirm health, compelled to begin 
the world again ; and, oh I amid what discourage
ments I With the subject so qear to me, tainted with 
man's folly and fraud ; destined to see fools run mad 
with it, and rogues perverting it to nefarious purposes; 
meeting in its daily walks (owing to the sad imperfec
tion of the instrumentalities used) much that was cal
culated to discourage and dishearten ; and beholding 
bow the world, for whom this glorious truth comes, 
turns from it and reviles it, I have never, for one mo
ment, faltered from .that hour in my belief. It is not 
my fault that I have not. It is no merit in me that I 
have persisted. 
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Belief was not, as it never is with man, matter of vo
lition. But the evidence was so conclusive that it com
pelled conviction, and I could not help it. Mountains 
may fall and crush me, but they cannot make me be
lieve there is no earth under my feet and no stars over 
my head. 

There is in my profession a saying, that he who tries 
his own cause, has a fool for a client. Perhaps I shall 
realize that in the tribunal in which I now appear ; but 
how difficult it is for one to stop when talking of one's 
self. I had no idea I should carry my egotism so far. 
I know how ungrateful the strain must be to my read
ers. But what can I do ? I have ascended the wit
ness's stand, and am getting ready to bear my testi
mony before my fellow-men. I desire that my jury may 
know in what mood of mind I bear witness, that they 
may the better judg·e what credence to yield. Having 
performed that task, I leave that topic. I forget the 
inconsiderable advocate, and dwell, henceforth, more on 
the mighty theme, and in my next number, I will begin 
the work of describing the various kinds of manifesta
tions, from which I claim that the sane mind cannot 
escape the conviction that it is a voice from beyond the 
grave that is now speaking to man. It is not 

"Hark ! from the tombs a doleful sound." 

But listen I it is a voice from beyond, bringing glad 
tidings of great joy I 

J. Yv. Em.rn:ims. 
New York, March 13, 1859. 
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Jtr. II. 

MEDIUMSHIP. 

To the Editor of the New York Tribune . 
Sm : I shall devote this and the next paper, to me

diumship and the Circles-the chief instrumentalities 
of spiritual intercourse. And I remark : 

First-That the manifestations of the spirit power, 
seem to be generally connected with the living human 
form. I say generally, because there seem to be some 
cases where the phenomena do not require, or are not 
connected solely with the person. Haunted houses are 
of that kind. So are cases of inanimate objects, mov
ing in the absence of any person. And the brute 
creation are sometimes affected. The devils' entering 
the herd of swine, and Balaam's ass seeing the angel 
before his rider did, are instances of this. So I am 
informed of a case, where a fierce watch-dog saw a 
spirit at the same moment his master did, and fled 
affrighted. And, in the "Seeress of Prevorst," it is 
said : "A black terrier that was in the house, was 
always aware of the spirit, and crept howling to his 
master ; neither would he lie alone at night." 

Second-The existence of the mediumistic power is 
the result of physical, rather than of mental or moral 
organization. 

What that peculiarity of organism is, I confess I do 
not know. I at one time thought the power was con
nected with a nervous, excitable temperament ; but I 
have seen it just as 1:1trong in a stupid, stolid person. 
It does not depend upon age, nor upon sex, nor upon 
color; nor upon climate or locality, nor upon condition; 
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t'or rich and poor, high and low, educated and ignorant, 
married and single, male and female, young and old, 
white and black, are alike developed as mediums. 

And my marvel is, that men of science, instead of 
acting as they do, like scared children, do not look into 
it like men of sense, and find out what it is that is thus 
strangely affecting all classes. Surely it may as well 
be discovered as many other things connected with 
man, which were once as profound mysteries as this is. 
Its existence in our midst cannot be ignored any longer, 
nor will thinking people be much longer satisfied with 
general denunciation of its delusive or demoniacal 
nature. And science owes it to mankind, to meet the 
question, not with self-complacent sneers-

" The Atheist's le.ugh's a poor exchange 
For a Deity offended"-

but with careful, judicious investigation. In France, 
it meets with such sensible treatment. But among the 
savans of America, with the exceptions of Prof. Hare 
and Prof. Mapes, it is received as the appearance of a. 
comet was in the days of my childhood among fright
ened boys, with anything but philosophic calmness. 

Third-Mediumship is capable of being improved 
by culture. 

I have known physical mediumship to begin with 
faint and almost inaudible rappings, and end with 
loud, clear, and distinct sounds ; to begin with a slight 
motion of a table, and, after a while, find itself amid a. 
riotous movement of inanimate objects. I have known 
the mental kind to begin with writing mere "pot-hooks 
and hangers," and unmeaning characters, and, .ere long, 
to write with ease and distinctness ; to begin with 
seeing a faint, shadowy form, and end with so distinct 
a visio11. of the spirit, as to be able to identify the 
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16 LE1TERS ON SPIRITUAUSH. 

person ; to begin with a confused perception of some
thing to be communicated, and progress to the point of 
:receiving thought, clearly and distinctly, from this 
unseen intelligence. 

It seems to be like others of our attributes-like our 
power to read, write, or cipher-to paint, or make mu
sic-belonging to us as a part of our nature, and capa
ble of being made available by culture. 

I found it so in my own case. The first signs of me
diumship in me, came when I was alone in my library, 
and in the form of an impression on my mind. It might 
be called imagination, for it was very like the process 
of building castles in the air, and yet it was different. 
It was presenting to my consciousness an acting, con
tinuing scene, with a lesson told by the totality of the 
incidents. The process was novel to me, and I watched 
it wlth a good deal of interest. I discovered that I had 
nothing to do with it but to be a passive recipient of a 
train of thought, imparted to me from a source outside 
of or beyond myself-that is, the thoughts did not 
originate in my intelligence. 

My next step was to behold a scene, presented to my 
vision like a moving panorama, and not merely a men· 
ta] impression. I seemed to see, though I knew I did 
not see with my usual organs of sight. And it was 
remarkable that the intelligence that was dealing with 
me, presented the picture more or less rapidly, as it 
discovered I had taken in its details ; and after going 
through with it once thus deliberately, it presented it 
to me a second time, more rapidly, evidently for the 
purpose of so impressing it on my memory, that I could 
narrate it. 

My next step was to see an individual spirit, that of 
an old friend, who had been dead six or eight years. I 
was in my room at work, not thinking of him, and sud· · 
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denly I saw him sitting by my side, near enough for 
me to touch him. I perceived that I could exchange 
thoughts with him, for, in answer to my question, he 
told me why he had come. 

Next, I beheld spirit scenes, which, I was told, were 
the actual, living realities of the spirit world, scenes in 
which individuals and numbers were moving, acting, 
thinking, as we do in this life, and conveying to me a. 
Yivid idea of life in the next stage of existence. 

During all these steps of progress, I could converse 
with the spirits whom I saw, as easily as I could talk 
with any li'Ping mortal, and' I held discussions and 
arguments with them as I have with mortals. 

My daughter, who had long resisted the belief, one 
day requested to witness a manifestation, and I sought 
an interview with her mother, in order to bring it about 
advantageously. The spirit came to me, and I com
muned with her for half an hour. We reasoned togeth
er as in life, discussed various suggestions, and con
certed a plan. 

It will hardly do to say this was imagination in me ; 
for the plan thus concerted was, after a lapse of a few 
weeks, carried out without my intervention. A female, 
a stranger to both mother and daughter, was brought 
to my house from a distant city, and, through her, 
while entranced and uncom~cious, was finished to my 
daughter a parting injunction of her mother, which 
death had interrupted two years before. 

Nor will it do to say, this was a mere reflex of the 
mind of the living, for my daughter alone knew of the 
injunction which had been given, and knew not the 

1 conclusion until she thus heard it. 
Thus has my mediumship progressed, from a shad

owy impression of an allegory, to seeing spirits, con
versing with them, and receiving thoughts from them 
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with case and distinctness. Why may not this be 
equally true of every one 7 
, Fourth-Mediumship has an infinite variety of phase 
-the same that is witnessed in human character and 
human action, and absolutely precluding the idea of 
collusion. 

Fifth-It comes at its pleasure, and not at ours. By 
observing the proper conditions, we may aid. its com
ing. So, we·may surround ourselves by circumstances 
which will retard or prevent its coming ; but we can 
not make it come at our pleasure. There is no greater 
anomaly connected with the subject, than the extent and 
manner of our control over it, and no part of it where 
improvement by culture can be greater. This control 
seems to belong to man as part of his nature, and can 
be so acquired by him, as entirely to forestall any 
power to do harm. 

Sixth-Wherever it appears, in whatever part of the 
world, it has the same general characteristics. Thus, 
among the slaves at the South, I learn that it comes in 
the same form as among the free at the North. I have 
been told by a missionary in San Domingo, that such 
was its appearance among the ignorant negroes there. 
A French gentleman, who had been in Algeria, described 
to me the same thing among the Arabs. Two Span
iards, who had never heard of the phenomenon, found it 
obscurely in Cadiz, with tl~e same features. An English 
gentleman came to my house, out of curiosity, and, hear
ing it described, exclaimed that it was the same thing 
which had occurred at his father's country mansion, 
years ago, but they did not know what it was. 

This accordance in features everywhere, is a pretty 
formidable argument against the theory of collusion and 
delusion. 

Seventh-Though I have said that it depends mainly 
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on physical organization, I must not be understood as 
implying that mental or moral causes do not affect it. 
I . know of no kind of mediumship that is entirely 
exempt from the effect of the human mind, and I know 
many cases where, the power being abused, it has been 
interrupted. The most frequent cause of interruption, 
is the perversion of it to selfish purposes. One medium 
I knew, who became grasping, avaricious, in spite of 
warnings. His power was suspended until he reformed. 
A young girl, taken from the streets as a rag-picker, 
with great powers, was used by an old woman tu make 
money out uf. Not only was the child taken from her, 
but the power taken from the child. When it is neces
sary for my daughter to rest from her labors, the power 
is temporarily suspended. 

But it is not always that it will be stopped at our 
pleasure. When the desire to stop it is purely selfish, 
they will often pay no attention to it. I know a case, 
where a female, afraid that her business might be hurt, 
refused to be used. She was followed by the manifes
tatiomi until she yielded, and then all was well. My 
daughter and niece long resisted the belief, and for a 
whole year my house was haunted with noises and oth
er performances, until they yielded, and then it stopped. 
If they omitted their evening devotions on going to bed, 
they would be disturbed until they said their prayers, 
and then all would be quiet. 

I could enumerate many kindred instances, but I 
must be content with saying, as the result of my expe
rience, that where the power is yielded to, and with 
good sense, and from pure motives, it seldom hurts, but 
is generally productive of good ; but when perverted to 
selfish purposes, it will, first or last, be interrupted or 
bring punishment in its train, and sometimes both. 

Eighth-Mediumship frequently changes in the same 
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person, in its form of manifestation, and this not at the 
option of the instrument. I knew one who, at first, was 
a medium for rapping, table-tippings, and the like; then 
she wrote mechanically, thoughts not her own ; then 
she spoke in many tongues ; then she sang and played 
words and music unknown to her ; then she personated 
the departed ; then she saw spirits ; then spoke by 
impression; then was a clairvoyant, seeing earthly, 
distant objects ; then she prophesied, and then com
muned freely with the dead, and conveyed their mes
sages of affection and instruction to their surviving 
friends. 

Ninth-I have observed that, though ill health will 
not always prevent, yet a sound state of health is most 
favorable to the manifestation, and the health will nev
er be injured when the power is discreetly used. Over
indulgence in it, as in other things, will be injurious. 

And, Finally, for space compels me to stop, I have 
observed that, in every form which mediumship has as
sumed, there has been ever manifest one great object in 
view-steadily aimed at throughout-and that was, t<> 
'open a communication between mortals and the invisi
ble world ; and to that end, intelligence displaying 
itself, and forcing ever upon the rational mind, this 
'most important inquiry, WHENCE COMES THIS INTELLI· 

GE!\CE? 

J. \V. EDMONDS. 

New York, April 2, 1859. 
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THE CIRCLES. 

To the Editor of the New York Tribune : 
Sm : I devote this paper to the Circles, and the con· 

ditions best adapted to the due manifestation of the 
spirit power. 

But as it happens that some are already induced by 
these papers, to investigate the matter, I ought to utter 
a word or two of caution. 

In the first place, then, I remark, that the evidence is · 
generally so personal in its character, that it is quite 
impracticable for any one to convey it to another as 
·vividly and forcibly, as it is realized by him who 
receives it directly. Thus, when my person is touched, 
I can know it certainly, but no language that I can 
Ilse, can convey to others the same realizing sense that 
I have of the fact. .And so when my secret thought is 
lrevealed, or something is said that is known only to 
me and one who is dead, it is quite out of the question 
that I can make any one know the fact as unmistakably 
as I know it. And we are thus warned to be patient 
with those who are obliged to receive our testimony, 
instead of obtaining it for themselves; and are admon
ished not to be too ready to receive that of others, 
especially when the direct evidence is so attainable 
by all. 

In the second place, I remark, so great is the variety 
of forms in which the manifestations come, that we can
not safely reach a conclusion, until after long and 
patient investigation. I was over two years investi
gating, before I became a believer, and, even now, after 
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more than eight years' experience, I find I am all the 
time learning something new. Six, or twice or thrice 
six times beholding it, ought not to suffice. Let 
me illustrate : I once had a Reverend Bishop at my 
house, who witnessed the manifestations for several 
hours, and apparently to his satisfaction, till I asked 
him how he knew that all he had heard, had not come 
from the mind of the medium ? So, the Medical Pro
fessors at Buffalo, after a few sittings, attributed it to 
the toe or knee-joints of the medium, while a little 
patience would have shown them the power displaying 
itself by ringing a bell. The Harvard professors, 
after five or six interviews, pronounced it injurious to 
virtue, when they had not beheld enough to determine 
that it existed, much less to know what it taught. 
How much even of my eight volumes of manuscript-
the record of only three years' research-could have 
been rapped out, letter by letter, in half a dozen sit
tings? And Professor Faraday would not have ascribed 
the movement of the table to the magnetism of the 
hand resting on it, if he had only waited long enough 
to see it move without a hand's touching it. Such hasty 
conclusions are always painful to me, and are never, in 
my opinion, Rafe. 

But to come to the Circles. 
In the earlier stages of investigation, the assemblage 

of a few persons-from four to twelve-is very advan
tageous, and often necessary. It is now as it was of 
old-where two or three are gathered together, that the 
spirit power can most readily de1;1cend in their midst. 
It was when four were together, that Moses aud Elias 
appeared again on earth, and it is now of common 
occurrence, that a " Circle" of a few persons greatly 
aids the manifestations. 

It is, generally, best to li:.v:; : .. :1 ~~-:.:]number of both 
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sexes ; and the advent of the power is often hastened 
by taking bold of bands, or laying them on a table. 

It often occurs, that the display of the power is inter· 
rupted by the withdrawal or the addition of some one ' 
after the manifestations begin. 

So too, it is not a little advantageous, that all the 
Circle should have a calm, gentle; and devout feeling ; 
and hence it is, that music and prayer are always bene· 
ficial, and sometimes indispensable. 

Now, why is this ? , Who can tell, so long as we are 
as ignorant as we are, of what is the power that is at 
work? 

We know a little-a very little-about it, and, until 
science shall aid us with its researches, it is almost 
idle to speculate about it. But what -we do know may 
as well be stated. 

Electricity is one element used. This we know from 
various experiments, and the use of an electrical ma· 
chine has at times been serviceable. 

Magnetism, both animal 'and mineral, is another. 
Sometimes the use of a large magnet has hastened the 
display, as has the presence of those who possess much 
animal magnetism. 

But there is something more than these .elements, and 
among other things, is that which the German writer, 
Reichenbach, calls Od or Odie force. This is an ex· 
tremely subtle fluid, invisible to most persons-which 
is emitted by the magnet, by crystals, and by the hu
man body, being the product, in the latter, of the chem
ical action of respiration, digestion, and decomposition. 
I have myself beheld it issuing from both ends of a mag· 
net, and forcing itself out like a pale, shadowy smoke, 
from under its armature. I have seen it issue from the 
human head and fingers. On one occasion I saw it so 
plainly that, in a dark room, I saw my own hand in that 
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which issued from the head of the person who stood by 
my side. 

It is that which artists have so long been painting 
around the heads of their saints and glorified ones. 

It is ever, as I understand it, generating in the human 
form, and its natural flow can be disturbed or interrup
ted by strong emotion. 

As we can see electricity and magnetism only by 
their effects, so we often know of the existence of this 
element only by the distress which its interruption 
causes. 

I have tried very hard to learn more about this, but 
the answer to my inquiries has been, that science must 
discover it, and that until it does, it will be in vain tc; 
attempt to describe it to me. Something has, however, 
been done to enlighten me a little. On one occasion, 
through a very reliable medium, was displayed the 
manner in which ponderable objects were moved. I 
published the account of it in the appendix to my first 
volume on "Spiritualism." On another occasion, I saw 
the process of preparing a Circle for manifestations. 
From each member of it, I saw a stream of this fluid 
issue and slowly ascend to the ceiling. At the same 
time, from the surrounding spirits, I saw similar streams 
issue, but in greater quantities, and with more force. 
The streams united and gradually filled the room, from 
the ceiling down, as smoke would. I could trace it in 
its gradual descent, by the pictures on my wall, and the 
books on my shelves, and I observed that, as soon as it 
descended so far as to envelop the heads and breasts of 
the Circle, the medium was influenced, and the manifes
tations began. 

This is as far as my knowledge extends, and how 
earnestly I would I that they who, from their scientific 
attainments, are far better fitted than I am for the inves-
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tigat10n, would pursue the subject to a better under
standing of this mighty and mysterious power. 

But, from what we do know, it is easy to see how 
important the topic of " conditions" is, and how easily 
they can be disturbed, when even emotion can affect 
them. 

The investigator, to be successful, must noi only him
self be in a proper conftition, but he must conform to 
those which experience has shown to be necessary. 
This is a stumbling-block with many, but surely it ought 
not to be. How can we see without being in a condi
tion to have light, or hear without a condition fit for 
the transmission of sounds ? 

And as to his own condition, of one thing the inves
tigator may be assured, and that is that he will be most 
successful when he approaches the subject with a feel
ing of devout and solemn reverence. And why not? 
He is talking face to face with immortality. He is, 
while yet in the mortal fmme, communing with the 
spirit-holy and divine. And now, as of old, it cannot 
do many mighty works because of unbelief. And to the 
question, "Why could we not cast him out?" the an
swer is as of old, "Because of your unbelief ; for verily 
I say unto you, if ye have faith as a grain of mustard
seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to 
yonder place, and it shall remove, and nothing sho.11 be 
impossible unto you. Howbeit, this kind goeth not 
out but by prayer and fasting." 

New York, Ap-il 18, 1859. 
2 

J. w. EDMONDS. 
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~o. IV. 

PHYSICAL MANIFESTATIONS. 

To the Edilor of the New York Tribune: 

Sm : By this term, which :bas acquired a sort of 
technical meaning among Spiritualists, I mean those 
things in connection with spiritual intercourse, which 
are addressed to our senses, irrespective of what is 
addressed to our mental or moral consciousness. 

I have known all the senses to be thus addressed, 
and I will relate in detail, in this and the ensuing 
paper, incidents calculated to show that. 

1. Smelling.-Once, after midnight, when I was in 
bed, sick, I perceived an odor of a peculiar kind, such 
as I had never smelled before, pungent, but not un
grateful. It was not diffused through t.he room, but 
was presented to my nostrils at intervals, as if from a 
smelling-bottle. Lying on my side, I fancied it might 
come from the bed-clothes. I accordingly changed my 
position to lying on the other side, and on my back, and 
sat up in bed, throwing off the clothes. But in every 
situation, it continued to come with the same smell 
and with similar intermissions. In a short time, it 
operated both as n. cathartic and emetic, and I was 
speedily relieved of my illness. 

Once afterward, when I was again sick, I had the 
same odor presented to me, but less pungently, and 
without the like effect. 

I never, at any other time, smelled that peculiar 
scent. 

I was once present, when a vial containing water, 
which had been purified by distillation, was passed 
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from band to hand, at one o.f our circles, until the water 
became medicated and emitted a very perceptible odor. 

I bad read of a vial of water being prepared, and 
used as a magic mirror, and I was inclined to try the 
experiment. Distilled water, in a vial, was allowed to 
stand for some time on the table, around which the 
circle were assembled, and it was then put away in a 
closet. After remaining there 11 few days, it was found 
to be medicated, and also emitted a very perceptible 
odor. 

In both instances, we were told that the medication 
was for curative purposes, and I know that the con
tents of one of the viala was used with that object, 
and apparently with effect. I cannot speak certainly 
of the effect, because I know only the means used and 
the result. What produced that result, I cannot, of 
course, know. I can only judge. 

2. Tasting.-ln the earlier stages of my investiga
tions, I was in bad health, which had been increasing 
on me for some years, and I am fain to believe that I 
have been materially aided from this unseen source in 
my recovery. Of that I shall have occasion to speak 
more hereafter ; now I have only to remark, that 
several times when at circles, and when the presence 
of the influence was very palpable-and experience 
enables one to know that quite unmistakably-I have 
felt a peculiar taste, as of medicine, not as food or 
drink, but as gas or vapor. 

I have heard of similar instances from others ; but 
neither in their cases nor my own, can I do otherwise 
than speak hesitatingly, for I cannot be sure that spirit 
influence had anything to do with it. 

The medicated water, of which I have spoken, bad a 
peculiar_ taste as well as odor, and several instances of 
the ea.me kind have been related to me. 
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Feeling.-Touching the person has been much more 
common than either of the other two. 

The first time I experienced this, was at a dark circle. 
Ten or a dozen persons were present, sitting around & 

table. Two of the company were directed to pass 
behind the rest of us. As they did so slowly, each 
one seemed to be touched. Sometimes I could only 
judge from their exclamations, but sometimes I could 
hear the slap of a hand very distinctly. The manifes
tation was rather rude, and was offensive to me ; and 
as I was approached, I was apprehensive of a similar 
display with me ; but on the contrary, all I felt was & 

hand gently laid on my head, and moved around a few 
times, and then two or three soft touches on my side. 
The room being dark, I could not, of course, know that 
it was not done by one of the two persons who were 
behind me. But it was not a little remarkable that it 
should have been made to conform to a thought which 
I had not uttered, and so· unlike all the others, both 
before and afterwards, during the evening, and that it 
should be a touch with which I was familiar ; for it 
was the gesture with which my wife was wont to pass 
my chair, as she would enter my library of an after
noon, and find me at work at my law cases. No one 
then present, I think, could have known that, and it 
was too peculiar to be deemed accidental 

My doubts, however, were soon removed, for not long 
afterward, at a circle my arm was seized above the 
elbow, as by an iron hand. I felt distinctly the palm 
of the hand, the ball of the thumb, and each finger, 
and I was held fast, with a force far superior to any 
that a mortal hand could exert. I was powerless in its 
grasp. • I tried to shake it off, but could not. I tried 
to move my arm, but in vain. There was none of the 
softness or elasticity of human flesh in the touch, but if; 
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was hard and inflexible, like metal, and my arm was 
pressed to the verge of pain. Yet it did not hurt, but 
simply held me fast. It could be no human hand, and, 
beside, I knew it was not, for I put my other hand on 
the affected part, and all around it so as to be certain. 
I became uneasy, and importuned it to leave me, but 
it continued long enough to show me it was indepen
dent of my will, and then it left. 

Beside these instances, my person has been frequently 
touched, and sometimes under circumstances that pre
cluded the idea of its being done by mortal hand. It 
would extend this paper too much, to enter into a detail 1 

of the circumstances, out . of which this preclusion ~ 
springs, but at that time I was alike astute and skep
tical, and labored, like some others of later periods, 
under the fear that my credulity might be imposed 
upon, and I made ridiculous by some whom I considered 
my inferiors in standing, if not intellect. I was, there
fore, on a constant lookout for trickery. Sometimes 
the events would occur in such manner that they might 
be done by mortal means, though the fair conclusion 
was that they were not, but it was sometimes that all 
doubt was cut off. Thus I have been touched, when no 
person was near enough to do it; sometimes in the light, 
when my eyesight told me that none of those present 
did it ; sometimes in the dark, when no one knew where 
I was, or even that I was present ; sometimes my foot 
has been patted as with a hand ; sometimes my clothes 
pulled as by a child ; sometimes a push in my side, as 
by a dull and non-elastic force, and twice I have felt a 
human hand on my skin. On one of tbese occasions 
the touch was cold, but not clammy, and on the other, 
it was soft, warm, and flesh-like. 

I have been present on numerous occasions when 
others have said they were touched, and have acted as 
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if they were, and when it was evidently no fabrication 
of theirs, for they were too really frightened themselves. 
Once I recollect my niece, who was standing by my 
side, had her feet so pulled from under her, that she 
came near falling ; and once a young man who stood 
near me was seized and pulled from me. I caught hold 
of him, but our joint resistance was overpowered, and 
he was fairly lifted from the floor, and taken from me. 

These things occurred in the earlier period of my 
inquiries. Their work having been done with me, I have 
witnessed little or nothing of them of late. But I was 
then in a peculiar state of mind. At on\' moment it 
would seem from the nature of the incidents that it was 
not possible there could be any deception, but subse
quent reflection would suggest that there might be, and 
I was therefore not yet a full believer. While in this 
mood of mind, this intelligence urged me to publish to the 
world what I have witnessed. I refused, and demanded 
more evidence. They answered they would give it to 
me, and they did in good earnest. 

It would take more than a column of your paper to 
relate the events of that memorable evening. It must 
now suffice for me to say, that five mediums were 
brought together, without my intervention, and that for 
three hours and a half I was in the hands of this unseen 
intelligence, and was operated 91>on by it in a great 
variety of ways. 

I had no fear during the operation, but for several 
evenings afterward I confess that when I retired to bed 
I was frightened at what had been done to me, and to 
this day the incidents live very vividly in my memory. 

The object seemed to be to convince me, by a resort 
to my senses, that there was a power at work, not of 
mere mortal origin, and that object was attained. 

Perhaps I may, in my next paper, detail the events 
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of that meeting; but now I have filled my column, 
without yet even alluding to the more numerous mani
festations that are addressed to the senses of sight and 
hearing. I must defer that topic to another occasion, 
and close this paper by remarking : 

First: That which struck me most, amid all the 
wonders I beheld, was the intelligence that was dis
played in it all. They were not only guided by intelli
gence, but they had an intelligent object, and held an 
intelligent conversation with me. 

Second : Others may ask, as a very clever corre
spondent did in a recent letter, Why use such "low and 
vulgar modes" of communication? I answer, They are 
not more inconsiderable than opening the door of a 
prison, or telling a woman where to find water. But, 
characterize them as we may, they have this object in 
view-and they are attaining it with marvellous celerity 
-to convince man of his immortality by appeals to his 
senses. The effort to convince him by appealing to 
nature, to reason, and to revelation, has been vain with 
the great mass of mankind. The argument now comes 
in this form-the bfock letters in an infant school-and 
it comes with such force that he who will place himself 
in its way, cannot escape conviction. 

J. vv. EnxoNDlil. 
New York, May 'r, 1859. 
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PHYSICAL MANIFESTATIONS. 

To the Editor of the New York Tribune: 

Sm : I now proceed to consider the manifestations of 
this character which are addressed to the senses of 
hearing and seeing, and I must of necessity be brief 
and general. 

1. Hearing.-It was to this sense that the first mani
festations which I witnessed were addressed. I was 
then so situated that the thought uppermost in my 
mind was in regard to the dead, " Shall we ever meet 
again ?" I am bound to confess that all I had heard of 
religious teachings, for some fifty years, had engen
dered in me doubts if there was•a future beyond the 
grave. It was not my fault that this was so. I did 
not want to be an _infidel, but they who were my theo
logical teachers were so full of absurdities and contra
dictions that in spite of myself, I could not believe. 
The future they taught was revolting alike to my judg
ment and my instincts, and, unable to conceive of any 
other, I was led to doubt whether there was any ; yet 
the idea of an eternal separation from the departed was 
exquisitely painful to me. 

It was in this mood of mind, and while I was search
ing for the truth on this topic, that one evening, when 
alone in my library, a voice spoke to me in tones which 
I feared had been silenced forever, and answered the 
question, Shall we meet again ? 

The voice was soft and gentle, but distinctly audible, 
and, oh, how familiar to my ear I 

I was startled, and of course the first thought was, 
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What an hallucination I · I could not--conceiveit"tO be 
anything else. Yet, as I knew whether I could hear or 
not, I could not get rid of the idea that it was a reality.l 
I never dreamed then of such a thing as the spirit of 
.the dead's being able thus to speak, and for several 
weeks I debated the matter in my mind, trying to con
vince myself of the falsity of what I was obliged_ to 
know was a fact. 

Then it was I heard the "Rochester knockings," at a 
seance or interview, lasting only ten or fifteen min
utes, but crowded full of interest. In that interval, it 
appeared that the sounds were not made by mortals, but 
by some unknown power that was intelligent enough to 
spell and to write, to hold conversation, to read thoughts 
and answer questions not uttered, to know what min
ute I was making of the occurrence, to display the char
acteristics of the person professing to be- prese~t, and 
to show emotions of joy and affection. 

Here was enough to awaken my curiosity, and I 
entered upon a course of investigation. For several 
months I heard the sounds in a great variety of forms. 

I heard them on a railroad car while travelling ; on 
'the floor in an eating-house by the wayside ; on the 
ground, when standing outside the car ; on a door high 
above our reach j on a floor, following two or three feet 
behind the medium when walking ; alone in my bed
.room, in different places ; on a door standing open, so 
that both sides of it could be seen ; on a window and a 
looking-glass ; on my person and that of others ; on 
the chords of a piano ; on the strings of a violin ; 
besides the oft-repeated displays on the floor and the 
table. I have known the sounds made with the hand, a. 
hair-brush, a fiddle-bow and a chair ; and I have heard 
them imitate the whistling of the wind, the creaking of 
a ship laboring in a heavy sea, sawing and planing 
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boards, the falling of sods on a coffin, the sound of an 
reolian harp, of soft and distant music, and once a 
scream, as of persons in agony. 

And in all these forms conveying intelligence, not 
merely that of the peculiar sounds made, but spelling 
out words and sentences, letter by letter. 

This spelling out words was done by some one calling 
over the alphabet, and the sounds being made at the 
proper letter, with certain sounds to designate an idea. 
To facilitate the work, this unseen intelligence devised 
a set of signals, by the aid of which my earlier conver
sations with them were had. 

I annex hereto their scheme, premising that each dot 
in it stands for a sound, and made more or leas heavy, 
or more or less near to each other, as indicated by the 
size or position of the dots : 

.-No 
• ·-End of a word. 
·.-Colon. 
•• -End of sentence . 
.. -Semi-colon. 
••• -Yea. 
• I- • !- • I Emphasis. 
·.·-Comma. 
.... -Done. 

.-.-•• - vV c . 

..-.-.-You . 

.. -.-.• -And. 
5-Alphabct . 
6-Qualification . 
7-Diaapprobation . 
8-Sit close . 
Succession of .raps - Go 

back . 

It has been supposed by many that the sounds were 
such as mortals could not make. So far as my experi~ 
ence goes, this is a mistake ; for I have never heard one 
that I could not imitate, and I have known that medi
ums, failing to get the sounds, would make them. But 
the fact was clearly demonstrated, that most. frequently 
they were not made by mortals, nor merely fortuitous, 
but by an intelligence which had will and purpose, and 
could express them, and which, when asked, "·who and 
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what are you who do this ?" could answer to the satis
faction of any rational mind, and establish identity. 

2. Seeing.-It was not long after the mode of com
municating by raps had been discovered, that table 
tippings came into vogue. I do not know where or 
how they originated. They seem to ha>e grown up 
from circumstances. Half a dozen persrms sitting 
round ·a table with their hands upon it; was the method 
most commonly used to obtain the rappings or any 
other physical manifestations. Moving the table was 
often one of these, and it was soon found to be even 
easier to do that than to make the sounds, and signals 
were concerted in like manner, whereby diiferent 
motions of the table were used to convey ideas. Thus, 
as with the rappings, words were spelled out. Some 

- one would call the alphabet, and the table would give 
the concerted signal at the proper letter. 

In Spain a different mode of using the table was 
devised. The alphabet was reduced to 24 letters, and 
each letter was numbered. The corners of the table 
were numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and the corners would move 
to indicate the letter. Thus, if corners No. 1 and 4 
were moved, it was their fifth letter, and so on. 

In this simple m.auner, though awkward and tedious, 
did the intercourse begin with hundreds and thousands 
of people, who thus learned the great truths which it 
teaches. It was our primary school, and we began 
with our alphabet. 

There were embarrassments about it. Sometimes, 
when the spirit had not learned to read, it co•tld not 
spell out words. Sometimes, when its education had 
been poor, it would spell wrong; and sometimes, when 
unacquainted with our language, it could not frame a 
sentence in English. 

Still, this mode of communication was used, and 
became the most common of all. 
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The sense of seeing was appealed to mostly in the 
moving of ponderable matter, and it was not always for 
the purpose of spelling out words. Occa11ionally it was 
chiefly with the view of showing the presence of the 
power. 

· . I have seen a chair run across a room, backward and 
forward, with no mortal hand touching it. I have seen 
tables rise from the floor and suspended in the air. I 
have seen them move when not touched. I have known 
a small bell fly around the room over our heads. I have 
known a table, at which I was sitting, turned upside 
down, then carried over my head, and put against the 
back of the sofa, and then replaced. I have seen a. 
table lifted from the floor, when four able-bodied men 
were exerting their strength to hold it down. I have 
heard, well-vouched for, of a young man carried through 
the air several feet from the floor, through a suite of 
parlors. I have seen small articles in the room fly 
through the air, and fall at the place designed for them, 
and sometimes so rapidly, that the motion was invisible, 
and all we could see was, that the object had changed 
its location. 

This is a very meager- account of what only I have 
witnessed, aside from the countless incidents witnessed 
by others in different parts of the world. But here is 
enough to show that these m~nifestations were not 
made by ~ortals, but by a power which had all the 
attributes of the human mind and heart. To repeat a 
remark I have more than once made, here was an intel· 
ligence that could read and write and cipher, divine 
our secret thoughts, and speak in many languages. 
Whence came it? Not from electricity or magnetism, 
as said by many, for intelligence is no attribute of 
theirs. Not from mortal action, for here was inanimate 
matter moving without mortal contact, and sounds made 
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without human intervention. Whence, then, but from 
that source which appeared to Hagar in the wilderness, 
which opened the prison-door to Peter, and which caught 
up Philip, that the eunuch saw him no more ? 

But, be it what it may-a delusion, deception, or 
satanic-from thia much-contemned source, the physical 
manifestations, came the proof of intercourse with the 

' spirits-the answer to the question, " Shall we meet 
again?" and the demonstration of man's immortality. 

Yet, this is but the beginning. There are higher 
and holier truths than even these, that arc revealed to 
us, and other means that are used, far more important 
and effective, and to them I shall next address myself. 

New York, May 23, 1859. 
J. \V. EDXONDS. 
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~O'. VI. 

TEST MEDIUMSHIP. 

To the Editor of the New York Trihune: 

Sm: Lord Bacon, in speaking of Jesus of Nazareth, 
says : "All his miracleA were consummate about man's 
body, as bis doctrine respected the soul of man." "No 
miracle of bis is to be found to have been of judgment 
or revenge, but all of goodness and mercy, and respect
ing man's body." 

These remarks are equally true of the manifestations 
of to-day. No harm is done, though the power to do it 
is present ; for it is restrained by an overruling intelli
gence and directed for our welfare ; and that welfare 
the elevation of our moral nature. 

One portion, however, of Bacon's remarks is not 
strictly true of what is before us. The marrnls of the 
present day are not "consummate about man's body." 
Aiming still at his moral elevation, they go farther 
than a mere appeal to his senses. They address his 
emotions and his reason as means of his regeneration, · 
and this may properly be termed mental proof of Spir
itual Intercourse. 

Foremost in this class is Test-Mediumship, showing 
at once the presence of the power, and the identity of 
the communing intelligence. 

It must not, however, be understood that this testing . 
process is confined to the mental manifestations, for it 
is apparent in all kinds of mediumship. And there bu 
sprung up among us a class known as Test-Medinms
a class sui generis-and I have frequently heard it said, 
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"We cannot answer that question through this instru
ment ; you must go to a test medium." 

I do not understand and cannot explain why this is 
so. I only know the fact that, through some mediums, 
tests are easily given, while through some they are 
given only incidentally. 

It is through this testing process that the objections 
to the reality of intercourse between us and the spirits 
of the departed have been met and overcome. And it 
has come to us in such a variety of forms, that it will 
be difficult to give anything like an enumeration. The 
utmost of my effort must be to give a general idea. 

First-Even in the sounds and the table-tippings, 
irrespective of the words spelled out, there will often 
be observed the characteristics of the individual. Thus, 
a strong man will be loud and vehement; a child, soft 
and light-a calm man will be slow and deliberate ; an 
impatient one, quick and hurried. Sometimes the man
ifestations will be bold and dashing, and sometimes 
sorrowful or joyous, in accordance with the emotions of 
the moment. 

The feeling against this subjectis so strong in many 
minds, that I cannot give names without inflicting pain. 
If it were otherwise, I could mention several persons, 
well known in this vicinity, whose manifestations would 
be recognized at once as characteristic. Two I can 
mention without danger of wounding any one, and 
that will illustrate my meaning_ My wife comes 
gentle and joyous; Isaac T. Hopper, prompt, clear, 
and decided. 

Second-Names, ages, da\es, and places, are given ; 
sometimes by writing several words on slips of paper, 
and so folding them as to hide the writing, and the 
right one be picked out ; sometimes by pointing in 
sucoession to several names, and receiving the mani-
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festation at the right word ; sometimes by speaking or 
writing the word ; and sometimes symbolicaily. 

Occasionally, however, mistakes are made, and it 
may be a mere reflex of the mind, or the product of 
clairvoyance. But it is most frequently correct, and 
often the word given is unknown to the medium, and 
not recognized by the inquirer. One instance of this is 
where the inquirer, at the moment, insists the word is 
wrong, but afterward finds it to be right. .Another is 
when the word given is unknown to any one present. 

Third-Letters, carefully sealed and enclosed in enve
lopes, are returned unopened and correctly answered. 
A medium in Boston, by the name of Mansfield, has 
answered hundreds of such letters, thus showing that 
there is a power at work which can read what is inside 
the sealed envelope, and, by the character of the answer, 
that it must be the spirit it professes to be. Sometimes 
this is tested by the answers also containing a copy of 
the letter thus concealed. 

Fourth-Another phase is exemplified in The Banner 
of Light, a newspaper of Boston. For many months 
there have appeared in its columns communications 
from spirits, whose existence and names were alike 
unknown to the medium, but who have been recognized, 
not merely by the names, bnt also by incidents told, and 
traits of character displayed. 

Fifth-Seeing mediums have described the spirits 
present, so that they have been recognized. This has 
been common at my house for se>eral years, and hun
dreds have witnessed it. I have myself occasionally 
that power, and I mention, as an illustration, that a 
young man, unknown to me, was o-:ice at my house, and 
[ saw the spirits present, and from my description he 
recognized one whom I had . never seen or heard o! 
before. 
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Sixth-Through speaking and writing mediums, the 
characteristics of the spirit are at times unmistakably 
displayed. Sometimes this will be in the language 
used, being in a brogue or broken English, or some 
peculiar idiom ; sometimes by peculiarity of thought, 
and sometimes by the tone of feeling. 

Seventh-Incidents a.re related or alluded to, which 
are known only to the inquirer and some one who has 
died. For instance, not long since I received a letter 
from Maine, purporting to be a communication from 
Professor Hare. It referred to interviews between us, 
only known to us. 

Eighth-Another instance, which is a test rather of 
the presence of the power than of individuality, is 
where thoughts concealed from every one are openly 
revealed. Often have I beheld this, and observed how 
the inquirer has been startled at thus realizing the 
truth-often proclaimed, but seldom believed-that 
every thought is indeed known to the intelligence which 
is ever around us, and carried-where ? 

I have not space to enter into the details of these 
things. They would fill many pages of your paper. I 
must content myself with appealing to the experience of 
the many who have availed themselves, as I have, of 
the opportunities afforded them, and with adding, that 
all may witness them if they wish. They have but to 
seek and they will find. 

If they so seek, one thing will strike them as it has 
me, and that is, that while all history, sacred and pro
fane, is full of the evidence of spiritual intercourse in 
all ages and conditions of mankind, it has not been till 
now that it has come in the definite form of identifying 
the spirit. 

There is surpassing wisdom in this, come from what 
source it may. 
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If the spirit that comes is one whom I have never 
known, how can I be certain that it is him ? But if he 
comes as one whom I have known intimately when on 
earth, whose form and features appear to me as of old, 
or are accurately described to me, who speaks of inci
dents known only to us, who displays his peculiarities 
of character, who gives correctly names, dates, ages, 
and places connected with his earth-life, who evinces 
the emotions natural to him, and all this unknown to 
the instrument through whom it comes, how can the 
sane mind resist the conclusion that it is a departed 
friend who is thus communing with me? and the still 
weightier conclusion that, if he thus lives beyond the 
grave, I must too ? 

Already have many inveterate disbelievers in a future 
life been convinced by this argument. And yet we are 
told it is all devilish ! 

\Vill it be thought strange that this feature should 
now be first known ? Such are not uncommon occur
rences in the history of man. vVe are in the habit of 
speaking of the art of printing as being discovered 
within the last few centuries. Yet we read that among 
the ancient Greeks and Romans they knew the art of 
stamping letters on their medals and vases, and at other 
periods the ancients practised the art. Bnt they were 
not sufficiently advanced to appreciate the value of their 
discovery, and it slumbered for ages. So the leading 
principle of the Copernican system of the planetary 
world was announced two thousand years before it was 
finally demonstrated by Galileo and Tycho Brahe, and 
received by mankind. 

And now, with this feature of spiritual intercourse
it is but the legitimate result of human progress. 
lnstead of worshipping the spirits, as did the Pagans 
of old and calling them our Gods ; instead of saying, 
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as did the Pharisees, it is of Beelzebub ; instead of 
being frightened at it, as the world was in the days of 
witchcraft, we in this day have had the good sense to 
inquire what it is ; and we have learned that, like every
thing connected with humanity, it is capable of improve
ment by cultivation, and of contributing to our advance
ment. 

And thus, out of apparently incongruous elements, 
has grown up a system of Test-Mediumship, by which 
the long-mooted question of our immortality is settled, 
and is demontrated to the simplest, as well as the 
brightest mind, by irresistible appeals to the senses, to 
the emotions, and to the reason. Yet with many it is 
true now, as it was of old-they will not believe, though 
one rise from the dead. 

New York, June 13, 185g. 
J. w. EDMONDS. 
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HEALING MEDIUMS. 

To the Editor of the New York TrWune : 
Sm : " Now, when John had beard in the prison the 

works of Christ, he sent two of his disciples, and said 
unto Him, Art thou He that should come, or do we look 
for another ? Jes us answered and said unto them, Go 
and show John again those things which ye do hear 
and see : the blind receive their sight, and the lame 
walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear." •-.... 

But not alone by Him were these things done. · He 
ordained twelve and "gave them power against unclean 
spirits to cast them out, and to heal all manner of sick
ness." He chose seventy, and sent them forth, saying, 
"Heal the sick and say unto them, The Kingdom of 
God is come nigh unto you." 

And when it was reported to Him that others, not his 
followers, were casting out devils in His name, he said, 
" Forbid them not, for there is no man which shall 
do a miracle in my name, that can lightly speak evil 
of me." 

Now mark the parallel : 
I. Oast,ing out Devils.-! take this phrase as I find it 

in Scripture, as indica~ing that the subject is possessed 
by an influence which produces violent throes, or, as is 
said in Scripture, "Straightway the !!pirits tare him, 
and he fell on the ground and wallowed, foaming." 
. I have witnessed many instances of this, when the 

subject was relieved simply by laying on of hands, 
and sometimes by a mere command to the spirit to 
depart. 
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I was once at a circle in Troy, some twenty persons 
present, when a strong man became unconscious and 
violently convulsed. He beat the table with great 
force with both his fists. I put my hand on his head, 
against vehement struggles on his part to prevent it, 
and in a few moments he was restored to quiet and 
consciousness. l once had a man similarly affected in 
my own room, who beat his head violently on a marble-
top table, and fell on the floor in convulsions. He was 
recovered by the same means, though more slowly. A 
man from Chicago waited on me, affiicted with continu
ous convulsions of his arms and legs. He was restored 
by the mere exercise of the will. Last year, at my 
house, I found a man lying on the floor, distorted and 
convulsed. I lifted him up, compelled him to sit up in 
a chair, and then with a few words, addressed, not to 
him but to the spirit that was influencing him, he was at 
once restored to composure. 

These instances are enough for illustrations. They 
may be startling to one not acquainted with the sub
ject, but it is ignorance alone that makes them so. It 
is not difficult to understand it, and easy to learn how 
to control it. Good sense, firmness, and unselfishness 
afford always, first or last, an adequate remedy, for 
what often, from the ignorance of friends, consigns the 
subject to a lunatic asylum, or condemns him to a 
course of injurious medical treatment. 

II. Insanity.-This is a frequent charge against Spir
itualism ; and it is not Jong since that a newspaper in 
this city, in support of the charge, cited from the reports 
of several- asylums, proof that one out of fifty cases was 
produced by this cause. But it had not the candor to 
say that three or four times as many were produced by 
religious excitement, and a greater proportion by disap
pointed love and pecuniary difficulties ; and while it 
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was earnest in insisting that therefore Spiritualism 
should be put down, it failed to draw the still stronger 
inference against falling in love, pursuing wealth, or 
seeking religion. 

It is true that Spiritualism, like every other exciting 
cause, has someiimes unsettled a weak mind ; but it is 
also true that it can often discover the ~ause of insanity, 
and thus indicate the remedy. I will mention an in
stance: 

\Ve once received a letter, telling us of a female who 
was occasionally seized with attacks of mania. Physi
cians had tried her cure in vain, and her friends were 
about sending her to an asylum. We replied that she 
was at those times influenced by the spirit of a relative 
who had died insane, and we pointed out a course to be 
pursued. The parties were all strangers to us, and we 
afterward learned that her father, in a fit of insanity, 
had committed suicide, and that the course we advised 
being pursued, she was cured. 

What did Scripture mean when it said, " There came 
to him a certain man, kneeling down to him and saying, 
Lord have mercy on my son, for he is lunatic and sore 
vexed, for ofttimes he falleth into the fire and oft into 
the water.'' "And Jesus rebuked the devil, and he 
departed out of him, and the child was cured from that 
very hour?" 

I know the symptoms of the disease of insanity. My 
professional and judicial life has compelled me to study 
it, and I have communed with several who died insane ; 
and I am convinced that there are no means known 
among men that can do so much to cure and eradicate 
the disease as spiritual intercourse, well understood 
and wisely guidP-d. How long it will be before those 
whose specialty the disease is, will have the good sense 
to look into it, instead of condemning it without inquiry 
and without knowledge, time must determine. 
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Ill. Healing the Sick.-This is a chapter full of inter
est, yet I must of necessity be so brief that I know I 
can give nothing like an adequate idea of the vast 
amount of good to mankind that has flowed and is 
flowing from this source. 

There are two modes in which this work is done. 
One is by discovering what the disease is, and prescri
bing the remedy. My own case is an illustration of this. 
For over thirty years I was an invalid, varying the 
scene only by occasional attacks of long and severe 
illness. During this time I was treated for various 
diseases. My last severe illness was in 1854, when I 
was sick for about four months. A part of the time I 
was so ill that death was hourly expected. Then it 
was that the spirits came to my aid. They discovered 
that my disease was what no physician had suspected ; 
hut, through the mediums then around me, they could 
not prescribe the remedy. I sent over two hundred 
miles for one through whom they could, and whom they 
named to me. I followed their prescriptions from that 
·jay, and I am now in the possession of better health 
than I have had for forty years, or than I ever expected 
to enjoy. 

There are very many mediums in this country through 
whom disease is discovered and cured in this manner. 
But there is a more remarkable, though less frequent 
mode, and that is by simply laying on of hands. 

The following is a brief summary of some instances 
of this: 

J. Loewendahl, of No. 201 Atlantic street, Brooklyn, 
has cured in a few minutes "A violent pain in the side," 
"general debility, accompanied by a most trying and 
nearly constant headache," and in a few sittings has 
cured neuralgia of four and :five months' duration, and 
bronchitis, and affection of the kidneys. 
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Willinm 0. Page, No. 47 West Twenty-seventh 
street, New York, cured in a few minutes, a female 
who hnd had dyspepsia and chronic diarrhea for years, 
and wns at the time given up by her physician, as she 
hnd nlso inflammation of the womb and bowels. He 
has cured rheumatism by once laying on his hand ; and 
a Jong-seated dyspepsia and neuralgia, and a child 
severely affiicted with rheumatic fever. 

Dr. C. D. Griswold, of Buffalo, thus cured a case of 
shaking palsy, from which the patient had been suffer
ing some seven weeks. 

Rufus B. Newton, of Saratoga Springs, has cured 
"consumption and spinal disease of eight years' stand
ing ;" "heart disease and paralysis of the left side ;" 
" dyspepsia, female weakness, and spinal disease ;" 
"abscess on the right jaw, hip-disease, and fever
sore ;" "heart-disease, pressure on the brain, and ner
vous derangement ;" "an acute lung difficulty," "can
cer," "blindness of one eye and partial blindness of the 
other," "bronchitis and catarrh." 

C. C. York, of Boston, has cured rheumat1sm of four 
years' standing, when one of the legs was drawn up, 
and the hands drawn out of shape ; deafness, headache, 
and vomiting ; a person who for two years had lost her 
speech ; an external tumor, which had been growing 
two years ; rheumatic fever ; toothache ; a scrofulous 
tumor and cancer. 

John Scott, of No. 36 Bond street, New York, was 
originally a pilot on a Mississippi steamer, but for now 
over five years has been used as a healing. medium in 
St. Louis, Louisville, Cincinnati, Columbus, and Cleve- , 
land, and in this city since February, 1858. He is now 
receiving at his house from 40 to 100 patients a day, 
and is working many strange cures, principally by 
imposition of hands. 
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In this way he has cured an arm of a physician, poi
soned in a dissecting-room ; rheumatism, inflammatory 
and chronic, even where the limbs were drawn up and 
distorted ; total blindness ; a club-foot from birth ; 
fevers, particularly scarlet and yellow fever ; small
pox, even after breaking out ; cholera, of which he has 
cured hundreds and never failed ; paralysis, where, 
owing to age, the cure was slow and hard ; neuralgia; 
displaced and broken bones ; insanity ; children dumb 
from birth ; epileptic fits ; issue of blood from nose, 
mouth, and womb ; ruptures; falling of the womb; 
piles ; dyspepsia ; scrofula ; cancers, sometimes by 
absorption, sometimes by removing them from the 
body, and restored withered limbs. 

And all this, I repeat., by simply laying on his hands. 

These are a fow of the many cases of healing by 
laying on of hands, which are known among us. To 
detail more, or to spread out the evide.nce which I have 
in my possession, would exceed my limits. But this is 
enough to show the existence of the phenomenon n6w 
as of old. 

Now, what is the inference to be drawn from these 
things? 

I prefer answering the question in the language of 
the earlier, as well as of the later fathers of the Chris
tian Church : 

Tertullian appeals to the power of the Christians over 
those possessed of devils, as a matter of fact an« a 
proof of the truth of Christianity. 

1 Origen claims that the signs, wonders, and various 
miraculous powers which followed Christ, were all 
"confirmations of ~is dignity," and he says: "None 
can doubt that the Apostles performed miracles, and 
that God gaV'e testimony to their discourses by signs, 
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wonders, and various powers. Our blessed Saviour 
abundantly discovered that His power was nothing less 
than of God, by the frequent and incontestable miracles 
which He wrought, even in the presence of the Jews, 
but which they tried to evade on the plea that they 
were done by the aid of the devil." He says : " Chris
tianity is not indebted, either for its origin or progress, 
to human influence, but to God, who has manifested 
Himself by means of various miracles, founding His 
religion thereon." 

Arnobius asks, "Was He a mortal, and one of us, at 
whose voice sickness and disease fled away? whose 
presence the race of demons, hid in the bodies of men, 
could not endure? who caused the lame to run? 'vhosc 
light touch stayed the issue of blood, restored the with
ered hand, and gave eyes even to those born blind? 
* * * ·who healed hundreds vexed with divers dis
eases?" 

Eusebius says, " Observe his knowledge, his wisdom, 
his miraculous works ! Surely the matter is divine, 
and such as exceeds all human endeavors." 

Chrysostom says, "The Apostles did not introduce or 
spread the gospel by force of arms or wealth, but their 
words, simple in themselves, were sustained by mira
cles. In proclaiming a crucified Redeemer, they pro
duced miraculous works, and so subjugated all the 
earth." 

Augustine adduces the miracles of Jesus, as bP.ing 
more than unusual events, and he enumerates among 
them, the sick were healed, strength restored to the 
lame, sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, &c. 

Paley, in his Evidences of Christianity, appeals to 
the miracles for proof; and Bolton; in l:fts work on the 
same subject, says, " All parties agree in allowing that 
a mirac1e, if it can be proved authentic, ii;i one of the 
strongest evidences any cause can pol!lsess." 
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Now, when we reflect that healing the sick is one of 
the miracles referred to by all these champions of 
Christianity, may we not ask what there is to change 
the character of the evidence when applied to Spirit· 
ualism? 

New York, June 27, 1859. 
J. W. EDMONDS. 
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SPEAKING IN MANY TONGUES. 

To the Editor of the New York Trilnme: 

Sm: Some time since I published a tract, in which I 
mentioned several instances of speaking in many 
tongues, some of them within my own knowledge. 
And when I accepted the invitation to write these 
papers, I inserted a request in The Banner of Light, for 
similar cases, elsewhere, and in answer I received a 
large number of letters. From these two sources I 
compile the ensuing very general statement. I can do 
no more now, bnt will at some future day give them to 
the world in detail. It is enough now to say that those 
letters give names, dates, and places, so that the state
ments can be verified, and some of them are attested 
by several signatures ; and in some instances they 
record the speaking in what seemed to be a wcll
organized language, but it was unknown to the hearers, 
and might be merely unmeaning gibberish, which some 
has been that I have heard. I exclude from this state
ment all cases where the language was unknown, and I 
give only instances in which the mediums have spoken 
languages with which they were previously unac
quainted. I mention names wherever I am permitted 
to, and I hold the evidence subject to the inspection of 
any who may desire it. 

My daughter who knows only English and French, 
has spoken in French, Greek, Latin, Italian, Portu· 
guese, Polish, Hungarian, and several dialects of the 
Indian, and sometimes not understanding what she 
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said, though it was understood by the auditor tQ whom 
it was addressed. 

My niece has sung in Italian and spoken in Spanish. 
Mr. Finney, of Cleveland, Ohio, has spoken in Greek, 

and interpreted it. 
Mrs. H. Leeds, of Boston, has spoken in Chinese. 
Mrs. Shephard, of Albany, N. Y., has spoken in Ital

ian, Spanish, and Portuguese. 
Mrs. Dr. Metler, of Hartford, Conn., German and 

Indian. 
Mrs. Gilbert Sweet, of New York, French, Italian, 

and Hebrew. 
Gov. Tallmadge's daughter, in German. 
Dr. John F. Gray, of New York, has witnessed it 

through the rappings and table-tippings, in Malay, 
Hebrew, and Spanish. 

Miss Inman, of New York, has spoken in Spanish. 
Mrs. Tucker, of New York, in Danish. 
And Mrs. French, of New York, in nine different lan

guages. 
Thus far the extent of my tract. The following is a. 

compilation from my letters : 
B. S. Hoxie, of Cooksville, Rock Co , Wisconsin, 

relates several instances of two young men speaking 
Chinese. 

'Vm. R. Prince, of Flushing, N. Y., relates instances, 
one of Miss Susan Hoyt, and one a Mr. Smith, near 
Newtown, who spoke Ita1ian. 

Seth Whitmore, of Lockport, N. Y., states that his 
son, about 17 years old, spoke Indian, and at one of 
his circles, several of those present spoke in that lan
guage and in Italian, the mediuma being Dr. G. C. Eton, 
Mrs. Heath, and Mrs. Scott, the mother of Cora L. V. 
Hatch. 

Mrs. Mary H. Underhill, of South Malden, Mass., 
relates the instance of a medium's speaking Chinese. 
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Through A. D. Ruggles, of Now York, French has 
been written, and that in answer to a sealed letter in 
French, where the French and the translation ·were 
both given in the reply; has written also in German, 
Armenian, Greek, and Latin. 

Robert Wilson, of Keene, N. II., relates the instance 
of a medium's speaking in Italian. 

From Braintree, Vermont, I am informed of a medium 
who has conversed in French, and of a medium in Bar
nard, Vermont, by the name of Frederick Davis, who 
"speaks ~lmost (and I do not know but) all languages 
that arc spoken in this age of the world." 

John Ally, of Lynn, Mass., certifies that Mrs. John 
Hardy has spoken in the Indian and French. 

Through J.B. Mansfield, of Boston, communications 
have hecn given in the Chinese, Greek, Latin, Italian, 
German, Grelic, Hebrew, French, and Spanish lan
guages. 

Benjamin Dean, of Lee, Mass., states that his daugh
ter, aged 11, has spoken and sung in Italian. 

E. Warner, of Milan, Ohio, states that Mrs. Warner 
has spoken German and Indian. 

Dr. James Cooper, of Belfontaiuc, Ohio, relates that 
bis step-daughter, aged 14, has spoken or sung in the 
Seminole, Grelic, German, Wclch,"Greek, Hebrew, Nan
otah, and others, amounting to nine in all. 

Mr. J. G. Stearns writes me from Battle Creek, 
Mich., that he has spoken in Indian, J apanose, and 
French. 

John B. Young, of Chicago, relates that his wife has 
spoken Italian. She and two others, one of them a boy, 
spoke fluently in Spanish to each other, and she and a 
young lady spoke and sang in German. 

Mrs. Sarah M. Thompson, of Toledo, Ohio, has spoken 
in the P::nvnec tongue. 
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· Here, then, are scores of instances, occurring in the 
presence of hundreds of witnesses, testified to under 
circumstances which preclude all idea of collusion, and 
establishing the fact as conclusively as human testi
mony can do so. What are we to do with it? 

It is recorded in Scripture that when the Apostles 
were assembled on the day of Pentecost, they "began 
to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them 
utterance ;" that there were then in Jerusalem "men 
out of every nation under heaven," and "every man 
heard them speak in his own language," and "they 
were all amazed, and were in doubt, rnying, one to 
another, What meaneth this ? Others, mocking, said, 
These men are full of new wine." 

Paul, in his Epistle to the Corinthians, recognized 
among the spiritual gifts whereof he would not have 
them ignorant, "divers kinds of tongues" and "the 
interpretation of tongues." And the parallel between 
the past and the present will be complete when I add a 
fact mentioned, in some of these letters, that it has not 
been unfrequent that the unknown language, spoken 
by one medium has been interpreted by another, or by 
the same medium, the intelligence that is working· this 
wonder realizing the difficulty experienced by Paul, 
"Wherefore let him that speaketh in an unknown 
tongue pray that he may interpret, for if I pray in an 
unknown tongue, my spirit prayeth, but my under
standing is unfruitful." 

I repeat, What shall we do with this ? We cannot 
deny the fact, for human testimony cannot thus be dis

. regarded, and the question will be asked, Wherein has 
man's nature so changed since the days of old, that 

; what he was once capable of he cannot do again ? To 
· regard it as a deception would demand a degree of ere
. dulity far surpassing that which we demand for the 
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testimony. To repeat that these people were "full of 
new wine," \vould be mocked at now, as it has been by 
all of Christendom for 1800 years. 

It was regarded then, and has been ever since, that 
this manifestation of the "spiritual gifts" was evidence 
of the divine nature of the mission with which the 
Apostles were charged. And why, I would ask, is not 
the argument as good now as it was then, and why not 
as applicable to the new facts as to the old? 

For my part, when I behold performed at this day, in 
our very midst, nearly all the wonders recorded in the 
New Testament, on which the Christian religion has 
justly reposed its claim to a divine origin ; when I see 
even "mightier things" done now, as was then prom
ised should be ; and when I contemplate the sublime 
and beautiful truths which these wonders are the 
instruments of bringing to the attention of man,-I 
pause in breathless awe, and reverently acknowledge 
that 

" The hand that made them is Divine." 

Of those truths, I shall yet have occasion to speak in 
these papers. Now I will close this article by noticing 
a manifestation in some degree cognate with its sub
ject, of which I have frequently heard, though I have 
never personally witnessed it. 

Mr. A. 0. Millington, of Springfield, Illinois, writes 
that "The Circle of Hope having taken their places 
at the table, there being visitors presen&; according to 
custom, the medium requested all to examine her arms, 
and all said they were free from any kind of unusual 
marks. Then, in a few moments, her arm became as 
cold as if it were dead, and my first wife's name came 
out in raised letters of about an eighth of an inch broad 
and high (all saw this plainly, a fluid lamp of two 
burners being on the table}, and then went away or 
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disappeared. And, by request, the initials A. M. came 
back on her arm, and they also disappeared in a few 
moments. The name wrote was A. Millington, making 
eleven letters ; A. for Almirah, the Millington being 
my own name. Now for the testimony, nine adults 
being present: A. H. Worthen, Illinois State Geolo
gist ; Sarah B. Worthen, wife of above, address, 
Springfield, Ill.; George Bond, provision dealer, Quincy, 
Ill. (is not a spiritualist, and permits me to use his 
name) ; B. A. Richards, book and job printer, Spring
field, Ill., and Matilda Richards, his wife ; Thomas 
Worthen ; Molly Booth, the medium ; Harriet Milling
ton ; A. 0. Millington." 

J. \V. Emrn~ms.* 
Lake George, July 1, 1859. 

•When I obtained pennission to insert these articles in tho New fork 
Tribune, I was restricted to some ten numbers, of about a column each, 
and to the phenomena, rather than to the doctrines or philosophy, of Spir
itualism. It was therefore quite out of the question to give in them a 
detail of tho evidence in my possession, for I filled all my allotted space 
merely with results. 

Republishing the articles in this form, I can now gh-e that detail; and 
I do so in an appendix hereto, in which I insert tho letters I received on tho 
subject of this paper. And I do this the more readily, because I know or 
no other form in which there has been such a concentration of' the evi
dence as is here displayed. 

It will be perceived that some of tho letters are not confined solely U> 
tho topic of "Speaking in lllany Tongues." They were, however, so 
interesting in other respects, that I did not deem it worth my while U> 
limit myself merely to extracts. 

3* 
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~la. IX. 

SPEAKING AND WRITING MEDIUMS. 

To the Editor ef the New York Tribune: 
Sm : All the kinds of mediumship, except speaking 

and writing, are necessarily slow in the process of com
municating thought, for the reason that they convey it 
either by symbols, or by spelling out words and sen
tences, letter by letter. Hence it was, that as soon as 
the fact of spiritual intercourse was established, speak
ing and writing mediums began to be developed, that 
thought might be more rapidly conveyed. 

This kind of mediumship, like all the others, is marked 
with a great variety of feature, and like the others, is 
capable of improvement by proper cultivation. In this 
connection I can speak only of the general characteris
tics, and chiefly of the mediumship after it has gone 
somewhat through the process of cultivation. 

Those general characteristics are, that words and 
sentences arc written or spoken, and thoughts uttered, 
which are not the product of either the mind or the will 
of the medium. 

It is not always easy to ascertain that this is so. A 
medium is in your presence writing with ease, or speak
ing with fluency, and the natural inference is that it is 
of his own mind that he is doing so, and the evidence 
must, of necessity, be strong to establish that it is oth
erwise. That evidence will, however, be furnished to 
any one who will patiently investigate to the end. I 
have endeavored to do so, and I will mention some of 
the prominent evidences, to show that it is some other 
mind than the medium's that is at work. 
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1. One is that of the medium't:1 speaking in a lan
guage unknown to him, in which, however, he conveys 
distinct thought and utters proper sentences, which are 
understood by those who are acquainted with the lan
guage. 

2. Another is, that sometimes the medium knows, 
and sometimes he does not know; the thought he is thus 
uttering in a strange language, and that not at all at 
his option or under his control. 

3. The medium frequently refers to events, and relates 
incidents unknown to him, but recognized by others 
present at the time as the truth. 

4. He not unfrequently speaks of events and inci
dents unknown alike to him and to those present, but 
which are afterward ascertained to be facts. 

5. He prophesies events which are to happen, and 
which do happen, and that sometimes in regard to mat
ters with which he has no connection, and of which he 
has no knowledge. 

6. He often describes persons, gives names, and 
delineates characteristics, which are recognized by 
others as correct, but of which he is previously igno
rant. 

7. He utters thoughts in conflict with his own sen
timents, which he does not receive, and which he repu
diates. 

8. He writes and utters things of which he is igno
rant at the time of their utterance. Such is the case 
with all the trance mediums. They do not know what 
they write or say ; and I once had the services of a 
writing medium who was not entranced, but who fre
quently wrote of matters of which I know he is, even to 
this day, ignorant. 

9. He displays knowledge of science and arts, which 
it is well known he does not himself possess, and uses 
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words and technical terms, the meaning of which he 
does not know. 

1 10. He delivers discourses, marked by close · argu
ment and profound thought, far· beyond his capacity. 
I have, for instance, witnessed a little girl, some ten 
years old, ~ foundling, with scarcely a knowledge of her 
alphabet, discourse with gentlemen of advanced age 
and of accomplished education, on topics, and in a man
ner that confounded them, realizing the account of 
Jesus at twelve years old, "in the temple, sitting in· 
the midst of the doctors, both hearing them and asking 
them questions ; and all that heard him were astonished 
at his understanding and answers ." 

11. And to add to it all, the medium is unable to do 
this at his pleasure, but only when under the influence 
of this unseen intelligence. I have often seen mediums 
try in vain to recall the power under circumstances 
when they had every inducement to success ; and I 
have known the exhibition arrested midway, when the 
medium was mortified at the failure. 

These and sundry other evidences which I have not 
now the space to enumerate, but which the candid 
investigator can readily observe for himself, will enable 
him to be certain that there are times and occasions 
when the medium is writing and speaking thoughts not 
his own, but flowing from a mind and a will outside of 
and beyond himself. 

This is no impossibility, though it may seem so to some. 
The power is recognized by the learned, independent of 
Spiritualism. 'Vilkinson, in his treatise, "The Human 
Body, and its Connection with Man," speaks thus of it: 
"And so, too, if the soul or spirit, or any other spirit or 
influence, can make the imaginations or the thought
movements in the cerebral substance, these will seem 
as much our own thoughts as though no such influence 
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had been exerted. But in both cases, be it remem
bered, there is an object out of the faculty excited ; 
though, in the one case, the object is out of the organ
ism externally; in the other case, out of it internally." 

There are, however, some considerations affecting 
each of these kinds of mediumship. 

1. As to Writing Mediumship: Sometimes the writing 
is merely mechanical, the arm of the medium being 
moved by some other power than his ; sometimes he is 
unconscious even that he is writing ; sometimes he is 
aware that he is writing, but is unconscious of what 
letters or words he is forming ; and sometimes he is 
conscious of all he is doing, but is aware of the extra
neous impulse ; sometimes he writes by impression, the 
thoughts being given to him, but the language used 
being his own; sometimes he is aware of each word as 
he writes it, but is unconscious of what is the sentence 
that he forms ; sometimes he is conscious of the sen
tence, but is not aware of its connection with what has 
gone before, or of what is to follow ; sometimes he 
writes in his native language, sometimes in a foreign 
one, unknown to him ; sometimes he writes in charac
ters apparently unmeaning, and seemingly mere "pot
hooks and bangers," like a child learning to write, and 
sometimes in well-formed hieroglyphics, which are 
interpreted and understood ; sometimes the distinctive 
hand-writing of the medium is preserved throughout ; 
at other times, through the same medium, a different 
hand-writing is carefully preserved for each spirit com
muning ; and sometimes the hand-writing of the com
muning spirit, which distinguished him in life, is closely 
imitated. 

IL .As to Spealcing Mediumship : Here, too, there is 
great variety in the manifestation, and it is only of gen
eral features that I can speak-the principal difference 
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in the kinds being when the medium is entranced or in 
a normal condition. Between these two extremes there 
is every conceivable shade of condition. 

I have known the mediums, when speaking, to have 
all consci41usness suspended, so as not. to see any object, 
or to hear any sound, or to feel any wound of the flesh. 
So I have seen them when only one of the senses would 
be suspended, as, for instance, to be unable to see, 
though hearing and feeling were acute. I have seen 
them when fully conscious of all that was· going on, 
and yet without the power of exercising any control 
over their own organs, and I have seen when the medi
um was in the full possession of consciousness and voli
tion, and yet was uttering the thoughts of an intelli
gence not his own. 

I deem the latter the most perfected species of medi
umship-for the supremacy of one's own individuality 
is left unimpaired. The trance and semi-trance state is 
resorted to only because the medium is so undisciplined 
that unless his consciousness and volition are sus
pended, his own thoughts and will color, interfere 
with, and sometimes interrupt the manifestation. And 
I have observed that mediums, originally used only in 
a state of trance, have gradually, as they have permit
~d themselves to be improved, been more and more in 
their normal condition when used. 

This, however, is comparatively rare, and requires an 
uncommon degree of mental culture and self-discipline. 
I do not know that I have ever yet seen a medium 
improved to the condition of which it seems to me they 
are yet capable. 

Under this state of things, there is one serious diffi
culty, too often overlooked : namely, that the mind of 
the medium will affect the communication. 

Such has been,the case with revelation in all ages of 
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the wortd. It is not, and cannot be, perfect, until man 
himself-the channel through which it is necessarily 
made-is perfect. 

In the meantime, however, amid all these discourage
ments, at times it does come pure and undefiled, and 
there come to us, as of old, revelations of the greatest 
moment to man. 

What they are, I shall have occasion briefly to relate 
in the next and last paper of the series. 

J. w. EDMONDS. 

LaJce George, Aug. 15, 1859, 
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~o. X. 

THE END AND AIM OF SPIRITUAL 
INTERCOURSE. 

To the Editor of the New York Trihune: 
Sm: There is no topic connected with this subject 

less thoroughly understood than this, even by firm 
belie>ers in the Intercourse, and even my conceptions 
of it, imperfect as they must necessarily be, can hardly 
be detailed within the limits of this, the last of my 
papers. I can attempt only to refer briefly to a few of 
the more important considerations. 

I. No man or woman has probably ever li\"ed who 
has not at some time felt a yearning yet once again to 
hold communion with some loved one whom death has 
removed from sight, and this prayer, so instinctive and 
so universal with the whole family of man, is now, in 
the beneficence of a Divine Providence, answered more 
~pecifically and more generally than ever before known. 
And the first thing demonstrated to us is, that we can 
commune with the spirits of the departed ; that such 
communion is through the instrumentality of persons 
yet living; that the fact of mediumship is the result of 
physical organization ; that the kind of communion ie 
affected by moral causes ; and that the power, like all 

· our other faculties, is possessed in different degrees,. 
and is capable of improvement by cultivation. 

2. It is also demonstrated that that which has been 
believed in all ages of the world, and in all religions, 
namely : intercourse between man in the mortal life. 
and an intelligence in the unseen world beyond the 
grave-after having pali!s~d, through the phases of reve-
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Iation, inspiration, oracles, magic, incantation, witch
craft, clairvoyance, an.d animal magnetism, has, in this 
age, culminated in a manifestation which can be proved 
and undecstood ; and, like every other gift bestowed 
upon man, is capable of being wielded by him for good 
or perverted to evil. 

3. That which has thus dealt with man in all time is 
not, as some have supposed, the direct voice of the Cre
ator, nor of the devil, as a being having an independent 
existence and a sovereignty in the universe of God, nor 
of angels, as a class of beings having a distinct crea
tion from the human family, but of the spirits of those 
who have, like us, lived upon earth in the mortal form. 

4. These things being established, by means which 
show a settled purpose and intelligent design, they 
demonstrate man's immortality, and that in the sim
plest way, by appeals alike to his reason, to his affec
tions, and to his senses. They thus show that they 
whom we once knew as living on earth, do yet live 
after having passed the gates of death, and leaving hi 
our minds the irresistible conclusion that, if they thus 
live, we shal1. This task Spiritualism bas already per
formed on its thousands and its tens of thousands
more, indeed, in the last ten years, than by all the pul
pits in the land-and still the work goes bravely on. 
God speed it I for it is doing what man's unaided rea
son has for ages tried in vain to do, and what, in this 
age of infidelity, seemed impossible to accomplish. . 

5. Thus, too, is confirmed to us the Christian reli
gion, which so many have questioned or denied. Not, 
indeed, that which sectarianism gives us, nor that 
which descends to us from the dark ages, corrupted by 
selfishness or distorted by ignorance, but that which 
was proclaimed through the Spiritualism of Jesus of 
Nazareth, in the simple injunction : " Thou shalt love 
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the Lora thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy 
soul, and with all thy mind. This is the first and great 
commandment, and the second is like unto it : Thou 
shalt lo>e thy neighbor as thyself. On these two com
mandments hang all the law and the prophets." 

6. As by th~ inspiration through a foundling of the 
Nile, there was revealed to man the existence of one 
God over all, instead of the many deities he was then 
worshipping ; and as, by the inspiration of Him who 
was born in a manger, there was next revealed man's 
immortal existence beyond the grave, of which even 
the most enlightened had then but a faint idea, so now, 
through the lowly of the earth, comes a further revela
tion, confirmatory of those, and adding the mighty 
truth what is the existence in which that immortality is 
to be spent. 

Throughout all the manifestations-in every form and 
in every language-whatever the discrepancies, uncer
tainties, and contradictions on other topics, on this of 
the nature of man's future existence, all coincide and 
harmonize. It comes in broken fragments of scattered 
revelations, here a little and there a little, part through 
one and part through another, but forming, when gath
ered together, a sublime whole, from which we can 
..surely learn the nature and condition of the life on 
which we shall enter after this shall have ended. 

This, as I understand it, is the great end and object 
-0f the movement, all else being merely incidental to it . 
.But it has only begun, and its progress is slow ; not 
from want of power to communicate, but from want of 
capacity to comprehend. Much that has already been 
revealed, has not from this cause been received, even 
by the most advanced Spiritualists, and, of course, not 
given to the world. But the work is going on. More 
is added day by day. And it will not be long before 
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enough will be received by all to open to their concep
tion a knowledge of our future existence, whose value 
no man cap. calculate-whose effects no man can imag
ine. 

7. Enough, however, has already been given to show 
that man's destiny is PROGRESS, onward, upward, from 
his birth to eternity. Circumstances may retard, but 
cannot interrupt this destiny, and man's freedom is that 
he may accelerate or retard, but he cannot prevent. 
He may hasten, as did one whose life on earth had been 
devoted to doing good to his fellows, and who said to 
me that he had passed away in the full consciousness 
of the change, had found himself surrounded and wel
comed by those whom he had aided while on earth, and 
had paused not one moment in the sphere of Remorse ; 
or he may by a life of sin and selfishness, retard it for a 
period long enough to satisfy the vengeance even of an 
angry Deity-if such a thing can be. 

8. Our progress is to be alike in knowledge, in love, 
and in purity. Alike in all it must be. And any cir
cumstance which causes us in any one of these ele
ments to lag behind the advance in the others, is sure 
to bring unfortunate consequences in its train, though 
not always unhappiness. So clear, so universal is this 
injunction to progress in all three of these elements, 
that the heresies which spring up among us from our 
imperfect knowledge of them, need give us no alarm. 
Even the doctrine of Free Love, revolting as it is, but 
which some misguided ones have attempted to foist 
upon our beautiful faith, need cause no anxiety ; for 
profligacy in love is incompatible with progress in 
purity. .And while the command is, "Love ye one 
another," so ever attendant upon it is that other, "Be 
ye pure, even as your Father in heaven is pure." 

Incidental to these more important points are many 
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minor considerations, on which I cannot now dwell. 
By a careful attention, they will all be found consistent 
with these weightier matters. Distorted sometimes by 
the imperfection of the mediums through which the 
intercourse comes, and sometimes perverted by the 
passions of those who receive it, yet, carefully consid
ered and patic:c.tly studied until understood, I can safely · 
assert, after nearly nine years' earnest attention to the 
subject, that there is nothing in it that does not 
directly tend to the most exalted private worth and 
public virtue. 

True, to some it is a mere matter of curiosity, and to 
others a philosophy, but to many it is now, and to all 
in the end will be, a religion ; because all religion is 
the science of the future life, and because it never fails 
to awaken in the heart that devotion which is at once a 
badge and an attribute of our immortality. 

J. W. EDMONDS. 
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APPENDIX. 

SPEAKING IN MANY ___ TONGUES. 

Extracts from _ Spiritual Tract No. 6. 

"She was next developed to speak different lo.nguages. She 
knows no language but her own, and a litUe smattering of board
ing-school French ; yet she has spoken in nine or ten different 
tongues, sometimes for an hour at a time, with the ease and fluency 
of a native. It is not unfrequent that foreigners converse with 
their Spirit friends, through her, in their own language. A recent 
instance occurred, where a Greek gentleman had several inter
views, and for several hours at a time carried on the conversntion 
on his part in Greek, and received his answers sometimes in that 
language and sometimes in English. Yet, until then, she had 
never heard a word of modem Greek spoken. "-E:dractfrom Vo!. 
ii., Spiritualism, p. 45. 

The foregoing is my account, in very general terms, 
of my daughter's mcdiumship. Let me here specify 
some of the instances more particularly : 

One evening there came to my house a young girl 
from one of the Eastern States. She had come to N cw 
York to seek her fortune. Her education was that 
which can be obtained at a common country school. 
She was a medium, and was accompanied by the spirit 
of a Frenchman, who was very troublesome to her. He 
could speak through her, but only in French. For 
more than an hour a conversation went on between my 
daughter and the Spirit, speaking through Miss Dowd. 
They both conducted the conversation entirely in 
French, and both spoke with the rapidity and fluency 
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of native Frenchmen. Miss Dowd's French was a 
wretched patois of some of the southern provinces of 
France, while Laura's was pure Parisian. 

This occurred in my library, where some five or six 
persons were present ; and Miss Dowd is still living in 
this city. 

On another occasion, some Polish gentlemen, entire 
strangers to her, sought an interview with Laura, and 
during it, she several times spoke in their language 
words and Rentences which she did not understand, but 
they did, and a good deal of the conversation on their 
part was in Polish, and they received answers, some
times in English and sometimes in Polish. The English 
she understood, but the other she did not, though they 
seemed to perfectly. 

This can be verified only by Laura's statement, for 
no one was present but her and the two gentlemen, and 
they did not give their names. 

The incident with the Greek gentleman was this : 
One evening, when some twelve or fifteen persons were 
in my parlor, Mr. E. D. Green, an artist of this city, was 
shown in, accompanied by a gentleman whom he intro· 
duced as Mr. Evangelides, of Greece. He spoke bro
ken English, and Greek fluently. Ere long, a Spirit 
spoke to him through Laura, in English, and said so 
many things to him, that he identified him as a friend 
who bad died at his house a few years before, but of 
whom none of us had ever beard. 

Occasionally, through Laura, the Spirit would speak 
a word or a sentence in Greek, until Mr. E. inquired if 
he could be understood if he spoke in Greek? The res-:: 
idue of the conversation, for more than an hour, was; , 
on his part, entirely in Greek, and on hers, sometimes 
in Greek and sometimes in English. At times, Laura 
would not understand what was the idea conveyed 
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either by her or him. At other times she would under
stand him, though he spoke in Greek, and herself when 
uttering Greek words. 

He was sometimes very much affected, so much so as 
to attract the attention of the company, some of whom 
begged to know what it was that caused so much emo
tion. _ He declined to tell, but after the conversation 
ended, he told us that he had never before witnessed 
any Spirit manifestations, and that he had, during the 
conversation, tried experiments to test that which was so 
novel to him. Those experiments were in speaking of 
subjects which he knew Laura must be ignorant of, and 
in frequently and suddenly changing the topic from 
domestic to political affairs, from philosophy to theol
ogy, and so on. In answer to our inquiries-for none 
of us knew Greek-he assured us that his Greek must 
have b'een understood, and her Greek was correct. 

He afterward had many other interviews, in which 
Greek conversations occurred. 

At this interview, which I have described, there were 
present Mr. Green, Mr. Evangelides, Mr. Allen, Presi
dent of a Boston bank, and two gentlemen whose 
names I forget, but can easily ascertain, who were 
large railroad contractors in one of the Western States, 
my daughter Laura, my niece Jennie Keyes, myself, 
and l:leveral others whom I do not remember.* 

My niece, of whom I have spoken, has often sung 
Italian, improvising both words and tune, yet she is 
entirely unacquainted with the language. Of this, I 
suppose, there are a hundred instances. 

One day my daughter and niece came into my 
library, and began a conversation with me in Spanish, 

* I have since been reminded that Governor Tallm.~dge, Mr. Flagg, 
former Mayor of New Haven, and a friend of his, were among those who 
were present. 
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one speaking a part of a sentence, and the other the 
residue. They were influenced, as I found, by the 
Spirit of a person whom I had known when in Central 
America, and reference was made to many things 
which had occurred to me there, of which I knew they 
were as ignorant as they were of Spanish. 

To this only we three can testify. 
Laura has spoken to me in Indian, in the Chippewa 

and Monomonie tongues. I knew the language, because 
I had been two years in the Indian country. 

I have thus enumerated Indian, Spanish, Fre.nch, 
Greek, and English, that she has spoken. I have also 
heard her in Italian, Portuguese, Latin, and Hungarian, 
and in some that I did not know. 

The instances are too numerous for me to recall the 
names of the persons present. 

I will now mention instances through others than 
her . 

.A man by the name of Finney, a carpenter, of very 
limited education, living near Cleveland, Ohio, was 
once giving me a communication, for he was a speak
ing medium. The subject was self-knowledge, and 
while I was writing it down, I spoke (sotto voce) Gnothi 
Seauton. He paused, repeated the Greek, and added, 
"Yes, know thyself." 

Mrs. Helen Leeds, of 45 Carver street, Boston, a 
medium of some note in those parts, has very often 
spoken Chinese. She is of very limited education, and 
never heard a word of that language spoken. 

This occurred so often with her in a former stage of 
her mediumship, that I suppose I may say that there 
are thousands who have witnessed it. I haYe myself' 
witnessed it at least a hundred times. 
· In the early stages of my investigations I kept very 
full minutes of all that occurred. From my records I 
make this extract : 
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"Nov. 3, 1852. 
"There was a special meeting of the Circle of Hope last 

evening, to meet some of our friends from Albany. Besides the 
members of the circle (the circle consisted of Mr. Sweet and wife, 
Mr. Wood and wife, Mr. Ira Hutchinson, Mr. Comes, and myself), · 
there were present, Mrs. Shepherd and Mrs. Haight, of Albany ; 
Mr. and Mrs. J . K. Mettler, of Hartford, Conn. ; Mrs. J. B. Met
tler, of New York, and Mrs. Heath, sist.er of Mrs. Ambler. 

''Mr. Ambler was soon thrown into the magnetic state, etc. • • 
"After he came out of the trance-state, Mrs. ShE>pherd was 

affected, and spoke in several languages. She occasionally spoke 
English. • • • • And she continued 
for an hour or two thus to speak in some foreign language. It 
seemed to us to be Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese. • • 

"Mrs. Mettler was then thrown into a trance.state, and she was 
developed for the :first time iu her life to speak in diverse tongues. 
She spoke in German and what seemed to be Indian. 

"And they two, i. e., Mrs. Shepherd and Mrs. Mettler, then for 
some time conversed together in these foreign languages. 

''Occasionally they spoke in English and sometimes in broken 
English." 

I have looked in my records, but do not find it, though 
I very well remember the fact, that Mrs. Sweet, of this 
city, another ·or our mediums, of very little education, 
bas often spoken French. 

[Since writing the above, I learn that she bas also 
spoken Italian and Hebrew.] 

I have a number of times, witnessed a cognate mani
festation, when the communication was through the 
rappings, and was given in a foreign language, though 
the medium knew only the English. 

P. S.-I now add to the foregoing 

November 1.-To-day, at our Conference, I mentioned 
this subject, and asked if any of those present could 
give me any further information. The attendance was 
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unusually small, there not being over a hundred pres
ent, but I received the following reply to my inquiry : 
' Dr. John F. Gray mentioned having had communica
tions through the rappings and table-tippings, in the 
Malay, Hebrew, and Spanish languages. The commu
nications were spelled out, letter by letter, and written 
down. He obtained translations of all of these from per
sons versed in the different languages. He has records 
of it all, specifying where it occurred, and who were 
present. He will probably give me an extract from 
them. If he does, I will send it to you. 

He mentioned one instance, where Professor Bush, 
who is a Hebrew scholar, was present, and he called 
the Hebrew Alphabet, and wrote the communication 
down at the time, and afterward translated it, no one 
present but himself being acquainted with that alpha
bet. 

Dr. Abraham D. Wilson, another physician of high 
standing, stated that the late Mr. Henry Inman, the 
artist, told him that when his daughter was developed 
as a medium, she repeatedly spoke Spanish, of which 
she had no knowledge. 

Mr. David Bryson stated that at a recent circle, 
where Mrs. Tucker was the medium, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Daniel G. Taylor and others were present, the medium 
!!poke fluently an unknown tongue, and conversed with 
a Dane, who was present, in the Danish language. 

Mr. Taylor was at the Conference, and confirmed Mr. 
Bryson's account. 

Mrs. Richardson relates a recent incident of a woman 
named Greenleaf, who spoke French. And Mrs. French, 
the medium, well known here and at Pittsburgh, stated 
that through her the Spirits had spoken nine different 
languages. 

She relates a recent instance, where Mr. Henry C. 
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Vail being present, she was addresi::ed by an Italian 
female, and led by her to a part of the town where 
some fourteen Italians were huddled together in one 
room, in a great state of destitution and sickness, and 
where Italian was spoken through her to them with 
entire ease. And she mentioned an occasion at Wash
ington, where, in the presence of Governor Tallmadge, 
and Mr. Giddings, M. C. from Ohio, she spoke French 
fluently. 

All these are cases where the parties speaking knew 
only one language-the English. 

This is the gathering of one afternoon only. I can 
form no idea of the extent of the evidence that might 
be gathered by a more extended inquiry. 

But is it not enough for all, except those who would 
not believe, though one arose from the dead? 

The following are the letters I received, in answer to 
my call in The Banner of Light : 

Cooksville, April 9th, 1859. 
Messrs. Editors : 

Seeing a call in the Banner, from Judge Edmonds, for 
facts in the phase of Spiritualism-speaking with 
tongues, I thought I would write an account of what 
transpired at our circle about two years ago, and you 
can make such use of it as you may see fit, to advance 
the cause of truth. We had continued our sittings 
about three months, every Sunday evening. Two 
young men, one a brother-in-law of the writer, and the 
otker a personal friend, were mediums, who had been 
controlled by spirits speaking through them, showing 
very clearly the different condition of minds in the 
other state of existence. About this time, at a sitting, 
only one of the mediums being present, he was con
trolled in a manner very strange to us, but after a 
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short time began to speak in a language that we could 
not understand, but was recognized by my father and 
brother as the Chinese, they having been acquainted 
with many of them in California, but could not speak 
the language. At the next meeting of the circle, both 
mediums were controlled to speak in the same lan
guage, and, after talking a few moments, appeared to rec
ognize each other as mutual friends, and, indeed, were so 
boisterous in their greetings that a man living in the 
other part of the house, who was not a believer, came in 
to see if we had not some Chinamen for guests, as he had 
traded with them in California, and knew something of 
their customs. They were controlled frequently after 
this ; one of them would sometimes sing in the same 
language and talk, while the others would interpret. 
None present could speak Chinese, and the mediums 
never saw a Chinaman. Our circles were free to all 
who chose to come, and oftentimes the room was full. 
All were ready to admit that they had heard a foreign 
language spoken, neither could they doubt the mediums, 
as they were both worthy young men, or solve the mys
tery ; but the saying of Christ, in the parable, proved 
true-" They will not believe, though one should rise 
from the dead." 

* * * * * * * 
You must excuse this long letter, and use as much or 

little of it as you think best. 
Yours, for truth, 

B. S. HoXIE. 

N. B.-For reference to the above facts, 1·wm give' 
the following names, residents of Cooksville, Rock Co., 
Wis.: Allen Hoxie, Earle Woodbury, C. A. Howard, I. 
Woodbury, I. Baker, G. A. Backenstoll, S. P. Hoxie, 
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and many others who were present could witness to tho 
same. 

B. s: HOXIE •• . 

PRINCE'S LINNEAM BoT.urrc GARDENS AND NuasERIEs,} 
Flushing, L. L, near New York, April 16, 1859. 

JUDGE EDMONDS ! 

Dear Sir: I noticed your desire to be ad-vised of per
sons speaking in a language they arc unacquainted 
with. I have heard Susan Hoyt once deliver an Italian 
patriotic oration, which was translated, as she pro
ceeded, by an American who understood the Italian. I 
have studied the Italian, and realized fully that she 
spoke in that language, and her gestures were very 
vehement, and appropriate, as representing that nation. 

There is a man, about 35 years of age, residing near 
Hempstead swamp, one and a half miles below New
town-I think his name is Smith, but the Hoyts can 
tell you-whom I have several times heard deliver 
Italian orations in the most declamatory style, and with 
whom it is very common to do so. He was frequently 
at Hoyt's, and the first time I heard him, I asked some 
person whether he could speak English at all. When 
he came to himself, he told me who he was, and that he 
never had read a word of any language but English. 
He was so under the control of these Italian spirits, 
that he would sometimes be influenced for several miles, 
when walking to Williamsburgh, and his friends were 
afraid to have him go there alone. 

I am, very respectfully, 
w M. R. PRINCE. 
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Loclcport, March 28, 1859. 

Very deal' friend J . W. EDMONDS: 

I am an illiterate, in my second childhood, on the 
commencement, since St. Patric's day in the morning, 
of my seventy-seventh year, consequently, I hope proper 
allowance will be made in this communication for bad 
spelling, bad grammer, and confused ideas in what I 
shall relate, ·and that if you should see fit to take notice 
of any part of it, that you will select such parts as you 
see fit, and use your own language in order to convey 
the ideas that I shall try to convey. I saw in the last 
week's Banner ef Light, a notice or request of instances, 
in which a medium has spoken in a language unknown 
to them at the time. I am inclined to relate to you an 
exhibition of my son, about three and a half years ago, 
whose age at the time was about between seventeen 
and eighteen years. We were having a circle at the 
house of our medium, Dr. G. C. Eton, of this place. Dr. 
E. was sick at the time principally confined to bis bed, 
but having been repeatedly controlled by the spirit of 
the much heard of W anbas, an Indian Chief so called, 
who had influenced Dr. E. in nearly every instance in 
his healing powers. .At this time, the Indian W., 
would not influence Dr. E. much, for fear of injuring his 
health, but seemed to cause him to assist in controlling 
my son to speak, being controlled by another spirit by 
the name of Pickawa (I would here remark, that my 
son never knew a word of Indian language), but at 
this time jumped on to his feet very suddenly, and 
commenced talking with a clear and distinct language, 
loud and earnest, and went through with all the Indian 
war evolutions, the manner of using the tomahawk, 
scalping-knife, bow and arrow, and various tortures and 
effects of such cruelty. After which his voice seemed 
to change, become more plaintive, and he seemed to go 
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on to show the vast difference between war and peace, 
imitated the smoking the pipe of peace, and the various 
phases of peace and quietness among men. Another 
instance, about the same period of time, when the Abo
riginees seemed to have more controll over our medium, ' 
in the begining of our spiritual carear, than any other 
race : We were at the hall in Lockport, called Taylor's 
Hall ; had a circle of some thirty or more ; among 
them was a son and daughter of mine, mediums ; my 
daughter was at that time quite a developing medium, 
by some means, and got quite a large share present 
under Indian influence. They all talked the same lan
guage, and went through the war dance ; when through, 
smoked the pipe of peace, and each one went round and 
shook hands with all the rest. There were one or two 
present, that understood some of the Indian language 
enough to know, that they talked the regular language. 
After they were through with the Indian pow-wow, 
another scene was exhibited through the Italian influ
ence. We learned that by a gentleman present, who 
understood the Italian language partially, and could 
ask and answer questions in their dialect (I have for· 
gotten the name of the gentleman), he said he had been 
in Italy some length of time, and had learned consid
erable of the language, and knew the mediums spoke 
the language correctly. The mediums were Dr. G. C. 
Eton, Mrs. Heath, and Mrs. Scott, the mother of Cora 
L. V. Hatch, who each took an active part in the trag
edy, Eaton, and Mrs. Heath, were the principal speak
ers, E. commenced with a short sentence, which was 
replied to by Mrs. H., they spoke back and forward in 
parliamentary order, several times with considerable 
length, then Mrs. Scott had something to say, so they 
went on alternately for a while with beautiful language, 
and gestures ; they next commenced singing in prose, 
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long 11entences, the tune adapted to the language. The 
whole being in prose, the tune was sung but once over 
in each sentence, very solemn and very beautiful, Mrs. 
H.'s voice was very clear and extensive, she would sing 
up to the skies, or down to a low bass. I think, I never 
heard so beautiful and sweet singing at any other time. 
That part of the exhibition was extremely interesting 
to me ; the old ignoramus, who has here tried to de
scribe the, to me interesting exhibitions of that evening. 
If any part will interest others, I am willing it should 
be read with proper mending ; perhaps those things 
new, and interesting to me, will .not be so to others, 
who have experienced the like more than I have done, 
though they ingraft beautiful impressions into my mind. 
Having the benefit of a ripe old age, I can't but antici· 
pate a spiritual acquaintance ere long, with those 
spirits, who have in my presence, manifested. so much 
love to us in the form, and so much happiness in their 
enjoyments in their happy abode in the spirit existence. 
God bless and prosper the glorious cause. 

SETH w HITHORE. 

South Malden, Mass., .April 2, 1859. 
JUDGE EDMONDS : 

Dear Sir: Seeing in the Banner your request ·to for. 
ward anything in regard to speaking in many tongues, 
I send you this account : 

Hiram Smith was born ii\ Massachusetts, Aug. 26, 
1815, of American parents ; was brought up in the 
Unitarian belief; in 1840 read, in Buck's Theological 
Dictionary, that there were about three hundred sects 
or creeds in the world, all conflicting with each other ; 
became an unbeliever in revelation and immortality. 
In 1854, became unsettled in this opinion by witnessing 
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some physical manifestations ; was told by a medium 
if he would leave off the practice of smoking tobacco he 
would become a medium; Jan. 1, 1858, he resolved to 
do so ; Feb. 1, his hand was first moved to write (this 
is enclosed) ; the other was written March 2'1 (this 
week), and purports to be addressed to Judge Edmonds 
(by request). The medium is impressed with the idea 
that the letter suggests the utility of a convention of 
mediums who speak in tongues, at some future day, 
when necessary forces can be brought to bear. The 
same spirit wrote both, as far as we can judge ; and, 
what is very remarkable, be says he came from the 
planet Saturn. No words that I can use would serve 
to convey an idea of the nicety, refinement, and polish 
of his feeling and manner ; cannot bear to be approached 
by any other than a polite address ; in short, his reli
gion seems an impersonation of reverence for the most 
beautiful in nature and art. Music must be wavy and •· 
sound soft to suit him. In dancing, he moves the me-
dium as if on air ; the visions he shows him are of the 
most beautiful order-flowers (always reminding the 
possessor of natural flowers there are perennial ones), 
shells, architecture, and natural scenery, colors-singly, 
blended, and contrasted (the medium is a dyer by 
trade) ; has belonged to a circle of ten, four of whom 
are mediums, for more than a year. This spirit has 
joined in the dancing, which has been various, but 
would seem much annoyed when undeveloped spirits 
were brought to be elevated. To our great surprise, 
we found be knew nothing of Christ, and said he never 

1 inhabited a mortal body on this earth; always requires 
, water, and drinks standing, apparently wishing our 

souls' health. .I would like to direct your attention 
very particularly to bis great nicety of manner, the 
least awkwardness or coarseness offending his sensi· 
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bility-he says he is a teacher on his planet-has 
imparted his qualities to the medium so fully that he 
has made him almost a second self, in many things, 
and, instead of being careless in manner and habit, he 
desires to surround himself with everything beautiful, 
morally and physically. These high teachings are not 
all gained in the circle ; the medium lives alone, and 
when he retires at night he listens to the sweetest flow 
of language, and while walking in the fields, the spirit 
addresses the moon and stars, gesticulating appropri
ately to the impressions given, the pronunciation resem
bling the Portuguese, as near as we can judge, by the 
continual roll of the tongue. 

He commenced to speak five days after writing ; 
there seems formed the strongest friendship-another 
David and Jonathan. The medium's gratitude for spir
itual light is great ; he says he would not return to his 
former condition for any worldly wealth. His greatest 
desire is to convey the teachings he receives to others ; 
but for want of a grammatical knowledge of his own 
language, this spirit says he cannot translate for him 
suitably for that purpose ; he would take time to pre
pare himself, if thereby it might be the means of doing 
good. 

He has been influenced by no other spirit, excepting 
three months after the commencing of his development, 
a Chinese spoke and sung seven successive nights, in 
regard to his domestic affairs, always leaving him in a 
calm and happy condition, and two or three times an 
English spirit. 

The spirit purporting to come from Saturn, has not 
allowed other spirits to give his medium impressions 
till since they have become interested apparently in the 
force and beauty of the Christ principle to keep the soul 
safe in the midst of what, to the Pharisee, would seem 
contaminating. 
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From a conversation lately held with the medium, by 
one of the circle, there seems to be no doubt that two 
souls have been born into the brotherhood of the Great 
Medium, instead of depending upon intellectual refine
ment as the ultimate of the soul of man. This spirit. 
has shown himself to the medium as a large-sized man, 
of fair proportions, white hair reaching to his shoulders, 
a loose upper garment, drapery sleeves, the edges orna
mented by points, short breeches without buckles, close 
stockings in the style of the day of Washington. 

I send you, with the consent of Mr. Smith, a daguer
reotype and specimen of his hair, to assist in judging 
of the quality of the manifestations through such a 
medium. He is conscious and diffident, or we could 
judge better to what age and people he belonged. 

Mr. Smith wishes me to say that any directions that 
may help to his farther development he will thank you 
for, but fears asking too much. But let it be as it may, 
his hope is that this account may benefit those who are 
in want, as he was, of this great light. 

Have seen and heard you at the Melodeon, on your 
last public visit to Boston, and, looking to you as a 
defender and loving guardian of Spiritualism, I submit 
the foregoing to your notice, if you please, and hope 
you will allow me to express my filial respect now and 
ever. 

In behalf of the medium and circle, 
MARY HEALD u NDERBILL. 

New York, .April 7th, 1859. 
JUDGE EDMONDS : 

Sir: Knowing that well-authenticated facts, bearing 
on the subject of spiritual intercourse, are interesting 
and valuable to the earnest seekers after truth of the 
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present day, I here beg leave to relate the following 
incidents which lately took place under my immediate 
notice, at our residence, No. 4 7 ·west 13th street, New 
York. Hardly a day passes, with us, without some 
remarkable manifestation of spirit power and presence. 
A short time since, the following sealed letters, written 
'in different languages, were most accurately copied out 
and answered, through the medium, Mr. A. D. Ruggles, 
who, it will be remembered, was associated with the 
late Professor Hare, of Philadelphia, in his extensive 
investigations of Spiritualism. 

A Mr. Anderman, a wealthy German farmer, of New 
Philadelphia, Ohio, brought a sealed letter, in German, 
to be answered. It was accurately copied by the me
dium. 

Also, a sealed l~tter was hrought by Dr. Johnson, of 
73 East 12th street, of this city, and the letter was a. 
complete medley of almost all languages, ancient and 
modern. This was also copied exactly. 

Mr. Andonian, an Armenian gentleman, from Con· 
stantinople, attending medical lectures in the Thir
teenth street College in this city, wrote a long letter in 
bis native Armenian language, and, carefully sealing it 
up, requested a copy and answers, both of which were 
given in the presence of Dr. Orton and Mrs. Cora A. 
Syme. His spirit father copied the letter, and answered 
it correctly, besides writing various maxims in Greek, 
Hebrew, Latin, Phonography, and French. 

It is well known Mr. Ruggles has no knowledge of 
any of these. 

Monday, April 4th, 1859.-Mr. Lapham, of 37 Park 
row, requested the medium to translate some Greek for 
him, doubting the spirit's ability to do so. Mr. L. 
retired to the farthest corner of the room, and secretly 
wrote on a piece of paper a sentence, which the medium 
.was immediately influenced to repeat. 
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The sentence was in Greek : " Zoe µov aa~ ayarrw" 
(Zoe mou sas agapo) ; and when requested to trans
late it, it was immediately rendered, "My life, I love 
thee," which is correct. 

A Mr. B., of ·Morrisania, wrote some Latin phrases, 
and having inclosed them in a securely-sealed envelope, 
requested an answer to his questions. The phrases 
were copied out correctly, and also incorreclly, as Mr. B. 
had written them, and the translation was given. All 
of which Mr. B. acknowledged to be correct. 

Sunday, April 3d.-Mr. F. A. Goodall, of 47 West 
Thirteenth street, N cw York, desirous of "trying the 
spirits," addressed some lines, in French, to his spirit 
friends, in closed them in an envelope, and securely sealed 
it, using a private stamp for the sealing. To open this 
letter, or tamper with it in any way, would be impossible, 
without detection. He then handed it to Mr. A. D. Rug
gles, the medium, with a request to copy and answer it. 
The letter was then left in a desk belonging to a lady 
in the house, Mrs. Wines. In the evening the medium, 
in an upper room, and engaged con>ersing with Mr. 
Weston and Mr. Goodall, was suddenly influenced to 
repeat viva voce, nearly the whole of the letter, both in 
English and French. The next evening, at the request 
of the spirits there assembled, at the medium's room, 
the following ladies and gentlemen : Mrs. E. B. Wines, 
Mr. J. W. Weston, Mr. C. E. King, Mr. R. Lapham, 
Mrs. Cora A. Syme, and Mr. F. A. Goodall. They were 
requested to form a circle, and sing, which was accord
ingly done ; the singing, however, was not always of a 
very orderly character, and the medium, seated about 
ten feet from the circle, would occasionally laugh, and 
joke, and sing with the rest of them ; but, strange to 
say, his band was influenced to wTite, all the time of 
the sitting, although the mind was apparently on other 
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subjects. It must be borne in mind, that the medium 
did not touch the letter the whole time, for it was held 
by Mr. R. Lapham, one of the circle. Soon the French 
words inside the letter were given, with an exact trans
lation into English. Then came the answer, as from a 
spirit friend, in the French language, also very appro
priate in its nature, and also correctly translated into 
English. The medium, it is well known, does not 
understand that language. Not the least curious fea
ture of this phenomenon was the copying exactly the 
peculiar signature to the letter. We decided that 
Judge Edmonds should be requested to open the letter, 
in.the presence of witnesses. The persons composing 
the circle then went to his house, where the Judge 
opened it, and the copy was found to be perfect. 

The signature of each composing the circle was ob
tained as testimony to the facts above mentioned. 

FREDK. A. GOODALL. 

The following was handed to the medium, inclosed in 
an envelope, sealed with five seals, and addressed : 

"Pour mes amis, 
dans l'autre monde. 

"Es tu heureuse, mon ange que me suit? 
Et veux tu me soulager-
Me communiquer de telles tes belles pensees 
Afin que je sois hcureux. 

Est ce que tu peux me donner 
des nouvelles de mes amis en 
Angleterre ? 
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Without breaking the seal or opening the envelope, 
he 'Wrote for answer : first, an accurate copy of the 
note in French, then the following translation of it, and 
answers to it in French and English : 

Engl'ish of the same. 

"Art thou happy, my angel, who follows me? And 
wilt thou comfort me, to communicate to me thy beau
tiful thoughts, in order that I may be happy ? Canst 
thou give me news from my friends in England? 

"FREDERICK 
AUGUSTUS. 

"For my friends in the other world." 

"Je suis heureuse, 
Et veut vous soulager, 
Et je parlerai encore, 

" On vous a blame plus d'une fois. 

"I am happy, 
and will comfort you, 
and I will speak again. 

"They have blamed you more than once. 

"ELLA." 

"ELLA." 

And certified to me by the following signatures : 

" FRED'K A. GoonALL, 4 7 West 13th street. 
" R. LAPHAM, 37 Park row. 
"C. A. 8YME1 New' York. 
"C. B. WINEs, do. 
"CHAS. E. KING, of Waterford, N. Y. 
"J. W. ·wEsroN, 47 West 13th street, 
" A. D. Ruggles, medium." 
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Keene, N. H., March 23d, 1859. 
J . W. EDHONDS: 

Dear Sir: I notice a request from you, in the last 
Banner of Light, for further information in relation to 
" speaking in unknown tongues." 

Doctor Winslow B. Porter, of Paper lllill village, in 
Cheshire Co., N. H., was present at my house in Keene, 
N. H., on two evenings in March, A. D. 1858. On each 
evening he addressed us in Italian-a language with 
whU:h he is not acquainted. Mr. Parker played upon a 
violin ; Mr. Hadley accompanied him upon the Melo
deon, such tunes as they themselves selected. After 
the tune was once played over, the spirit controlling 
Porter would commence a song, apparently improvised 
for the tune, as the metre was correct, and occasionally 
a chorus was introduced, if the tune allowed of the 
same. The performers were skeptics, and varied the 
tunes as much as possible, in order to test the power 
influencing him. In this way, six, eight, or more songs 
were given each evening. I understood French suffi· 
ciently to converse in the language ; Spanish, suffi
ciently to read it easily ; Italian, sufficiently to read it, 
or to understand the general tenor of a conversation 
carried. on in that language. Doctor Porter is a gentle
man of high respectability, in a most excellent practice 
as a physician, and no person who knows him will hesi
tate to bear witness to his truthfulness as a man, how
ever much he may doubt the manifestations of spirit 
presence as given through him. Dr. Porter is never 
entranced, but only lends the use of certain organs, 
when they, his spirit friends, desire to manifest them· r 
selves. 

He (Porter) can resume control at any moment, when~· 
he secs fit to exert his will power, and it frequently~ 
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affords much amusement to witness the mixture of influ
ences ; sometimes a sentence from himself, next a sen· 
t.ence from the invisibles, and so on, alternately. On 
the two evenings above mentioned, the addresses, and 
the songs sung after the addresses, were Italian, a lan
guage not understood by Dr. Porter. Mr. Newton, of 
The Spiritual, Age, is well acquainted with Porter, I 
believe. He is not a public medium. The persons 
present on the occasion mentioned, were : Mr. William 
Everett and Mrs. Everett; Mr. Jonas Parker; Mr. 
Ethan Hadley ; Miss E. Brown and R. Wilson, of 
Keene ; Mr. P. C. Peters ; Mr. N ales, of Alstead ; Miss 
L. T. Ballou, of Nashua, and several gentlemen from 
different parts of the country. 

Truly and respectfully yours, &c., 

ROBERT WILSON. 

Braintree, Vermont, March 29th, 1859. 

Hon. J. W. EDMONDS: 

Dear Sfr: Pardon me for thus infringing upon your 
valuable time ; but seeing a notice in The Banner ef 
Light, that you can have space in the Tribune to dis
course upon Spiritualism, and you wish to have friends· 
send you more facts, as respects mediums speaking·in 
various languages, I thought I would write what has 
transpired under my observation, of this nature. 

In the month of .February, 1858, I was living at the 
residence of John Paine, in the town of Leicester, Addi
son Co., Vermont. Mrs. Sarah P. Paine (a daughter-in
law) lives there. She is a medium. During said 
month there was a France Frenchman came there to 
investigate Spiritualism. He had no faith in it, as he 
was a Catholic, and opposed it very strongly. 
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In a few minutes, the medium became entranced, and 
commenced talking to him in his own tongue, so he 
perfectly understood her. The medium and himself 
talked a considerable time ; nobody in the room under- · 
stood them, except said ones. He soon requested her 
to write his name in French. She did so, and besides, 
she wrote his father's and mother's name in like man
ner. He said his father and mother were both dead, 
and, furthermore, that there was not a person in the 
United States that knew their names. The medium 
never saw the man before. She has no knowledge of 
any other language except her own (the English). 

There were numerous persons present. I cannot 
now recall all their names, but will give the follow
ing: 

Mr. Joseph Morse, of Leicester. 
" D. S. Smith, " " 
" Isaac Morse, " " 
" John Paine, " " 
" Edward Paine, " " 
" Nathaniel Churchill and lady, of Brandon, and 

my humble self. 

I cannot tell the exact day of the month, but I should 
'think about the 20th inst. 

The above-named persons are still living in the 
respective towns. I lived in the Paine family nine 
months, and can truly say I never saw anything in the 
form of tests come through said medium but what was 
correct. I can supply you with any amount of tests 
from that family. 

There is a gentleman by the name of Frederick Davis, 
living in the town of Brainerd, Vt., that I am well 
acquainted with, that speaks almost all (and I do not 
know but all) languages that are spoken in this age of 
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the world. I have known him to stand and speak hours 
together in different tongues. I can give instances, in 
any quantity, of his speaking in that manner; but as I 
think you will have enough communications of like 
character, I will rest satisfied with what I have given. 

Yours, for the cause of humanity, 
NELSON LEARNED. 

Lynn, March 24th, 1859. 
Messrs. EDITORS : 

Seeing a call in the Banner of the present week for 
evidence on the subject of " Speaking in Tongues," I 
present the following for the Judge's benefit : 

Mrs. John Hardy is an unconscious trance-speaking 
medium ; knows nothing of the French or Indian lan
guages, having studied neither. 

There is an Indian spirit that controls her, by the 
name of Sacbma ; who also has performed many cures 
through the medium. He talks Indian, and then gives 
us the English, as nigh as he can. It is a remarkably 
good test. 

There is also a spirit that has controlled her-a 
young French girl by the name of Louisa Dupont-an 
actress, I believe. She bas spoken before a professor 
of languages, and her style and speech pronounced cor
rect. The professor put an indecent question (in French) 
to her, so he admitted, and received a correct answer, 
which so mortified him that he took his hat and left the 
house. 

She has not spoken through this medium within the 
last ten months. 

The French girl has spoken before the following per
sons, whose names I take the liberty to send, but not 
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for public use. The J udgc might., if he deemed it proper, 
address a line to some one or more in regard to the 
matter. 

Yours, for the cause, 
JOUN ALLEY 5th, 

No. 8 North Common street, Lynn, Mass. 

Boston, 25th March, 1859. 
Hon. JoHN W. EDMONDS: 

My Dear Sir: In a late Banner I noticed a request 
of yours, in which you required all such mediums as had 
written languages foreign to their own, and through 
8J?iritua1 influence, to forward you a list of the same, for 
what purpose you did not state ; but presuming you 
purpose weaving an article for publication (as we 
notice many from your able pen), I do not hesitate, and 
by the request of many spiritual friends to us both, to 
send a list of those languages which have been given 
through my band, and all foreign to my own, which any 
one knows to be very imperfect English. 

Many of these languages have been published in the 
spiritual papers, which you have doubtless noticed. 
Below, will give you a list, and if you see reason or 
think proper to make any allusi?n to them in your arti
cle, you are at perfect liberty to do so ; should you 
wish farther knowledge respecting them, you may call 
on the editor of the Banner, who will post you satisfao. 
torily, or I will be pleased to communicate anything in 
my power which may assist you in your noble work. 

LIST, 

Chinese, Greek, Latin, Italian, German, Gaelic, He
brew, French, Spanish. 

My correspondents from France, Germany, and Scot-
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land, are anxious I visit them ; they urge me hard to 
come, feeling my peculiar phase of mediumship would 
create an excitement that might prove beneficial in 
spreading this great truth· throughout that region, and 

. I have about made up my mind to go. 
· I have fought hard for the cause the past four years, 

though I have been falsely accused, and slandered most 
shamefully ; yet my tests were never more astonishing 
than at the present, nor were they ever as frequent as 
at this time. I seldom ever fail in the presence of the 
writer of the question. 

Make my kindest regards of remembrance to Miss 
Laura, and accept the same for thyself. 

Your most obedient servant, 
J. V. MANSFIELD. 

P. S.-If you have time to write me, do so. M. 

My Hebrew test, Theodore Parker has, and as he is 
away, I cannot send it you; the Greek, you will recol
lect, was to Prof. Felton-rather it was a Greek letter, 
written in English, by Menander. The Italian was 
written to an Italian letter held in the hands of one of 
the most celebrated Italian singers in the world, now 
living-a lady now in Boston. French, Latin, and Span
ish is almost every-day occurrence, and yet I do not 
know one from the other. MANSFIELD. 

Letter answered in Gaelic by J. V. JJiansfield. 

A gentleman well acquainted with the Gaelic lan
guage, recently wrote a letter, addressed to Donald 
McBeth, a friend in the land of the departed, sealed it 
in three envelopes, marked with several i)rivate marks, 
so minute as not to be distinguished by the eye, unas
sisted by the magnifying glass. This letter was placed 
in the hands of a second party, who gave it to Wm. A. 
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Kenrick, of Roxbury, a skeptic as to the phenomena of 
Spiritualism, and Mr. K. carried it to Mr. Mansfield's 
office, and left it for answer. The following are copies 
of correspondence : 

I.ETl'ER. TRANSLATION, 

A dbomhuill Mhic Bea- DoNALD MAcB : 
thaig, thee do chairdan aun 
imehurst mhor bho'n, adk' 
fhag thee'n saoghal sogun 
fhios aca, ciods au diol bais 
a chaidh a chhr ort, a nes 
ma tha e'en comas dhultse 
fios a thoirt dhoibh mar a 
chaidh hbo char as au 
rathad agus innis dhomhsa 
troimh'n litir so caite au 
robh snin cusdeachd ma 
dheiradh agus thoir dearbh
aidheau dhomsa gor a he 
do sprordsa a tha doi a 
thoirt freagraah dhomh, 
agus matha, e iomechindh 
dhuit innse innis dhomsa 
co dhuibh tha thu fein ann 
au staid shona no mishona, 
chau eil tuilleadh agams ri 
radh aua sau so elau leat. 

Misido charaide dileas, 
ALASTAIB FRISEL. 

Your friends are very 
uneasy about you since 
you left this world, for 
they know not what kind 
of death you died. Now, if 
it is possible for you to in
form me how you was put 
out of the way, and tell 
me through this letter, and 
where we last met, and 
give me proof that it is 
your spirit that gives the 
reply ; and further, let me 
know if you are in a state 
of happiness or misery. I 
have no more to say. ·Good 
bye. 
Your affectionate friend, 

ALEX. FRASER. 

To this letter the following answer was written by 
Mr. Mansfield: 
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iNSWER. 

ALAsT AIR FrusEL : 

0, thusa air bheag crci
dimh car son a bha thu 
fuidh amlrnrus. 

TRANSLATION. 

ALEX. FRASER : 

0, thou of little faith, 
wherefore dost thou doubt? 

lifAcB. 

When Mr. Kenrick called for the result, he pro
nounced the letter to be in the same condition as when 
left; that it had not been opened, and private marks 
were correct and undisturbed. He fnrther remarked 
that it would have made no difference had it been 
opened, for he was satisfied that Mr. Mansfield did not 
understand the language employed ; and that not ouc 
word in the answer had been employed by the writer, 
so that Mansfield could not have taken his answer from 
the letter. The answer, though short and not direct, 
he said was characteristic of the person addressed. 

It will be noticed that the signature written by Mans
field-" MacB"-is not in the Gaelic in which this spirit 
is addressed, so here is at least one test : 

.Afr. Editor :-You said that one Chinaman got a let
ter from his father. I that Chinaman. 

I went to Mr. Mansfield, your great spirit post
master. 1. wrote my father who died twenty years 
ago in China. I been this country eleven years. I 
am told write letter to Mr. Mansfield ; me send it to 
him and my father he answer me. I do so. All right 
He says to me my mother dead. I know not. Very 
strange I 

On Wednesday I go again see that Mr. Mansfield. I 
write him another letter and seal it up strong. I no 
think Mr M. do any more letters for me. I have him 
fastened in two papers-envelopes-hold on him all 
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time. Mr. Mansfield hand he jump, and' his hand go 
very faat, o.nd I see him writing Chinese, and in one or 
two minutes my father tells me all about my letter ; 
tells me about my mother and brother, and says other 
things to me. and that I don't write Chinese as well as I 
used to 

Answered in my hand. CHARLES An SaowE, 

Native Canton Chinese. 

Lee, Mo.rch 26, 1859 • 

Dear Sir :-1 see, by the Banner of Light, your call 
for additional evidence of " Speaking in Tongues." 

Some two years ago my daughter (Gertrude), aged 
eleven years, commenced singing in the Indian dialect, 
in a tune entirely new to the whole family, consisting 
of ten persons, which very much surprised us all ; after 
singing several verses, I exclaimed "How "beautiful!" 
when the controlling spirit said in English, "0, I am 
not much of a singer, but there is a pretty squaw here 
who will sing to please you." Well, sure enough, the 
girl immediately commenced singing a different tune in 
a different voice in the same dialect, but more pfeasing
than the first, and what is to the family very singular, 
she has never since that evening been controlled to sing 
in that or any other dialect but her native tongue. She 
had never heard or read a syllable in the Indian tongue. 
These are the simple facts ; but as for the philosophy• 
I cannot speak-perhaps you have it. 

Respectfully, yours, 
BENJAHIN DEAN. 

JUDGE EmroNDs: · 
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Milan, (Ohio), April 4, 1859. 

Hon.J. W.EnuoNns: 
I learn from a late number of the Banner of Li.ght 

that you " desire additional evidence on the subject of 
'Speaking in Tongues,'" and request "the friends in all 
parts of the country to transmit to your address an 
account of any instance in which a medium has spoken 
in any language not known to her at the time, giving 
details of time and place of occurrence, a.nd the names 
of persons present." In compliance with this request, 
I send you the following : 

In the month of February, 1857, in company with 
Mrs. Warner, I was visiting at the house of Mr. Lewis.· 
S. Pope, of Troy, Geauga county, Ohio. One eveningr 
Mrs. Warner, being troubled with a cold and hoarse
ness, was controlled by what purported to be an Indian 
spirit, and commenced doctoring her chest and throat. 
While engaged in this, a. young German, whom the 
family ca11ed Milton, came into the room. He was suf
fering with a severe headache, but made no mention of 
the matter in Mrs. Warner's hearing. She went to him, 
and in a few moments, by the ~imple " laying on of 
hands," relieved his head. She then told him, in broken 
English, that a pale spirit was present, one who had 
left the form " across the big waters," and wished to 
talk with him. After a pause, she began to talk in Ger
man, and among other things, repeated to the young 
man, as he declared, the last words said to him by his 
mother on her death-bed. At this, the young man, who, 
up to that time, had been skeptical, burst into tears, 
and said he "gave it up." He was convinced that his 
spirit mother was there, and had spoken to him in his 
native tongue. On being questioned by members of 
Mr. Pope's family, he repeated the German to us, and 
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then the translation, the last words of which were, "My 
dear sons, I can give you no more bread." 

Mrs. "\Varner had never heard a word concerning the 
family of this young man. She did not then, nor does 
she now understand one word of any language except 
her native English. 

Mr. Pope is among the most respectable citizens of 
Troy. The various members of his family, including 
the young German, will endorse the truth of the fore
going statement. Their post-office address is, " Welch
field, Geauga county, Ohio." 

A few evenings prior to the occurrence related above, 
we were at the house of Mr. Hiram Lane, in Windham, 

• Portage county. A large number of friends were pres
ent from Newton Falls and Braceville. Among those 
from the latter place, were Mrs. Mercia Lane, Miss 
Emma D. Rood, now Mrs. Emma D.R. Tuttle, of Berlin; 
Mr. Hiram Barnum, his son, Sizer, and an aged widow 
lady, named Davis. In the course of the evening, the 
younger Mr. Barnum being " controlled," commenced 
talking in what we call Indian, Mrs. V\T arner also being 
controlled at the same time, and conversing with him 
apparently in the same language. At the close of the 
talk, Mr. Barnum sung several Indian songs in another 

. dialect-Mrs. Davis calling for them one after another, 
and declaring that she understood them. She stated 
·that she had lived, when young, near or among a tribe 
·of Indians in the State of New York ; that she had often 
heard an Indian of the same name as that given by 
Mrs. Sizer Barnum, sing those songs, and that she knew 
they were given by the latter in a veritable Indian dia
lect. 

Other persons were present who had been familiar 
with Indian life and customs, and they, as well as Mrs. 
Davis, averred that the Indian habits and manners, as 
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delineated by Mrs. Waq1.er and Mr. S. Barnum, were 
true to the life. Yet neither of these persons ever saw 
a wild Indian, nor can they, in any manner, delineate 
the peculiar characteristics of that race without being 
under what we call "spirit control." 

Mr. Hiram Barnum's post-office address is, "Brace
ville, Trumbull Co., Ohio." If written to, he will verify 
my statement, and also forward the testimony of Mrs. 
Davis. He is a prominent citizen of Braceville, and 
was once a practicing lawyer in Akron. 

In the month of September, 1857, Mrs. Warner, whose 
residence was then in Geauga county, visited Milan, for 
the purpose of delivering a course of lectures. At the 
close of her last lecture, she gave a short address in 
Indian, and then proceeded to interpret it ; the inter
pretation being an earnest appeal in behalf of the 
remaining Indian tribes. A citizen of Milan, named 
Merrill, at that time a member of good standing in the 
Presbyterian church, was present, and was so satisfied 
of the genuineness of the Indian talk, that he expressed 
himself convinced of the fact. On the following even
ing a circle was held at the house of Mr. William E. 
Mann. Mr. Merrill was present by invitation. Indian 
talk and other manifestations were again given through 
Mrs. Warner, Mr. Merrill declaring them to be genuine. 
Mr. M. stated that he had, from his childhood, until he 
was 18 (eighteen) years or more of age, lived among 
the Indians ; that he could then talk their language as 
fluently as he could his own ; and although, from hav
ing had no practice in that tongue for many years, he 
could not now converse in it, yet he retained sufficient 
knowledge of it to know when he heard genuine Indian 
talk. Below I give his certificate : 
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I hereby certify that the facts, as related in the fore
going statement of E. Warner, are substantially true; 
and also, from having conversed with Mrs. Warner, I 
am satisfied that she knows nothing of the Indian 
tongue in her normal state, while I know that when 
under that influence called Spirit control, she can and 
does converse iu the Indian tongue. 

JAKES MERRILL. 
Milan, April, 1859. 

I send the foregoing to be made use of as your judg
ment may dictate. 

Respectfully yours, 
EBENEZER WARNER. 

P. S.-1 could furnish matter sufficient to fill a good
sized volume, being tests of almost every variety of 
form given through Mrs. W. In describing spirit 
friends, and giving their peculiar characteristics, she is 
very successful. In one instance she described the 
spirit of a lady so accurately that her husband was 
completely satisfied ; and, a few days after, she selected 
his daughter from a public audience, on account of her 
almost exact resemblance to the mother, whom she had 

' seen in the spirit form. The parties were all strangers 
to her, having never seen them before. 

In healing, although always desirous of avoiding it 
as a profession, she has had marked success. In two 
instance1:1 she has restored sight to the blind ; and in 
innumerable cases of scarlet and other fevers, she has 
broken up the disease in less than half an hour. She 
claims to be controlled by Priesnitz. Her manner of 
cure is to pass the hand briskly over the throat and 
chest, dipping it often in pure soft water. If there is 
much inflammation, she prescribes wet compresses, the 
water being cold or warm, according to the nature of 
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the disease and the constitution of the patient. Never 
gives any medicine. She has perhaps never read a page 
in a medical work. In two cases only has she lost 
patients where she gave encouragement that a cure 
could be performed-both of them old chronic cases, 
.and one of them B. F. w·ade, Jr., nephew of Hou. Il. F. 
Wade. But I am writing more than you asked for, and 
what perhaps will not interest you. 

E. 'VARNER. 

Bellefontaine, Logan county, Ohio,} 
April 5th, 1859. 

J. W. EDMONDS, Esq.: 
Dear Sir and Brother :-Having noticed a request 

made by you, that persons who knew of mediums Rpeak
ing languages not their own, would communicate the 
facts to you, I now do so, that a li~tle more may be 
add::d to the evidence already collected by you : 

1. Charlotte A. Moses, now Bogue, a step-daughter vf 
mine, was controlled in Litchfield, Medina Co., Ohio, by 
a Seminole Indian, who spoke the language so perfectly 
as to keep up a conversation with a man who had spent 
several years in Florida, among the Indians, and could 
speak their language. She was but about 14 years of 
age then (she is now 18 past), and · had never seen an 
Indian in her life. 

2. About the same time, or shortly after, she was 
controlled by a spirit who claimed to be Burns, t11e poet, 
and spoke broken English with a strong Scotch dialect, 
improvising the most beautiful poetry, frequently for 
more than an hour at a time. Occasionally she would 
speak Latin-said to be such by persons who under· 
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stood it. Hundreds of persons have heard her impro
vise in Litchfield, Grafton, and other places, and Elijah 
Woodworth, and some Scotch persons at Elyria, Ohio, 
understood the Gaelic. 

3. Here, at Bellefontaine, she has frequently sung 
beautifully in German, which was understood, or the 
greater part of it, by Joseph D. Baxter, Esq., and my
self. She very frequently spoke what purported to be 
the language spoken by the Druids, being controlled by 
a spirit which claimed to have been a young girl who 
bad been sacrificed to their god or gods. There was no 
one could understand it, but it resembled the Welsh 
very much-in fact, some of the words were \V el sh, I 
know, for I had some little intercourse with Welsh folks 
in my younger days, and I noticed that some of the 
words were the same as those made use of by them. 
Brother John Miller, of this place, has detected Greek 
and Hebrew words frequently, in a language which was 
often spoken through her here ; and she often made use 
of words, when under Indian control, that I was well 
acquainted with, they belonging to the N anotah tongue, 
spoken by the Indians of the North-west. I could at 
one time understand considerable of this language my· 
self, and many of the words, particularly n11mes, are 
still familiar. Something still more strange happened 
one morning at Litchfield. She was controlled by an 
Indian who said he knew me, but I had no recollection 
of him until he told me that I had once given him a 
fipger-ring. I did not recollect the circumstance until 
he told me th~t he c:-.r:lJ into :-, g-rocery at Iowa city, 
and sat down upon a bench bei1~uJ the stove, and threw 
his blanket off, leaving him naked from the waist up; 
and that I was there, and tried to talk with him as well 
as I could in his own language ; and, also, that. I had 
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given him a ring. I then distinctly recollected the 
whole circumstance, which had happened more than 
fourteen years before. 

As near as we could ascertain, some nine different 
languages were spoken through her at different times, 
and very. many persons have heard her both speak and 
sing in tongues ~e had never heard. The German 
singing was most beautiful and perfect, and yet she had 
scarcely ever heard a German word spoken, having 
been raised among the Yankees in Northern Ohio. 

For confirmation of what I have stated in the first 
paragraph, apply to Rufus Moses, Samuel Sawyer, Mrs. 
Quilhot, and others, at Litchfield, Medina Co., Ohio. 
The second to the above-named persons, Elijah Wood
worth, traveling, A. Perry, Mr. Stebbins, and others, at 
Elyria, Lorain Co., Ohio; and for the third, to Joseph 
D. Baxter, John Miller, R B. Pash, and others at this 
place. • 

It is scarcely necessary to say that she is quite iIIit
erate when not under influence, being scarcely capable 
of speaking her own language. The above is but a 
rough sketch, written hastily, but may be relied upon 
as the truth. If you wish any other information in 
regard to this matter, and also another medium (Miss 
Benedick, of Clyde, Ohio), I will communicate it after 
hearing from you. Hoping that our good cause may 
prosper, and that your efforts to enlighten the world 
may. be blessed, I am yours, &c., for the Truth, 

JAMES COOPER, M. D. 

Battle Oreelc, Mich., March 6, 1859. 

JUDGE EDMONDS : 

Dear Sir :-Complying with your request, I take the 
pleasure .of giving you a little history of my medium-
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ship. respecting the gift of tongue. I am a Psycholo· 
gist by profession, and I challenge the world to produce 
my equal; you may think this boasting, but read the 
notice I send you, and judge accordingly. But to the 
purpose : In the year 1856, on the 15th of June, at a 
circle of Mr. Robert Willard's, at Louisville .Landing, 
on the St. Lawrence, N. Y., I was <teveloped to speak 
Indian, and was told to be a healing medium ; I was 
controlled by an Indian spirit for more than a year. 
Since then, I have been rising from one plane to another, 
until I have become a very powerful developing medi
um. I speak Japanese, Normandy French, different 
Indian tongues, &c., &c. After placing my subjects in 
a psychological state, the spirits, in different languages, 
through my organism control my subjects to delineate 
the manners and customs of different nations. I send 
you a miniature picture of my new teachers : A Friar 
and his sister, a Countess, who speak Normandy French 
through me in my normal state. The lady-Zidia by 
name-controls me to draw. I have a Count Telasi in 
my circle, who gave me bis history through two differ
ent writing mediums. I shall soon wend my way east
ward, to meet my old friends at the Great Convention 
at Watertown, New York. For particulars respecting 
my education or anything else, I will refer you to my 
brother, the publisher in N. Y., C. S. Stearns. You can 
make such use of this as you think best to advance the 
cause of truth. Please get a history of the Friar and 
his sister through some good medium. I have very 
large, beautiful pictures of them through W . Anderson. 
the spirit artist. I go to Jackson for the next two 
weeks, where I shall be pleased to bear from J udgo 
Edmonds. 

Yours, truly, 
J. G. STEARNS. 
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Ohicago, 5th April, 1859. 
DEAR JUDGE: 

· Having seen a notice in the " Banner ef Light," that 
you solicited reliable facts from the friends of Spiritual
ism throughout the country, regarding spirit manifesta
tions, especially that phase of it known as speaking in 
foreign tongues, I take pleasure in responding. Before 
proceeding, allow me to congratulate you for the bold 
and upright manner in which you have entered the field 
of reform, and for the noble bearing which you have 
manifested in advocating the glorious truths of the liv
ing gospel of to-day. 

Maligned, ridiculed, and persecuted by a sectarian 
preHs and a tottering priesthood, you have pressed 
onwards with unfaltering steps, neither turning to the 
right nor the left, carrying peace, joy, and immortality 
to many a longing soul. 

Had there been but one lacerated soul soothed and 
comforted by the tidings imparted by your years of 
toil in this glorious cause, then you had gained a 
renown greater and more lasting than the world's hero 
of a thousand battles ; such laurels belong to eternity, 
and will grow in beauty and splendor as humanity 
advances to true nobility and true manhood. Your 
coronet is one given you by the angelH, and will grow 
in bri11iancy as the ages roll on, and unfold the destiny 
of man ; and when your work is finished below, celes
tial beings will carry you in triumph to their homes of 
purity and extatic bliss. Such being the reward in 
store, be not discouraged with the buffetings of the 
world or the thunders of old theology, for in due time 
your harvest will come, and thousands of the redeemed 
will add to your crown of glory. 

Till recently, I have lived in Rockford, where I have 
5* 
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resided for upwards of six years. My wife and.family 
came from Scotland, between six and seven years ago, 
and we settled on Rock riv~r, in the above city. 

Since I became a believer in Spiritualism, I labored 
with all my might in advocating its claims and defend
ing its principles when · assailed, and during the few 
years of my residence in this country, I have had the 
following mediums and lecturers staying at my house : 
Miss Beebe, Mr. Brittan, Mrs. Coan, A. B. Whiting, 
Henry C. Wright, and others. 

Fully four years ago, I commenced ha\ting circles in 
my own family, for the purpose of investigating mod
ern Spiritualism, and very soon found that my wife was 
a medium for Spirit manifestations. When this truth 
manifested itself, my wife felt very much grieved and 
annoyed, and would have given anything had it been 
otherwise ; for a long time she resisted the influence 
which put her in a trance, and spoke through her organ
ism, but was finally overcome of her prejudices, and her 
joy became as unbounded and thrilling as her sorrow 
before was harassing and almost unbearable. Like 
most of the working classes in Scotland, she received 
nothing in the way of education, but what is offered 
through the common schools of that country. 

With this preface, allow me now to give you a few 
tests received at our circles, which I will relate in as 
few words as possible, and in the plainest manner ; and 
should any of them be deemed by you of importance, 
they are cheerfully at your disposal. 

1st. At a Circle held in Dr. George Haskel's, when 
the following gentlemen were present, viz.: Dr. Budd, 
Hon. Anson Miller, H. P. Kimball, Benjamin Kilburne, 
and some dozen more, the following manifestations 
occurred. My wife having been frequently magnetized, 
and several skeptics being present on the evening in 
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question, one of them suggested that the spirit speak
ing through her might turn out to be nothing more than 
the mere control of the magnetizer, who was then pres
ent. This person proposed that the power now influ
encing her should be withdrawn, and the mesmerizer 
sho11ld put her under mesmeric influence, and try what 
he could do in making her speak. At his suggestion, 
she at once came back to her normal condition-was 
magnetized, and, through the will power of the magne
tizcr, commenced singing, with much beauty and 
pathos, that well-known song, "Annie Laurie.'' This 
demonstration, for the time being, gave great satisfac
tion to the skeptics, and fully proved the correctness of 
their theory. But their exultation was but short-lived; 
for as she was singing the last verse of the song, and 
while in the middle of a line, the previous influence, 
which purported to be an Italian female by the name of 
"Leonore," took her out of his hands, so that he could 
do nothing more with her. He tried bard to get her to 
finish the song, and failing in that, he did his utmost to 
throw the influence off; but, for the first time with his 
imbject, he found himself entirely baffled. One of the 
skeptics, seeing the unexpected change in the pro
gramme, made a request that if the medium was now 
controlled by an Italian, that they would influence her 
to sing in that language. 'Vonderful as it may seem, 
the request was immediately complied with, and all 
were thrilled with delight with the harmony and beauty 
of the musical performance. There were no Italians 
present, yet there were several who understood a good 
many of the words uaed, and pronounced it good. This 
manifestation startled the medium, perhaps more than 
any one present. On many a subsequent night the 
medium has been taken in a similar manner out of the 
bands of the magnetizer, and made to sing for houra in 
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this foreign tongue, and also to speak both in Italian 
and English. 

Test 2d. At a Circle in Dr. Rudd's where most of the 
above gentlemen were present, a concert in the Span· 
ish tongue was given, which lasted over two hours. 
Shortly after joining hands, my wife, a young lady 
(Miss Scongall), and a boy, a stranger to both, got sim
ultaneously influenced, and commenced speaking fluently 
in Spanish to one another. After fifteen minutes' spir
ited conversation, the trio arose to their feet, commenced 
a difficult piece of music in Spanish, each took part, and 
sung in perfect harmony ; piece after piece was sung, 
each retaining the part they commenced with, until 
some dozen pieces were executed with beauty and in 
perfect harmony. Between each piece they would join 
in lively conversation, and discuss the next piece they 
were to sing. After the singing was over, the three 
personified a death scene, and gave a beautiful repre
sentation of the new-born spirit, as it is born at death. 
The scene was so brilliant and thrilling, although in a 
foreign tongue, that language fails in giving the slight
est idea of its grandeur. Mter this the three mediums 
came back into their normal condition at the same time, 
and when told of what had been done, were surprised 
and confounded. Shortly after, the young man was 
influenced by another spirit, and explained what we 
had witnessed. The spirits who gave us the concert 
through the mediums were Spaniards', one brother and 
two sisters, and that while in the body they made their 
living by professional singing ; that to-night they had 
conic not only to gratify and instruct, but to prove that 
the day of " Pentecost" was not a thing of the past. I 
may state here that it can be proved beyond a doubt 
that none of the mediums referred to, could or can, 
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except under spirit influence, talk in any language 
except their mother tongue. 

Test Sd. Miss Scongall anti my wife had been influ
enced by what purported to be German spirits, to sing 
and converse in _German for several nights, but there 
were none in the circle could be sure of it being that 
language. Wishing to " prove all things, and hold fast 
to that which is good," I called upon a German doctor, 
by the name of Dr. Ealer, and requested him to visit 
my house and test the matter fully and dispassionately. 
He came for two nights at my solicitation, and on these 
occasions conversed with both mediums for upwards of 
half an hour in his own native tongue. His surprise 
was great on hearing in his own language " the beau
tiful things of God ;" but his delight and joy was infi-
nitely greater. · -

I could easily multiply-similar demonstrations,-occur
ring at our circles, where these mediums were influ
enced to sing and speak in Italian, German, and Span
ish ; but the three now given are as good as one hun
dred in proof of their spiritual origin. I have many 
striking tests, besides the gift of tongues, which I might 
relate, proving beyond all cavil, the identity of the 
spirit controlling ; but, as I am informed you only 
want those belonging to this one phase of Spiritualism, 
I will not farther tax your patience. 

Should you wish any farther information upon the 
above facts, or wish me to relate more of my experience, 
I will gladly comply with your wishes as soon as made 
known. 

- · . 
Wishing that God may speed you in the good work, 

and that angels may bless you with the joys of their 
pure and elevated station, ' 

I remain, with deep respect, 
Your sincere friend in the cause of truth, 

J OBN B. YOUNG. 
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Toledo, April 9th, 1859. 
JUDGE EDMONDS: 

Sir :-Noticing your reque1:1t for facts in regard to 
mediums speaking in different tongues, I will speak for 
one of the many who, at this time, speak different Ian· 
guages. I am a clairvoyant and trance-speaking medi
um. I am also controlled by poets to improvise from 
any subject that may be given in an audience. I am 
controlled at times by an Indian spirit. I cannot inter
pret the language, and therefore have not been able to 
declare it a correct pronunciation ; but meeting with a 
gentleman, not long since, who declared himself a skep
tic, and believed it the result of his own mind, he told 
me he should set his will-power against me in giving 
any description of friends in the spirit-world. My 
Indian spirit began to talk to him in the Indian tongue. 
I was at once thrown in clairvoyance, and described to 
him an Indian chief, who, he said, died three weeks pre
vious to his leaving Iowa. My gtlide recognized the 
spirit, and gave many grand tests to this gentleman, 
who understood the language of that nation, of which I 
am able to report by his authority to be the Pawnee. I 
will send you a private letter that this gentleman wrote 
me after his return to Iowa, and you may select such 
portions of it as you think beneficial to the cause. He 
did not write this letter for publication, but for the ben
efit of our circle here in Toledo, and you must arrange 
it to your own satisfaction. ' 

If it would not be too much trouble, I would like to 
have it returned. If you wish any other references in 
regard to my medium powers I can give them. 

Yours, with respect, 
Mrs. SARAH M. THOKPSON, 

Toledo, Ohio. 

P. S.-There is an article in the Sun Beam in regard 
to my lectures. S. M. T. 
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Vinton, Feb. 17th, 1859. 

RESPECTED Miss : 
It is with pleasure that I, at this time, write you, 

informing you that we are all well, hoping you enjoy 
the same blessing. It was two days after you left 
Shelby, that I started for Iowa, and I was much amused 
to hear the gods of war in Shelby speak about Spiritu
alism, and their opinions about the theory and practice 
-some believing it to be spirits, and others denounce 
it as a humbug ; and so I left them to work out their 
own salvation with fear and hope. 

But, as you are aware that I am an unbeliever in the 
doctrine of spiritual intercourse, my opinion still is, 
that it is power of mind over mind, and as it is a sub
ject that has not attracted my attention much as yet, I 
do not know how I would view it, had I a chance to 
thorough investigate the subject to the satisfaction of 
my own mind. But one other thing comes up to my 
mind just now that I cannot reconcile, that is, your 
speaking the Indian language, and so precise, correct, 
and characteristic of the language in the wigwam used 
by them. The last evening that you was in Shelby, I 
was much amused, and would like to have seen you the 
next day to interpret some of them noble ideas. Ai 
one time, I almost concluded the heavens and earth 
were coming together, in point of language, and again 
the war-path was shaken off, and the blue water of the 
terrible Mississippi were often adverted to it, and I 
almost concluded that I could see the proud warrior 
standing before me in that far off country, and again 
the scene at the warrior's grave, I must acknowledge 
it to be the very scene in language, and also in justice, 
as it transpires here where hundreds of them are 
together and make the woods ring with their voices, 
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and as they answer back from far off cliffs ; the scene 
may be more wild and romantic, but not more correct. 
Again, I must speak of the description that you gave 
of this country ; the road from Cedar Rapids to Vinton, 
is 25 miles, and as I came home could but admire the 
grandeur and beauty, and again to think that you 
described the scenery that decorates the noble river 
(Red Cedar), and the beautiful small streams that are 
to be · seen by the travelers, the scenery is enough to 
enchant and charm the mind of God's noblest workman
ship ; and again, when I call to mind the scene at 
Spirit Lake and my own captivity, I stop, and with 
astonishment and awe, exclaim how wonderful are the 
ways of Him who rules the destiny of the sons and 
daughters of earth, and how high the mind is suscep
tible to soar I But Deity alone knows, and as the 
power of mind over mind has an influence, I antici
pate the happy time when we all will understand more 
about this strange phenomena that I for one don't 
understand. 

I arrived at home on the 6th of this month, and found 
the family all well. We have beautiful weather here 
this winter, not very cold but dry ; there has not been 
an hour's rain here for three months. I found sleigh· 
ing when I came home. Please excuse haste, mistakes, 
&c. Write to me on the receipt of this. 

Yours, truly, 
JACOB WETZ • 

.Address, Jacob Wetz, Vinton, Benton county, Iowa. 
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Greenbush, April 5, 185:>. 

BROTHER EDMONDS.: 

May this be yours to peruse, and also for the cause of 
a great and a mighty truth. I saw in the last "Bannei· 
of Light" a request of your Honor to receive evidence 
from your friends in regard to mediums speaking in dif
ferent languages, therefore I will address you a few 
lines in regard to the subject. About five years ago, I 
heard. the rappings in my house then in York State ; 
after a careful investigation, I became satisfied that it 
was a power beyond mortal man to comprehend, unless 
attributed to departed friends. After moving west, a 
young boy that I took out of the Asylum in Buffalo, 
became a medium, by whom we had a great many 
proofs of disembodied minds in space, which I will not 
detail, owing to time and space it might occupy. About 
two years ago, while on my road to a neighbor's-not 
to Damascus, as the noble Paul was going, but to meet 
a few friends-while seated at the table, I felt a strange 
influence advancing over my system, I looked around to 
sec if my friends discovered the same, and moved back 
from the table ; my limbs raised up very rapidly, I was 
forced on my feet and spoke some time. 

Again time rolled on ; I attended a lecture-subject 
Spiritualism. There I was forced again on my feet by 
an invisible power, and talked in the Indian language 
before quite an audience. Since that time I have been 
influenced by that power or a. similar one at my own 
residence, speaking Indian language, and interpreting 

• the same. I will also say that I do not understand on~ 
. word of the same while in my normal state. By desire, 

I can now pass into this state with a passive mind, and 
speak in Indian, and also interpret the same ; also, in 
my own house· I have talked in French and sung the 
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same, and also interpreted the same. I do not under· 
stand the language when in the normal state. There 
was a number at my residence at that time, and I will 
obtain some of their names for evidence for you, if by 
so doing I can benefit my fellow man. 

Yours, truly, 

GEORGE W. HERSLY, Medium. 

Augus. Heniman, 
Mrs. S Heniman, 

HoNoRED Srn : 

Mrs. M. Hersly, 
Charles H. Phillips. 

Gorham, April 23, 1859. 

I see by a late number of the Banner ef Light, that 
you would like forwarded to you any case of any medi
um speaking in any language with which they were 
unacquainted. I suppose it makes no difference whether 
that language be spoken or written, provided the medium 
is known to be totally unacquainted with it. I have in 
my possession one such case, through the hand of a 
writing medium whom I have known from my youth, 
and whom I am posiHvely certain knows no other lan
guage than the English. 

A copy of this communication I enclose to you, with 
the request that you send me the translation (if there 
be any language to which it belongs), that I may com
pare with the translation given by the spirits. 

COM'M'UNICATION. 

Festo monti duns von 
Esto funndis mento don 
Senn non dejuan ji Festa 

.... monti monti me Juan pluto 

260 

This spirit gave his name 
and his nation, but as no 
one was present who un
derstood any language oth
er than English, we of 
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neros ton Sendevango San
go me Lonas juan deaants 
je. 

course were in the dark as 
to its truthfulness. If you 
desire further particulars, 
please address Otis T. Hall. 

SAcCARAPPA1 Maine . 

P. S.-I would just say that her readiness in writing 
acrostics was wonderful. 

Yours, truly, 
Ons T. HALL. 

Hon. JoHN W. EDMONDS. 

Messrs. EDITORS : 

Agreeable to a notjce in your paper that Judge 
Edmonds would like to hear from the mediums in any 
part of the country that has spoken language not 
known to them at the time, and feeling it to be a duty 
to God and the doctrine in general, and believing it to 
be the work of God that spirits do communicate with 
the inhabitants of the earth, we the members of the first 
circle in the town of Cornville, county of Somerset, and 
State of Maine, do forward to you some of the proceed
ings of our circle. It is composed of twelve members, 
and is called by the spirits the enlighteners of the dark 
spirits ; it was formed on the evening of the 29th of 
March, 1858 ; the first three evenings we had nothing 
but writing ; after the third, we had trance speaking 
through Mrs. Amelia D. Gross. We have met together 
three times a week, on an average ; there has been 
eighteen different languages spoken through her in a 
trance state ; we have six mediums that write different 
languages, that the writer cannot read. Mrs. Gross 
reads them in the language they are written, then 
translates them by impression into English . Three are 
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opoken on the Sandwich Islands, differing; one from 
the south of France ; one from the South Sea Islands ; 
one is written in characters by the spirit of an Indian 
doctor through William Davis, a boy nine years old. 
The undersigned are those who write languages they 
cannot read. 

Mr. GEORGE GRoss, Mr. NATHANS. DAVIS, 
Mr. ALBION NAY, Mr. M. Jo::-rEs, 

Miss E. WARD. 

W 13 have no knowledge of our own about those lan
guages. What knowledge we have of them comes 
from the spirits ; they tell us what language it is when 
spoken. We, the members, do testify, that this has 
been done every time we met, 43ince the medium com
menced to translate, which is about threo months. 

Mr. ENOCH RowELL, 
" GEORGE Ross, 
" NATHANIEL s DAVIS, 
" SAMUEL B JONES, 
" .ALBION NAY, 

Mrs. COMFORT RowELL, 
" A:r.t:ELIA D. GRoss, 
" ESTHER c. DAVIS, 
" MILISSA JONES, 

Miss FLAVILLA JoNEs. 

Burlington, Vt., April 4th, 1859. 

J. W. EDMONDS : 

Door Sir: Having noticed your call for accounts of 
any instances where mediums have spoken a language 
not known to themselves at the time, I cheerfully for
ward to you the following : 

Attended a circle this day at Mr, J. Wilkins' house, 
in Williston. Present, Mr. Wilkins and his wife; Mr. 
R. Munson and his wife, and Mr. W. Edwin ; the first 
of the named persons and the two last, are mediums but 
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recently being developed ; they were all influenced 
about the same time, and Mr. Wilkins spoke in a for
eign language wholly unknown to himself or any of tho 
persons present. The first sentence spoken was a verse 
in poetry-the translation of it was written through the 
hand of Mrs. Munson, and was as follows : 

" Shall priests, whose creeds they can't expound, 
Prepare a fancied bliss or woe, 

Shall reptiles, grovelling on the ground, 
Their great Creator's purpose know?" 

Mr. Edwin, in a trance, said, "I see the spirit that 
spoke through the medium; he is of small stature, dark 
complexion, black hair and black eyes ; says he was an 
officer under King George ; he deserted from the army 
at Kingston, U. C., went to South America, and died 
there in 1825, on the River Xaugua ; says he was an 
Italian, and his name is A.. Montes." 

I would here state, that Mr. Wilkins is a respectable 
mechanic, truthful and honest, and makes no preten
sions to literary acquirements ; says he knows nothing 
of the language spoken through him, and makes no 
effort of his own at the time his organs are used. 

Mr. Edwin is a farmer, strictly honest ; and Mrs. 
Munson is the wife of a farmer, also truthful, and often 
talks under influence in circles, with Mr. Wilkins, in 
the same foreign language. 

Should the above facts be considered of any value 
towards the object in view, or should you desire any 
further steps to be taken by writing out the words 
spoken, please address me a line, and the same mediums 
will sit again. 

Fraternafiy, yours, 
R. M. ADAMS. 

P. S.-Mr. ·wnkins has spoken in one other language 
not his own, as he informs me. · 
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Box 3359. 

Chicago, 20th April, 1859. 
J. W. EDMONDS, Esq. 

Dear Friend: I received your letter of the 13th inst. 
on the 16th, and the tracts on the day after, for which 
accept my thanks. In compliance with your wish, for 
facts which I have witnessed while investigating spir
itualism, I cheerfully comply. 

I will relate them as briefly as possible, and should 
any of them be deemed by you of importance, you 
can relate them in your language, and with what com
ment you may deem proper. I assure you that I am 
really glad that the facts of our beautiful philosophy 
are going to have such a prominent place as the New 
York Tribune, and that they are committed to such an 
able advocate. I anticipate much from your letters in 
that popular and widely circulated newspaper. 

Previous to my investigation in spiritualism, which 
is now fully four years, I was an inveterate skeptic, 
and, like the most of Scotchmen, stubborn in the 
extreme, until convinced beyond a doubt. I am now 
more than a believer in spirit intercourse. I know it to 
be true, and no bogus mediums or silly recantations can 
ever shake my knowledge as to the demonstrations I 
have witnessed. 

One evening at our circle, my wife was influenced by 
the spirit of a Mary Dabiel, of Glasgow, Scotland, and 
through her communicated her birth into the spirit 
world. This young lady, whom I knew while living at 
Glasgow, was, when I left the city, confined in a Luna· 
tic Asylum of that place, and for five years I had not 
heard a word concerning her ; wishing to "prove all 
things," I wrote to a friend of mine who now lives in 
New York, and whose father still lives in Glasgow, to 
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make inquiries concerning this young lady, and let me 
know the result. In some three months after, I received 
a note from my friend confirming in every particular 
the communication given through Mrs. Young; now no 
one member of the circle had the slightest idea of her 
death, consequently the intelligence was beyond our 
knowle.jge, and independent of us-besides the charac
teristics of the young woman were very striking 

No. 2. On another occasion, a new influence coil.
trolled Mrs. Young, and in the broadest Scotch dialect 
gave her name as a Mrs. --, of Paisley, Scotland, and 
said she had died a few days ago in that city. The 
spirit was that of a young man's grandmother, one of 
the members of our circle, and but a year or more in 
this country. Three or four evenings after, the same 
spirit came through a :Miss Scongall, of Rockford, Illi
nois, a young lady unacquainted with Scotch, and the 
same broad dialect, peculiar to the spirit, was repeated, 
and the same history given of her death; besides, 
many other details of the house of her former abode, 
the garden, fruit trees, berry bushes, &c., &c., giving 
their exact location. This medium was not present at 
the first manifestation, and none of the circle had 
informed her of the fact. The young man to whom the 
communication was addressed, asked many questions 
regarding the identity of the spirit and his friends in 
Scotland, and in every instance got satisfactory an
swers. One of the questions was very significant and 
satisfactory, as the young man himself could not have 
answered it ; here it is : Can you inform me what were 
the last words you uttered as I was bidding you fare
well before leaving for America ? The spirit in reply 
gave the very words which passed between them, and 
which the young man remembered as soon as he heard 
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them, besides the particular part of the house where the 
two stood, was faithfully repeated and admitted. For 
a number of nights in succession, this spirit, through 
Miss Scongall (now a public speaker), gave unmistaka.. 
ble proofs of her identity, and left no room for doubt. 
So sure was the young man of the truth of what he wit
nessed, he at once wrote home to bis friends, informing 
them of his grandmother's decease, and giving the 
source from whence he derived the information. Let
ters subsequent to this reluctantly admitted every thing 
as communicated, and served as another crusher to 
those believing in mind-reading as the cause of all the 
knowledge received through mediums. In connection 
with the same spirit, let me here relate another pleasing 
incident as establishing her identity. 

A gentleman from Quincy, Illinois (Wm. Brown, Esq., 
baker and candy manufacturer), who bas lived in that 
city about fourteen years, and who carried on the 
baking business in Paisley, Scotland, was on a visit to 
my house in Rockford, and while there made a request 
to have a sitting with Miss Scongall. I accompanied 
him one evening where they were holding a circle, and 
introduced Mr. Brown as a friend. As we entered, Miss 
Scongall was influenced by an Italian spirit, but almost 
immediately the spirit of the old woman took control, 
and at once recognized Mr. Brown as an old friend. 
(Mr. B. used to supply her with bread in Paisley.) He 
assumed entire ignorance and asked, "Who am I.?" 
At once she answered, "Oh, I ken you brawly ; (I 
know you well) you are the man that supplied the 
bodies (people) with bread, &c." She farther went on, 
and described the house h~ occupied while living in that 
city, his wife, brother, and other relations. Now be it 
remembered, the medium was an entire stranger to her 
and all of his friends, yet in no instance did she make ' 
a mistake or deviate from facts. 
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No. 3. At one of our family circles, and through 
Mrs. Young, medium, the following demonstration 
occurred: 

A brother of one of the members of the family, endeav
ored to control the medium's organ of speech, but after 
many attempts failed in doing more than giving the 
name. This man had two brothers dead, one dying a 
natural death, and the other by drowning, and he 
requested more evidence of his brothers' identity than 
the mere name. Immediately after, the medium went 
into a deeper trance, and shortly after went through the 
painful scene of a person drowning ; the very gurgling 
of the water was heard in the throat as the medium 
seemed to expire ; for some time all animation seeme~ 
to cease, and when she breathed natural, we n.11 felt 
much relieved. This so far answered to the name 
given, but as the person getting the proof was a con
firmed skeptic, he still sought for further proof. It was 
at once given-several secret signs known to Odd Fel
lows, and known to this man only in the circle, were 
exhibited and recognized and repeated several times, 
until the man warmly replied : "I am convinced, I am 
fully satisfied, it is indeed my brother." Now, this man, 
while in the body, was an Odd Fellow, in the same 
secret society with his brother in Edinburgh, Scotland, 
and while bathing one morning, he took the cramp in 
his legs and was drowned. 

No. 4. At the close of a circle in my house, Miss 
Scongall became . entranced and described the spirit of 
a young man standing near one of the men present. 
His dress in every particular was described-the color 
of his hair, the shape of his forehead and his age. He 
was at once recognized by his friend, but he said there 
must be some mistake as he was living with his brother 
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at St. Charles, Iowa, and that he had received a lett.er 
from him a few days ago. Vv e were all put back by 
this apparent contradiction, but in two days after this 
same person received a letter from the other brother in 
St. Charles, stati:Rg that on the Saturday (the day pre
vious to the manifestation), he and his brother were out 
in a small boat fishing, that the boat upset, his brother 
drowned, and up to that time his body had not been 
recovered. A few days after this, the spirit appeared 
to his nunt while in the garden, and made her tremble 
from head to foot ; this lady is a member in one of the 
orthodox churches of Rockford, and is bitterly opposed 
to spiritualism. 

No. 5. My wife becoming entranced, commenced a 
beautiful address on the beauties of spirit intercourse, 
but from some indisposition of the medium the commu
nication stopped as it became very interesting. As the 
most of the addresses received through our mediums 
were written down as delivered, we preserved what 
was spoken on this evtining, and hoped to have the 
same subject resumed on some future meeting. The 
next circle we held, Miss Scongall, who was absent at 
the previous sitting, became influenced, and, strange to 
relate, began at the very place where Mrs. Young left 
off, and finished the address. In comparing what was 
spoken by each medium, not a single word was want
ing, and not a word too much-it was in fact as com
plete as it would have been had it come through one 
medium. Now, as Miss Scongall did not see the part 
written, as spoken by my wife, is it unreasonable to 
conclude that a disembodied spirit spoke through them 
both? 

No. 6. One night, after retiring to bed, I saw the 
spirit of my grandfather standing by my side. I was 
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as wide awake as I am now, and as.competent ofjudg· 
ing of what I saw. I put out my hand at once, as I 
would do to a near and dear friend, and received his in 
return. For sometime I questioned him as to his spirit 
home, and was gratified beyond the power of language 
to express, in having them all answered. 

While talking and exchanging feelings kindred to us 
both, all at once the objections put by opposers came 
vividly before my mind, and I at once said, How am I 
to know that this is my grandfather, how do I know 
that I am not deceived ; cannot you give me some evi
dence that will appeal to my outward senses ? No 
sooner had this passed through my mind than at once 
he lifted up his hand to my gaze and requested my par
ticular attention to its formation. I looked steadfastly 
at it for sometime, and then noticed one of the fingers 
turned fl.at down upon the palm of the hand. "Ask 
your father (he said) concerning this, and you will be 
satisfied of my presence." Next morning, through con
sultation with my parents, I found that my grandfather 
had the same finger as shown to me, and in the same 
position, resting upon the palm of his hand ; the facts 
are these : when a boy, he had one of his fingers cut 
with broken glass, it festered and he lost the use of it 
entirely ; the doctor seeing it in the way of the others, 
had it so fixed as it would lie fl.at upon his loof, and 
therefore be out of the way ;hen using the hand. 

My grandfather died when I was very young, and 
this was the first intimation I received of such a finger 
and in such a position. Thomas, in being permitted to 
put his hand into the side of our Saviour and feel the 
print of the nails, exclaimed, "My Lord and my God I" 
In witnessing the proof of my friend's identity, I felt 
grateful to "my Lord and my God," that man's immor· 
tality could in this age be demonstrated as it was 
eighteen hundred years ago. 
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No. 1, and last for the present. 
About six weeks ago, while in Rockford, I was waited 

upon by a gentleman from Beloit, Wis., and requested 
to preach a funeral sermon. A Mrs. Williams of that 
place, a strong and consistent believer in spirit inter
course, and one who died in the smiles and fond 
embraces of an angel band, as fuey waited to bear her 
beyond the troubled Jordan, had made a request previ
ous to her flight, that a spiritualist should officiate at 
her funeral. Having consented to deliver an appropri
ate address, I arrived in Beloit about 1 A. ir. on the day 
of the funeral. I put up at the Bushnell House of that 
city and very soon found myself in a comfortable room, 
and prepared for a few hours' sleep. 

Although very drowsy while on the cars, I now felt 
so much the opposite that I wondered what it could 
mean, but I soon got an explanation ; a soothing influ
ence came stealing over my whole system. My blood 
seemed to dance with ecstatic delight, and I felt a 
stream of baptismal fire pouring through its hallowed 
spirit into the very depths of my soul. Oh ! joy unut
terable to thus have a foretaste of Heaven, and feel the 
electric flash from enfranchised spirits. While in this 
condition of bliss, I saw the full form of a female spirit, 
all radiant with smiles, and a bright halo encircling her 
high and noble brow ; the features and the whole 
expression were as distinct to my vision as the paper 
on which I now write, yet I could not recognize her
neitber derive her mission. As I looked in rapt admi
ration, she approached my bed-side, and imprinting 
a kiss on my forehead, thrilled my soul by saying, 
"I am glad you have come." At this moment ehe van
ished. 

After breakfasting, I called upon Mr. Williams, the 
husband of the departed, and while conversing with 
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him, a friend called for the.purpose oflooking upon the 
face of the dead. Having an impression to look also, I 
accompanied the friend into the room where the body 
was laid out. On the sheet being removed, and my 
gaze meeting the face of the dead, oh I what a surprise 
awaited me ; although I had never seen the departed 
sister while in the body, yet, blessed truth, there was 
the form of her whom I saw for the first time, in my 
room at the tavern, and who was the first to cheer me 
on my arrival in Beloit, saying, "I am glad you have 
come." There before me was the same pleasing fea
tures, high forehead, and intelligent look ; everything, 
in short, the same so far as the form and the outward 
expression was concerned ; all that was wanting was 
the spirit that gave vivacity to that body, and spoke 
such sweet and loving words through her sparkling 
eyes. To me (who had first seen her in her spiritual 
form), it was a sight such as I loved to contemplate, 
and for the first time in my life I felt cheerful in looking 
upon the cold and lifeless form. The spirit of our sister 
I felt was near, cognizant of all our movements, and 
this was a source of strength while delivering the 
funeral address. Excuse this tedious letter-the theme 
is grand. If convenient, please send me a copy of the 
Tribune with your letter. 

Ever yours, with lasting respect, 
JOHN B. y OUNG. 

Springfield, Ill., April 10th, 1859. 

Ji;DGE EDMONDS: 

Sir :-Feeling that the time has come that we need 
something more than musty creeds, and cherished 
dogmas to found life beyond the grave upon, and 
knowing that I and a host of others, are in possession of 
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that something, and knowing that you, respected sir, are 
about becoming the champion of that something, I sit 
down to respond to a call made by yoo for authentica
ted facts. 

We have a medium (a young lady of about twenty), 
in our circle, by the name of Miss Mollie E. Booth, 
through whom a great many wonderful manifestations 
have been produced, from which I select one only-that 
of the writing on the arm-under circumstances where 
there can be no possible collusion. From several 
sittings of the circle, I will choose out Tuesday even
ing for the following reason, that there were visitors 
from other cities present, who were not believers in 
spiritualism, who kindly permit me to use their names. 

The Circle of Hope, having taken their place at the 
table, there being visitors present, according to the cus
tom, the medium requtisted all to e.xamine her arms, and 
all said that they were free from any kind of unusual 
marks ; then in a few momtints her arm became as cold 
as if it were dead, and my first wife's name came out in 
f'aised letters of about one eighth of an inch broad and 
high (all saw this plainly, a fluid lamp of two burners 
being on the table), and then went away or disappeared• 
and, by request, the initials A. M. came back on her 
arm and they also disappeared in as few moments ; the 
name was A. Millington, making eleven letters-A. for 
Almira.h, the Millington being my own name. Now 
for the testimony-nine adults being present: A. H. 
Warthen, Illinois State Geologist; Sarah B. Warthen, 
wife of the above-address Springfield, Illinois ; George 
Bond, provision dealer, Quincy, Ill., (is not a spiritual
ist, but permits me to use his name). 

B. A. Richards, book and job printer, Springfield, Ill., 
and Matilda Richards, his wife. 

Thomas Warthen. 
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Mollie Booth (the medium). 
Harriet Millington. 
Members of the circle in Springfield, lliinois. Make 

such selections as seemeth good to you. God bless and 
guide you in this and all that is right. 

A. 0. MILLINGTON. 

P.S.-I use all these names by special permission of 
each one present. A. 0. M. 

In the first place, then, I remark, that I know of no 
mode of spiritual intercourse that is exempt from a 
mortal taint-no kind of mediumship where the communi
cation may not be affected by the mind of the instrument. 

Take my own mediumship as an illustration. The 
visions which I have are, a.a I have remarked, impressed 
on my mind as vividly and distinctly as any material 
object possibly can be, yet in giving them to others, I 
must rely upon and use my own powers of observ~tion, 
my own memory, my own command of language, and 
I not unfrequently labour under the difficulty of feeling 
that there is no word known to me that is adequate to 
conveying the novel idea communicated. I am often 
conscious that I fail, from poverty of language, in con
veying the sentiment I receive with the same vigour and 
clearness with which it comes to me. So it is also with 
what I may call the didactic teachings through me. 
Sometimes the infl.uence is so strong, that I am given, 
not merely the ideas, but the very words in which they 
are clothed, and I am unconscious of what I am going to 
say until I actually say it. At other times the thought 
is given me sentence by sentence, and I know not what 
idea or sentence is to follow, but the language used is my 
own and is selected by myself from my own memory's 
store-house. And at other times the whole current of 
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thought or process of reasoning is given me in advance, 
and I choose for myself the language and the illustrations 
used to convey it, and sometimes the order of giving it. 
But in all these modes there is more or less of myself in 
them, more or less of my individuality underlying it all. 
It must indeed be so, or why should I speak or write in 
my own tongue rather than in a dead or a foreign lan
guage lUlknown to me ? 

I have noticed the same thing in the Doctor, and more 
than all that, I have observed in both of us that our 
communications not only at times contain what may be 
called .Americanisms, but expressions peculiar to our 
respective professions. 

It is, therefore, rarely that either of us can say that 
the communications through us are precisely what the 
spirits designed they should be, and as they designed 
them; and consequently it will never do to receive them 
as absolute authority, however agreeable they may be or 
however consonant to other teachings.-" Spiritualism," 
by John W. Edmonds and George T. Dexter, M.D., 
Vol. II. page 39. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

(Letter to the "BosJ,on Banner of hight.") 

EDirOR OF TBE BANNER : 
NEW YoRX, September 20, 1866. 

DEAR Sm :-In the early part of last summer, at one 
of oor spiritual Sunday meetings, tho speaker gave an 
account of the reception in the epirit-world of General 
Scott, who had then recently died. 

Some of our newspapers, in their usual style of treating 
this subject, ridiculed the matter ; and as the address re.. 
ferred to bad been eminently correct, I at once gave notice 
that I would deliver a discourse on the same topic at the 
same place, and I did so accordingly. 

The discourse-as all mine on this subject are-was 
extemporaneous. The houee was as usual very crowded, 
and there were many present who were not Spiritualists; 
and for several days afterwards I was spoken to by those 
people and others so much, that I determined to write it 
out and publish it. 

But my summer vacation was at hand, and I was just 
about retiring-as is my custom-out into the woods to 

' my country place, Cheonderoga on Lake George, and I was 
so pressed with my other avocations that I omitted to do 
so. 

I have just now returned to town, and the subject of my 
discourse is again called to my attention, and I regret that 
I had not written it. But it is too late, for I cannot now, 
after the lapse of three months, remember its details with 
sufficient distinctness to report it. 
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I was last evening conversing with Mr. Owen on the 
subject, and as he was not at the meeting I was giving 
him some of the details of which I had made some minutes, 
and it occurred to us that some of these details might be 
interesting to our friends. I have therefore caused those 
minutes to be copied, and now send them to you. 

The fact of spiritual intercourse having been proved by 
such a great mass of testimony, and being so generally 
received in this country, the attention of our people is now 
mostly given to the purpose for which that intercourse bas 
been vouchsafed; namely, the revelation of what is the 
life beyond the grave. 

My discourse was directed to the condition of things 
immediately or soon after the entrance of the spirit into 
that life ; and I gave quite a number of instances out of 
very many cognate revelations which had been made to 
me. Among them were the three which I send you. 

You will perceive that I have added some uotes, which 
.are calculated to make the papers more intelligible to 
those who are strangers to our localities and persons. 

You will also perceive that I have taken pains to give 
names, so that no one can suppose them to be mere fancy 
sketches, but have all the authority which real names can 
give them. With that view, you may, if you please, pub· 
Jish this note in connection with them. 

There is a vast deal which bas been revealed to us on 
that subject. Nothing can be more interesting, and I 
only regret that I am not so situated as to be ablt; to 
gather it together and give the whole of it to the world. 
It will be done in time, undoubtedly, but I am afraid not 
in my time here. 

I am, as ever, truly yours, 
J. w. EDMOND&. 
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SPIRIT COMMUNION. 

WITH MY BROTHER. 

NEw YoRK, .April 1, 1863. 

ON the 'ith of February last my brother Frank died, in 
the fifty-seventh year of his age, at bis residence in Bronx· 
vi11e, about twenty miles from this city. 

He had been somewhat ailing for about a week, but 
not very sick-not enough to be confined to his bed. At 
his usual bedtime he retired, telling hie wife that he felt 
better; and as the doctor had also said he was so, he 
urged her to sleep, and not worry about him. About four 
o'clock in the morning she woke and found him sitting up 
in bis chair quite dead, and his extremities cold, so that 
he must have been dead some time. 

Once or twice since then I have been aware of his be
ing near me, but that he was not ready to commune with 
me. Night before last through Mrs. T., be conveyed to 
me a wish that I would go to some medium, so that he 
might talk to me. 

To-night, accordingly, I went by appointment to Mrs. 
Hayden. 

Very soon the raps came on the table, rapid, distinct 
and cheerful. 

Mrs. H. asked the spirit to give bis name. 
It was spelled out, " Francis Edmonds." 
I said there was a middle letter. 
It rapped out " W." 
I asked who was with him ? 
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He rapped out," Sarah" (my wife)," Samuel" (my fa
ther), "John" (my brother), "Lydia (my mother). 

I asked him if, when dying, he was coascious he was 
going? 

"Yes." 
Did you think when you got ont of bed that you were 

going to die ? 
"Yes." 
When I saw your corpse, I read in its face a feeling 

that" I'm dying, I . know, but I fear it not; I can face the 
music.'' Did I read aright? 

"Yes." • 
Then the medium's hand was influenced, and she wrote 

as follows: 
"MY DEAR BROTHER JoHN : I am much happier than I 

can express, that I have power to return to earth, a con
scious, living identity, and have power to convey to you 
my wishes and experience. As you are aware I was 
always opposing you in this theory,* and now in all due 
honor to you, I feel it no more than duty to return and 
tell you that I was terribly mistaken, brother, while you 
were and are correct ; and I crave your forgiveness, if I 
might unwittingly or through ignorance have opposed you . 
so as to have made myseU' disagreeable to you or yours, and 
which I sincerely acknowledge to be wilful stubbornness on 
my part, fighting against well-authenticated facts. But, 
brother, there is nothing so positive as tangible evidence, 
and such as I have had. I, however, feel sorry that I was 
unwilling to see the truth, until this most positive persona: 

* He was a strict member of an Episcopal Church and a vestry-man. He 
was vory much disturbed by my advocacy of Spiritualism; not merely be
cause of a supposed confiict with his religioos notious, but also becaose of 
its apprehended eft'ect upon my judicial poeitioo, as it was threatened to in
troduce into the Legislature a motion to remove me Crom office, and it was 
feared that my re-election to the position would oe defeated, as it was 011 

the expiratioa ot IDJ' term of oftlce in 1868. 
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experience was forced npon me, which I conld not, dare not 
refute. And just as soon as I felt that I could communi
cate with you, I desired to make the acknowledgment and 
receive your blessing. 

" I am happy he.re-much more so than· I dared to hope. 
Have met father, mother, brothers, and your dear Sarah. 
She is so cheering, I wish you could see her ; full of the 
milk of human kindness and love to all ; is near you most 
of her time, shedding rays of love over your pathway. 

" Speak to me, brother. 
"Your affectionate brother, 

"FRANK." 

I then spake a few words, expressing my joy at this 
communion with him, and he wrote : 

"My spirit with all its influence is with you forever." 
I then spoke of the happy condition in which he had 

left his family ; that he need have no concern for them, 
but feel himself at liberty to roam through his new world 
and learn. 

He wrote: 
" I fully realize that, and feel to thank you sincerely for 

your timely and most wise aid ;* that has troubled me less 
than my opposition to you. I knew in that I was wrong, 
and I could not progress until I had acknowledged it. Now 
I ask for no more. My cup of joy flows over." 

I said something about his wifo, and he wrote : 
"But I should like so much to speak with her. Now 

that I have tasted of the bread of life, I desire her to eat 
thereof, that she may never hunger again. Would sho 
list~n, think, to the call of nature? or is she so much lib 
me that an persuasion only sinks her deeper into skepti· 
eism? I will try to influence her to see, hear, believe, that 

* Some time before his death he had shown me a will he had executed. I 
advised against the digposition which he had then made of his property, and 
suggested another mode, which he adopted. It waa that he now~ 

r 
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she may be as happy as I am. Would it not be gratifying, 
brother?" 

I then said to him that in two respects he could be of 
great service. One was, he knew the weaknesses of my 
character, and could impart strength to me where I needed. 

He wrote: 
"I will, if I see wherein you lack in anything, with my 

whole soul, and call angels to my aid, too." 
I said the other was, that as he had passed away in the 

full vigor of his intellect, and knew well what this world 
is, he could impart to me things that he learned in the 
spirit-world, that would aid me in reaching this. He wrote 
in reply: 

"I am perfectly astonished to find you so susceptible 
and intuitive.* I ne>er gave you credit for that, but now 
I see a great truth, I am willing to acknowledge it. I will 
be most happy hereafter to come to you, now that the com
munication has been established between us, and give you 

· my experience-my first impressions in spirit-life, as I see 
it here in the spheres. And again when I see you in con
versation with others-skeptics-I will put words into 
your mouth that will confound them, and force belief. Nay, 
I will lose not one moment in imparting to you all the 
good I can, as a. small compensation for my wilful oppo
sition to you while I was here. 

" FRANK." 

I then asked him what were his sensations or percep
tions, after awaking to consciousness after his death. He 
answered: 

• Here he referred to this fact : On the discovery of his death, I was im
mediately sent for by express. On my arrival at bis house, his wife told me 
ehe found him sitting in his chair, an unlighted candle in its stick on the floor 
by his side, his right hand hanging over the arm of his chair, from which had 
dropped a match-box, scattering the matches on the floor. She supposed that 
the dropping of the box had awakened her. I told her no; that he bad been 
deud at least two boors before she had discovered it. He told me in th• 
interviews that that answer of mine bad been prompted by him. 
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"Surprise ; perfectly amazed at what surrounded me 
I saw my dear Doliy sleeping sweetly, and blessed her. 
Knowing how much alarmed she would be at the mortal, 
form of her dear husband inanimate and lifeless, and tried 
to make the blow as soft as possible. I suffered so much 
that I could not remain in bed, so got up to get breath, 
and soon passed away. 

" As I saw earthly objects fading, I saw our dear 
mother's spirit, which convinced me I had made a great 
change. Then soon saw father and brothers. I was 
satisfied I was gone from earth. 

" I had feared the pangs of death, and not suffering 
them, I thought at first it must be a delicious sleep, on 
waking from which the stern realities of life would be 
made manifest. But to my joy and great happiness, that 
was not so." 

I asked: What next did you see? 
He answered : 
" My darling boy, whom I had so deeply mourned

then vast beauties in art and nature-soft, gentle atmos
phere, sweet with perfume; sweet melodious music, and 
bright faces beaming love upon me, bidding me welcome 
to their abodes of bliss. Ohl I was overcome with joy, 
and wanted all my friends to die instantly, that they might 
realize what I was enjoying. But they told me that I 
must not carry my selfishness into spirit-life-that was to 
be left behind. They whom I desired had glorious mis
sions to perform among men, and must live for the good 
they could do to mankind, while I must aid them with my 
influence and experience. I was too happy, and wept with 

· joy; then came to you, and tried to speak to you through 
Laura. But I was fearful I might injure her, and desisted. 
Then I tried to have you see me, but could not convey my 
full idea, but now I will be able to." 

Well, I asked, what have you been doing since? 
He answered : 
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"Everything in my pou-er that would impart, even in a 
small degree, good to others." 

I asked if he had not gone forth to explore the world he 
was in? 

He answered : 
"Very little ; only so far as I could see, or had pro

gressed." 
I asked : When you saw father, mother, etc., did you see 

them as you saw on earth, or was there a difference? 
He answered : 
"Not any apparently, only upon scrutinizing them I saw 

an ethereal appearance, a luminous brilliancy from within." 
I asked if he had looked at his watch when he got out 

of bed, so that he could tell the time ? 
He answered : 
"Twenty minutes past one o'clock, and at twenty 

minutes to two I was gone from earth." 
I inquired if he could tell me what had made his condi

tion there so happy and joyous ? 
He said: 
" The knowledge that I lived on in happy conscious· 

ness."* 
But I remarked: The vicious and depraved must have 

the same consciousness there 7 
He said: 
"Well, I had tried to live an honest man; they tell 

me that assisted me to be happy. I do not, in looking 
back through the area of time, see that I have wronged 
any man." 

I then said: We had taken as much of the medium's 

•It was in these interviews only, that I learned for the first time that, 
though a strict religionist, he had nil through life, and up to the very 
moment of his death, been tormented with doubts, which he shared with 
almost all the educated world, whether he should indeed live after death, 
M an indi,·idualized, eoneciom being. 
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time as we ought to ; and I wished to arrange with him a 
time when I should come again. 

He wrote: 
"I will come to you when you are alone in your study. 

Look for me at night, about nine. I do not know what 
night, but VERY SOON.* 

"God bless you, my good brother. 
"FRANX." 

I then asked: Have you anything more to say? 
And it was written: 
"MY owN DEARHusBAND-No. But I have a word to say 

before we part from the medium. We never part. 
" I am more than happy that Brother Frank has been 

able to give you so full an account of his short sojourn 

* I will add here that this promise was performed. 
Several months after this interview I was alone one evening in my library 

-between 11and12 o'clock at night, when all my family had gone to bed. 
I was sitting in my easy chair, looking into the grate and cogitating a 

question in ethics which had long tro.bled me, and on which I could arrive 
at no satisfactory result. 

I had been so occupied some time, quite unmindful of everything cLoe 
hut the nnsolved and troublesome problem in morals. 

I perceived there was some one in the room. I looked up from the grate 
and saw my brother standing within two or three feet from me. He had 
then been dead some fifteen months and he now looked grave, whereas on 
all the other occasions of my interviews with him he had been very hilari
ous and joyful. 

· He to!J mo that he had been sent to answer my question. I answered 
that I was delighted to hear it, for it was beyond my p<>wer of solution. 

He then went on to tell mo his solution of the questfon. After he bad 
got through, I said nothing to him in reply, but tumedaway, and again looking 
into the grate I thought <>ver bis explanation, I put what may properly 
be ealled my lawyer mind upon his explanation, and in my thoughts sifted 
the matter thoroughly. I aaid nothing, I merely thought over his explana
tion, and ecrutinized it with all the astutenBSS of which I was capable. This, 
however, was done mentally by me. But he said-addressing himself to my 
thought-" I see I muat qualify what I have said." He proceeded to do so, 
and answered some questions which I put to him. And finally I said to him, 
"I now ondenrtaod the matter. It is now clear to me," and thereupon he 
vanished from my sight. 
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here. He ie overcome with joy at being able to come to 
you, and we are all happy for hie sake. 

" I need not say anything in regard to my assistance, 
for that you fully realize, and very often feel it too. My 
sacred love to our darling Laura, and blessings long and 
lasting for yourself. 

" From your ever watchful, aft"ectionate 
" SA.RAB. 

" Love from ALL." 
N 11:w Y omt, May 29, 1863. 

T~day I called on Mrs. Hayden, and through her I had 
the following interview with my brother.· He wrote : 

"MY DEAR BROTBER,-1 am very happy to come and re
spond to you again. I have been to you both directly and 
indirectly several times since last I conversed with yoa 
through this medium, and on each occasion have en
deavored to show you that I was making rapid progress 
as a spirit, and began to see the great laws of our being 
as operating in harmony with matter, and now I hope I 
shall be able to respond more distinctly to you than I was 
able to hitherto. 

"I scarcely need say I am very happy, for I believe you 
already fully realize that, and feel happy with me in my 
great joy. Oh I how beautiful it is, John, to change from 
death unto life I I see the great world of causes. We 
can better harmonize our natures with the eft"ects, and 
manifest charity to those in ignorance who cannot see the 
light as we do. Then you will say that I was unwilling 
to see truth as it was made manifest prior to passing from 
earth. True, I was. But now I see what I could not 
when with you, and I am made doubly happy by the glo
rious change. Speak to me, brother, and I will write 
more. 

"FRANK." 
I asked him what it was that kept him near the earth? 

· "Dear friends that I have left that do not sec as I now 
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do. I am anxious about them. Then there is an experi· 
ence I gain from you and others that seems necessary to 
my spiritual progress." 

Have you, since I last conversed with you, learned any 
more definitely why you are happy ? 

"Yes. That I had found all things here vastly beauti· 
ful and different from what I had expected; I was so haP' 
pily disappointed. As has been expressed, I wronged no 
man, and have a keen appreciation of truth. .And then an 
influence that I got from you, brother, helps me to see and 
understand more readily and rapidly than I would or could 
have done if left to myself. It is like placing a powerful 
glass over a half-blind man's eyes-I mean your influence 
to me." 

I referred to the law of progress in love, purity, and 
knowledge, as at the foundation of his happiness. 

"It elevates the mind," he answered, "and makes it ad
vance in the great love and truth of intelligence, and 
brings man nearer to the Divine Mind-Love being posi· 
tive-and he who possesses much has less of the lesser good 
in him, and is, in consequence, pure here and nobler in his 
nature. 

"I have hardly expressed this as I desire it. I find some 
difficulty in the use of language to convey my full idea; 
yet your comprehensive mind may understand my mean
ing." 

I asked him to illustrate by some case then near him, 
and suggested to him to take the case o.f our father and 
mother, or hie wife and mine, and as he would observe a 
difference in them, tell me what was the cause of this dif
ference. 

"Well, it ie impossible for those educated in strict Church 
rules to progress beyond that plane, and where there is a 
sectarianism there cannot be Spiritualism. The two are 
incompatible, as much so as mixing oil and water. My 
wife ie strict in those forms. Your angel Sarah ie far ad· 
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vanced in spirit, and bas had your assistance to help her 
to see the truths in Nature and Nature's God. Hence, 
therefore, the difference is very clear, and soon compr& 
bended. This is the great check to so many, and must be 
unlearned before the Angel of Truth can enter the soul." 

I began a question by saying that I supposed, to elevat6 
man, we must appeal to his affections and his reason, 

' and-
But be interrupted by writing : 
"Decidedly, and that alone. For you bring before him 

an angel wife or loving child he may have parted with in 
bis youth; then show him by argument a positive evidence 
that your ground is tenable, and you can bring down the 
most positive will in man. They are, brother, the keys to 
unlock truth to man!' 

I then resumed my question by repeating the part above 
written, and adding: Now you say you are happy, and 
are so because you were an honest man and wronged no 
one. What I want to know is, why this is so? 

He answered : 
" I must go back to the angel mother who gave me 

birth, for the priaciples inculcated in me in youth. Also 
the other side of the picture: the degradation and misery 
that disobedience and falsehood bring upon man. With 
those principles I grew into manhood, and could see the 
virtue within myself. Then the love to do right was para-
mount with me. · 

"But during the period that I was developing into a mor
tal life, that fine-toned mind . was aspiring to God for 
strength and power to bring forth a loving, noble child, 
and the attending angels upon the fmtus from its first con· 
ception, all lent an influence that produced the harmony in 
my morals, and the man you knew in me. 
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I told him I had received similar teachings as to my 
own origin, and wished him to ascertain from mother how 
that was as t-0 me. 

He answered : 
" Mv BRoTBER,-1 must get the information from our dear 

mother in ol'der to give it to you as it was. Now I can• 
not give her mind, it being absorbed in one of her holy 
missions of love to mankind. Oh I that you could see her I 
Your soul would be satisfied, and you would add, ' Let mo 
go to her, that I may be near enough to her influence to be 
like unto her.' 

" I am so happy in her pore presence I Then surely all 
to whom she gave birth must have a goodly share of Divin
ity, for she was emblematic of His holy mind and benefi
cence. Then you must share with His love, and are surely 
endowed through His angels with rare powers, and are 
one in ten thousand in power, intellect, and depth of sight; 
and this, or very much of it, is the holy influence of our 
mother!' 

N1:w YORK, THURSDAY, June 4, 1868. 
This afternoon I bad anot\ler interview with my brother; 

Mrs. Hayden being the medium, and Laura present. 
We sat at the table for some little time without any 

manifestation, and during the time I yielded to a strong 
desire to write the names of my father, sister Lydia, and 
brother Sam. Soon the raps came. I asked who were 
present. It was written: 

"The whole family. We have all come to greet you. 
We11, brother and dear Laura, I am most happy to meet 
you here, and hope I shall be able to edify you as well as 
give you instruction. Any word for us? 

" FRANK." 

' ·· A different influence then came to the medium, and in a 
dUferent handwriting it was written: 
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"Mv owN DEAR DAUGBTBR,-l am very happy to come ta 
you through the hand I have influenced for you before, and 
give you words of assurance and love. I am ever near 
and around you, soothing moments of disappointment and 
fatiguing care, and blessing you ou waking into conscious
neos, and giving you strength to support you during the 
hours of duty through the day. And when the soft mantle 
covers the earth, obscuring the light, I fold my arms around 
you and bless God that you have passed over the day of 
care with strength and fortitude; then bless you and im
print love's kiss upon your head, hushing you to rest and 
guarding you during sleep. Sometimes I take you with 
me, in spirit, to my beautiful spirit-home, and try to im
press the vision upon your soul, that a holy influence may 
surround you, my own darling baby; that naught but love 
and purity can approach you. So you see, though lost to 
sight, I am yet ever near and most dear to the memory. 

" I have been assisting your uncle Francis to progress 
where he could see beauty in spirit; and have hoped that 
he could come to you, knowing your influence would assist 
him also. He is now greatly happy with his own family, 
and has been made doubly happy in coming to your dear 
father. He has given up. hie time for me to speak to you; 
then I will assist him to write to you both. 

"I paused to see what you were writing, darling, think
ing it might be for me; and I reply, yes; that will pass 
away like a fleeting cloud, without leaving even the ap
pearance of a shadow. Fear not; look to the right and all 
will end well. It is the wish of the angels who surround 
and minister unto you. 

" Ever near in love is the spirit of your devoted 
,, MOTHER.,, 

Then she added, "Well, dear father, you speak to brother 
Frank now." 

I then reminded Frank of the inquiry I wanted him to 
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make of motlier, and asked him if be had done so. He 
wrote: 

"She said your peculiar character was a most positive 
and sure evidence of her prayers having been answered in 
respect to you. And I think as she doerJ. You have more 
than your share in man, and ob I so much of it is owing to 
ou blessed ange~motber. E\'erything was most propi-
tious during her gestation with you. F." 

I referred to the fact that my inquiries had pointed to 
the moral causes of his happiness, and he bad answered as 
to the physical causes, in respect to which I had not learned 
enough even to know bow to inquire. 

He wrote: 
" Seeing distinctly your old theory, and feeling keenly 

the truth of what you were speaking, I gave the true idea 
and that which accorded with my own limited knowledge 
of the origin uf all that was really good in us. That is 
why I have launched off into another field instead of reply
ing to you." 

I was then silent for a moment or two. Ile wrote : 
" Come I what question? Don't spend your time idly." 
Laura rema.rked : "That is so like him !" 
He wrote: 
" Well, I like things done up well, and with despatch." 
I said my pause bad arisen from the difficulty I had in 

shaping my questions. 
He wrote: 
" Ask them in any way. I shall comp?Jehend your mean• 

ing and give my own answers.'' 
I then said something about the combination of physical 

and moral causes of happiness. 
He wrote: 
" Moral and well-balanced physical. The physical givee 

strength and power of balance to the moral. llcuce, it it 
ne ceeeary to have a good equalized physical ; then the 
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structure will be fine in proportions, keen in perception, 
with all the attributes well and perfectly harmonized. I& 
is the whole combination. One would not be perfect 
without the other. I could not have enjoyed what I 
have, had I been differently mentally and physically 
organized." 

I then asked if that happiness flowed of itself, as a nece& 
sary consequence of that combination; or 'vas there, to 
his present condition of existence, an unseen world, capa
ble of sending down its happifying influence upon them, 
when thus they were made accessible to it. 

He answered : 
"Why, there is a great centre to which we all look for 

aid-we being the circumference, and gradually and finally 
aiming to the centre from which emanates a1J, that is beau
tiful and good." 

But, I asked, is not the intermediate space between your 
circumference and that centre occupied by intelligences in· 
visible to but capable of influencing you as you influence 
us? 

He answered : 
" Peopled more thickly than earth; each aiming town.rds 

the great centre; some more perfect than othNs, and ~\ble 
to enjoy more keenly." 

I asked how he knew of that existence-from bis own 
knowledge or from information? 

He answered: 
"I see and know and have tasted myself." 
I asked hiru if be would not talk with Laura." 
" Anything she desires to ask of me." 
She asked him what he was doing. 
He answered: 
" 1 am studying the laws of God and of man; stud.Ying 

to get what I left unlearned on earth, to wit, my spiritna! 
aaturc, which was imdeV'eloped, uncared for." 
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She asked if he eaw art in his world.* 
He wrote: 

19 

" Oh, beautiful I charming I beyond anything that the 
mind could conceive in the world." 

She asked which had most power-art or music. 
He answered : 
" Music has the most power. It will cheer the soul and 

give it new life to appreciate art. I speak what I say from 
personal experience. 

"The music was in my soul, and has made me a new 
man. Aud I am more happy than I can express." 

I said to him : 
By the way, Frank, I must congratulate you on having 

become a grandfather. 
"Thank you. I have been aware of that for some time, 

having been a witness at the birth of the beautiful being." 
La·nra asked him if be would not come to her. 
"I can after a little time. I have avoided it, fearing I. 

f>hould be too boisterous. I will, with your permission, 
soon come to you." 

I asked him if I had been correct in suppoBing Mr. Van 
Buren had been near me ? 

"Yes. He had sonietLing to say to you, at the time we 
were at your ho0t;e, upon the affairs of State; but it is of 
no consequence now, having passed the period of interest. 
He would be happy to speak to you." 

Laura then spoke of visions, lately presented to her, of 
contrasts between Great Britain and this country; and it 
was written : 

"You will see thol\le contrasts brought out soon between 
the two countries. V. B." 

• Bis occupation bad been tl1.1t of a banker; but be had been, also, an · 
artist, and had painted ma11y pictures which had acquired 41uito a reputatlaa '° that '1roetio11. 
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Then Frank added : 
"Well, my dear brother (and niece), I &im most grati

fied to have had this interview. . I hope it may happen 
soon again. God bless and be with you constantly, is tht> 
entire prayer of ALL. 

"FRANK." 

WITH MARTIN VAN BUREN. 

CSEONDEROGA, ON LAKE GEORGE, } 
July 2~. 1862. 

A few days since, Martin Van Buren, former President 
of the United States, died. Some fifty years ago I was a 
clerk in his law office and an inmate of his family. An in
timacy then grew up between us which has never been 
interrupted. His funeral is to take place to-morrow. 

Last night, after I had gone to bed and the family had 
all retired, I saw him and my father near me. My father 
died thirty-six years ago, and he and Mr. Van Buren had 
been friends in life. 

When, last evening, I saw them, my father was stand
ing in the middle of the room, on my left. He had an 
alert, cheerful look, and was easy and unconstrained in his 
attitude. Mr. Van Bnren stood against the wall on my 
right, near me, and six or eight paces from my father. He 
bad a puzzled look, as if he did not comprehend his condi
tion. He recognized me and my father. He knew that 
my father was dead, and that I was not, and that he, too, 
was dead. 

I did not observe what first took place between them. 
My attention waa first particularly attracted by Mr. Van 
Buren's saying: " I don't understand this. I know I am 
dead, but I am the same I ever was. I am on the earth 
yet. There are my family, my home, my country; and the 
matters that interested me in life just as near me as ever, 
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yet; removed from me I Can thi1 be the death I have 
thought of so· long, and this to be my life after death for
ever?" 

This thought seemed to goad him into action. He had 
felt a strong but undefined attraction toward his right 
hand, and he turned in that direction and bending over, 
began with great activity, as it were, to pull up weeds that 
grew in his path, and thus worked his way slowly away 
from me. 

When he paused a moment in the earnestness of his toil, 
my father said to him, "And can you suppose that there is 
for you an unchanging forever? Look out upon the whole 
universe of God, and see if you can find anything that 
stands still. Motion, activity, is stamped upon everything 
He has created, and can it be that the Immortal Soul, which 
we are taught is the master-work of His hand, is alone ex
empt from this universal law?" 

"But," said Mr. Van Buren, "we have been taught that 
as the tree falls, so it lies-even Scripture says so." 

".Are you sure of that?" answered my father. ".And is 
not that saying one of the errors which are taught by the 
ignorant of our earthly guides? We have many such 
errors to embarrass us in our spirit-life, and that we have 
first to unlearn. This is a sad mistake. The tree does not 
lie as it falls; it instantly begins to decay, and ere long, in 
obedience to this universal law of motion, it is utterly 
gone." 

The thought evidently struck Mr. Van Buren with great 
force. He abandoned the toil in which he bad been en· 
gaged, and returned again toward us, and on returning, 
remarked that he could not feel that he had merited such 
an eternity; for he had endeavored in life to perform his 
duty in all situations as well as circumstances would 
allow. 

"Y cs," said my father, "and therefore it is that I-who 
have been more than t.hirty years in the spirit-world, and 
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whose religious belief in life was pretty much like yours-· 
and many other friends of yours, are now permitted to come 
neaz and aid you. Had you availed yourself of the very 
many opportunities for mischief or evil which your earth
life afforded you, we, at least, could not have approached 
yon. Now yon have wife, chilJren, and many friends, and 
among them that strange brother-in-law of mine, Gorham 
Worth,* ready to aid you as you will make yourself ac
cessible to them." 

"I can perceive," said Mr. Van Buren, "their presence, 
but I cannot see them. You and the Judge I see, for there 
is :i. bright light around you both. I see none such around 
me. Why is this?" 

''Look around," said my father, "and tell me by what 
light is it that you see anything. It is not by the Jight of 
the sun or of lamps or fires. In the spirit-life each gener
ates its own light." 

"Am I, then," said ?tfr. Van Buren, "to be forever de
pendent on others for the light by which I am to see?" 

"By no means/' was the reply. "You, too, can gener
ate your light when you shall have embraced the idea of 
that motion which is the instrument of its creation." 

"Motion!" said Mr. Van Buren, musingly. "What is 
motion for the soul ? Surely not change of place-that is 
motion for the body rather." 

"Cast your mind back," said my father, "on the life of 
four-score years you have spent on earth, and tell me if 
your soul has not moved in that time ?" 

"Moved ? Yes, it bas grown and progressed far beyond 
what it was in my childhood." 

"Then behold," proclaimed my father, "your question is 
answered I Progress is th~ motion of the soul, and an 
Eternity of Progress is the Destiny of Man I" 

* Mr. V. n. and my uncle G. A. Worth had been intimate and fast Criends 
for fifty·yeare, and ever sinoe their boyhood. 
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For some time Mr. Van Buren seemed lost in thought. 
Hie clear and vigorous intellect seemed at once to embrace 
the two great truths of spirit-life-those of light ancl pro
gress-and the self-control ror which he was distinguished 
enabled him very easily to cast off old errors, and to re
ceive new truths, however unexpected. 

After a while he turned to my father; his puzzled look 
was gone, and instead his countenance wore its habitual 
expression of calm good temper, and he said: 

"Co11e, then, General, show me this new world, and 
teach me to escape from a condition so unpleasant as that 
in which I find myself." 

"Let us on, then," said my father; and they seemed to
move away without any effort, but by the mere act of voli
tion. 

Mr. Van Buren did not appear to perceive the motion, 
but suddenly found himself amid a cluster of houses. 

"What I" said he, "have you houses in this world?" 
"And why not?" answered my father. " For eighty 

years your ideas of comfort aud happiness have been asso
ciated with houses and a home. Is all that to be in vain? 
and are you suddenly so utterly changed that they would 
cease to be attractive to you?" 

"No, indeed, I am not," was his answer, "for I am 
strongly drawn toward that humble cot where everything 
seems so calm and quiet, and where I feel as if I could 
find the repose I so ardently crave." 

"What is it that attracts you to it? Is it curiosity 
merely?" 

"No, not entirely, though I long to sec what it can con
tain to give it such an air of repose. I feel something more 
than that attracting me." 
· "Nor is it," auded my father, '' that long row of friends 

who crowd one side of the path by which you are approach· 
ing it. They are at present rather repulsive to you. You 
are not yet prepared to receive and welcome them. Let us 
enter, then, and see wnat is the cause of attraction." 
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They entered a sort of covered porch, and there paused 
a moment. Mr. Van Buren put his hand to his forehea,d, 
and aga.in seemed buried in thought. After remaining so 
for a while, my father gently touched his arm, and aaid: 

"Know you why it is that the memory of fifty years ago 
is so lively within you, and all associated with her whom 
you loved so truly in life, and who for that half century 
has been your guardian-angel in life ? It is because you 
are about entering her presence. Too progress you made 
in kno\vledge during your earth-life has enabled you 
to comprehend at a glance great truths that are necessary 
to your understanding of the life unto which you a:re 
ushered, and which many, very many, find it hard to 
understand. Your progress in purity has made you acces· 
sible to me and many other friends who have been enabled 
to lift you at once from your uncertainty, and start you 
on your unending progress, and your faithful and undy· 
ing love is now about to receive its reward in that reunion, 
the mere approach of which already fills your heart so full. 
You are to learn what your wife long has known, that death 
joins the ties which death destroys. 

"That reunion we may not behold. It is sacred to you 
two, and to your God. Here our task ends. Here we 
bid you farewell, though only for a ·while, for we shall 
meet again. Now we leave you in her care, who is better 
fitted than we are to point to you the upward path, and to 
lead the way.'' 

Then my father and the friends of Mr. Van Buren who 
had been present assisting him, retired. 

It seemed to me that when my father and Mr. Van Buren 
started to move away from the scene around me, my spirit 
moved with them and witnessed the scene, though ta.king 
no part in it. Aud I observed that when my father ended 
his last words, Mr. Van Buren was too full of emotion to 
reply. He gave my father a look which told how fully his 
mind comprehended the scene and its incidents, and how 
thoroughly his heaPI; was prepared for the result. 
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WITH ABRAHAM LINCOLN. 

RAVENSWOOD, June 9, 1865. 

This afternoon, while sitting on my piazza, I bad a com· 
munication that purported to be in the presence of Abra· 
ham Lincoln and bis slayer, J. Wilkes Booth, and with their 
participation-the spirit speaking being one that bas com· 
muned with me a long time, and thoroughly understands 
the modus operandi. I made no minutes of the interview 
at the time, and now, in the evening, write it out from 
memory. The interview continued about an hour. 

When Lincoln woke to consciousness in the spirit-world, 
he was surprised and somewhat confused ; for he bad no 
idea that he was dead. The shot that slew him, instantly 
suspended all sensation and consciousness, and be was not 
aware of what had happened to him. This condition of be
wilderment did not, however, last long. He was famili~r 
enough with Spiritualism to understand what death is; and 
be was not, as many are, astonished at the state of exist
ence into which be found himself ushered. 

He perceived himself surrounded by many whom be knew 
to have been long dead, and be was soon fully aware of bis 
condition, and soon learned the events that had caused bis 
death. The feelings that then overcame him were very 
great. He found himself surrounded and most cordially 
welcomed by very, very many, for whom he had ever enter
tained a high regard. He felt their warm sympathy and 
love for him, and he saw at a glance enough of the bright 
and beautiful world into which be had entered, to be able 
to appreciate how great and happy was the change for him. 
At the same time there arose in his heart a feeling of an· 
guish for the suflering which be knew bis family must be 
enduring; he was filled with anxiety for the effect which 
his assassination might have on his country and its cause, 
which he bad so much at heart; and be felt the grief and 
sympathy of the whole people at his "sudden taking off." 
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These feelings drew him strongly back to earth, and over
powered the more natural desire to pass away at once 
into the happiness that was apparent to and waiting for 
him. 

Of his feelings for bis family, nothing more was said; 
but a good deal was said of the country and its cause. He 
had two sources of consolation. One was in the good 
sense and patriotism of bis countrymen, to \vhich .be had 
never appealed in vain; and the other was, his own confi· 
dence in bis successor. 

He bad loved the whole people with a warm mid ardent 
attachment, which bad been continually growing stronger, 
as he had in the progress of events seen how true and loyal 
and self.sacrificing they were; and he was deeply touched 
at the manifestations of their regard for him, which met him 
everywhere and at every moment; and he felt an abiding 
confidence that they would come out right even in this 
emergency. 

He had formed a tolerably high estimate of Vice-Presi
dent Johnson's character, and felt assured that he would 
be all that the occasion required. 

He had looked upon the incidents which had occurred at 
Johnson's inauguration as accidental, and not as indicating 
a habit; and he was quite sure that the effect of those in
cidents upon Johnson would be salutary, as calculated to 
restrain a disposition ardent in itself and somewhat untu
tored, and which would be the better for the lesson of the 
necessity of self.control which had been taught. 

These were thoughts of his earth-life-they accompanied 
him into his spirit-life, and were greatly strengthened by 
what he was now able to see and oo learn of Johnson's in
tentions. 

These inquiries and anxieties of his, and the universal · 
Jove and regard for him that were shown everywhere, 
strongly attracted him to earth; and they, together with a 1 

faint idea that he had still a mission to perform in eonneo-
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tion with the not yet fully suppressed rebellion, kept him 
near the earth until the author of his death was also ueh· 
ered into the other world, and then ~hey met. 

Made aware that Booth was mortally wounded and must 
soon die, J,incoln approached him and was nigh unto him 
at hie death. By this time Lincoln had obtained full con· 
scioueness in hie spirit-life, and was in complete possession 
and control of himself. It was therefore with calmness 
and without any excitement, that he awaited Booth's awak
ing to consciousness. When Booth's consciousness came 
to him, he was not surprised, as Lincoln had been, for he 
had expected to die, and his own sensation had not. been 
entirely suspended during the time he had lingered after 
be was shot. 

The first living thing that Booth encountered in the 
spirit-world was Lincoln; and he met him with a bold and 
defiant air, as if glorying in the act he had performed, and 
ready to fight in defence of it. The feeling that he encoun
tered in Lincoln was not, however, at all calculated to feed 
this defiant mood. On the other hand, Lincoln was kind 
and gentle to him, and manifested only sorrow and compas
sion for Booth-not a tinge of harshness or animosity be
ing found in him. 

Thie state of things Booth could not bear, and he turned 
away from Lincoln to leave him, torn and distracted by a 
variety of emotions. The act he had committed had had 
its origin in a variety of motives. A defective intellect 
had enabled him to persuade himself that the work was a. 
meritorious one, and hie unregulated love of approbation 
had persuaded him that he would be lauded for the act, and 
be regarded as a martyr. 

The selfislmess there was in this motive he oould no 
longer conceal from himself, and he saw that it was irre
sistibly manifest to all whom he encountered. He tried 
then to flee the society where such was his fate. He suc
ceeded partially in doini so, but in hilil search for those who 
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could sympathize with and applaud him, he found universal 
condemnation; and he found that even on the earth those 
who had shared his sentiments, united in condemning his 
act. He could find sympathy only with those whose dark
ened and miserable condition awakened his unmitigated 
abhorrence. 

Amid this distraction he felt himself drawn hack into the 
presence of Lincoln by a power which be could not resist. 
That presence was most repugnant to him; yet he found 
himself unable to avoid it. Again and again has be tri.ed 
it, and sometimes with success; but go where he would, be 
his associates whomever they might be, he ever feels, in 
spite of every effort, a power drawing· him back to the 
presence of Lincoln, and with those with whom Lincoln 
associates; and there he ever encounters the same oppres· 
sive feelings of sorrow and compassion toward him, and is 
ever attended with the consciousness that his own darker 
motives cannot be concealed. 

He meets this state of things sometimes with the same 
defiant temper with which he entered the spirit-world; but 
this does not endure for any length of time, for he encoun
ters nothing to keep it alive, and he cannot find the 
equality which could alone render his defiance of any 
moment, and its impotence is manifest to him, and he sees 
that it is equally manifest to others. 

Seeing no end to this, his defiance, when the evil mood 
is predominant in him, gives way to despair, and he would 
welcome annihilation as a refuge. At other times, when 
his better nature permits, he is filled with sorrow and 
remorse, which yet his pride prevents his yielding to. Still 
he feels bow vain is his pride, for there is ever with him 
that terrific consciousness that every feeling of his-be it 
shame, pride, remorse, defiance, or despair-is known at 
once to all with whom he is thus obliged to associate. 

Such is his present condition: compelled ever to be in 
the presence of hilil victim, and to receive only manifeata· 
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tions ef pity and sorrow; ever aware that his inmost soul 
is known to all who behold him; aware that the cause for 
which he made so great a sacrifice is utterly ruined, and 
that his great object of self-elevation is defeated, and his 
sacrifice was in vain, he bas entered upon his spirit-life 
with painful recollections of the past, with agonizing 
realities in the present, and no hope for the future. 

In the mean time Lincoln is enjoying happiness far be· 
yond anything he ever anticipated. It fills his heart so 
full, that he is overpowered and silent. He has already 
met, and is almost constantly attended by many of those 
who have died during the Rebellion, and whose patriotisn 
was as pure and as ardent as his, and whose full-flowing 
sympathy is ever before him; and by very many of those 
who were engaged in our Revolutionary War, and who wel
come him as the man who bas finished the work which they 
but began. He meets, also, many a slave emancipated 

. through bis instrumentality; and many a one of this and 
other countries whose hostility to slavery awakens in them 
love and admiration for him; and he feels in the whole 
atmosphere around him a quiet and a repose most grateful 
to him after the turmoil of the last few years of his life. 
He is thus realizing daily the true condition of his present 
existence. His attraction to the earth is fast wearing out, 
and it will not be long before he will pass away to his far
distant home, and feel only an occasional impulse to return 
to earth. 

P. S.-I add to this communication these facts: 
The foregoing was published in the "Banner of Light," ot 

Boston, on the 22d December, 1866. 
On the 26th of that month I received from Dr. Thomas 

J. Lewis, of Chicago, a letter, giving me the results of a 
circle held in that crty a few weeks before, and prior to the 
publication in the "Banner." In that letter it is said: "Dr. B. 
P. Randolph was present, and was controlled by the spirh 
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of Booth, who reported that he was ever in the presenee of 
Mr. Lincoln, and he was in that position very unhappy· 
Mr. Randolph, being uncollilcious, did not know who had 
controlled him, and he cloes not know now, as that spirit 
requested that he should not be told that ho (Booth) had 
controlled him, as it might have a bad effect upon the 
medium, probably on account of R.'s erratic character.'' 

And now, September 25, 1868, I have received this cona
munication through a. writing medium: 

"You are the only man, in all that I have met or 
attempted to meet, who had the good sense and the chin-1ty 
to see that I only enacted my part in the great drama, and 
you gave me rest. I will tell you why. I knew the time 
would come when you would tell my mother that I had not 
done such a fearful thing as she thought. 

" Mr. Liccoln and I understand this, and my work of res
titution ho.Ii already begun. You will see it when I am 
enabled to let you know more of 

" J. W ruas Boom.,. 

The following communication was the last which the Editor of 
the Medium received from Judge Edmonds, and it appeared in 
No. 211 of that journal, dated April 17, 1874:-

"New York, March 9, 1874. 
"Dear Sir,-The enclosed article, from the Banner of Light, has 

been republished in the New York Herald, and has excited a good deal 
of interest, and I send it you for publication, believing that it will be 
acceptable to our friends in England. 

"Although Judge Peckham and I had been on terms of intimacy (or 
eome twenty or thirty years, we had never exchanged a word on the 
eubjeot of Spiritualism, tbough it would seem, from tbis communication, 
that he had been in his e~rth-life favourably impressed with it.-
Yours, "J. W. EDMONDS." 

"Mr. Burns." 
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WuAT 1s DEATn? 

The erroneous ideas on this subject which have for so long a time 
been incuicatfd by the theology of the day, and the consequently false 
opinions which have prevailed among men, will evidently require much 
time and many teachings to correct. l:!uch teachings, however, are 
now, and for a quarter of a century have been, coming with increasing 
frequency,and it seems to me to be the manifest duty of those who receive 
them to give them to the world. 

Acting under that impression, I have already made public much on 
the subject, and now add to the number the following, which I have 
lately received from one of the victims of the late collision at sea 
between tho steamer "Ville du Havre" and a British sailing vessel. 

Judge Peckham was a member of the Court of Appeals of New 
York-the highest court in the state-and had acquired a high reputa
tion as a jurist. He took passage with his wife in the steamer, and 
died in the bloom of his manhood and in the full vigour of his intellect, 
so that he was fully competent to comprehend and relate all that 
occurred around him. His spirit came to me lately, and identifying 
himself to my satisfaction, gave me the following communication, which 
I now transcribe in the precise language in which I received it. 

New York, February 14, 1874. J. W. EnllONDS. 

"My Dear Friend,-I shall waive all ceremony with you, and enter 
upon this our interview, not assuming, but knowing, that you are aware 
of my presence allllost as tangibly as when I last met you in Albany, in 
the Court Room, where you and I had listened and tried to be still, 
out of respect to the majesty of the law. You left the Court Room in 
advance of me. I tried to see you again, but you left that evening. We 
meet here again under different circumstances. I will not say I am 
from the higher court to-day, for as yet I have found no court or sphere 
into which your thoughts, which represent your spirit, do not come. 
Hence tliere are no severed links in our friendship when we still sit in 
council with those we knew and loved. 

" Had I have chosen tlie manner of my departure from the body, I 
should not have selected the one to which I was obliged to succumb. 
However, I find no fault now that I realise tlie life which bus op~ned 
before me so suddenly, so strangely. 

"In the dying momenta I lived my life all over. Every scene, every 
act passed before me as vividly as if written on my brain with living light. 
Not a friend that I had known in early or later life was forgotten. I 
saw as I sank, with my wife folded to my heart, my mother and father. 
The former lifted me out of the wave with a strength which I can at 
this moment feel, and I have no recollection of suffering. 

" From the moment that I knew the waves would engulf us I had no 
sensation of fear, of cold, or of suffocation. I did not hear the wa vM 
break. I parted with that which was my body, and, with my wife still 
in my arms, followed my mother whither she led me. 

"The first sad thought was for my dear brother. This my mother 
saw and felt, nnd at once said, 'Your brother will soon be with "\"OU!' 
From that moment sorrow seemed to fade away, and I sat down tO look 
about upon the scene through which I had so recently passed. I felt 
eolicitude for my fellow-passengers ; looked for them, and saw tliem 
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being lifted out of the waves in precisely the same manner that your 
strong arm, nerved by love, would lift your drowning child from the 
great waves which would swallow him up. 

" For a time this appeared so real, that, had it not have been for the 
presence of those whom I knew to be deo.d, I should have.believed my
self acting as rescuer with the spirits. 

"I write plainly to you, hoping that you will send words of comfort 
to those who imagine that their friends suffered mortal agony in 
drowning. There was a fulfilment of that glorious triumph of faith, 
and the shadow of death became an illumination, which enabled so 
muny to say that death's waves were swallowed up in the victory which 
love hath brought to light in the ministry of angels and spirits. 

"I need not tell you the greetings which awaited me when the 
many, whom you and I knew and loved, welcomed me to the realms of 
the life immortal. Not having been sick or suffering, I was ready at 
once to accept facts, and to move forward to the attractions which, if 
on earth's plane, have the power to charm away sorrow; how much 
more enchanting here, where the scene has changed so quickly, so 
gloriously, that we do not murmur at the haste, nor think that it is 
disappointment or accident that summoned us uncerPmoniously hither! 

"I am aware that many will ask, if we could be helped to pass out 
of the body without pain, why could not the accident have been 
prevented? Jn our investigations we have learned this fact., namely, 
that the officer in charge was so entirely deceived in regard to the 
distimce between the "Loch Eam " and his own vessel, that no power on 
earth, or that which the spirit-world could bring to bear, could have 
prevented it. Hence the collision was inevitable. '!'here are conditions 
of sight, particularly on the water, when the water will seem to possess 
a power of deception almost marvellous and past belief. The ablest 
and best are liable to these conditions, particularly at just the position 
that these vessels must have been in. Hence there should be no blame 
attached to that man. It is done, and the survivors most need 
symp"thy, and I know of no way to give it more direct than to B88Ure 
them that their loved friends are not slumbering in the caverns of the 
deep awaiting the final trump to souad, but that at all times they 
await and look for the proper channels through which to echo the 
unmistakable evidence of life immortal. 

"My thanks are due to our mutual friends, Tallmadge, Vnn Buren, 
Hill,* and many others, for this delightful reunion with you; nor can 
I end it without thanking you for a faith which, although silent between 
us, made me to respect yon the more. I h.-ive come now into that 
nearer circle of friendship which I shall cherish, as I know you will, 
sacred as the love which makes us to rejoice in our Great and All-wise 
FathPr, who doeth all things well. 

"Craving pardon for the length of my letter, I promise you and 
myselt still further intercourse with your friend, 

"RUFUS w. PECKRA.K." 

• The allnsion here Is to N . P. Tnllmadge, U.8. Senator, Ptt8ident Van Buren, ' 
and Nicholas Hill, formerly an eminent lawyer at Albany, all of whom ha\·e 
freqnontly commllDed with me. J. W. Jil. 
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PREFACE. 

NEw You, February 18, 1873. 

The contents of the following pages were given to the world as 
far back as 1854 in the second volume of the joint work of Dr. 
Dexter and myself on the subject of "Spiritualism." Forming 
then a portion of some thousand pages published at that time, it 
was not to be expected-nor was it-that they would obtain 
from the world at large the attention which their importance and 
interest would seem to demand. 

But since that publication-which is now out of print-the 
number of persons in this country, who would read anything upon 
the subject, has vastly incrt-ased, and the present condition of 
our people and our Government renders the teachings peculiarly 
appropriate at this time, and therefore they are given in this 
form, and alone by themselves. 

The book, in which they then appeared, contained matters 
which were calculated to explain to the reader the origin of the 
teachings, and how they were given. To repeat that explanation 
11ere would take more spa~e than can be given to it in this publi
cation. I must therefore content myself with saying, that I was 
then a Medium, capable of receiving oral communications and of 
beholding spirit scenes-that I did then see the scenes referred to 
-that the contents of these pages did not originate in my mind, 
but were given to me by an Intelligence which professed to be, 
~nd which I then believed, and do still believe, to have been the 
spirit of George Washington. 

J. W. EDMONDS. 
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MESSAGES FROM WASHINGTON. 

WEST Roxnunv, YAss., 
SATURDAY EVENING, Aitguat 19, 1854. 

This evening a circle was held, and it was written through the 
Medium, that Washington wished to speak to me. Then through me 
it was thus spoken : 

Of what moment would be a Revelation from the high 
court of Heaven itself to man, if it were not to affect and 
control his daily walk in life? Of what value would be a 
Religion that is assumed as a holiday garment only, and 
laid aside amid the daily duties of your earthly existence, 
or that would consist in more profession without action? 
How imperfect and unavailing the regeneration of the hu
man heart unless it were shadowed forth in your every act! 

If the great object of the mighty movement which is now 
upturning the foundations of the moral world is to prepare 
mankind during their primary existence for an eternal one, 
then it must in the very nature of things, in order to be ef
fected, stamp its impress upon every thought of the mind, 
on eve1-y feeling of tho heart, on every act of the outer and 
inner man. In all his relations, domestic or public, civil or 
religious, affecting himself alone, or in connection with his 
fellow-man, its influence must be felt and must be all-pow
erful. 

Man's regeneration cannot be confined within the limits of 
profession ; cannot be circumscribed by a portion only of his 
earthly duties, but it must reach every act, must ex
tend over every relation, must embrace every duty. How 
othe.rwise can this life be a preparation for an eternal one? 
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How can man fitly prepare himself for the countless ages of 
eternity, if his primary lesson be devoted more to his mate
rial gratification than his spiritual elevation? How, if at 
the same time he attempts to serve the world, with its per
versions and sinful propensities, and with only an equal de
votion dedicates himself to his higher moral duties to his 
Great Creator? 

Nay! It cannot be; and one of the fallacies which h.ave 
flowed from the evils and misdirections of the past, one of 
the fa!se teachings which have sprung from the same womb 
that has given birth to the infidelity that is so wide-spread 
among men, that it has travelled with its twin sister down 
the stream of time, is the dogma that Religion and Govern
ment have no connection with each other. 

The Government that repudiates the dictates of religion, 
that repels from its action the moral lessons which descend 
from heaven to earth, cannot look to realms above for its or
igin or its inspiration, nor can it claim the aid of the bright 
and holy Spirits, who in obedience to His will, are now shed
ding His light abroad on the human heart. The Govern
ment that refuses to acknowledge the higher moral influ
.ences that are ever at work among men builds its founda
tion on the sand, and invokes to its destruction the frightful 
current of selfishness, violence and corruption, which have 
so long marked the dominant powers of the Old World, and 
have already made a frightful inroad upon those institu
tions which were built by your fathers of the last century 
amid prayer and thanksgiving to God. 

No wonder that the happy land where Freedom hath her 
abiding place echoes so loudly with the iron tread of thfl 
Slaveholder! No wonder that the power and position of 
your rulers are held up to your people as the spoils of a sack
ed city to gratify cupidity and corrupt the hearts of the peo
ple! No wonder that the sacred fane of your freoUom, 
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to which the eyes of the world have so long been directed, 
and around which cluster the hopes of your spirit fathers 
gone before, is polluted by the presence of the money chang
ers! No wonder that again is demanded some fearless one 
to overthrow their tables and purify the holy temple of God ! 
No wonder that alienation in the hearts of your people has 
taken the place of that brotherly love which once marked 
you as a united people! No wonder that Discord has stalk
ed abroad in your land and seated itself in the high places 
by the side of Power and held it trembling in its seat! No 
wonder that now broadcast in the hearts of the nation is a 
feeling of despondency in reference to the future! No 
wonder that men are calculating the value of your Unicn as 
they would the value of cattle in your markets! No wonder 
that the enemies of freedom, throughout the world-and in 
Spirit Land too-are gloating over the scenes of corruption 
--of discord which my unhappy country now presents in the 
presence of man and God ! 

Oh ! could you feel : could you see the anguish that wrings 
the hearts of those who toiled to make you free and happy
could you witness the gloom whfah the prospect of the future 
casts over their minds-could you behold the sad anxiety 
which now pervades the spirits of countless hosts who are 
engaged in this mighty work-could you feel as we feel tho 
dark cloud that ascends from your midst to Heaven, bearing 
towards His throne the impress of man's most evil passions 
and repelling from your midst the holier and purer aspira
tions that are ready to descend upon you, you would start 
back appalled at the prospect, and, lifting up yuur hands and 
hearts as we do to the throne of The Most High God, you 
would unite with us in beseeching Him to have mercy yet on 
our common country and on mankind; beseeching Him to 
drive far from you the destroying angel that is revelling in 
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your midst, sapping to their foundations the institutions 
which were consecrated by our blood and our toil. 

Deeply interested in the welfare of my country; bound up 
as my heart even yet is in the continua.nee of its freedom ; 
looking on its institutions as the great fountain of freedom 
that was yet to flow over the whole earth, I ask myself 

· "Where now is the spirit that made us free?" and from. 
dark and dismal depths alone a voice answers " Here, buried 
beneath the load of oppression and selfishness which has 
grown up and overwhelmed us." * * * * * * 

Standing high amid the light which falls from Heaven's 
throne and casting my view back to the spot I love so well, 
I look in vain for the brignt and beautiful light that ascend
ed when I did and bore me companionship in my passage to 
the realms of the blest. Oh! think not, this is fancy's 
sketch. Deem not that it is the picture of a diseased imagi
nation. It is a sad reality in your very midst, witnessed by 
God, by spirits, and by men; mourned over by the good; 
exulted over by the evil ; and casting over the prospects of 
the future its dark and gloomy cloud. 

Ask yourselves if it is not so ! Ask your hearts to speak 
their fears as to the future ! Ask the enemies of Freedom 
upon earth! Ask the downtrodden millions, who have ever 
looked to you as their beacon light and see if there will not 
come up from all these sources, one general response, "Alas! 
Alas! It is true." And if it is, on what foundation do you 
rest an expectation that your nation and its cause can 
merit the favor of God? Upon what basis can you build 
your hopes of its perpetuity, and what is there to keep burn
ing before the world, the light of your freedom which we 
kindled for man? 

The high destiny prepared for my country, its onward 
progress towards eminence and happiness, the influence of 
its example on the world, the spread of its important lesson 
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of self-government, where now are they? Spread abroad on 
this vast continent, flourishing in the full vigor of young man
hood? Answer me, for ye yourselves know. For our part, 
instead of hearing the voice of your happiness, your virtue 
and freedom, ascending from around a thousand altars and 
meeting us on our approach to earth, we have to dive down 
through the black clouds you send up and exhume it from the 
prison-house in which your perversions have pent it up; and 
unless your downward progress can be arrested, unless you 
can be returned to the purity with which you started, unless:1 

the heart of the nation can be awakened to the fearful pros-
pect that is bofore it, better far would it be that the land 
should again become the habitation of the wild man of the 
forest and the beasts on which he preyed. Better far that it 
should be so than that now, when the corrupt and crumbling 
institutions of absolutism throughout the world are tottering 
to their very foundations, the appeal of the oppressed of -
other lands can meet no response from this. Better far that 
the pestilence which walks at noonday should sweep through 
your habitations than that you should be incapable of cheer
ing on their upward way the oppressed of other lands, on 
whom freedom is fast dawning. 

Oh! I once thought that when this time should come (and 
well did my prophetic soul know it would come), that then 
my beloved country would stand out in the face of mankind 
a bright and shining light, not only proclaiming throughout 
the world the reality of freedom, but pointing the way to its 
sacred temple ; _that it should stand at its very portals prepar
ed to assist their feeble steps up its toilsome ascent, and wel
coming them to the fellowship of freedom, and the emancipa
tion of man. 

Then through the medium it waa written: 
This first part of our treatise on government as the preamble -&o 

fact, is most finished. Washington says he then wishes to give you a. 
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vision of what exists here, to draw the comparison with earth, and 
then shadow forth the true government that ought to rule your land. 

BACON. 

WEST ROXBURY, AU!JU8t 22, 1854. 

At a meeting of the circle this day, through me and from the spirit 
of Washington, it was said : 

There is no perversion more firmly seated in the 
minds of my countrymen-none more injurious-none that 
is calculated to be more lasting in its effects, than tl:at which 
attaches to the purposes of government the idea of augment
ing wealth alone ; or, in other words, that the chief end of 
government is to increase the wealth of the community. 

Appealing as that idea does to the selfish propensities of 
the human heart, binding man in subjection by the cords 
of corruption, it has been cherished, fostered, and propa
gated by those who, clothed with power, have ever cared to 
exercise it rather for themselves than others ; and it has 
been the chief instrument of maintaining the fatal fabrics of 
absolutism in all ages of the world. It has been most effec
tive in enthralling man, and binding him in submission to 
the domination of his fellows. 

Throw your mind back on the hist.ory of the past, and 
behold how frequent and successful has been the appeal of 
power on the part of the governors to the cupidity of the 
governed. It has lain at the foundation of all tyranny, has 
characterized the structures which absolutism has raised, and 
has even st.ood in the way of the progress of true freedom. < 

And even when Freedom has leaped the foul barrier and· 
moved abroad among men with cheering hope, it has often 
been arrested in its progress, aud turned aside from its high 
and holy purposes by this same appeal. It has been with 
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anxious solicitude that in all countries and in all times, the 
apologists for arbitrary power have inculcated this principle 
as most vital, and as tho end and aim of government. 

It is not alone amid the shadows of absolutism that it has 
found its homo; it has ~olen into the temple of Freedom 
and taken up its abiding place, even in the presence of its 
holy altar, mingling its selfish aspirations with the prayer 
for liberty that would otherwise have ascended untainted, 
mixing its polluted breath with the incense that would 
otherwise have arisen in grateful perfume, and uniting its 
discordant cry with the cheering song of liberty among men. 

Its deformity hidden by the disguise which man's per
verted vision has rendered practicable, it has too often been 
welcomed as a fitting guest in the mansion,of Freedom and 
been warmed into life by its fires, until it has been able to 
strike in its fangs and diffuse its poison oa all around. 

Unable, openly, to withstand the onwar(l march of free
dom which has sprung from man's progressive advance· 
ment, it has " stolen tho livery of Heaven" to servo tho 
purposes of evil, and covertly worked its way and infused 
its poison until the bloated and corrupted mass of humanity 
has yielded to itiJ silent inroads, even while boasting of 
its victory over its open attacks. Stealthily, silently, yet 
with the tenacity of death it has wound its way into the 
very body of Freedom, substituting the convulsions of dis
ease for natural action, the hectic of consumption for the 
glow of health, the appearance of prosperity for its reality. 

Such have been its inroads in my country ; and as time 
has rolled on, casting around her institutions the protecting 
embrace of power and permanency, tho invasion of this 
principle has been silent, though sure, until many, very many, 
unmindful of the great lesson inculcated by our Revolu
tion ; with thoughts directed only to the accumulation of 
wealth; with energies bent only to the increase of temporal 
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prosperity, have taught themselves to look upon all govern
ment as having one legitimate object alone-that of in.
creasing material individual wealth. Hence it is tha~ there 
has been so great a departure from the principle which 
swayed the minds of the Fathers of our Nation, and a substi
tion in its place of the corrupting and debasing principles of 

; action, which distinguish absolutism everywhere, and which 
cast their taint even upon our institutions, professing to be 
free. 

Do you ask why I dwell with so mournful a tone upon 
this sad picture? Why my mind broods over the future 
which it shadows forth? It is, that we may try, ere it be 
too late, to restore the virtue of the past in the place of the 
corruptions of thtt present ; bring back our Government to 
its original purpose, and once again impress on the minds of 
the people the legitimate and proper object of government, 
that in the exercise of their rights as freemen they may be 
swayed by purity of principle rather than the cravings of 
cupidity 

Oh! could my countrymen descend with me into the 
hearts that are petrified by the exercise of unlimited power 
either on earth or in the spheres ; could they with me pen
etrate the deepest recesses of the minds which sway such 
power, they would start affrighted at the advances, however 
disguised or covered they might be, of the feeling which is 
engendered. Oh! could they penetrate into those darker 
spheres, where, in unprogressed man, vice is ever festering, · 
and where the dark clouds of selfishness, of cruelty, and of 
intolerance are brooding over the unhappy scene; where 
the love of self swallows up all regard for the future, all re
morse for the past, all reverence for God, and all aspira
tions for purity, they would find the birthplace and the 
home of the principle whose inroads they have permitted 
among themselves. 
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Could they ascend with me into the brighter spheres 
where love and purity and happiness shed their mellow 
light over every heart and send their gentle tones of sweet
est harmony upon each ear; where man's progressive ad
vance toward high heaven is the daily object of desire and 
of view, they would behold that principle has no abiding 
place there, but is banished those happy realms. Oh! 
could they thus range through the spheres and o'er earth, 
and thus behold beneath the deceptive surface, the reality 
that is working among men, they would become conscious, 
as we are, that it is time to sound the alarm, that it is time 
to marshal the forces for the conflict; for on its event must 
depend the great question, whether Freedom shall continue 
to inhabit with us or take her flight to regions more conge
nial; they would feel how imperative is the duty upon every 
one to arrest the progress of a principle which is sapping 
our national freedom to its foundation, and assimilating our 
institutions and our fate to those which we have been 
taught to abhor, and which we so loudly profess to avoid. 

Remember ever the great lesson which you are taught by 
your intercourse with the Spirits of the departed-so differ
ent from that which human teaching has so long infused 
into your minds-namely, that life in the spirit world 
is but a continuation of life upon earth, and that the 
legitimate object of the one is but to prepare for the other ; 
that time-your time on earth-is but a stepping-stone to 
an eternity in the spheres ; that the bias and direction of the 
mind and the affections which obtain on earth make their 
impress upon your existence after you have left it; that the 
perversions and misdirections which you imbibe during your 
primary existence affect and direct your life after it ; that 
the truths which are planted in the soul while it inhabits its 
teneIQient of clay accompany and oheer it on its way tlu-ough 
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the long ages of eternity; that there is now dawning upon 
the earth a light which can not only dispel the darkness 
which surrounds you, but can open to your view the life after 
death, its impulses, its duties, and its destiny; that you are 
receiving instruction and knowledge from those who have 
penetrated the future beyond the grave and who are now 
i)ermitted, in the providence of God, to return and teach to 
you the great lessons which are opened to them, through the 
portals of eternity; that, standing amid the brightness of 
His wisdom and the softening influence of His love, receiv
ing as they become more perfect the brighter and better les
sons which flow from the storehouse of His Almighty mind, 
they are permitted to open to your view the pages on which 
they read these high and holy lessons, and are rendered cap
able of advancing you in virtue, in wisdom, and in happiness, 
and that by unfolding to you the knowledge which experi
ence in the spirit life bestows upon them, they can advance 
you too upward and onward in your high destiny-can aid 
you to cast off the perversions and errors of life, and even 
upon your earth assimilate your condition to that of tho 
spheres. 

And know, that as in the form of your Government you 
have imitated the work of His hand as displayed among the 
worlds that sparkle in the sky above you, as you have thus 
learned in form to imitate the creations of His wisdom, so 
you may be taught to progress still farther and learn to in
fuse into that Government-thus in form assimilating to your 
planetary system-the order, the regularity, the wisdom, and 
the love which bind these systems together as one harmoni
ous whole, and maintain them, ever moving in dumb yet joY,
ful obedience to His commands, so that you may move on in 
your enduring orbits, progressing ever onward, developing 
ever the great properties which slumber within you, un-
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known even to yourselves, and diffusing abroad in the Uni
verse through which you move, the blessings of your obedi
ence to His laws and of your advance in His love and wis
dom. 

WEST ROXBURY, August 24, 1854. 
At the circle, after some manifestation through the regular medium, 

through me it was said, as by the spirit of W a.shington: 

Having thus paused a moment to review the realities 
which have been laid open before you, and to contemplate how 
much life in the spirit world is but a continuance of that on 
earth, let us recur to our original purpose, and see how man, 
in his political relations in the spheres, as you would term it, 
is still the same being, possessed of the same attributes, and 
affected by the same tendencies. 

As with you, so with us, in proportion as man advances 
from the savage condition of living, only as an animal, so 
does he develop the necessity of government. And the nigher 
he approaches toward the Godhead, the more does he recog
nize the duty, the necessity, and the obligation of order, regu
larity, and obedience to law and its ministers. It is only 
when you descend to the level of the mere brute creation that 
you behold a condition of no governmont. When there is in
fused into man the intellect of the immortal soul, there is im
pressed upon his instincts the necessity of government, and 
that necessity, I repeat, is more and more recognized as he 
advances upward toward his high destiny. And again, it is 
as man thus advances upward that his government becomes 
one of law and not of absolute or uncontrolled power. It is 
man's degradation, his retrogression, the growth and pre
ponderance of his evil propensities, which pervert that gov
ernment from its legitimate form of law to its degrading 
form of despotism; for it will soon be found that absolutism 
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comes as the legitimate offspring of anarchy and disregard 
of law, and sinks and dies in the presence of law and its 
domination. 

Hence, in the history of your earth, you will observe that 
all those arts and improvements which have tended most 
to elevate man intellectually and morally, have flourished 
most when power was regulated by law, and that those 
works which have most manifested the might of man's 
physical nature have found a fitting existence amid the 
stern sway which has made the minds of the many bow to 
the will of the few. And it will be seen that man has most 
advanced in his career upon earth, when the government 
under which he has lived has aimed more at his intellectual 
and moral nature than his ph~sical. 

You will observe this in two ancient and contemporaneous 
nations. The whole purpose of the government of Sparta was 
the development of the animal nature, and all that history 
tells of Sparta is that she produced good soldiers and plenty 
of slaves. In Athens, on the other hand, attention was 
more directed to man's spiritual nature; and when history 
speaks of Athens, she points to her painting, her poetry, her 
eloquence and her philosophy, and traces their current down 
the stream of time, leaving on future ages, centuries after, 
the impress of the thoughts there developed. 

So it is in the Spirit World. When you have been in 
those darker regions where despair and desolation reigned 
together, you have witnessed the rule of force, the govern
ment of absolute power, the domination of individual will, 
and you have beheld at once the d~gradation of submission, 
with the debasement of man, or to use a passage in your 
mind which now rises to your memory, you have seen how · 
" Submission to the tyranny of man is commensurate with 
i·ebellion to the sovereignty of God." 

Now behold government in the brighter spheres-not the 
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most elevated, but in those conditions which are manifestly 
above your condition on earth, and see if in the contempla
tion you may not learn some truths that may benefit your 
fellow-man there. Hereafter, perchance, you may behold 
government in still higher conditions of spirit life, and be
holding how it, too, is impressed with the all-pervading 
law of progress, you may, step by step, witness its improve
ment, and perhaps, in time, be able. to demonstrate to man 
on earth that obedience to the law of his moral and intellec
tual existence may be as intuitive as that which is wit
nessed in the hunger and thirst of his physical nature. 
But of that hereafter. 

Now look upon the scene spread out before you, and of 
which now, as yesterday, you have a birds-eye view. Be
hold ! this community is not so large but that every mem
ber of it may be personally known to its rulers. Thus the 
characteristics, propensities, attributes of all, the governor 
and the governed, are known to each other. There is no 
reaching forth here of the arm of power beyond the scope of 
knowledge, so that it may be exercised for the benefit of the 
ruler, with but little regard to the welfare of the subject. 
But the great end and object of its exercise is the advance
ment and happiness of all ; and power here extends its au
thority no farther than it can be beneficially exercised for 
the benefit of all who may be subject to it, and who may 
come within its scope. 

And observe-for you will see this principle everywhere
that the great object ever in view in the exercise of power 
here, is to enhance the happiness of man, by promoting his 
progress, intellectually and morally; by advancing him in 
purity, in love, and in wisdom, and thus surrounding him 
with the product of their combination, which is Heaven, 
wherever it may chance to be. 

Now go with me and enter that hall. What see you 
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there? There is a convention of a limited number of per
sons, both male and female. They seem to be both aged 
and young, possessing apparently the wisdom and sobriety 
of age, with, the enthusiasm and energy of youth. 

There is one man prosiding over the assemblage. His 
occupation seems to be to preserve order and infuse regular
ity and system into their deliberations. Hear you not the 
subject of their deliberations ? You will perceive that they 
combine within themselves the advisory power of an execu
tive council, the enacting power of a legislature, and the 
dernier resort of a judicatory. 

I remarked to him, that is a combination of power which requires 
great wisdom and virtue, for the danger of temptation must be very 
great. He answered : 

Yes, but is the combination incompatible? May not man 
advance to such a state as to become a safe depository for 
such powers ? And if he may, do you not see that the com
bination in the same hands will enable them to temper jus
tice with mercy, to enforce the stern mandate of authority 
through an appeal to the affection ? 

But I inquired, Do they execute as well as enact, perform as well 
as adjudge? 

No, was the answer. Here the progress is not so great as 
to warrant that union, and consequently, here the executive 
is, in a great measure, though not entirely, separated from 
;the legislative and judicial power. We will, by and by, ob
serve the executive; but let us pam;;e a moment here. 

These men are selected for the task you see them per
forming, by the free, open, unbiassed voices of the whole 
community, male and female; for here woman stands by the 
side of man, the equal child with him, of one common 
Father. 
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'Vlien I say open choice, I mean as in contrast with the 
secret ballot which taints your earthly institutions, and 
which is as frequently the instrument of decoption as it is 
the protection against oppression. 

They are not selected for any definite period. So long as 
they discharge their duties well, the duty rests upon them. 
J3ut ench is subject ever to a public scrutiny of his conduct, 
and at any time the voice of that community may be taken, 
whether the individual shall continue longer in the position 
to which he has been elevated. 

The power of removal exists with tho power of appoint
ment, and may be exercised whenever it is demanded. 

I see you ask, in your mind, what is the qualification 
which elevates one to position here? and I answer, All other 
things being equal, he who is most r1:1ady to sacrifice self to 
the good of others, is the choice of the community ; for those 
men are at onco servants as well as rulers, and feel ever that 
tho great obligation is to exercise power for the good of 
others, and not for selfish purposes. 

lllark tho character of their debates. You have been 
listening to their discussions. Do you behold anywhere the 
display of that intense selfishness which at once tramples 
under foot all regard for others, all obligations of time, all 
convictions of duty, that so often convert your earthly 
forums into tho semblance of dons of wild beasts? Do you 
behold here the love of sarcasm and retort that rejoices in 
inflicting suffering, and that revels in the laugh which more 
frequently springs from gratified malevolence than from in
nocent enjoyment? Do you behold her~ the turmoil, tho 
confusion, the uproar, the disorder, that seem to flow from 
the madness of intoxication, mental or physical? Do you 
behold here the eternal strife of man with man, that reminds 
one rather of the gladiatorial exhibitions of old than the 
deliberations of the Sanhedrim or the consultations of the 
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Areopo.gus? If you do not, if the clouds which thus obscure 
the atmosphere of mortal power do not here find an a.biding 
place, to what will you ascribe the calm, the repose, the 
benignant atmosphere which rests upon this spiritual scene? 

l.ook ! In every heart you will find written, more or less 
distinctly, yet ever there, controlling, quieting, directing 
every thought and feeling, the injunction "Love one an
other." 

This command, which with them is a reality, and not & 

profession, has become to their hearts a disinfecting agen4 
that has driven away the malaria. which in your earthly halls 
makes the mortal heart boil and bubble with the malignant 
passions that you have seen playing their part even in the 
spheres, and performing there their terrible task of inflicting 
misery upon man. 

You will observe, too, that there is nothing secret in the 
deliberations of this council. Every thought is open to the 
inspection of others and to the observation of all who choose 
to look on. 

Disguise ! concealment of thought and purpose ! They 
are unknown here, and no duty is more imperative than that 
of driving them away from their deliberations. They think 
openly before the world in which they live, and with them 
language and countenance are instruments of conveying 
truth, not concealing. it. 

Mark too ! another characteristic of their deliberations
the extreme deference they pay each other. No matter 
whether the speaker he young or old, a novice among them 
or one long seated there, mark ! how deferential they are t<> 
all he says. And can you not see the effect which this pro
duces upon him, prompting him every moment to imitate 
the example thus ever before him of disregarding self in his 
regari for others ? 
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I inquired, Have not these people some peculiar privileges, some ~ 
exclusive right, as a reward for tlteil· toil for the common welfare? 
He answered : 

There speaks the taint of earth, which cannot appreciatn 
that virtue is its own reward,•and that the virtue of self-de
nial is one, of all others, most prolific of happiness to the re
generated man! No! they have no privileges, but that of 
washing the feet of those whom they serve, and in return 
may find their own bathed with the tears of penitence, whose 
flow they have encouraged. They Jiave the privilege of en
hancing their own happiness by toiling for that of others
the privilege of advancing themselves by aiding the progres
sion of all around them-the privilege of learning in the 
common cause, to be meek, gentle, humble in the exercise 
of power, for thus was He, who came to save man by un
folding to his view his true destiny. 

'VEST Roxnuuv, August 25, 1854. 

The Circle again met, and through me it was said : 

I was again in the legislative hall of that sphere, and my spirit
guide, who, it seemed to me, was Washington, standing by my side, 
said to me: 

You observe, this community is large and numerous. 
The higher powers of its government are exercised by re· 
presentatives, chosen from and by the mass ; but it is divided 
into many smaller communities, and each one of them into 
others smaller still, till they are reduced to circles or bands 
of from twenty to fifty each. 

Tho whole community meets only by its representatives. 
The smaller communities often assemble together to receive 
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instruction and to deliberate upon matters connected 'vith 
the common welfare. 

Each one of these communities has its presiding and min
istering spirits, its secretaries to record its proceedings and 
its own place of meeting. Each member is not only m
structed but practised in the art of self-government, not 
only of the community, but of _each individual. member, it 
lying at ihe foundation of their system of self-government 
that each first learn to govern himself, and he who permits 
himself to lose self-control is at once deprived, and that by 
his own consciousness, of the power of interfering in the gov
ernment of others until a proper frame of mind is restored to 
him. 

This process of purifying the governing body is one of the 
most interesting and important institutions that obtain 
among them, and it is exerci~ed chiefly by the individual 
who is affected by it. I say chiefly, because there are times 
when he is obliged to invoke and receive the o.id of others 
in restoring his mind to its proper bias, and that aid is given 
as from brother to brother, and not as from ruler to subject. 

It is attended with no harshness, has no form of punish
ment, but is kind, gentle, forbearing, and comes as aid to 
the distressed. 

In communities, as near the mortal sphere as is this 
which you are now beholding, this purifying process is fre
quently resorted to, and with some one or other is almost 
always in exercise. But as you ad,:ance higher it will be 
less frequently seen, and gradually disappear until you 
arrive at spheres where it is unknown because unnecessary. 

It is frequent where you are now looking, because there 
lingers around the individuals yet so much of mortal 
taint and earthly passions. With some it is long before that 
taint wears out, and they who are afflicted with it, are to 
their fellows objects of compassion, not of condemnation, 
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and instead of the hisses and yells of disapprobation which 
you hear at times in your mortal assemblages, you will here 
see the starting tear and the trembling lip pervade a meet
ing at the exhibition of the propensity which sets this pro
cess in motion. 

And in him who offends it is not a feeling of anger that 
is aroused, but emotions of shame and sorrow that he shoi.~'id 
thus have touched the hearts of the brotherhood around him. 
The agony that in his breast follows the consciousness of error 
is known to and recognized by every one, and awakens 
in them emotions of sonow alone, shown by the sympathy, 
the active comfort and consolation which are on all hands 
proffered to him in his distress. 

On earth you would call this punishment; but we better 
understand here that it is tho inevitable result of law, which 
is never violated by the conscious mind without bringing 
suffering in its train. 

You have in your material existence the same law, both 
morally and physically. You recognize it in its physical 
aspect. You know that you cannot pervert any of your 
material organs from their legitimate office without inflict
ing pain. If you thrust your hand into the flame, it smarts; 
if you take poison into the stomach, it destroys; if you im
bibe that which impairs and disturbs the action of the brain, 
you suffer, not mentally only, but in your whole nervous 
system. Then, in your material being you recognize 
through the instrumentality of your senses, that evil and 
suffering flow from the violation of the la.w of your nature. 

'\Vith us it becomes a self-evident law, ever at work 
within us, morally and physically ; and one most prominent 
result flowing from your death is the capacity to understand 
this law and the causes of its operation. 

Hence, with us, we require no judges to condemn, no 
cha.ins to bind, ~ prisons to incarcerate the offender. The 
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judge of the offence and the executioner of the law reside 
together in the heart of the convict, and instinctively perform 
their functions. Every man is a law unto himself. 

Man, in the spheres, in all the relations of spirit life, 
bears about him ever the avenger of broken laws. Wheth
er he is grovelling darkly amid the depraved and unpro
gressed or is working his toilsome way upward, he has with
in himself the consciousneds of violating the laws of his 
Creator, and that consciousness works out its own task of 
retribution, and finally of purification. It will sometimes 
start from its course and seem to wander from its proper 
path-sometimes inflicting suffering, too severe and en
during, and at other times relaxing its rule, so as to fail in 
producing a lasting impression. Then comes the duty of 
the governing spirits to return it to its pathway o.nd keep 
its action within due bounds. 
· This is manifested not merely in their politico.I relations 
with each other, out of which now, this lesson has flowed to 
you, but in all the relations of spirit life, and you must read
ily perceive, that the happiness of our spirit life must in
crease as we advance beyond the reach of these mental ab
errations and must diminish in proportion as we yield to 
them. 

It is so in your life-invariably so-however much external 
or apparent prosperity mo.y hide from your material vision 
the gna,vings of the worm within ; and with us, the same 
law operates only the more forcibly, because of the removal 
of the obstacles which your material nature so often pre
sents. 

Now, you have seen and have ho.d told to you the great 
principles which mark political government in the spheres. 
There is, however, one more consideration, which is not a 
matter of positive enactment, but the r4'lsult of circumstances 
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with us as with you on earth, and that is, goodness is re
'varded, o.s well as vice punished. 

That reward, each earns for himself. He asks it not from 
those around him. He reaches out no hand for it beseech
ingly to his rulers, but claims it as his due-lays hold upon 
it as his r;ght-the more certainly and the more effectively 
that he is at length freo from th~ material appliances which, 
on earth, so often stand between virtue and its reward. 

Hence it is that with us, wo need no judicatory to inflict 
punishment for error or administer reward . for rectitude. 
Each man bears the court in his own bosom, aided and sup
ported at times from without, but always open and at work 
within. 

Now, look at the Executive Department of this Govern
ment, and you will see spirits presiding over the · whole 
community, over each division and subdivision, revolving 
each like the stars of heaven in their orbit, marked out for 
them by the same Wisdom which has fashioned each, and 
started them on their eternal path. 

You will observe that the great duty of those presiding 
spirits is not so much to rule over as it is to serve their fel
lows, that the passport to those positions is not so much a 
capacity to govern as it is a willingness to serve, and that 
the positions are assumed, not so much from the love o{ 

power as from the desire to do good to others. 
Hence you will see throughout this whole community• 

·spread out before your view, partially progressed only as it 
is, and bearing about it still much of earthly taint, that the 
predominant feeling, cultivated and existing, is the desire 
to benefit others, and on that predominance is erected the 
happiness they enjoy. 

You have already seen in your progress through space· 
how the prevalence and domination of that feeling have 
made the realms you have beheld, one above another, more 
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bright, more beauteous, more happy, more joyous, so that 
long before you could, even in imagination, approach the 
gates of heaven, you have beheld man enjoying a beatitude 
far surpassing what poets have fancied, or the imagination 
has ever painted, as the happiness of Heaven itself. 

So, on the other hand, you have beheld as you have de
scended amid darkness, misery and despair, that the absence 
of this feeling, this di~regard of law, has been commensu
rate with the enduring suffering you have witnessed. 

Now, child of Earth, pause thus on the threshold of eter
nity, and ask yourself, If man on Earth is not capable of 
making his mortal existence an epitome of that darkness on 
the one side, or of that brightness on the other? If he can
not drag up, on the one hand, the seething calJron of boil
ing passion and suffering, or draw down on tho other tho 
i·ealization of the pence and happiness to which man can at
tain? See, if when imitating the wisdom of God, in the 
form of your government, you cannot infuse into it His 
principle of attraction, binding each member to its place, 
and thus making a harmonious whole. 

Tell me if 'Visdom shall thus speak from on high to mor
tal ears in vain. Tell me if the lesson of virtue and happi
ness which is spread out before you shall fall powerless 
upon the human heart. Tell rue, will you still seek amid 
the shades below for the example of your lives? Shall 

• virtue and its rewards, joy and wisd0m and happiness, de
scend from the high spheres above in vain on your earth ? 
Shall they float over a drowned world and return to the 
Ark bearing no olive branch, indicating a subsidence of the 
flood? Shall Heaven's gates be opened toward earth in 
vain? Shall its holy light be yet again repelled by the 
darkness you yourselves create around you? 

Or are you, at length, ready to plant in your midst the 
standard of His almighty love, alld rejoice as it unfolds 
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itself to the breeze of heaven ? Will you receive it as the 
brazen serpent, created in the wilderness of your mortal 
propensities, to heal the sting of the thousand mortal reptiles 
that have followed your footsteps so long? 

Choose ye ! fo1· the freedom of choice is yours. Choose 
ye the road in which you will travel; but in making that 
choice, oh! my countrymen! remember that the day once 
was when Goel shed abroad on your happy land the benig
nant light of His own freedom-that he gave it to you in 
charge for the benefit of mankind-that the responsibility 
of keeping, of sustaining, and of fostering it rafts upon you, 
and upon you and your children to more than the third or 
fourth generation, the consequences for good or evil must 
flow. 

Choose ye, then, wisely and well! And may He in His 
love and mercy aid you to attain the destiny that is within 
your reach, that of being the beacon light of freedom to an 
enslaved and benighted world! 
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We are taught that the intercourse is not supernatural
not the · result of the suspension of nature's laws-but the 
product of those laws and of their legitimate action. As 
yet, we are in a great measure ignorant of those laws and of 
their mode of action ; but the results we see and can know
the effects are facts which, perceptible to our senses, appeal 
to our reason and demand the action of our judgments. 
From all that we have yet witnessed, we are warranted in 
the belief that the intercourse is in obedience to, and not in 
contravention of, natural laws-that so far as we are con
cerned on earth, mediumship is owing to physical organi
sation, more than it is to moral causes, and that all in the 
spirit-world, the unprogressed as well as tho progressed, 
have the power of communing with and influencing us in 
a greater or less degree. 

So, too, we are taught that there are spirits in the next 
state of existencfl whose propensities are evil. Not that 
they are a distinct race of beings, known in the old theology 
as Devils, and represented as a creation distinct from, and 
independent of, the human family, but men and women who 
have lived on earth, perverted and distorted morally, and 
have passed away from this primary existence with those 
perversions and distortions unchanged and aggravated by 
the desolation and misery, apparently to them without end 
and without hope, in which they find themselves existing. 
Selfish, intolerant, cruel, malicious, and delighting in human 
suffering upon earth, they continue the same, for awhile at 
least, in their spirit-home. And having in common with 
othere the power of reaching mankind through this newly
developed instrumentality, they use it for the gratification 
of their predominant propensities, with even less regard 
than they had on earth, for the suffering which they may 
inflict on others. 

We can detect when it is near us, and, no longer obliged 
to battle with it in the darkness of our own fears and ignor
ance, we can meet it boldly, and contend against it sucess
fully. And, above all, we can expose its unhallowed intrusion 
upon the communion which is otherwise calculated to lia 
our hearts upward to our God.-" Spiritualism," by J ohu 
W. Edmonds and George T. Dexter, 1\1.D. 
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(Letter of InquinJ to Juclge Edmonds, from lldinburgh, 
Scotland. His Reply.) 

To JuDaE EDMONDS: 

EDINBURGH, ScoTL.ilm, 

0A.RLTON TERRA.CE, Oct. 5, 1872. 

Dear Sir,-Acting upon the message_ which you had tho 
kindness to send me through a gentleman, whose name I do 
not know, but who is the cousin of a much valued friend 
and correspondent of mine, the widow of the lato Professor 
---,of the Glasgow University, who resides in Boston, 
Mass., that you would be pleased to hear from mo, I gladly 
avail myself of the privilege. 

Allow mo to thank you cordially for tho "Letters and 
Tracts," which you had tho goodness to send, which I have 
got bound o.nd the pencil superscription traced in ink. I 
value the gift more than you can suppose, and shall preserve 
it as a remembrance of one for whose moral cou1·age, love 
of truth and high character, I entertain the most profound 
respect. 

Will you kindly inform me if Dr. Dexter is still in tho 
body? 

It was with deep regret that I heard of your health being 
indifferent. That it may soon be restored is my most ear
nest prayer, and that you may long be able to perform your 
public duties, and continue the battle which you have so 
long and so· nobly fought in the cause of truth. I rejoice 
to know you have the professional advice of Dr. Gnq, one 
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of the most distinguished physicians of our time. I ha.vo 
a mosf lively recollection of his kind professional attention 
to me in ISf>S, for which I shall ever feel grateful. 

I first heard of Spiritualism at Mackinaw in 1858, whero 
I passed July and August, and met with many people from 
almost all parts of the United States. Spiritualism was 
often tho subject of conversation, and I can now well re
mombt)r my surprise at hearing very intolligant people be
lieve in what I, in my ignorance, considered delusion-Spir
itualism. 

Upon my return to New York, i11 December, on my way 
home, I saw the advertisement of Mr. Conklin, a medium, 
and from more curiosity, I went with my wife to his rooms, 
nnd was startled by the messages from my father and 
mother. My wife also had one from her brother. Upon 
the next d·1y I repeated my visit, but had a most unsatisfac
tory seance. 

On my return home I r!lad the few books I could procure 
upon Spiritualism, which by no means convinced me of the 
truths, until I had frequent seances with D. D. Home, after 
which I became a firm believer in a future state, which has 
been to me the greatest blessing and comfort. 

Unfortunately the whole subject of Spiritualism appears 
Involved in perplexity and contradiction, with the exception 
of the certainty of a future state, and that our progress 
hereafter will depend upon the life we lead here. I yearn 
to know more, and it is in the belief that if anything 
more is certainly known, you, above all other men, must be 
familiar with it, and, I firmly believe, will not withhold it 
from any one in search of light upon a subject of such im
men3e importance. 

I rea<! that " only low earth-bound spirits ever communi
cate." Surely, Washington, Channing, Chalmers, Adams 
and Swedenborg, and, perhaps, Bacon, never \Vere "luw 
spirits.'' Kindly tell mo whnt is the truth? \Vb.on n 
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lea.yo tho body, do our spirits inhabit planets of our own or 
:>ther systems? If they do not, where is tb.o locality? 

If the scenery described by Swedenborg and Bacon be 
:really and truly a delineation of Spirit-land, it very much 
resembles our own earth. There must be ranks and con
ditions of men there as here-ease and luxury, labor and 
poverty. \Vo are told of the pleasure grounds of a gentle
man's estate, and of the cottages of laborers; of a ware
house containing a great variety of clothing,-a home hav
ing wardrobe- of gorgeous apparel-fields of wheat, ma
chinery, railroads and magnificent public and private build· 
ings. If spirits move from one place to another with the 
velocity of light, what is the object of railroads or of wheat 
for imrr.aterial existences? 

Reason and conscience are my guides in everything, and 
I can't reconcile tho visions of Swedenborg and Bacon to 
have a better foundation than those dreams of John at Pat
mos and of Ezekiel and others. What are we to understancl 
by the heaven spoken of in the Bible? Is it to be regarded 
as a place of progress? When an evil spirit, after having 
been in a state of darkness, begins to perceive a glimmer oi 
light, has he entered the precinct of heaven when he has 
progressed to that light? When tho wicked and profligate 
spirits become disembodied, do they progress more slowly or 
more rapidly, according to the life they had led in the body, 
or what is the law of progression? I have seen it stated 
that repentance and sorrow alone bring them to the light, 
which I can't understand, fo~ I believe that a certain amount 
of corroctive punishment must first be undergone, but for 
what length of time, I presume may depend on the state of 
repentance. Have spirits said anything regarding the Di
vinity of Jesus,-that he is equal with God, or that while on 
earth he was only a mere man? Has anything boon said 
regarding the resurrection of hie body? or whoro he was 
from twelve years of age until ho hogan his public ministry J 
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Is the Old Testament said by spirits to be anything more 
than a record of Jewish history and traditions, and the 
statements of prophets and seers, who said that they deliv-

, ered the commands of the Infinite to his chosen people? 
That the Bible is pervaded by Spiritualism is, I humbly 
think, apparent, and also that the prophets and seers were 
media. If they were, tho same uncertainty must have ex
sieted then as it does now in distinguishing true from false 
communications, for we are told that false.'prophets and seers 
were common. 

Our most merciful and loving Father, in many places in 
the Hebrew Scriptures is reported to have delivered, through 
the prophets, commands and sentiments utterly opposed to 
my conception of hie character. The imputation to Him of 
tindictiveness, cruelty, injustice, and capriciousness, I recoil 
from with horror. In our own time, we are directed to 
exercise our reason in rejecting or believing spirit communi
cations. Will the same advice not be necessary with the old 
media, especially when we consider that many of their 
prophecies have not been fulfilled? 

Have you ever had any communications which have in
duced you to believe that God at any time directly conveyed 
His mind and will to any man ? Have you been informed 
that animals (the horse and dog for instance) exist in a 
future state, and there receive compensation for tho cruelty 
which they so frequently have endured from man? 

I was deeply interested by the perusal of Dr. Hare's 
work upon Spiritualism, but much more by his love of 
truth and by the earnest manner in which he conducted its 
investigation, undaunted by tho sneers and ridicule of the 
very great majority of his contemporaries. It is much to 
be regretted that his work is out of print. Mrs. --
with much difficulty procured for me a second-hand copy; 
also your two volumes. Is there no probability of new 
editrons '1f both works being published f In Amer*a, 
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where Spiritualism has millions of adherents, surely somo 
enterprising publisher will be found to undedake the 
work. 

You must have accumulated a great amount o[ most in
teresting epmmunications, which I hope yoq,.may be pleased 
to publish for the benefit of mankind. 

Is there any published statement of the reasons which 
induced Dr. Hare before he passed from the body, to be
lieve in divine revelation after the determined opposition 
which during a long life he had made to it? I have a 
deep respect for his memory. Is the likeness of him in his 
book a good one, and also that of yourself and Dr. Dexter 
in your own work? 

I have heard of the apparition of a dog, which I have 
asked a lady friend and enthusiastic Spiritualist to commit to 
writing, which I enclose. No case can be better authenti
cated. She did not wish to give names without permission. 
The person who informed her is a man of great intelligence, 
and a well known man. The case is to me so romarkable 
that I can't resist troubling you with it. 

I enclose a memo from another lady-one of the best I 
ever knew-a firm adherent to Spiritualism and very Ortho
dox, but has not yet drifted from the moorings of Calvinism, 
although I think sho is sorely puzzled to reconcile it with 
the teachings of' Spiritualism. She read and studied yom· 
large work very carefully, and is very anxious to b'3 favored 
with your reply to her memo. 

I am a believer in Christianity, but not in the Divinity of 
Christ. I once disbelieved in miracles, but thanks to 
Spiritualism, I now do not. I have been as free from vice 
and immorality as most men. Before I became a Spiritual
ist, my creed consisted in the belief that if I acted to others 
as I would they should do to me, I believed that if there 
was a future state, God would deal with me better than I 
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deserve, and I trusted entirely to His mercy. Now I have 
certainty for hope, and what a blessing it is to mo ! 

If you kindly reply, will you permit mo to read your letter 
to about half a. dozen friends ? 

Were I a. younger man, I would again visit tho States. I 
wish much to know you, to profit by your experience in 
Spiritualism. 

With much respect, I um, my dear Sir, yours, very sin
cerely. 

Apparition of a Dog. 

The following account of the ghost or apparition of an 
animal having been seen, is the only case I have ever heard 
of, and it is well authenticated, as the lady who told tho 
talo to my friend was one of the persons who saw the ap
parition. 

This lady lived in the country, and one day the curate of 
her parish called on her. This gentleman had a largo dog, 
a great favorite, but from its uncertain temper he was obliged 
to keep the animal chained up. While the lady was sitting 
talking to her visitor, she saw the dog enter her gate, and she 
told its master who was sitting with his back to the window. 
He could not understand how his dog could be there as he 
had left him chained. On going to the window they both 
saw the dog approach the window. It stood steadily look
ing at its master, and then, as if satisfied with having seen 
him, turned away toward tho gate. 

The gentleman instantly took leave saying, he must look 
after his dog or it would be getting into mischief. 

On going outside he called him, but he was nowhere in 
sight, and his master then went straight home, where he 
found his dog lying in his kennel and chained, but dead. 
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Judge Edmonds' Reply . 

...JEAR Srn,-Your letter of the 5th of October was received 
in due season, but has remained unanswered thus long be
cause of the state of my health. 

Your inquiries covered a broad field, and an attempt on 
my part to occupy it fully, which I desired to do, I found re
quired more time and labor than my health would allow. I 
have waited in the hope that it might grow better, but in 
vain thus far, and now I sit down to write you under the 
conviction that I cannot do so as fully as I would. I regret 
this the loss, because much of my answer would be but a 
repetition of what has already been printed. Thus Mrs. 
Hamilton's inquiry whether "the visions are real pictures 
or symbolic teachings," is answered again and again, in the 
very book in which she reads the visions. So your inquiry 
as to Doctor Hare's conversion is answered in one of my 
"tracts," which you say you have. And so, as to your in· 
quiry as to there being animals in the Spirit World. You 
have the fact stated that there are, and I know of nothing 
more that can be said on the subject. . 

It seems to me that your great difficulty is in getting rid 
of the effect produced on your mind by the teachings to 
which you were subjected in early life, so that when any 
new truth comes to you, you measure it by the standard of 
your preconceived opinions; and instead of permitting the 
one to uproot the other, you permit them to lie down side by 
side, and there they keep up a continual conflict. I can ap
preciate this state of things, for such was at one time my 
own condition. At length, however, I adopted a new mode 
of dealing with the matter, so that whon anything new came 
to me, if it did not come in such a way as to enable me to 
form a definite opinion upon it, I held it in abeyance until 
enough should be presented; and in the meantime embrac0\l 
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oordially that which did come in such manner as t.o enable 
me to form a satisfactory conclusion. 

Thus, on two topics on which you touch, viz., as to 
whether God hM himself ever spoken with man, and why 
Jesus of N a.zareth has not communed more freely, and given 
a history of his immediate life between twelve and thixty
three years. The firat of these must depend upon our con
ceptions of What is God ? When you reflect how difficult, 
if not impossible, it is for the finite to comprehend the Infi
nite, you will readily perceive how vague must be our con
ception of Him, and how, of necessity, no two opinions of 
Him can be alike, and therefore no man can certify to the 
satisfaction of another that God has spoken to him dixectly. 
So when a spirit came to me, purporting to be Jeaus, I could 
not know that it was him, as I could know and recognize 
my mother, my wife, or my brother; and when he told me 
of his nature when liere, and his condition there, I could 
not know it to be true, however consonant I might find it to 
be with all the other revelations. Therefore, on those topics 
I hold my opinion in abeyance, but when that spirit told me 
that two things were to be avoided in this movement
namely, that we should not now worship man as a God, and 
should not favor sects, I believed and formed a definite opin
ion, not upon the " authority " of that spirit, but on the con
viction of my own reason. I mention these as illustrations 
of what I mean, and there are very many things that have 
come to me imperfectly and by piece-meal which I deal with 
in the same manner, and hold my conclusion in suspense 
until I get enough to form a definite opinion. 

In the meantime, however, there are matters that seem so 
clear and so distinct, that I can and do form a firm and 
settled opinion. Thus when spirits of those whom I have 
known intimately in this life, come to me and identify them
selves to me by appeals to all my senses and my conscious
ness, I can know that they live beyond the grave, and I can 
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reason and believe that if they so live, I shall. So when I 
become satisfied that those spirits can commune with me, 
and convey their thoughts to me as in life, I can reason and 
believe that they can make kno'Yn to me what is the nature 
of the life which they and I shall lead after this on earth is 
done. Here, then, a.re two important truths on which I can 
have a definite opinion-which I may know ; and on that 
knowledge I can shape my life here, and that without being 
disturbed by my incapacity to comprehend the nature of 
God, by the ignorance of the exact character of the mission 
of Jesus, or by the rejected dogmas of any religion-Pagan, 
Buddhist, Mohammedan, or Christian. 

From all of them I can gather something of value, for I 
believe they have all been permitted for a purpose, and have 
come-the one better than its predecessor, because of man's 
progress in the capacity to receive what is higher and better. 
I look out then on all that is around me-on the revelations 
of the pa.st, and the present, for a rule to guide my life here 
so as properly to shape my life hereafter. To that end, 
what matters it whether they have· railroad, wheat and 
auimals in the Spirit World? To know certainly that those 
things a.re to be found there, requires a. far more intimate 
knowledge of what we a.re there than has yet been revealed 
to us. Revelations of that characte' are now constantly 
coming. Enough has already come to enablo us to under
stand that some in the other life are almost as material as we 
are in this; and that others are so sublimated and spiritu
alized as to be incomprehensible to us with our present 
faculties and powers; and that between these two extremes 
the variety of condition is, if not infinite, at least inconceiv
able. So far is that true, that I may well say, that in all my 
experience,. I have never known two spirits exactly alike. 

There is very much for us yet to learn, very much yet to 
be revealed to us, before we arrive at the point of finding no 
difficulty in our way of comprehending the future life. 
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Take this as an illustration : We are told that there is a 
condition of existence beyond the spiritual into which we 
pass by a second death. See how broad a field of inquiry 
is opened to us by this fact! Is that which we may call the 
celestial the last stage of existence into which we are to 
pass? What is its nature? When and how do we enter 
it ? etc., etc. 

Recollect that we are dealing with Infinity and Eternity 
-an infinity of existence-an eternity of progress, and let 
us be admonished that we must wait for a higher condition 
of progress before we can hope to be able to comprehend. 

In the meantime, what does it become us to do ? Shall 
we stumble over all the obstacles which the effete religions 
of the pa.st have put in our way? Shall we measure the 
new truths that are proffered to us by the exploded notions 
of that past? Shall we waste our efforts in inquiries into 
matters not essential to our progress, and not possible for 
us, at present at least, satisfactorily to solve? Or shall we 
rather devote ourselves earnestly to the pressing and im
portant questions : Is there a future life ? What is that 
life, and how are we to prepare for it? 

I have chosen the latter path. Looking out for the object 
and purpose of this extraordinary movement of to-day, I see 
the blind superstition of the ninth and tenth centuries over
thrown, and succeeded by the rampant Infidelity of the sev
enteenth and eighteenth centuries, and now I see both those 
conditions yielding to the benign influence of a movement 
which is broadcast throughout the whole earth-not con-

. fined to Christendom alone, but conferring upon all people 
the happifying and elevating knowledge of a future life. 

Am I extravagant in holding this to be more important ! 

than a.11 other inquiries? Am I fanatical in devoting to this ~. 
topic all my faculties and awaiting in humble subtnission 
for the time when farther revelations can be made, and my 
capacity be so increased that I can receive them ? 
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Upon this subject a great deal has been already given to 
the world-not so much in our periodical literature as in inde
pendent works, and more is constantly coming. I enclose 
you a. slip cut from a. newspaper, which will tend to give 
you some idea of what I mean, and of the direction which 
minds in this country are taking on this momentous sub
ject. 

I repeat my regret at having so long delayed my answer 
to your letter. Believe me, it has been owing rather to cir
cumstances beyond my control than to any indifference to 
you or the subject of your letter. Truly yours, 

J. w. EDMONDS. 
NEw YoRl!:, Dec. 13, 1872. 

P. S.-So much time has elapsed since my letter was be
gun and dated that I have an opportunity of supplying an 
omission which I have only now discovered on reading it 
over. · It is this : That in the books mentione4. in the "en
closed fllip," and in my two volumes (which you say you 
have}, and particularly in Sections 62 and 63, of Vol. II., 
you will find answers to many of your questions, to answer 
which here, and in detail, would require more space and 
labor than I can now devote to the task. J. W. E. 

December 30, 1872. 

SLIP FROM THE "BANNER OF LIGHT." 

Judge Edmonds' Views in General. 

Very early in my investigations into the phenomena of 
spiritual intercourse I imbibed the idea that its great 
end and aim was to reveal to us what was the life into 
which we were to pass from this earth-life, and in that was 
to be found its great blessing to mankind. About that time 
it wa'J that I said to one of the archbishops of this country, 
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that, if it was true, it was destined to overthrow all th$ 
ideas or conceptions of the future life which modern Chris
tianity was teaching, and to substitute something naturai 
and comprehensible in place of the strange, mysterious, 
supernatural existence which that religion was describing. 

Aware how deep.seated and wide-spread was this erro· 
neous conception of the future throughout all Christendom, 
and knowing how slow a process it ever had been to change 
in the masses the notions which ages ha.d sanctified by their 
adoption, I did not dream that I should live to see the day 
when this grand result should be attained. 

I knew that the first step in the work would be to con
vince the world of the actuality of the intercourse, and that 
that, of itse~ would be a tremendous task, because it would 
have to contend with our fear of ghosts, our abhorrence of 
witchcraft, our contempt for astrology, the superstition of 
theology, and the wide·spread infidelity which had ranged 
the majority of all Christendom in the ranks of those who 
doubted, if they did not actually disbelieve in the existence of 
any life beyond this. And it was very evident that to bring 
that about would require thousands of manifestations and 
much time-time not only for their reception, in the first 
instance, but for their diffusion abroad among men. I 
readily saw, therefore, that our first publications must be 
devoted to the manifestations, in the ohief desree, if not 
exclusively; and I did not suppose that the time would 
arrive, in my days upon the earth, when our spiritual 
literature would extend beyond the first step, and occupy 
itself with the grander objects of this extraordinary move
ment. I knew that it would come in due time; but, judg
ing from the history of 'the past ages, and the progress of 
former reforms in religion, I supposed that decades, if not 
centuries; would be necessary for the attainment of that 
end. 

I had frequent conferences upon the subject with the 
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epirit.a who seemed to have the control and direction of the 
movement, and I found them much more sanguine than I 
was as to the rapidity of the effect upon the minds of men ; 
and therefore. it was, that, after some ten or twelve years' 
operations with the physical manifestations-sometimes in 
most extraordinary forms-they informed me of their in
tention to withdraw them in a great measure, and thence
forth to direct their attention rather to the mental mani
festations; and they gave a~ their reason for so doing, that 
those manifestations were rather tending to pander to the 
love of the marvellous than to produce that conviction of the 
reality of an intercourse with the Spirit World, which lay 
at the very foundation of the reception of the intended reve
lation of what that future was. 

Hence it has been-in this oountry, at least-that, for the 
last six or eight years, the intercourse has been and is now 
directed chiefly to the intellect and the emotions rather 
than, as formerly, to the senses ; the object being to con· 
vince the reason of the possibility and even the probability 
of an intercourse with. the unseen world, and to satisfy the 
inquirer that his senses were bearing true testimony to his 
understanding. 

Still, I thought that so much time would be required even 
for this second stage of the movement, that I should not live 
to see much done toward the final object in view. I rejoice, 
however, beyond description, to find that I was mistaken, 
and to perceive that, even in my day, our literature is rapid
ly assuming the form originally designed for it; and my ob
ject now is to call the attention of Spiritualists to the fact. 

I have observed all the way through, from the very first 
advent of the manifestations among us, and even when they 
assumed their most physical form, that every once in a while 
something would be said calculated to give us some idea.
some faint notion of the nature of the future ; and I at one 
time hoped that I might gather together the scattered frag-
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ments from the broad field over which they were flung, and 
present them as a whole to my fellow-men. But I was told 
that the time had not yet come for the work, and I fully 
realized my own incapacity for its proper performance. 

There was another consideration impressed upon me 
throughout, which was this : The spirits who were engaged 
in this work told me at an early day that they were deter
mined now to avoid the error which had been fallen into 
eighteen hundred years ago, and would not now, as in thos& 
days, concentrate all their powers in one person, so as, by 
their marvellous character, to induce an uninstructed age to 
worship roan instead of God ; and they should also diffuse 
those powers among many people, and broadcast all over 
the world; and in order to avoid the formation of sects, 
which had for ages been a curse to mankind, they would 
now take care that no one person should, under any ch'Cum
stances, have an undue pre-eminence over his fellows in th& 
work, and thereby give to one mind a rule over many. 

I have, therefore, waited patiently and watched narrowly 
for the progress of events-for the approach of the anticipa
ted result; and it seems to me that its advent is now upon 
us. Four works have lately been published, which seem 
to me to be significant thereof. I do not mean that there 
are only four among the great number of spiritual books, 
but there are four whose most distinctive character is in that 
direction. 

The first one is Sweet's "Future Life," published by Wm. 
White & Co., Bost.on, early in 1869, and now gone to its 
second edition. It is devoted entirely to accounts of what is 
the " Future Life," and to a detail of the experience of many 
who have entered it. 

Among those whose experience is thus given is Mrs. He· 
mans, Margaret Fuller, Calhoun, Daniel Webster, Voltaire, 
Woolsey, Richelieu, the Mechanic, the Preacher, the Drunk· 
ard, the Orphan Boy, the Man of Ease and Fashion, the Self· 
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satisfied, the Cynic, the Slave, the Queen, the Miser, the ; 
Emng One, the Idler, the Beggar, the Skeptic, the ·convict, : 
the Dying Girl, the Foolish Mother, the Disobedient Son. 

All of these persons profess to give an account of their en
trance into the "Future Life," and what they then and 
afterward found it be ; and when we consider that there is 
no other mode conceivable by us of our receiving the infor
mation, except from those who have gone there, I am sure I 
do not overvalue the importance of the Revelation. 

The second work to which I refer is "Strange Visitors," 
by a Clairvoyant, published by Carlton in 1869 ; republished 
by Wm. White & Co., Boston, in 1871. It contains com
munications of a literary character from Henry J: Raymond, 
Margaret Fuller, Hawthorne, Irving, Thackeray, Charlotte 
Bronte, Mrs. Browning, N. P. Willis, Frederika Bremer; 
on science, from Prof. Olmstead, Humboldt, Sir David 
Brewster, Buckle, Prof. Mikhell and Dr. John W. Francis; 
on dramatic topics, from the. Elder Booth and Burton ; on 
a.rt, from Charles L . Elliott and Gilbert Stewart; on theology, 
from Archbishop Hughes, s.nd Lyman Beecher, Prof. Bush, 
and John Wesley; and on government, from Bonaparte 
and Edward Everett. 

These various topics are touched upon, not merely as they 
are on the earth, but also as they are found to exist in the 
life beyond the grave, and some of the articles are intensely 
in terosting. 

Thus, as to the drama, Booth says : "The gift of speak
ing, and of representing individualities separate from our 
own indentity, is a spiritual gift decidedly ; and with us 
taeatres and amphitheatres are as numerous as churches are 
with you." 

As to theology, Wesley, speaking of the progress of 
Spiritualism, says: "Then the primitive Church of Christ 
will be revived again upon earth, simple ancl unostentatious ; 
it.a creed will be the creed of Jesus Christ, the brotherhood 
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of man and the love of God for his ehildren." This cr~ed, 
you perceive, embraces the whole of the Spiritualistic faith, 
which is causing these great changes throughout the Church 
of Christ on earth. Lyman Beecher, after declaring that 
experience in spirit life had caused him to change his opin
ions, adds, " I see now that Beecher, Spurgeon, and a vast 
host of others, are teaching human souls the great truths 
which will fit them for life hereafter. I have done now with 
endeavoring to solve improbable problems, and with simple 
faith in man's eiforts for his own progression; I give my tes
timony as to the uses of the Sabbath, and the advantages of 
religion in advancing their progress and in preparing the 
spirit for its future home." 

Professor Bush declares that "The soul passes through 
many stages of existence in the process of refinement. The 
next state of existence to the material I term the spiritual, 
and the one beyond that the oelestial, and beyond that, the 
seraphic." 

"With us the transmigration is not veiled in darkness 
and mystery, as with you. We can see the spirit emerge 
from its old casement more ethereal than ourselves, but still 
visible, and we can hold communion with it." 

Everett· says, as to government : " An unlimited mon
archy is not known in the Spirit World." "The one-man 
power is incompatible with spiritual laws.'' "In the govern
ment of the Spirit World every man can rise, and become 
for a space of time, the patriarchal dictator of a republic." 
" The prevailing form of our republic differs from that of 
the American republic in many particulars. ·Our term of 
office is shorter than with you; our directors are our 
fathers.'' " The inhabitants of the Spirit World are divided 
and sub-divided into associations or bodies, which, in your 
world, would be termed nations and states.'' "The emperor 
or dictator is chosen by the pe9ple," etc., etc. 

The third work to which I desire to direct attention is the 
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"Arcana of Spiritualism," by Hudson Tuttle, published in 
1870. 

This work is professedly that of communing spirite. The 
writer says he is but an amanuensis, writing that which is 
revealed to him, and claims to have "'faithfully, carefully, 
and conscientiously presented his impressions as they have 
been given to him by his masters, the invisible spirits." 

The work commences with a general statement of princi
ples, intensely interesting, and giving a fair and full exposi
tion of what Spiritualism claims to be. For instance, it 
says : " Man is a duality-a physical structure and a spirit. 
The spirit is an organized form, evolved by and out of the 
physical body, having corresponding organs and develop· 
manta." 

"This spiritual 9eing is immortal." 
" Death is the separation of this duality, and effects no 

change in the spirit, morally or intellectually." 
" The spirit holds the same relations to the Spirit World 

that man holds t.o physical nature.'' 
" The spirit there, as here, works out its own salvation, 

receiving the reward of well-doing, and suffering for wrong
ful action." 

"Salvation is attainable only through growth." 
"Thero is no arbitrary law, final judgment, or at.onemont 

for wrong, except through the suffering of the guilty.'' 
" The knowledge, attainment, and experience of the 

earth-life, form the basis of the spirit-life.'' 
" Progressive evolution of intellectual and moral power is 

the endless destiny of individual sph-its.'' 
" The spirits are often near those they love, and strive to 

warn, protect, and influence them.'' 
" Their influence may be for evil as well as for good.'' 
" Communications from spirits must, then, be fallible, 

partaking of the nature of their source.'' 
" Spiritualism encourages the loltiost spiritual aspirations, 
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energizes the soul by presenting only exalted motives. 
prompts to highest endeavors, and inculcates noble self-reli
ance. It frees man from the bondage of ' authority ' of book 
or creed. Its only authority is truth-its interpreter 
reason.'' 

" It seeks for a. whole and complete cultivation of man
physically, morally, and intellectually." 

It is to the elucidation of these principles that this worli 
-a volume of 450 pages-is directed. It is-all of it
well worth the perusal, and particularly its seventeenth 
chapter, treating of" The Spirit's Home.'' 

There is still another work to notice in this connection, 
viz. : "Real Life in the Spirit Land," given through Mrs. 
Maria M. King, and published by Wm. White & Co. in 
1870. Vol I. 

In this work is given, among other things, the experience 
in the spirit-life of one who died from starvation in prison, 
in the seventeenth century; and of a mother, who was her
self a slave, married to a slave who was sold away from her, 
and who had given birth to three children, who also were 
elaves; an aceount of the condition and education of chil
dren in the Spirit World; "a chapter in the life of a poet," 
looking marvellously like an autobiography of Shelley; the 
pauper's resurrection; the condition of a depraved spirit, ol 
the inebriate, the gambler and the murderer ; of a miaer, 
smarting under the reflection of the good he had left un
done, from his sordid love of gold ; of a mother who by her 
own unworthiness was separated from her child; and an 
account of the mode of instruction designed to fit the spirit 
for an upward progression, " no means being left untried t.o 
aid the progress of the lower grade of spirits, who are so 
emphatically the dependents of the higher.'' All calculated 
to ehow how infinite is the variety of spirit-life, and yet how 
consonant it all is at once with our instincts and our reason. 

In calling attention to these works, I repeat that I do not 
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mean to be understood as implying that they are the only 
ones devoted to this topic, or that they are the best yet given 
fo the public. I am aware of others whose teachings on the 
same subject are as valuable. In my own two volumes, 
published seventeen years ago, there is much kindred matter, 
and probably there is no spiritual work that does not con
tain more or less of it. But what I mean to say is, that I 
rejoice t.o see thus begun the work of concentrating within 
accessible limits the revelations that are being made to us of 
the immortal life beyond the grave, and my object is to point 
out to the inquiring minds that are stirring all around us: 
where they can most readily approach such concentration. 

I o.m fully aware how vast is the quantity of such revela
tions already made to man from the Spirit World-some oi 
it only resting in the memory of the recipients ; but much, 
very much of it already reduced to writing, and prepared 
for preservation and distribution to the world. Whether it 
will, like the Jewish Bible or the Christian's Testament, ever 
be concentrated into a single work, can not now well be di
vined. But we may well entertain the hope-nay the firm 
eonviction-that if that ever does come to pass, the book 
will never be received as " authority," binding man to a be
lief that he can not comprehend, but as an appeal to his 
head and his heart, to be received or rejected as the intellect 
or conscience may direct. 

SECTION 62 op VoL. 2 ox SPmrrtrALisv, REPBRRED To IN THB 

PRECEDING Co1U1.ESPONDENCE. 

WEST Ro:utrRT, August 23, 1854. 

The circle met, and through me it was said : 
" I am beholding the internal organization of a community 

in the Spirit World. . 
" I am beholding the locality which they occupy, and it 

ia a place, as muoh as any we ocoupy on earth, having all 
349..,.. 
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4VBSrIONS A.ND A.NSWEBS. 

the material surroundings which we have here, with it.s 
mountains, fields, and vegetation, with its animals and its 
residences. It seems, in many respects, like an earthly 
scene, yet with additions, new appliances, and attributes 
necessary to and flowing from a superior refinement and 
development of matter. Thus, I observe that some of this 
matter is transparent; so, too, I see that locomotion is 
sometimes by the use of the limbs as with us, sometimes by 
floating slowly through the air, and at others by darting 
with lightning speed from pla~e to place. So, I see, what 
seem to be clouds, having the form and shape of what we 
behold in our atmosphere, but which are, in fact, aggrega
tions or banks of light. So, too, I perceive that the light 
resting upon the scene, varying in hue and intensity, in dif
ferent places, is not an emanation from a material ball like 
our sun, but is produced, self-generated, by every inhabitant 
of that locality-the hue of the light, which is emitted from 
each one varying according to the predominant feeling or 
propensity of ea.eh individual, and commingling with that of 
others, producing an endless variety and ever-changing colors. 
So, too, I perceive novelties to me hitherto unseen, and 
unimagined existences in man, in animals, and in inanimate 
matter. 

" Thus I see corruscations of light unlike anything we 
witness here, too brilliant and intense, and too delicate and 
refined, to be perceptible to the mortal senses ; and I behold 
in inanimate matter, many things which I cannot stop to 
describe, which are unlike anything ever beheld on earth, 
and which, I am told, are created for the purpose of con
tributing to the happiness and enjoyment of the sentient 
beings around. 

" The air, the water, the earth, the living, moving beings 
have all of them attributes and properties unknown to us on 
earth, but which seem to be necessary to and commensurate 
with a more refined and elevated state of existence. 
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" I give· a sketch thus general of what is before me, be. 
cause I am so situated that I have a bird's eye view of this 
whole community and its surroundings, and I am told by 
the Guiding Spirit (who, I am told, is Howard, the philan
thropist) who stands by my side, thus to behold as a whole, 
and not permit my attention to be drawn to individual or 
isol~d things. 

He says to me : "Can you convey to mortal minds a just 
conception of that which you behold here, and especially that 
which you, on earth, call space and distance ? You measure 
that on earth by a standard peculiar to your condition there, 
and you can readily perceive by what a different standard 
you must measure it here. Thus, for instance, you perceive 
those buildings stand apart from each other-you would 
say, by your earthly standard-a few rods apart. Can you 
conceive or describe how far apart, measured by our stand
ard? To make yourself understood, speak then the lan
guage, and use terms and phrases with which you are famil
iar. That will be enough to oonvey your ideas, and leave 
the reality to be appreciated by you when you arrive here 
and find yourself sufficiently elevated to comprehend the new 
state of things to which you will be introduced." 

This spirit further says : "I see you are asking in your 
mind, why, have buildings here-houses and residences
where there seem to be none of those atmospheric changes 
which render them necessary on earth? Let me ask you in 
reply: Do your mansions contribute to your happiness and 
enjoyment only by protecting you from the changes of your 
earthly atmosphere? 'Vhy is it, when the air is balmy and 

, pleasant, and you require no roof to cover you from its in
; fl.ucnce; why, in the pleasant twilight of your day, or in the 
: soft moonlight of your night; why, when the temperature is 
· just at that standard when it is most grateful to you, do you 

still cluster together in your mansions and form a happy 
group around your hearthstone, rather than wander away 
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alone, enjoying the nature that surrounds you ? It is be
cause that in the idea of home and its associations there 
is soJilething pleasant to the human heart. That pleas
ure lives with us in the spheres, and is not dropped with 
that outer garment which required protection from the 
weather. 

"During the intensity of sultry heat, during the peltinga 
of the storm, amid the icy chills of the northern blasts, yoU1 
material bodies might demand the protection of a house ; and 
if that was all there was about a house, or its uses or ad
vantages, you might well ask, why have houses in the 
spheres? But as those moments when a house is a protec
tion for the material body, are but few in comparison with 
the period of time during which you are otherwise en
joying your homes, so it cannot be difficult for you to con
ceive that a mansion can contribute something more to 
man's happiness than merely shielding him from the 
weather. 

" Turn your mind back some forty years in your material 
life, and see how much happiness you derive from the re
collection of the happy hours you spent in your father's 
house-see what memories cluster around you-and how 
effectively they can protect you, at this moment even, from 
the corrodings of present cares and anxieties. Step across 
the grave, and think you! that these memories die and are 
lost to you? And do you not :gerceive that in those memo
ries is involved a source of happiness, connected with your 
earthly home, that is something more than mere protection 
from the weather ? 

" Turn your mind back," he says " to some of the scenes 
which you have yourself witnessed in the Spirit Land. Why 
did the hunter and his Indian companion erect their log 
cabin under that grateful shade, nestling near that over
hanging rock, by the side of that bubbling spring and ia. 
view of that dense forest? It was because it recalled the 
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recollection of their happy home on eartl1. And be it e\"er 
remembered that in the MEHORY IS YOUR HEAVE'.'< OR YOUR 

llitt. 
"In the spheres as on earth, the rustling of the leaves, the 

dropping of the water over the little fall, the footstep of the 
approaching Indian were in themselves comparatively noth
ing ; but us they carried the memory back over tho vista of 
many happy years that ho.d passed, they filled the heart 
with happiness, and brought up from its deepest depths, 
feelings of gratitude and love toward Him who ho.d permit
ted, an<l toward them who ho.d shared that happiness 
Think, f9r one moment, bow entirely tho nature, the ho.bits_, 
tho propensities, the deep-seated feelings of those two be
ings, which, by time, beco.m3 ongrafted into their very exist
ence, must have been changed to ho.Ye enabled them to 
have found happiness in o.ny other form-that happiness 
which id the end o.nd object of Spirit life. 

"As on earth, so in the spheres, God bestows upon man 
the freedom to choose his own path to happiness. And as 
no two beings are constituted precisely alike, so no two find 
their happiness in precisely the same objects or occupations.
Variety-infinite, unbounded, illimitable o.s space and endur
ing as eternity-is marked upon all God's works, and is 
overpowering evidence of the extent of His might and tho
depths of His wisdom. And that variety is found not only 
in th& form of creation, but in its never·ceo.sing action ancl 
motion. 

" Proceed yet another step in tho retrospection of your 
visits here. Why, the beautiful gardens, tho fragrant 
flowers, the grateful light, the pleasing variety of S('enes 
that were spread out before you and unfolded to your view? 
'.that they might contribute to man's happiness, and by their 
infinite variety afford aliment to every heart. Awl pray tell 
me if you will not consent to this form of existence in the Spiro 
it World, in what shape you will present it? What othl't 
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form can it assume that can in any way connect it with your 
life on earth ? 

"Why was the mansion occupied by your spirit compan
ion here, so like that in which she had taken her departure 
from your earth? Her life here was but a continuance of 
that which had begun with you, and he who will read the 
human heart can easily appreciate the feelings which prompt
ed her to cluster around her home in the Spirit World the 
memories which had formed so great a part of her previous 
existence. The change in her must haTe been marvellous, 
and unlike anything we know of in nature, that would have 
taken away from her the pleasure of those memories; and 
even the statue of penitence which was placed among that 
shrubbery pointed to the past and to the future more than it 
did to the present ; for the reason that man, from his very 
nature, that nature which is divine in its origin and in ih 
destiny, and which elevates him above the animal creation, 
lives and enjoys more in the past and the future than in the 
present. 

" So, too, in your travels through the spirit land, in one 
.,?lace you found a castle tenanted by those who took pleas
ure in magnificence. N~ar it you saw the humble cot occu
pied by those of a di:fierent temperament, who found happi
ness in quiet and in obscurity. 

"In one place you found a mansion surrounded by stately 
trees, because its inhabitants found pleasure in their grate
ful shades. In another, instead of trees, you saw an un
shaded garden, filled with flowers and shrubs, and the thou
sand things that go to make up a beautiful parterre, and 
that was because its proprietors thus enjoyed theIDselves. 
You found one man toiling in a peculiar task for the pur -
pose of elevating his fellow-man to his own condition of hap
piness. You beheld all the members of a family laboring 
together for the good of a whole community. These things 
wero so berauie they thus fou:1d their happin~. 
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" 'You saw evidences of advance in the arts anJ sciences. 
You heard music, vocal and instrumental. You saw teach· 
ers engaged in giving instruction. You saw communities 
engaged in consultations-because in all these things they 
found their happiness, and that variety which is stamped on 
all of God's creations. 

"Why! You saw wild animals coursing through the 
woods and birds floating in the air. You heard the murmur 
of the running brook. You beheld the spray of the spark· 
ling fountain. Nay! you saw, and as in your earthly lifo 
you used the gallant horse, because in those things happi· 
ness and enjoyment are found. 

"And while in these-as it were earthly objects-you 
discovered there was enjoyment in the Spirit Land, so too 
you beheld that these objects were ever lifting the heart in 
gratitude to the Bounteous Giver of All, and were but the 
means by which the soul was elevated to the contemplation 
of scenes and existences still higher, still more elevated, still 
more bright and beautiful, which were in their daily vie\v. 
And amid it all-from the sea shell which rattled beneath 
your feet, though all nature, animate and inanimate, which 
surrounded.you up to the bright and shining worlds, flash· 
ing in the far distance-you beheld that the beatified spirits 
who inhabited them were ever learning the important lesson 
that God is over all. 

" Boundless in His love, illimitable in His wisdom, he has 
bestowed upon man the capacity to live with Him forever, 
and has endowed him with the ability to understand and 
obey the law by which jhat eristence can be made happy. 
And throughout all this, you have beheld the demon· 
stration of the mo:nent-OUS truth THAT EXISTENCE IN TUB 

SPIIERES IS JIUT A CO:lfTISUA.NCB OP THAT ON :SilTH, A.°'il> 

LIFE OY :&UlrH IS BUT A P.B.BPA.JU.TIOl'r PO:a DUT Ilf TBll 

S?'IIE1'D !" 
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"In giving to man o. revelation so important as that 
which embraces o. knowledge of the reality of tho life inte> 
which he is to be ushered, tho spirits, o.s the ministering 
servants of Infinite 'Wisdom, have entered upon their task 
with a full knowledge of tho difficulties which attend not 
only its being given, but its reception by man. Conflictin:; 
as that reality does with the crude, vague, o.nd fanciful 
ideas which have so long obtained in men's minds, they ara 
conscious how much error is to be unlearned before the 
truth can be welcomed; and they are a.ware that much time 
must elapse before the mortal mind will fully receive tho 
momentous truth. Intangible, imperceptible to the senses 
on which man has been taught to rely for his knowledgo, 
the difficulty of working out a oonviction of the truth hns 
not been overlooked by them. They do not ask that this 
revelation shall be received as authority, but they appeal to 
man's reason; they ask the exercise of his judgment; they 
direct yout' mind to all of nature that is around you, and 
they bid you behold how consistent this revelation is with 
every manifestation of nature in all her works ; and they re
joice that it is not through the lips of ono alone, but of many, 
that it can be given. They have approached their task 
with a realizing sense of its vast importance to man. Ages 
have rolled away while ho wa3 being prepared to receive it. 
Sparsely, and at long intervals, has Divine truth been give:. 
to him-here a little and there a little-while his mental 
capacity has been growing up to the ability to receive it. 
At length the hour haq come, so long anxiously waited for 
by spirits in the spheres ; and now that it is given, many a 
heart, while it is lifted up in thankfulness to God, trembles 
lest man in his darkness may yet once again reject it. 

" The event is in His hands, but as His ministering ser
vants do we toil. We may plant and we may water, but it 
a He alone who can give the increase. To Him we com-
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mend you, and the divine cause in which you are engaged. 
And to Him we pray that in His fitting time He may 
bestow on weak, faltering man the capacity to receive a 
truth which can elevate him so high in his onward progress 
to the Godhead, and so prepare him for the mighty destiny 
that is before him." 

THE FUNERAL OF JUDGE EDMONDS. 
Full particulars of the sspulture are given in the Banner of 

Light of April 18th. The Rev. Dr. Tyng of St. Gaorge's Epis
copal Church, New York officiated, being an old friend of the 
deceased. In his remarks he said, "B~fore the death of my vener
able and beloved friend I received from him a request to officiate 
on this mournful occasion. Although for several year3 I have met 
him only occasionally, I never saw him but I felt that I was with 
a genial, bnd~r, s.vmpathising friend." The Episcopal (Church or 
England) service was used. A large number of prominent Spiri
tualists were present. The coffin was massive, velvet-covered, 
silver-trimmed, and on the lid was an anchor, a wraath, and a croes 
elaboratel.v forme<i of flowers; also a plate bearing the words: 
"Jou~ Wonnr EollONos, died April 5th, 18i4, aged 7,3 years." 
The body was taken by stoamboat to Hudson for interment in 
accordance with directions written by the Judge on his seventy
fifth birthday, on the 13th of March, just a few days before his 
death. 'l'ho following is a copy-" I wish to be buried in Hudson, 
in the suu gr.we with my wife-not by her side, but in ths same 
grav.i-th<it our ashes m \Y min~le and bscom~ ona oarth, as our souls 
will b'J on1 in the Silirit-world. In the monum:mt to her memory, 
erJctetl th!ire by the Bu of Naw York, thera ara two vacant 
sp1c~3 bft purposely for me. In one of thsm I w.\nt this inscription : 

JOllll WORTH RD:llO!'IDS. 
Born in Hudson, 13th Ml\rch, 17!)!), 

Died in--, --, 187-. 
On the other band I want 1imply these worc'1: 

Death joins the ties 
Which death destroys." 

In the samG number of the Banner of Liglit is printed a 
mess1ge from J ndµ-e Edmonds spoken through the lips of Mrs. 
Conant, trance-medium at the free public circle, Banner Rooms, 
on Thnrsd iy April 9th, being four days aft3r tho J ndge's decease. 
The allusion to the "Catholic Church " will be noticeable, and 
seems to require some explanation, which indeed is furnished by 
the message it83lf. Spiritualism is a spiritual Catholic Church
an univwsal faith, in the enjoyment of which tl1e graniest 
union of numbsrs, and yet the most abs'.)luto frocdorn of individu
ality m~y be exercis3d. 
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MESSAGE FROll J unoE Eo:110NDS. 

I suppose it would be impo88ible for me to make you understand, 
~hould I make the attempt, the mingled teelings of pleasure and pain 
that po88e88 my spirit on coming here to-day; pleasure, because I am 
demonstrating the fact to my own soul that I can come, and that the 
faith of all my later years was something more than a myth-was a. 
divine reality, f~mnded upon the eternal rock of the ages, old as God Him· 
self;· pain, because I am aware of the many obstacles that present them
selves between the giver and the receiver of these truths to dam UJ> 
the river of life, to shut out the flood of light and render insipid what 
is all alive with infinite truth. I nm also pained because of the many, 
many souls that are wandering in darkne88 concerning this great truth, 
many who would be glad to know whether it is true or false, who are 
standing upon the brink, scarcely daring to believe it, in fear that they 
may be mistaken, and, in losing their hold upon the old, may have nothing 
whatever to lean upon. I am pained for them, pained to know that 
they cannot move because of the weak11e88 that po88esses them, because 
of the humanity that enfolds them with its finite conditions. To me, 
the return of departed spirits and their power to communicate with 
mortals was something mere than a faith, even before death ; it was 
absolute knowledge ; and, on entering upon my new home in the spirit
world, I found nothing strange, nothing absolutely new, nothing but 
what I had seen before and hacl been made familiar with. I had been 
there again and again, and my spirit was familiar with the home that 
was prepared for me ; so, for me there wns no homesickness. I left an 
earthly home and a body through which I had suffered most intensely, 
and, although it had served me well, even through suffering, I could not 
say I was sorry to part with it. I could only look at it and say, "Good
by, old friend. I nm going on now to find new friends ; and you? you 
will go back to the elements of Nature and be worked over into a better 
and finer form, nnd will serve some one else, no doubt, far better thnn 
you have served me, although you have done well for me." 

So, with a farewell I pa88ed on with the happy group ot friends that· 
hnd come to welcome me ; nnd now, agreeably to promises, many of them 
made before death, I am here to announce that there is another life, 
that my faith was a reality, founded upon a truth old as God Himself, 
nnd that the spiritual philosophy is destined to overwhelm: all else, and 
finally to join hands with the Catholic religion, and go on to cleanse the 
race of superstition, of ~piritunl ignorance and priestly bigotry. Spiri
tnali~m will rid the Catholic church of its bigotry; the Catholic church 

, "-ill do something for Spiritualism; nnd the two great powers, joined 
in one, will be a power on earth that shall be felt evm unto the highest 
heaven. This will come as a necessitv of the race. Whenever souls 
have need of great reforms, God gives ·them. Spiritualism has come in 
nnswer to the needs of hmnnn souls, and out of Spiritualism shall grow 
something diviner, grander, higher, purer, that all can realise, that the 
lowest and the highest can and will embrace; not one shall be left out
side to say, "Wherefore am I left to mourn alone?" I know I shall 
outrage the feeling of wne of my friends by this declaration, but it is 
the truth, which I am here to speak, and not to waive. 

Jon:or. W. EDUOll'DS, 
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PROGRESSIVE LITERATURE 
PUBLICATION FUND. 

For enabling Depositors to obtain any quantity of the 

CHOICEST WORKS ON SPIRITUALISM AND PROGRESS 
AT COST PRICE, 

.J.YD WITHOUT INCURRING AYY RISK OR LIABILITY. 

~ublisging ®fficts an'lt @:tntrnl ~t}!'at: 

PROGRESSIVE LIBRARY & SPIRITUAL INSTITUTION 
15, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON, W.C. 

Foa several years the most active promoters of the spiritual movement 
have aided the Progressive Library and Spiritual Institution in creating 
a popular literature on the subjeot by depoeiting to current account 
nrious sums of money, to be taken out, at a spet.'ial price, in such 
useful works as might be iesued from time to time. Tbis syetem baa 
b3en somewhat extended in the c ise of the " Dialecticlll Report" -a His. 
book which, whe!l re-edited and pruned of redundant matter, was a 
better book than in the original form, and was sold to subscribers at 
one-sixth of the cost. By this plan nearly 3000 copies were put imme· 
diately into circulation-a work which could not have been effected in 
the old way by years of advertising and the expenditure of four times 
the money. 

The "Memorial Edition of Judge Edmonda's Letters on Spiritualism" 
furnishes another example in which, on the subscription principle, each 
participator obtained one or more copies of a valuable work at lees than 
half the price charged for the cheapest department of literature. 
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The "Reeearches" of Mr. CrookeA are also being iBBued on the same 
plan, and when complete the work will be offered at about one-third of 
previous prices. 

This plan has been so strikingly eueees~ful and hna given such 
U'lmixed utisfACtitl l th'\t the most liberal friends of the movement 
have urged its more extended adoption. 

In establishing the "Proaressive Liter01ture Publication Fund" two 
objects are held in view: L The production, and, II. The distribution 
<>r valuable works of universal interest in such a m'.l.nner that the ex
penditure of any given sum of money will produce the gre~test result. 
'fo be successful in the economic:il procluction and diffusion of literature 
it must first be stated what items increase the price of books, and th•n 
m3:ins m'.l.y b~ employed which will lessen expenses and secure cheap works. 
'l'be first and inevitable item is the cost of producing the books; then 
there is the author's interest therein, or copyright; thirdly, interest on 
capital; fourthly, publisher's profit, or working exp~nses; fifthly, the 
cost of advertising; and sixthly, discounts to the retail trade. By the 
principle of unity of inti>rests and mutual co-operation now proposed 
these expenses may be reduced about one half. 

I.-As to Production. 
(a) Cost of getting out a Bool.:.-This depends much on the num\ier 

p~int•d. Every depe»itor or prospeettve purchaser in obtaining other 
p:Jrchnsers cheapens the book to himself. The manager, having a 
thorough knowledge of the printing and publishing business, can pro
dace worki as cheap as any house in the trade. 

(1,) Copyright.-The Progressive Libr.uy now h~lds the copyright of 
m my nlu'lble w->rks; in other oasos tbere ii no copyright. Authors 
would be disposed to de:ll liberally under this arrangement, seeing th<>t 
the profits go direct into th~ OlUSe of Spiritullism, and not into the 
pocket of M indivi·~u ,1 who is noxious to m'\ke himself rich out of th~ 
work. By this pln th i auth<>r mig'it bo m •re g lMrously treated 
th m in ordinlry ca•cs, as th~ oth~r cxpemes would be les3 and tho 
i>rospects of an extended circulation would be greater. 

(c) Capital.-This is the screw th it keeps down all truly progressive 
enterprises. By the present plan Spiritualist& and others becoming 
depositors may hold the screw in their own hands. Every depositor is a 
propri-.tor without any fur1her risk th'.ln the amount of his deposit, 
and the r '.sk in th •t rospeot is nil, as the publish:ng dep'.l.rtmen'. has 
lately been supplied with an augmentation of c:ipit'\l to cover all its 
usual engagements. 

(d) Working Erpmses.-Th•s\ aro in all cas~s limited t.o tho b1re 
necessities of th-3 ca.so. The "Dialectic1l Report" and tho ''Memorial 
Edition of Judge Edmonds's Works" are inst.nnc~s of wonderfullJ' ch•ap 
books artor the working exp0nses hne been fully added. The more ex
tended the circulation of any book, and the more frequently new books 
appear, the less will the working Pxpenses be in proportion. 'l'he position 
wb.iob the publishing d~putment. ot' the Spiritu'.ll Institution noor oJm
Jn'\ods, after twelve ye01rs' shnding, renders it the tn ·~st c'igibfo c'11,nn•l 
for tho publication of Progrrssivo works in the ea•te.-n hemi<ph~re. 
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D.•positors hne full advanbgo of this posit;on in associating themselves 
with this work. 'foe sama capital placed in any other house would not 
realise one half of the results. All prestige, eopyrigh•s, stereo-plates, 
engravings, and property wh 1tooever, are freely placed side by side with 
th~ contributions of the am'l.llest depositor to produce a result in which 
a.11 shall mutually puticipate. 

II.-Distribution. 

(e) AJvertising.-This es;~ntial service C'l.n ba ohielly performed 
t!irough the org~ns of the Institution, and by pro3peotuses and placarcb 
to be used by depo3itors or their a.gents, the cost of' which m'.l.y b3 
included in "working expenses." 

(J) Trade Discou11t1.-Th~se would be entirely sned ; and dep;:is i to~s 
could even supply the trade on the usual terms and have a good profit. 

Plan Proposed to Depositors. 
In a.ccordance with these conditions, it is proposed that £1,000 be 

raised a.s a "Progressive Litera.ture Publicatio:i Fund," by deposits on 
the following terms :-

£1 is the lowest sum which will be received as a deposit, but nny sum 
nbove £1 may be deposited, and which will be placed to the credit of the 
depositor's account, at the following rates of interest or discount :-If 
allowed to remain one month or upwards, interest will be allowed at the 
rate of 2f per Ct>nt., or 6d. in the pound ; three months or upwards, 5 
per cent., or ls. in the pound; six months or upwards, 6 per cent. per an
num. Thus a depositor by turning bis money three ti•nes in the year m•y 
earn 15 per cent. interest on capital, besides what profit be may make on 
the sale of the works he takes out. .All deposits to be returned in works 
at the choice of the depositor at the sub!cription price. Clubs may be 
formed, the members of which by uniting tho smallest subscription, may 
en~oy all the benefits of th is co-operative system. Interest will be 
ca.c\llated and placed to depositor's credit each time the amount in hand 
is either augmented or diminished. This plan may be adopted :-

lst.-To supply de'l.lers with stock on the lowest terms. 

2nd.- Energetic Spiritualistg and Progressives may sell large num
bers of books at subscription price to friends and neighbours, and thus 
do a· great deal of good with no loss to themselves, and have a. fair 
interest for capital invested. 

3rd.-Liberal friends of the movement, who have means at their 
disposal, may in this way make one pound go as far as three in obtaining 
p:Lrcele of the best hooks for distribution to libraries, &e. · 

4th.-Those who have cash at their disJ?OS:>l may invest a. sum of 
money, and give some energetic and intelligent, yet poor brother, an 
opportunity of selling the works; or books may be placed with a book
seller for sale, and by this moons the literature may be brought b~fore 
the public in all parts of the country. 

5tb.-Clubs or societies may thus provide their individu<U members 
with private libraries of th3 bast b<>oks at the lowtst possible price, 
or boob m'l.y be o'>tained for circuhting libraries on the best terms. 
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6th.-Pel'll0na who han CBBh lying idle may invest it in this fund, and 

in return obtain the very liberal interest offered. 
7th.-Theee advantages are offered to foreigners as well as to residents 

in the British Islands. 
8th.-Foreign works may be imported, and choice books already pub

lished in this country may be secured for depositors at tho lowest prices 
by an adaptation o.f this plan. 

9th.-A.s the object held in view is to help one another to enlighter: 
the public on the most important truths which the hum~n mind c"n 
exercise itaetr, this plan can ba of use to all who have the interests 
of the cau1e at heart. 

Security to Depositors. 
The intnests of depositors are fully protected by arrangements which 

are already in operation, so that works purchased at subscription price 
are not sold to the public at less than the usual publishing price. For 
example: The •;Dialectical Report" waa sold to subscn'bers at 2s. 6d. 
per copy, but to the public at 5s., and as soon as the work was ready, 
each copy costing 2s. 6d. became at once worth 5s. " The Memorial 
Edition of the •Letters and Tracts' by Judge Edmonds" was sold to sub
scribers at lOd. in paper wrappers, but is published at 2s. ; and the cloth 
edition subscribed at ls. 6d. is sold to the public at 3e. 6d. These pub
lishing prices will be in all cases scrupulously maintained, enabling sub
scribers to realise the fullest advantage from the investment of their 
capital, and on a business as well as on a moral basis push the circulation 
of information on Spiritualism to the fullest extent. Of course 
depositors are at liberty to sell the works they take out at full eublish
ing price or at any reduction therefrom which may seem expedient to 
themselves. · 

The past workings and well·known character of the Progreeaive 
Library and Spiritual Institution is the beat po!sible guarantee that 
full justice will be done in every trans:wtion, while the best available 
works will be placed before depositors for their acceptance. No person 
will be compelled to accept any book of which he does not approve, 
or for which he has no use. The suggestions and wants of depoeitors 
will be at all times considered, as those works can alone be brought out 
for which capital is promptly deposited. 

All communications should be addressed to Mr. J. Buus, Managing 
Representative, 15, Southampton Row, London, W.C. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE. By 
A. J. Davis. 5s. 

THE MENTAL CURE ; illustrating Influence of Mind on 
Body. Psychological Healing. By Rev. W. F. Evans. 3s.; with 
"Human Nature," September, 1871, :is. 

HE~PERIA; an Epic of the Past and Future of America. 
By Mrs. Cora L. V. Tappan. 6s. 

SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES ; including Seven Months with 
the Brothers Davenport. By Robert Cooper. :is. 6d.; with " Human 
Nature," 15, 

Lonllon: J. BuaNs, 15, Southampton Row, W.C. 
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THE PROGRESSIVE LIBRARY AID SPIRITUAL IISTITUTIOI, 
15, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDOX, W.C. 

GENERAL OBJECTS: 

The Discovery of Truth, the Diffusion of Truth, and the Application 
of Truth to the Welfare of Humanity. 

Library Department.-The PROGREss1n: LrnnAnY was estab
lished nearly twelve years ago, and it now contains several thousand 
volumes on Spiritualism and kindred mbjects. Hundreds of volumes 
are contilaually in use in all parts of the country. By a few individuals 
uniting together, a plentiful supply of tbe most costly works may be 
obtained in any part of the country for perusal and to lend to inquirers. 
The formation of such a readin~ club is the most practical step towards 
organisation. The use of works m the PaoGRESSIVB LIBRARY is conceded 
on the following terms :-

INDIVIDUAL SuBSCRIPTIOll.-For the sum of £1 ls. per annum, two 
volumes are nllowed to the reader at one time, to be changed ns often as 
desirable, with the privilege of introducing the works to friends and 
inquirers. This subscription also entitles to the use of the Reading 
Room, and such open conferences as may be held iroru time to time. 
The sub!cription may in all cases be paid in half-yearly or quarterly 
instalments. The monthly subscription ia 2s. ; weekly; Gd. 

LocAL SuescR1PT1011.-For the sum of £3 3s. per annum, circles and 
small associations of readers and investigators may. through a Local 
Representative, obtain ten volumes at a time, to be changed as often as 
necessary. This subscription entitles all those who participate in it to 
the use of the Reading Room, and all other personal advantages which 
are enumerated below in the Plan of Association and Action. 

DISTRICT SusscRIPTIO!f.-For the sum of £5 5s. per annum, twenty 
volumes may be obtained nt a time, to be changed when occasion 
requires. By increasing the subscription, the number of works may be 
extended in proportion, and thus a district may be supplied with books 
through the District Representative. A.11 those who contribute towards 
the 1ubscription1 are entitled to all advantages accruing from association 
with the Spiritual Institution. 

The carriage of boob backwards and forwards is payable by the 
Subscribers. Parcels may be enclosed at any part of London. A. Fort
night is the time allowed for the perusal of a book, except in the case 
of Local and District Subscriptions. 

Financial Department.-Thoueands of Pounds have been ex
pended on the work or the SPIRITUAL bsTITUTION. A part of this money 
has been subscribed by Spiritualists, but the greater part of it bas 
devolved on private resources, oocaeioning considerable responsibility to 
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'.he Managing Representatin. Last year up'ITarde of 800 individual& 
subscribed a sum of £557 6s. ld. Each subscriber may have full value 
for his money, in the uee of books to circulate in his. district. The 
bST1TUT1oic is so planned ns to be self·supporting 'IThen its aids to tho 
cause aro fully taken adv&ntnge of. 

Publishing Department.-The Sr1R1TUAL INsT1TuT10N pos
sess•• a large stock of stetto·plates of valunb!e Tm.eta and Books, which 
:ire at the disposal of the friends of the cause. Special editions of 
Trncts and small works may be obtained at any timl' at cost price, with 
the special nnnouncements of Associations printed thereon. Importnnt 
works are ooonaionally printed and specially distributed by Re-presenb
tives of the bsTITt:TIOll in all p:irts of the world. In addition to tbo 
organs of the INSTITUTION, the literature of Spiritunlism generally is 
supplied. For further particulars see " Progressive Literature Publica
tion Fund" on a previous pnge. 

General Business Department.-The lllSTtTUTION hBB excel
lent facilities for General Printing and Publiahing. The wide·spread 
connection for sc> many years enjoyed renders it the best house in 
Brit!lin for the successful issue of all work• on Spiritualism nnd cognate 
subjects. Printing from the largest volume to the smallest tract is done 
cheaply and well. All profits, from whatever source derived, go into the 
fund for promoting Spirituali,m through its literature. The friends of 
the cause may be weli served, and promote the same indirectly by 
favouring the bst1TUTION with their orders. 

Plan of Association and Action.-This bsT1TUT10N extends 
its influenoe all over the country. At the Central Office, 15, South
ampton Row, are rooms for Seances and other experiments; cia-s, 
Meetings, Conferences; Reading· Rooms supplied with the Literature of 
Spiritualism from all parts of the world ; a Collection of Mediumistic 
Drawings, Paintings, and Writings; Direct Spirit·Drawings, Paintinge, 
nnd Writings; Spirit· Photographs ; Portraits of distingui@hed Mediums, 
Spiritualists, &c. ; a Reference and Circulating Library ; a Publishing 
J)eputment for Books and Periodicals; nn Inquirer's Department for 
affording informntion and introducmg Investigators to Circles and ex
perienced Students of Spiritualism in London and various parts of the. 
Country; nn Agency for the appointmrnt of Lecturers, Mediums, &c.;. 
nn Inten1ational Agency through which Truthseekersfromall Countries. 
may be introduced, receive information, nnd tc> which they may h:ive. 
letters addressed when on trnvel in this country • 

.All Communications sho11ld be addressed to-

1. BURNS, Managing Representative, 

PROGRESSIVE LIBRARY & SPIRITUAL INSTITUTION, 

15, Sot1T1LUCPTON Row, HoLBOBN, LoNDox, W.C. 
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IMPORTANT WORKS 
IN COURSE OF PUBLICATION, 

AND OFFERED AT COST PRICE 
TO THB DBPOSITOBS OF TBB 

PROGRESSIVE LITERATURE PUBLICATION FUND. 

MIRA.OLES AND MODERN SPIRITUALISM. 
By ALFRED R. WALLA CE, F.R.G.S., F.Z.S. 

(Author of "Travels on the Amawn and Rio Negro," "Palm Trees of 
the Amazon,"" The Malay Archipelago," &c., &c) 

Thie new work will consist of-
1.-"THE SCIEN1'IFIC ASPECTS OF THE SUPERNATURAL," 

much enlarged, and with an appendi:i: of peraon!Ll &Tidenoe. 
II.-" AN ANSWER TO THE A.RGUMENS OF HUME, LECKY, 

AND OTHERS .AGAINST MIRACLES." 
III.-".! DEFENCE OF MODERN SPIRITUALISM," reprinted 

from the Fortnightly Review. 
This important work will eoon appear in one handsome volume, to 

be . published at 51. Subscribers ordering one copy will be supplied at 
.3t. 6d. each (post&jte extra), or six copies for £1. 

This, one of the moet important eoientifio works which has yet 
appeared on behalf of Spiritualism, is about to be published by Mr, 
Burns, on a plan which plaoee it entirely at the disposal of the friends 
of the movemen• at the foweet po88ible price. Immediate steps should 
be taken to give it the widest possible circulation. 

Part I. 1l()W 1·eady, Parts II. and III. in the Preu. 
BESEARCHES IN THE PHENOMENA OF 

SPmITUALISM. 
Br WILLIAM CROOKES, F.R.S., &c. 

I.-SPIRITUALISM VIEWED BY THE LIGHT OF MODERN 
SCIENCE, and 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS IN PSYCHIC FORCE. 
Two Treatises reprinted from the" Quarterly Journal of Science," to 

be published in one wrapper, with 16 illustrations and diagrams, 
price ls. Parcels of ten copies supplied to depoaitors for 3s. 

11.-PSYCHIC FORCE AND MODERN SPIRITUALISM; a Reply 
to the Quarterly Rtvitw and other critics. To which is added 
Correspondence upon Dr. Carpenter'11 asserted refutation of the 
author's experimental proof of the existence of a hitherto 
undetected force ; also the latest published correspondence of tho 
author, describing his experiments with Materialised Spirit-form3, 

Published at ls. A parcel of ten copies supplied to depositors for 5s. 
111.-NOTES ON AN INQUIRY INTO THE PHENOMENA CALLED 

SPIRITUAL DURING THE YEARS 1870-73. .-· 
Published at ls. A parcel of ten copies suppliAd to den6iit"r edNls. 
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MATERIALISTIC SCIENCE REFUTED. 
B~in~ a refutation of the l\faterialii>tic Philosophy of Professor 

Tyndall, as enunciated at the Meetings of the British Association at 
:&llnst. 

By Da. SEXTON. 
Pri:ie ls. Depositors will be supplied with twelve copie3 for 6s. 

The f ollowi11f1 worl;,s will be t88ued aa tl1e Frogrmive Literature 
Pubtfcatt"on Fund will permit :-

ARC AN A OF SPIRITUALISM. 
A Manual of Spiritual Science and Philosophy. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
Amerirun edition sold at 8s. 6d. The English edition will be published 

at 5;. Depositors will be supplied with six copies for £1. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES in SPIRITUALISM 
By PROFESSOR HARE. 

A New Edition edited by Dr. SBXTON. American edition sold at 
12~. 6d. Terms of publication not yet fixed. 

FAMILIAR LETTERS ON ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 
By PROFESSOR GREGORY. 

Fir.;t edition sold at 10s. 6d~ Terms of publication not yet fixed. 

THE LYCEUM MANUAL. 
By A. J. DAVIS. 

Terms will be announced shortly. 

STRANGE VISITORS. 
By a CLAIRVOYANT. 

REAL LIFE IN SPIRIT-LAND. 
By Mr. MARION 1\1. KING. 

* * * The publication of tl1ese works teas recommended by Judge EdnU/llds in 
his " Tracts and Letters." 

In airteen parts, price 2s. 6d. each. 

ANACALYPSIS. 
An attempt to draw aside the veil of the Sn.itic Isis; or, an Inquiry 

into the ORIGIN OF LANGUAGES, NATIONS, .L'-"'D RELIGIONS. 

By GODFREY HIGGINS, EsQ., F.S.A., F.R. Asiat. Soc., F.R. Ast. S. 
(Late of Skellow Grange, near Doncaster.) 

This magnificent work has always been scarce, but it is now out or 
print. Copies in two huge volumes have sold freely at prices ranging 
!rom 5 to 15 guineas. It is now in course of publication in sixteen 
parts, price 2;. 6d. each, or in volumes, price £2 2s. the set. Depositors 
who order parcels of the work will be supplied at a coneiderable 
reduction. · 
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TRACTS AND SMALL PUBLICATIONS 

SPIRITUALISM AND KINDRED SUBJECTS. 

BY EMMA HARDINGE. 
Rules for the Spirit-Circle. Id. 
The Creed of the Spirits; the Religious Influence of Spiritua,lism. Id. 
The Spirit-Circle and Laws of Mediumship. Id. 

BY CORA L. V. TAPP AN. 
Spiritu .. lism l\S a Science and Spiritualism as a Religion. Id. 
What Great Teacher has produced the Greatest Effect upon Society ; 

and Why? Id. 
Mediumship. Id. 
Spiritualism; its Advantages to the Present and Future Life. Id. 

Upwarda of 50 of Mrs. Tappan's inspirational orations have bten reported in 
the MBDrou, and are yet on sale, price ltd. each. 

DR. SEXTON'S ORATIONS ON SPIRITUALISM. 
- No. 1.-The Claims of Modern Spiritualism upon Public Attention. 

Price Id. 
No. 2.-How I became a Spiritualist. Price Id. 
Nv. 3.-Spirit-Mediums and Conjurers. Price 2d. 
N&. 4.-If a Man Die shall he Live Again? Spiritualism and its 

Critics (A Reply to Lord Amberley). Two orations, price 2d. 
No. 5.-A Defence of Modern Spiritualism, concluding with Twelve 

Propositions proving that the Spiritual Phen.)mena can be Explained 
only by the Spiritual Hypothesis. ld. 

God and Immortality viewed in the light of Modem Spiritualism. 
Price 6d. 

TRANCE ADDRESSES- BY J, J. MORSE. 
What of the Dead? Price ld. 
The Phenemena of Death. Price Id. 
Heave& and Hell viewed in Relation to Modem Spiritualism. Id. 
Spiritualism as an Aid and Method of Human Progress. ld. 
Concerning the Spiritual World and what Men Know thereof. Id. 

What is Death. By Judge Edmonds. Id. 
The Philosophy of Death. By A. J. Davis. 2d. 
Theodore Parker in Spirit-Life. An Inspirational Narrative. Id. 
Is Spiritualism the Work of Demons? By T. Brevior. 2d. 
Concerning Miracles. By T. Brevior. 3d. 
A Scientific View of Modem Spiritualism. By T. Grant. Id. 
Good Angels. A Sermon by Rev. John Wesley, with a narrative drawn 

up by him of extraordinar;r occurrences in hill father's house. 2d. 
Mediums and Mediumship. By T. Hazard. 2d. 
The Spiritualists' Almanac and Companion for 1874. Id. 
What Spiritualism ha.s Taught. By William Howitt. ld. 
Letters on Spiritualism. By William Howitt. 2d. 
The Philosophy of Revelation. By J. W. Farquhar. 2d. 
A Study of Religion: the Name and the Thing. By F. E. Abbott. 2d. 
The Sympathy of Religions. By T. W. Higginson. 2d. 

Lo:imox: J. BURNS, 15, Southampton Row, W.C. 
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VALUABLE WORKS ON SPIRITUALISM 
AND KINDRED SUBJECTS. 

Br REV. SAMUEL WATSON, D.D. 

THE CLOOK STRUCK ONE, and CHRISTIAN SPIRI
TU.JLIST. 5a. 

THE CLOCK STRUCK TWO, and OHRIST.lA.N SPIRI
TU.JLIST. 2s. 

THE CLOCK STRUCK THREE; showing the Harmony 
betw<?en Christianity, Science, and Spiritualism. 6s. 

STARTLING FACTS IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM. By 
N. B. Wor.FB, M.D. lllustrated with Engravings, Fae similu, Dia· 

grams, cite.; 5.50 pages, elegantly bound, 12$.; with Hunia11 Nature, July, 
1874. 7s. 6d. 

THE SPIRITUAL LYRE: a Collection of Songs for the use 
or Spiritualists. This choice selection contains hymns adapted to 

all occasions. It is in univerEal use. In paper wrapper, price 6d.; _ 
handsomely bound in cloth, ls. 

THE MENDAL: a Mode of Oiiental Divination; disclosing 
remarkable Revelations in Biology and Psychology; giving the 

true key to Spirit-agency, and the nature or Apparitions, and the con
nection between Mesmerism and Spiritism. And in Part II-Material
iom ; the source and necessary attendant on social disorganisation. 

By EDWARD B. B. B.&.uu, a British Vice-Consul. Price 7s. 6d. 

THE RELIGION OF LIFE, AS EXEMPLIFIED BY THE 
MAN JESUS CHRIST. A series of Lectures by the Author of 

"Alpha." Cloth, 38. 6d. 

In One ltandsome Volume, price 21". 

NATURE'S REVELATIONS OF CHARACTER; or, tha 
Mental, Moral, and Volitive Dispositions of Mankind, as mani

fested in the Human Form and Countenance. 
By JosEPn Snrns, lll.D. 

This work is the fruit of nearly twenty years' diligent observation of 
·Nature, and presents a new and complete analysis and classification 
-of the powers of the human mind and body, together with the 
pbysiognomical signs by which every faculty is disclosed. Complete in 
one volume, and illuetrated by 260 engravinge. 

"In mystic characters our features bear the motto of our soula."
Sir 7'/wmaa Brown. 

WHERE ARE THE DEAD ? or, Spiritualism Explained. 
By FmTZ. 3s. 
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VALUABLE WORKS ON SPIRITUALISM-contd. 

In hand1ome Cloth, price 28. 6d. polt free. 

PSYCHOPATHY; or, THE TRUE HEALING 
BY JOSEPH ASHMAN, 

.ART. 

Principal of the l'sychopo.thic Institution, 251, Marylebone Iload, 
Ll)odon, N.W. 

CONTENTS. 
CJUPTBB 1.-INTRODUcrION. 

Di~satisr~tion wit.h Ordinary Systems of Medicine-The Nature of 
Disease-One primal Principle of Cure-Weakness and Strength-Man 
like an Engine-What is Vital Force?-Health, Breath, the Blood-The 
Yital Principle beyond these. 

CHAPTBll 11.-THE VITAL PRINCIPLE. 
The StomBCh-Man a Plant-The Internal Sun-Mao a Mi<'rooosm

Caloric-Arterial Combustion--Ttlmperature of the Body-The Nervous 
System a Source of Heat-Nerve Fo!ce-Difference between the Gan· 
glionic and the Cereb1-al and Cerebro-Spinal Nerves-Office of the 
Ganglia and the Corebellum-Nature of the Vis .l\'ervosa-The Soul 
Force. 

CHAPTER 111.-0N THB NATURB ANI' CURB OF DISEASB. 
The Perfect Magnet-The Healthy Organism-The Source of Yitai 

Force-How produced-The Vital Force and Nerve-aura may be Com
municated-The Infiuence of the Old on the Young-The Hand a 
Psychical Instrument-The Philosophy of Hand-shaking. 

CHAPTER IV.-HBALINO • 
. Two Vital Fluids-Their Signs-The Vital Magnetic Fluid: Mode 

(>f applying it-The Power of the Hand over the Temperature of the 
lkdy-The Nerves the Medium of Inftuence-Process without Con
tact-Healing at a Distanre : Marvellous Cures-The Impartation of 
the Aura to Water, &c.-Necessity of Passivity and Benevolence-Con
cluding Remarks. 

'l'HE HEALTH GUIDE: Aimin&-ataHiirherScienceof Life and 
J the Life Forces; givingNaturt1's simple ana beautiful Laws of Cure, 
the science of Magnetic Manipulation, Bathing, Electricity, Food, Sleep, 
Exercise. Marriage, and the treatment for one hundred diseases ; thus 
constituting a home doctor far superior to drug~. By E. D. BADBITT, 
D.M. Cloth, 164 pp., 3s. 6d. 

PLANCHETTE: or, the Despair of Science. By EPESSABGENT. 
6s. 

JESUS: MYTH, MAN, OR GOD; or, the Popular Theology 
and the Positive Religion Contrasted. By J.M. PEEBLES. Wrappers, 

ls. 6<l., cloth boards, 2s. 6d. 

London: J Bu.RMS, 15, Southampton Row, W.C. 
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,THE 

DIALECTICAL REPORT AND SPIRIT-PHOTOGRAPH 
For Three-Halfpence. 

TIIEHE is preparing for publication a 

Special Number of the "Medium," 
alike eligible for Spiritualists and Investigators. It will contain the 
whole of the 

REPORT ON SPIRITUALISl\1 OF THE CO!IIMITTEE OF THE 
LO:SDO:N" DIALECTICAL SOCIETY, 

The Names of those who served upon the Committee, and the 
REPORT AXD MINUTES OF THE SUB-CO!II!llITTEES, 

Constituting the whole of the Experiments and Conclusions of the 
Dialectical Society's Committee respecting Spiritualism. 

With this Number, which will also contain a selection of the week's 
news, will be given a 

REAL SPmIT-PHOTOGRAPH, 
By Bi::oUET, bearing the likeness of a Decearnd Person, which has been 
recognised by the survi\ing Relatives, with full testimony respecting 
the mwe. 

'Ihe "PUOTOORAI'llIC NUllDER ·OF TRE l\IED!UlC " ·will boa document 
on behalf of Spiritualism unparalleled for strength of Testimony as well 
ns Cheapness. 

Price I ¥1· per copy, ls. 6d. per dozen of 13 copies, or 9s. per 100. 
Carriagtl extra. 

London: J. BtmNS, 15, Southampton Row. 

The fullest and cleart4t statement o.f the phenomena of Spiritualism and 
their relation to 1cientificfacta is contained in ~fr. Burn:ls apeeche4 in 

HUMAN IMMORTALITY PROVED BY FACTS. Being 
the Report of a 

TWO NIGHTS' DEBATE ON "l\IODEIUf SPIRITUALISM," 

Between C. BRADLA.troH, Secularist, and J. BtrBNs, Spiritualist. 
Price 6d., post free, or 3s. per dozen post free. 

"Mr. Burns's late argument with Mr. Brndlaugh was, on Mr. Burns's 
side, a discussion in behalf of every religion that teaches a belief in 
spirit, and in behalf of every church. For what !\Ir. Bums has done, 
all Spiritualists and all churche3 owe him, in reality, deep gratitude; 
RS, indeed, do the !llaterialists, for whom only an overwhelming testi
:nony of spiritual facts, from one whose honesty and uprightness they 
cannot doubt, can be hoped to act with any efficacy at all."-Rev. Win. 
R. Tomli111on. 

This work ia adapted for circulation either amongst llfaterialist.a or 
Christians, and will be read with interest where other publications are 
disregarded. 



A. Cheap :&J1~ion, price &.-Original :&Jition, 168, 

THE REPORT ON SPIRITUALISM 
OF THE COMMITTEE OF THE LO~DON DIALECTICAL 

SOCIETY. 

Thia Edition (printed from the Original Plates, by special arrange
ment with the Publishing Committee), contains the following items 

WITHOUT ABRIDGMENT. 
1.-The names in full of the Clergymen, Barristers, Solicitors, 

Physicians, Surgeons, Editors, Literati, Scientists, Merchants, and othere 
forming the Investigating Committee. 

II.-The Report in full, as preeented by this body to the Society, 
after an investigation ext.ending over many months, during which oral 
and written teetimony was obtained from 

NEARLY ONE HUNDRED PERSONS, 
III.-The whole of the test-experiment• made by the investigators in 

six sub-committ.ece, 

WITHOUT PROFESSIONAL MEDIUMS. 
IV.-The minutes and reports of the six sub-committees in full. 
V.-The names of the witnesses; and the whole of the evidence giTen 

under croBB-emmination by persons of known credibility, in enry 
grade of society, being a record of extraordinary spiritual pbe.nomena, 
directly attested-Apparitions-Levitations of heavy bodies, animate 
and inanimate-Spirit-Voices and Music-Spirit-telegraphy, MeBBages, 
Writing, Drawing, and Painting-Spirit-healings-Visions in Crystals 
-Trance-speaking-Prophecies-Speaking in Unknown Tongues-The 
Handling of red-bot Coals, &c., &c. 

VI.-Tbewhole of the correspondence as originally printed, being the 
letters, opinions, and experiences of many public and professional 
men of high repute; to which is added 

Origin.al Papers and Notes of Seances. 
VII.-A. list of ancient and modern works on Spiritualism and 

kindred eubjects; and a copious Index. 

To the above will be added a resumA of the pre!e critiques-an 
original paper, analysing the arguments of the reviewers-Rules for the. 
guidance of investigators-and a Digest of useful modern works on the 
subject of Spiritualism and its phenomena, for the information of in
quirers. 

Thu handsome volume ;s acknowledged to be the most complete, useful, and 
the cheapest v:<Yrk ever publuhed on the subject of Spiritualism. It should be 
obtaintd by every inrpdrer, ;nvestigat<Yr, and .lipiritualist, ancl he placed in 
eve;_11 public librm71, for which purpose it may be obtai"ned at a special 
pnce. · 
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The beat Paper that iESues from the London Pre1111 is the 

:l\IEDIUM .(\ND DAYBREAK, 
A WEllKW .JOUR!CAL DEVOTED TO TllE 

HISTORY, PHENOMENA, PHILOSOPHY, AND TEACHINGS OF 
SPIRITUAL! SM. 

PERMANENTLY ENLARGED TO 16 PAGES. 

PRICE THREE HAhFPENOE. 

THE "MEDIUM:" IS THE WEEKLY ORGAN 
Of that movement which Is at present exciting such tmh·ersal attention, and. 
""such, represeata Spiritualism fully in e\•pry respect. The astounding nature 
of the phenomena, and the all.enj{l'088ing Importance or the alleged communion 
with the opirlt-world, rt.oder thio poper replete with g~nuine interest to all 
<"1118868 or minds, whether attracted merely by the marvellous and no,·el, or by the 
most. profound ooosldt>rationa which can engag~ the mind of man. 

The topics treated may be tlim classified:
Reports of Seances with the most powerful mediums, 

ancl det.t.iled accounts of remarkable phenomena, le\"itat.ions of mediums. 
and the passage of solid bodies into closed rooms, by spirita. 

Engravings of Eminent Lecturers, remarkable Mediums, 
and Materialised Bpirit-Form1. 

The Materialisation of Spirits, so that they can be seen 
and felt, can 1peak, and be Identified. 

Religious and Moral Teachings communicated by spirits. 
Descriptions of the Spirit.World given in important 

spirit-messages. 
Reports of Lectures on Spiritualism, giYen by normal 

speakers, or those under spirit-influence. 

Biographical Sketches of Eminent Men, illustrating the 
universality of Inspiration from the spirit-world. 

Expositions of Miracles and Bible·Narratives, solving 
the motit perplexing diftlcultle!J that have beset dh-ines, and showing that 
Bpirltuali•m can alone explain the Spiritual works of the past. 

Scienti1lc Explanations of the phenomena. 
Instructions to Investigators how to obtain the pheno. 

meoa, and comunlcate with the spirit-world. Dlrectiona for the develop
ment of Jilediumship. Questions and objectiona freely answered. 
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